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ABSTRACT
of Thesis
Government-financed Factories and the Establishment of Industries by
.Refugees in the Special Areas of the North of England, 1937 - 1961
Submitted-for the Degree of M.Phil. by Herbert Loebl-oBE, BSc.
The industries established by refugees who arrived in Britain before,
and to a smaller extent, during and after \<Yorld War .II have be_come part
of the industrial history of the Special or Development Areas of the·North
of England and of their efforts to change their inaustrial structure.
The foundation of these industries was closely connected with the
establisP~ent

of Government-financed factories. and with the provision of

other inducements aimed at facilitating this change.
The causes and effects of the industrial-decline and of the depression
which forced the State to intervene are examined,. as also the first Special
Areas legislation of 1934 and of the GoverPnent-financed factories on
Trading Estates and elsewhere.which resulted from this legislation. The
problem: of finance for the new ventures and partial solutions. are briefly
outlined.• The Special Areas Amendment· Act 1937 and its consequences· are
discussed.
The appearance of refugees in Britain after 1933 cannot be properly
understood without some cUscussion of the backgrou-nd.

\<1e

give,

therefo~e,

a brief outline of the origin of the refugee problem and discuss British
policies

to\~Tards

refugees at some length.

~7e

examine public and private
:'!·

attitudes and trace the development of the refugee problem in the light·
of political events in Europe after 1933. We contrast the welcome given
to refugee iPnustrialists with the general policy, provided they were
willing to settle in one of the depressed areas of Britain. The start of
refugee industries in the North is described next, as are some of their
problems, both those which were intrinsic and those which were created by
the t-1ar. The work of the Refugee Industries Ccrnmi ttee is examined in some
detail. Post-War developments of firms started before and after the War
are briefly described.
Next, we are summing up the information arising from the Case Histories which we collected. We discuss aspects of the settlement of refugee
industries and justify our view that this settlement has been successful.
The Case Histories of all firms founded by refugees and still in
existence in the North on 1 November 1974 follow, as also brief notes on
firms which were no longer in existence on that date.
Our study ends with some general conclusions. The appendices provide
data in support of some of our findings, as also some documents which are
unlikely to be available even to the more specialised· students of this
general subject.
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CHAPTER 1 : . INTRODUCTION
Background
There are many examples in history of the involuntary movement of
people unconnected with war· or with natural disasters.

The reasons for

such movements included religious or political persecution, and restriction
of trade applied to special groups.
II

The cause of every refugee movement is tyranny of one kind
or another"

wrote Sir John Hope Simpson in 1938,
II

The. latest form· is d'ue to the new. d0ctrine. of nationalism.,
which
has. resulted in the deification of the State and the
.
exclusion 0f all conflicting loyalties, whether political,
social or religious. An extreme manifestation is the claim
to racial unity •.• 11
1)

There are no

.pa~allels

in Europe with the nature of the movement of

people triggered off by the insane race theories· advanced by German National
Socialism and put into

practic~,

step by step, .after Hitler came to power

in Germany in January 1933.
II

Part of the refugee mcv~T.ent, but a relatively small part,
has been of people unwilling to conform to the new political
creed;· only complete submission would have· enabled them to ·
remain in safety. Another element has consisted of persons. .
whose politi"cal·past as leaders in pre-Nazi Germany endangered their lives or their freedom and compelled their flight.
But the greater part of the refugees have been Jews, whose
alleged fault was not of their o•.rn making, as. no man chooses
his parents or grandparents. Persecution for political opin-:
ions- can, in some cases, be avoided by submission; persecution
on the ground of 1 race 1 ad.'lli ts of no escape. 11
)
2

We shali examine the systematic way in which people whose families had
in most cases been settled in the German-speaking areas of Europe of more
than 1000

yea~s

were turned into outlaws.

The barbarism which was being resurrected in what had been considered
the civilised heart of Europe took the threatened people by surprise,

wi~

the result that most of them did not attempt to escape ·while. this might still
have been possible.

The rest of the world either did not understand what was

going· on or, in pursuit of high politics, closed its eyes and ears and made
escape difficult or impossible.
The

~re-War

of its tyranny;

invasions by Nazi Germany greatly extended the boundaries
it created fear among people and compliance by Governments

in adjoining countries.

Even before the War closed all routes of escapes, it

was too late for all but a limited number to reach safety.
The situation developed into one of the darkest - perhaps the darkest
episodes in European history, leading to the carefully organised murder of
G· million men, ,.;omen and children.
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An examination of the causes of the rise of Nazism in Germany lies
outside the scope of the present work, but one of the factors in the
complex of. reasons was the economic depression after 1929 and the industrial
and social problems to which it gave rise.

The same problems had to be

faced by all industrial countries in the world.

While ip Britain the level

of unemployment did no.t reach that which existed in Germany at the. worst
time, there were areas where it was even higher.

These were the older

industrial areas like the North East of England, West Cumberland, South
Wales and parts of Scotland.

~lliat

was worse, the unemployment in these

areas remained at a· very high level when. the rest of the country began to
recover strongly and showed no signs of· improvement un.til the start of
re-armament after 1935.
The problem. of· the depressed areas attracted much attention, but. i.ts·
uniqueness in British industrial history - both in complexity and in scale made it impossible to rely on solutions based on past experien!=!e.
By 1934, the National Government led by Hr. Ramsay

MacDo~ald

concluded

that some special action was required if the human misery in the depressed·
areas was to be alleviated and the economic waste represented by heavy
and chronic unemployment reduced.
Investigators were appointed in April 1934 to report on the state of
the depressed areas.

Their reports were available in the autumn of that·

year and in December the first Special Areas Act was passed.
The Act provided for the appointment of two Commissioners, - one for
England and t\lales and one for Scotland - who were to co-ordinate all
activities in pursuit of solutions of the problems of the depressed areas.
The Act - at least in principle - gave powers to the Commissioners
which were unique in time of peace.
The Commissioners were forced by circumstance, and by the limitations
which were soon found to be inherent in the Act, to concentrate initially
on short-term relief measures, but gradually a longer-term strategy was
evolved.

They examined and reported on the problems of the Areas in a

wider context and much of the post-war legislation concerning the Special
Areas can be traced back to their work between 1935 and 1939.
Looking back over more than 40 years, no single idea proved eventually
to have as much impact on the economies of these Areas as the provision of
Government-financed factories on
1934 and later Special Area Acts.

Trading Estates and other sites under the
A location of industry policy would

have been impossible without them.

Not only did the new factories establish

some useful employment relatively quickly, but this employment was in
industries new to the areas and of a very different kind from those on which
these Areas had

~•til

then depended.

More

L~an

that, the Trading Estates,
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with their new concepts of factory lay-out, roads and green spaces, created
working environments which were in-advance of anything even in the more
prosperous parts of Britain and this helped to change the image of the
Areas, making them more attractive as industrial locations, even if this
process was slow.
The Special Areas legislation of 1937 initiated the principle of
financial inducements for firms coming to or expanding in the Special
Areas.
The first Government-financed Trading- Estate in the North, and indeed
in Britain, tobe built- under the Special Areas Act 1934 was at Team Valley,
Gateshead.

The first factories were completed by the middle of 1937. Other,_

smaller, Estates in the North East we_re being built at St. Helen's Auckland
in South West Durham, at Chirton (Nor.th Sh-ields.)-, and at Pallion (Sunderland)
before the War.
factories

In West Cumberland, the construction of Government-financed

and the conversion of old buildings for industrial use commenced

towards the end of 1937.
By this time, many Jewish Germans - Austr-ia and Czechos·lovakia had not
yet been invaded - began to realise that they would have to leave.
indeed, had left ever since 1933.

Some,

But just as_ the problem- was becoming·

serious, the doors of countries where they might have sought shelter began
to close, one by one.

British policy towards aliens who could not return to their countries
began to harden.

Unemployment was still high, even.in the more fortunate

parts of Britain and, although
II

the theory that for every thousand aliens admitted, a thousand
Britons are throw~ out of employment is denied alike by economic
)
science and the plainest experience"
3

it was almost universally accepted by the public.
The number of Jews and others threatened by the Nazis and by the semifascist regimes in some Eastern European countries., notably Poland and
Rumania, was large.

The German currency regulations and, later, the penal

taxes imposed on Jews, amounting to the confiscation of their assets, meant
that, from now on, refugees would arrive with very small resources and
become ever less acceptable for that reason to possible host countries.
There was also a fear on the part of British policy makers that a reasonably
open door would merely encourage the Nazis and others to push out more
penniless refugees.
In 1938, Britain introduced a visa requirement for the first time since
1928; its main purpose was to control the entry of refugees.
Critics of British refugee policy pointed out that the grave problem
was created, to some extent, by the policy of appeasing the Nazis - for
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reasons we·need not examine here-, ·and by a refusal to stand up to the
internal and external excesses_perpetrated by the Hitler Governcent.

They

saw refugees as victims of British foreign policy and·claimed that it was
the moral du:ty of Britain to do what it could to mitigate their suffering.
But morality apart, some critics believed that British refugee policy
was also bad economics: To quote Sir Norman Angell and Dorothy-F. Buxton:-

"

Our refugee policy is based on the assumption that the
admission of more than a tiny number would have bad economic
results. That opinion is pronounced fallacious by an overwhelming concensus of expert opinion. Considerable immigration at this juncture would be of· great economic benefit to
this country and Empire. Prompted by an unexamined prejudice,
we may at one and the same time inflict infinite misery and
damage our ·own welfare."
)
4

But it was not until after the so-called 'Kristallnacht' of 9 November
1936 that refugees were admitted in larger numbers, numbers which increased

further after the.invasion of Czechoslovakia in March 1939 and at the approach to r7ar.
For the industrialists among the threatened people, the Trading Estates
came just in time.

l~ile

small

n~~ers

of refugee industrialists had.

arrived from Germany ever since 1933 - most qf whom settled in the London
area -, the authorities no•v began to show a de'finite interest . in

~inding

refugees who would settle in the Special Areas and start factories, particularly because British firms were

general~y

unwilling to go there.

From the end of 1937 onwards, it became relatively easy_for a refugee
intending to set up a factory to be allowed to come to Britain, provided
he was willing to go to one of the Special Areas.
B~fore

the building of the Trading Estates, there were practically no

small modern factories available

~or

rent in the Areas.

As the refugees

arriving at this time had little or no capital at their disposal, the
construction of factories by them would have been out of the question.
The early history of refugee industries in the North - as in other
Special Areas - is, therefore, closely connected with the Special Area Acts
of 1934 and 1937, and with the Trading Estates resulting directly from the
1934 Act.

But even before the construction of Government-financed factories was
agreed at the end of 1935, the Government had indicated that foreigners
with experience and with the resources required to set up new industries
5}
were welcome in Britain.
The.Commissioners for the Special Areas were
not slow in following up this cue; nor were the newly-founded Development
Organisations in the Special Areas unaware of the potential employment which
might be created by refugee industrialists and, after the start of the
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construction of Trading Estates, their officers made frequent trips to
Europe in order to interest threatened industrialists in setting.up
factories in their areas.
The establishment of new industries is not the only benefit which
accrues to any country with a humane attitude towards refugees.

Neverthe-

less, the industrial contribution made by Jewish - and other - refugees who
arrived from the domains of the Nazis· and from the semi-fascist countries
of Eastern Europe had been remarkable by any standards; in 1947, it was
estimated that about 1,000 firms were set up in Britain by such. refugees,
6)
employing 250,000 people.
The post-War years saw the founding of many
industries by refugees·who, for one reason or another, were unable to start
factories before the War.

At the present time, both the number of enter-

prises and the employment figures· are almost· certainly much larger tha,n in ·
1947, altliough no statistics exist to substantiate this.

But even if we

accept only the 1947 figures, the number of new jobs created by refugees
in their own ventures is several times greater than that of the total
numberof refugees admitted before (and to a smaller extent during and
after) the War, which was estimated at between 80,000 and 90,000 in 1944,
including 10,000 unaccompanied children.
Considering the prejudices and fears,

7)

often expressed with.

vehemence in the Press and in Parliament - , about the likely effects of
the admission of refugees on the difficult employment situation in Britain
in the mid-1930's (and again towards the end of the War), this is certainly
a gratifying and, for many, an unforeseen result, ·which would not, however,
have surprised Sir Norman Angell and those economists and politicians who
thought like him.
Several lessons might be learned from this outcome and while it is
not within the scope of our study to examine the springs of industrial and
commercial enterprise, we believe that it may be possible to generalise
about the

enterpris~

shown by minorities and immigrants, particularly.

involuntary immigrants - who, by definition, were members of minority groups
in their country of origin -, from examples in many different countries and
under quite different conditions.
The evidence on which such a generalisation might be based can be·seen
with particular clarity in the development stage of Western industrial
countries and, more recently, in under-developed countries.

Elkan, in his

Introduction to Develooment Economics.notes the entrepreneurial role played
by minorities

usually of immigrant origins - in such countries and the

higher degree of enterprise shown by them than by the population among
which they live:-
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"

Development depends on people who are enterprising.
Frequently - but not invariably - an initial upsurge
of development is attributable to the enterprise·
exhibited by some minority group of the population Chinese in South East Asia, 'Levantine' in West Africa,
Asians in East Africa, Parsees in India, Samurai in
19th century Japan, or Non-Conformists in 17th century
England -. What they share is neither a common race
nor a particular set of· beliefs that might predispose
them to entrepreneurial aptitudes. They do, however,
have in common minority status or 'deviance' and
perhaps the resulting feelings of insecurity propel
them forward towards economic success in a way that distinguish them from the.rest."
8·)

W~ile

about 10% of

L~e

refugees who came to Britain were not 'racial'

refugees, the rest were Jewish or of Jewish origin. as defined by. the Nazis·•.
These refugees.were, in a sense, 'deviants' twice over:

a minority

They belonged to

in the countries from which they came - and where they had already

displayed strong entrepreneurial aptitudes, in accordance with Elkan's
account; their status as insecure strangers in a foreign land was to be
superimposed on the attitudes with which they arrived •. This double 'deviance' may well be a part of the explanation for their remarkable enterprise.
Object of the study
It is the basis of our thesis that the need of refugees to find shelter
- in a world which was becoming, in practical terms~ increasingly indifferent
to that need as it became more pressing -, and the need to find new industries in.the depressed areas of Britain coincided.
It is our aim to show how the Special Areas policies enabled refugees
both to find shelter and, at the s·ame time, to play a part in meeting ·
the needs of the Areas, a part which was modest·at the beginning, but which
grew to some importance after the War.
Our aim leads us naturally towards an examination both of the problems
of refugees - and of British Government responses to these problems -, and
of the problems of the depressed areas.

~ne

establishment of Government-

financed factories was one of the results of the search for solutions to
these problems and, since these factories became the main cause of the
settlement of refugee industries in the Special Areas of the North, we shall
examine their origins and early development.

Our thesis is not affected

by the fact that a few of the refugee industries. in the Areas were established in other than Government-financed factories.

Their location was

.due ent·irely to Special Areas policies.
There are few references to refugee industries in the many books,
reports and articles written since the 1930's on the problems of the depressed areas of Britain.

At best, references are made to 'alien' or 'foreign'
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firms.

-

So far as we know, this is the first systematic attempt to provide

an account of refugee industries in Britain, although it is. limited to the
Special Areas of the North.
Many of the founders have meanwhile died, and with the changes in
ownership which have taken place in the general pattern of mergers and of
acquisitions of li:vely firms by larger groups, the information on which
such an account has to be based might have been largely lost within a few
years.

Indeed, much of it has already been lost.

It was for this reason that this enquiry has been undertaken now.
Because of what S:ir John Hope Simpson called the

1

pandemic 1 thinking o·f

nations - we shall examine British attitudes towards refugees in some
detail -

the admission. of refugees came to. face increasing opposition

before the War.

This may have been also due to the fact that. the

achieve~

ments of previous waves of refugees in Britain were forgotten by the general
.public, and often even by the descendants of those who came as refugees.
It is unlikely that these attitud·es will have changed greatly and that
they might come to the surface, particularly in times o-f. ·economic s.t.ress,
if similar circumstances should arise again.

It is hoped that this study

may lead to a better appreciation of the problems faced by refugees.- ;erom
Europe before the War and of their achievements in one region of England.
Scope of study
We have already shown that the settlement of refugee industries, at
least those of the pre-War period, was one of the results of the efforts
to find solutions to the economic problems of

L~e.

depressed areas of the

Nor.th, and of other similar areas in Britain.
In Chapter 2, therefore, we examine the causes and effects of the
economic problems of the North and their social aspects, as well as some
local efforts to improve the situation.
In Chapter 3 we discuss the first steps taken by the State, when it
was realised that no solutions could be expected within a tolerable time
span without outside help and we trace the beginnings of the Special Areas
legislation as well as the origins of Government-financed factories on
Trading Estates and elsewhere.
In Chapter 4 we outline the reasons why people had to flee from Europe
before the War and their problems in finding shelter, with particular
reference to British Refugee Policy, as well as the attitudes of the Press
and of special groups.
In Chapter 5 we examine British policy towards refugee

industrial~sts,

their arrival and early problems, of which Internment was the most serious.
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This Chapter also includes a brief record of the role
Industries Committee.

pl~yed

by the Refugee

The Chapter ends with a brief look at post-War

developments, both of firms founded before the War and those set up afterwards.
In Chapter 6 we are summing up and discuss aspects of the settlement
of refugee industries in the context of the Special Areas of the North.
Then follow the case histories of all refugee firms still in existence
on the 1 November 1974, the date when we started our enquiry.

Brief notes

on firms no longer in existen·ce are contained in the last. part of our study.
Since· we constantly refer to them, we must define t-that we. mean by a
refugee and by refugee industries.

"A refugee', wrote Sir John Hope Simpson

in 1938 - with reference to German refugees -

"

might be described as an involuntary migran.t. He would
rather remain where he is, but conditions religious,
economic, political or social have rendered his life there
so uncomfortable or, indeed, so unbearable, that he is
forced to migrate from his home and to search for more
tolerable conditions of life elsewhe·re. H'is· aiterna·ti:ves
to escape may frequently be the concentration camp or
suicide. His search is often rendered more difficult in
that the ordinary rights of a national are withdrawn from
him, he is denationalised, unprovided with the normal
travel documents and left to fend for himself by any
services of the State to which he belonged'. He is an
unwanted inhabit~•t of the world, unwanted in the country
of his origin, umtanted by any other country." g)

It can be argued that being a refugee is a temporary state and that
this ends when the refugee has reached safety or, at least, when he has
adapted to and been absorbed by the host coJil.munity.

Indeed, one or two

former refugees declined to co-operate with us in this enquiry on the grounds
that they long ago ceased to consider themselves as refugees and, perhaps,
because they did·not want to be reminded of the time when they were.
we

a~e

But as

concerned with the economic consequences of the decision by the

Government to admit them, we have to take a very long view

~f

we are to

come to any conclusions.
The Special Areas legislation in Britain, in one form or another, has
now been'operating for over 40 years and the restructuring of the formerly
depressed areas is still continuing.

We shall examine the role which manu-

facturing (and to a very small extent, service) firms founded by refugees
have played in this process.

While we shall describe the early history of

refugee industries in some detail, we shall not distinguish between those
founded before the War and those set up later.

Our criteria for inclusion

require only that the founders were admitted as refugees (or, in the course
of events, became refugees in the sense that they could not return to or
live in their countries of origin), that their enterprises were founded
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between 1937 and 1961 and that they were still in existence in the North
of England on 1 November 1974.
some of the firms

were'

We are not concerned with the fac;:t that

no longer owned by the foundersor their families

at. that dat.e.
The justification for the time span we have adopted is given later
in this Chapter.
We have accepted as refugees not only those who were directly and
immediately threatened by the Nazi regime in Germany and in those countries
invaded by Germany before the second World War, but also people, mainly of
Jewish.origin, whose life was made difficult by the semi-fascist regimes
in Eastern Europe, particularly Poland and Hungary, who were, in any case,
afraid of an early German invas-ion,

which was not long delayed in the case

of Poland, and in. the case of Hungary led to
Jewish people were concerned.

L~e

same results, so far as

We have also included people of central or

eastern European origin, - again mainly Jewish -, who escaped from Europe
after the defeat of France, and a few who somehow survived the·war in
Europe_.
Within these criteria we can now give the categories we have been able
to discern from our study of refugee industries in the North:

1.

Firms which were set.up by refugees on

ar~ival

from Europe before or

during the first few months of the War, _whose admission was on the
understanding that they would set up factories in one of the Special.
Areas.

Such firms may have been started by refugees entirely on the~r

own or in partnership with British interests.
2.

Firms

wh~ch

resulted from l. For example, two partners may have

separated and this caused an additional firm being set up.

Again,

sons of refugee industrialists - in every case we have studied they
were refugees themselves - may have set up firms of their own.
3.

Firms which were set up in the North by refugees long after their
arrival and whose presence there was unconnected with the conditions
of their admission into Britain.

4.

Firms which were started by refugees
working or financial partners.

~ogether

with British (or foreign)

We have included such firms only after

we were satisfied that they would not have started without the initiative of the refugee partner.
5.

Firms which were started by refugees in other parts of Britain but
were moved to the North under general location of industries policies
after the War, or

wh~ch

were set up there under such policies.

In both

cases, the existence of such enterprises in the North is due to the
original admission of their founders as refugees.

1.4

6.

There are a few cases whose origin was more
included them only after

\ole

co~plex.

We have

were satisfied that they came within

our general theme.
We are using the term • refugee industries
rather than the more accurate but cumbersome

1

1

throughout this work,

refugee industrial firms

1

·Inclusion of Case Histories
The collection of the case histories occupied a substantial part of
the time we devoted to this study and they represent, in a sense, the most
important

1

contribution to knowledge 1. in this thesis..

They might be. thought

to have little bearing on some of the earlier chapters. This is not so. It
was often in the course of collecting the informati.on on particular refu.g.ee
firms that new ideas and avenues of enquiry sugges-ted themselves., At the same
time, the case histories confirm many of the events described in the earlier
chapters, as experienced by individual refugee industrialists. The histories
form an integral part of our thesis and their

inclu~ion

is indispensable if

bo.th the variety -of origins and of approaches to the creation· of ne\or enterprises by refugees are to be understood. They form the only complete record
of a small but remarkable part of the industrial history of the Special Areas
of the. North of England of

~~e

last 40 years.

But they may have an even \olider usefulness: The Special Areas of the
North have not been conspicuous in throwing up an adequate number of new, .
lqcally-based manufacturing ventures in recent times, yet the importance of
a larger number of such new starts is now widely accepted·. Our case· histories
can be looked upon as a case-book of successful new venturing in the Areas.
Period covered by this Study
The period covered by this enquiry and its starting date have been
chosen for good reasons: The first Trading Estates factories in the Special
Areas in the North became available in the autumn of 1937 - at Team Valley,
Gateshead. The West Cumberland Industrial Development Company Ltd was

incorp~

orated in August of the same year and was able to provide factory space early
in 1938.
Although refugee industries were established in London

an~

elsewhere

in Britain before 1937, we have not come across any such industries in the
North before that date. This fact indicates the close connection between the
establishment of Government-financed factories and. the settlement of the
early refugee industries in the North and gives us a logical starting date
for our enquiry.
The chosen time span of 25 years gives us an opportunity to study
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industries which were established by refugees before, during and after the
War, as also enterprises set up by the second
arrived as children.

generation~

i.e. by those who

By 1961, these had ente:t'ed their most active·· years.

The survival criterion means that we are able to look at the performance
of the most recent foundations for 13, and of the longest established firms
for 37 years.

The question of continuity is clearly of great· interest· and

importance·, because enterprises which do not survive for many years cannot
make a useful contribution to the economy of regions like the North of
England.
Geographical Area covered by the Enquiry
When we refer to the North, we. mean to .describe the adniinistrative ·regionestablished by the former Department of Economic Affairs during· the-Labour
Government of 1964/66.

This covered the administrative counties of Northum-

berland, Durham, Cumberland, Westmorland and the North Riding of Yorkshire.
Since the re-organisation of Local Government on 1 April 1974, the
region is covered by the counties of Northumberland, Tyne and Wear, Durham,·
Cleveland and C~~ria.

These counties cover almost exactly the. same area

as the counties they replaced.
The designation of the areas covered by the Special Areas Act -19·34
has changed at least once during the last 40 years.
designation is 'Development Areas'.

Their present general

In order to avoid any confusion, we

have net followed the change. and we refer to 'Special Areas', or simply
to 'the A-reas' , throughout.
Only parts of the North enjoyed Special Area status until 1967, when
the whole of the North Region, as defined before, became included.

Further-

more, the areas included before 1967 changed from time to time, either by
Order in Council or as a consequence of new legislation intended to make
more fundamental changes in regional policies.
These changes. in policy, in designation and in extent have been
admirably summarised in a report by the Northern Regional Strategy Team.

10)

We have taken no account of the changes in the extent of the Special
Areas.

Most of these have taken place since the War and they have hardly

altered.the pattern of refugee settlement established before the War.
find, for

exarnp~e,

We

that because no Government-financed factories were

built on Tees side and in the Darlington areas - th·ese areas were not
scheduled Special Areas before the War -, only a few refugee industries
were established there up to the end of the period covered by our enquiry,

•

in spite of substantial developments in both places, including the construct~on

of major Trading Estates, since the end of the War.
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The settlement of refugee industries took place in two main parts of
the North:

On the North East Coast, including South West Durham, and in

West Cumberland, that is, in those parts of the North most affected by the
changes in world trade since the turn of the century and by the business
recession of the early 1930's.

The problems, - and the organisations set

up to deal with them, - were sufficiently distinctive in the two par.ts of·
the region, that we found it necessary to describe them separately, within
the general picture.
We are well aware that parallel developments - leading to the establishment of refug.ee industries - occurred in the other Special Areas of Britain
within the same time
special case, in

i.e. in Wales, in Scotland and, although a

sp~~,

NorL~ern

Ireland.

As we were conce·rned ·only with the North, we have taken no account of
events in these Areas, except in so far as they were common to all Special
Areas in Britain.
Notes on Sources
References to sources are given at the end of each chapter.
useful, however, to discuss
important ones.

so~e

It may be

of the sources and to highlight the more

In passing, we shall also mention some of the difficulties -

and successes - in finding material which we considered essential.

Some of

this information may be of interest to future students of this subject.
Chapter 2
In spite of much help given to us by the family of the late Stanley
Holmes, the last secretary of the Tyneside Industrial Development Board, we
were unable to trace the files of the Board and we do not know whether they
are still in existence.

They would have given a detailed record of the

efforts of the Board in attracting refugee industrie.s to Tyneside.

are

~\le

grateful, however, to Hr. E.S. Holmes, the son of Stanley Holmes, for
allowing us to have access

to

a personal file in his possession, which

contains the correspondence between Stanley Holmes and.a member of the
Commercial Counsellor's Department at the British Embassy in Berlin.
have used some of this material in Chapter 5.

We

We were able to find only

two of the pre-War annual reports of the Board, which contain some useful
material, which we have used in Chapter 3.
Similarly, no complete set of the annual reports of the North East
Development Board were available to the public.

We are indebted to Prof.

G.H.J. Daysh for a complete set, copy of which we deposited in the Local
Studies Section at Gateshead Public Library.

I

'I

17.

The.position in Cumberland was found to be more satisfactory:

There

was close co-operation between the Cumberland Development Council and. the
West Cumberland Industria.! Development Company Ltd

1

-

including some common

personnel -,.their offices were at the same address (30 Roper Street,
Whitehaven), and a kind of successor organisation, the Cumbria Industrial
Association, aithough no longer concerned with development, is still
located there 40 years later.

The same premises also housed the District

Office of the· Commissioner for the Speci.al Areas of England and Wales.

A

few years ·ago, the remaining files of the Promotion. and Development·
organisations of this small area were deposited at the Cumbria County
Archives

at the Castle, Carlisle, where they are kept under reference DSO

42 I 1 - 4.

We have been able to find much, if not all. the information we

were· looking for·.

Among the files we could not f]:nd, the most:. significant. ·

were those relating to the promotion efforts of the Cumberland Development
Council in European

co~~tries

from which· refugees came.

References to the reports by the Commissioner for the Special Areas
will be made in our discussion of sources used in Cnapter 3.
Chapter 3
The reports of the Investigators appointed by "the Government·in the
Spring of 1934 to put forward proposals for the depressed areas and the 5
reports of the Commissioner for the Special Areas of. England and WC!.les
appointed under the Special Areas Act 1934 contain the most complete record
availahle of the Racial and

~conoMi~ problem~

of the Areas between 1934 and

1938 and of the attempts made to begin to solve these problems."
used

thes~

We have

sources P.xtensively.

The papers of the late Sir Sadler Forster, who played an important
part in persuading Government to establish publicly-financed
Estates were destroyed on his death in June 1973.

~rading

The papers of the late

Lord Ridley, Chairman of the_North East Development Board and one of the
"elder statesmen' of the North, are in the safe keeping of Emeritus Prof.
G.H.J. Daysh, but, according to the wishes of the late Lord Ridley, they
are to be kept closed during the lifetime of Prof. Daysh.
The papers of the late Lord Adams, Secretary of the Cumberland Development Council and Managing Director of the West Cumberland Industrial Development Company Ltd, were destroyed on his death in August

1960~

+t will be seen, therefore, that much of the information on the origins
of the Trading Estates in the North has been lost or is not yet available.
We have been able, however£ to

sub~it

Chapter 3 to the surviving members

of a small group of people who were involved in the events discussed in
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this chapter, and in Chapter 2; they included, apart from Professor Daysh,
Emeritus Professor E. Allen of Durham University and Col. R.M. Percival,
the first secretary of North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd in 1936.
They all provided additional information, corrections and criticism as
well as personal recollections.
Chapter- 3 was also submitted to the Chairman, s·ir Horace Heyman, and·
to some of the Officers of the English Industrial Estates Corporation (which
absorbed North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd in 1960), who provided some facts
and made helpful suggestions.
A former Regional Controller of the Department of Trade and Industry
(formerly the Board of Trade), Mr. R. Wood, provided important background
information _after reading the draft of this chapter.
Chapters 4 & 1
Every student of the refugee problem created by Nazi Germany is indebted
to the late Sir John Hope Simpson.

After a dis-tinguished Civil Service

c-areer , he was Vice President of the Refugee Settlement Commission in Athens
from 1926 - 1930 and Director General of the Flood Relief Commission in China
from 193'1 - 19'36.

By the end of the 1930's, he· was considered by many one of_·

the foremost experts on refugee matters of his day.
In 1938, he published a complete record of the pseudo and extra-legal
.

.

actions taken by Nazi Germany against political and religious dissidents and,
particularly, against Jewish Germans and Austrians, in order to draw the
attention of

~~e

world to the nature and magnitude of the crimes which were
11)
being perpetrated against innocent people.
Early in 1939, he brought the information up to date by two further
12) , 13)
publications
and he wrote on other occasions to ensure that the
British public was well-informed on the problem~4)Nor did he disregard the
actions of the regimes in some East European countries, nor the plight of
reflJ,gees anywhere in·· the world.
In 1938 - on the retirement of Sir Neill Malcolm-, ·he was being
seriously considered as League of Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
from Germany, but the Foreign Office objected, because of h{s

II

unnecessarily

critical views on British refugee policies, which might lead to a difference
of opinion with

us·~.

15)

Dr. A.J. Sherman's work on British Refugee Policy from 1933 - 1939

16)

must be considered the definitive work on the subject and we have quoted from
it extensively and used many of the sources to which he drew attention.
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Chapter 5
Sher~4n's

work does not, however, provide much information on. our

special interest, i.e. on policy towards refugee industrialists - perhaps
because they represented such a small and special section of the refugee
problem - and we believe that the material we have been able to find, with.
the considerable help of the Records Department. at·the Home Office, has
never been published before.
The English Industrial Estates Corporation made available to us their
remaining files on the internment period, as also some papers on the Naturalisation issue.
We were dismayed to find that the files of the Refugee. Industries
Committee were destroyed when that Committee was disbanded in the early
195Q's

l?) and we were fortunate, therefore, to find· at least some- material

on the work of the Committee in a 'forgotten' part of a factory of a
refugee manufacturer on 'I'yneside.

This material too has been deposited

with the Local Studies Section at Gateshead Public Library.
Chapter 7_
tfuen we began this study,

\ie

had hoped to be able to obtain from· the

Home· Office a complete list of Refugee industrialists who had settled in
the North, at least for the period up to 1940.

We were confident that,

under the 30 year rule introduced by the Public Record Act 1967, the files
would be available .
In fact, we found only a few files for the years after 1934 at the
Public Record Office and our enquiry at the Home Office resulted in a ·
letter

f~om

the

Depar~~ent,

which outlined its policy and practice. For

the ben.efit of future students in this field, we have reproduced this
letter in Appendix 1.
We had also hoped to have access to the papers of the late Earl
Winterton, who, as Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, had .special responsibility for the implementation of .British Refugee

p~licy,

and who, in

February 1939, was charged by the Home Secretary to draw public attention
to the benefits which refugee industries had brought to Britain.

We have

failed to find these papers, but in a footnote after the references, we
discuss their possible location.
In the absence of any information frcm the Home Office on refugees who
settled in the North ·and·set up industries there, we have had to rely on
our personal knowledge of refugee industries in the North East covering a
period of 38 years, on information from former refugees, their families,
business·associates and friends.
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As our personal knowledge did not extend to West Cumberland, we have
depended greatly on the help and information provided by a number of organisations and individuals.

Our prime source of·information was the West

Cumberland Office of the English Industrial Estates Corporation, whose
manager, Mr. J.A. McBain prepared a list of the firms concerned and gave
us a broad indication on individuals who might have information.

Lord Schon,

one of the founders of the largest Refugee enterprise in the North (Marchon)
assisted us, and the interest and help of Mr. Otto Secher, lately Chairman
of

~~rchon,

gave us access to most of the people concerned, or at least to

their friends

and~·

associates-, and proved to be, invaluable.

~'hile

we· believe.

that our record is complete so far as Tyneside, South-West Durham and West
Cumberland are. concerned - t..'11e pre-t-7ar sites of Government-financed .factories -, we have had. to rely on others with regard to Teess.ide, Darlington
and West Hartlepool, where development was mainly - if not exclusively,
after the War and where no
the War.

GoverP~ent-fin:nced

factories were built before

We would not claim. that our information on these areas is complete.
Duration of this Enquiry

This enq).liry was started. on 1 November 1974 and comple-ted. on. the.
1 November 1977.

The

st~rting

date proved fortunate, because the onset of a major

industrial recession in the middle of 1974 - triggered off by the steep
increase in petroleum prices following the Arab-Israeli

~7ar.

of November

1973 - altered the economic circumstances of many of the firms in our case

histories, if not of all, in a way which would have made the collection of
economic data after 1974 less meaningful in relation to the previous 20 years
or so.

Indeed, a few of the refugee ventures we have investigated have

gone into linquidation since 1974, but we have taken no account of this in
our case histories.
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CHAPTER 2 : DISTRESS IN THE NORTH
The Origins of the Crisis
In this section we shall examine briefly the causes of the economic
decline and the high unemployment in parts of the North since the first
world War

~1d,

particularly,the situation after 1929.

In this way, we

shall establish the background against which the State at last realised
that some areas of the North could not recover from their condition without
outside help.
results

The

pre-~7ar

settlement of refugee industries was one of the

of the actions taken.by the Government to assist the recovery of

the depressed areas.
While the new rulers of Germany elevated a mediaeval barbarism to the
level of State policy, suffering of a different kind had already been
endured for some years by mariy people in parts of Bri ta·in and was continuing.
It was not - as in Germany - the result of any deliberate action,
it was suffering on a large scale all the same.

~ut

Men and women were not

intentionally deprived of their livelihood or hounded ·aut of their native
places, but large numbers of people were forced·to leave the places where
they were born and reared in order to seek a way of earning a living.

In

this way, over 600,000 people left the old industrial areas of Britain
between 1921 and 1935 (Appendix 2).
Their plight, and that of refugees from Germany had ·one .::ammon factor:
Unemployment.

It was certainly one of the causes of the rise of Hitler

and, therefore, of the refugee problem, while the unemployed of the North
became, in a manner of speaking, refugees in their own .country.
So far as the older industrial areas of Britain lvere concerned, there
were, in effect, two distinct crises which coincided:
There was the world-wide business recession form 1929 - 1932/33, and
there was the steady decline of the traditional industries of these areas,
which began ·before the first world War but which had become apparent
only since its conclusion.
The

econom~c

phase in the

·depression was generally thought to be no more than one

altern~ting

movements of prosperity and depression known as

the Trade Cycle, the validity and immutability of which was widely accepted
in pre-Keynesian days.

Although unusually severe and with special features

of its own, it was thought likely to be of a temporary nature, as had been
the case with previous trade slumps.
The decline of the traditional industries of the North was a different
matter:

It had been going on for more than a decade and was caused by the

conti.nuing changes in the pattern of world trade and in technology.
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Ever since the end of the first world war, unemployment in parts of the
North had been heavier than in the country as a whole.

The best that was

to be expected on the turn of the Trade Cycle was a return to. the unemployment level of the period immediately before it.
The twin causes of the grave problems of the North require separate
examination:
In a summary of the economic background to the depression on the North
East Coast, prepared by the staff of the Economics Department of· Armstrong
College (now the University of Newcastle upon Tyne} in 1935, we read:-

"

The world as a whole was in a prosperous condition be-tween
1926 and 1929. The ravages of the Great War appeared to have
been more than made good. Between 1919 and 1925, world production had increased to a greater extent than world population.
By 1928, depreciating cu~rencies had been stabilised and an
international C-old Standard restored. ·There were some disquieting features and some problems still unsolved, but of the
general prosperity there was no question .•• " l}

But

tv.

Arthur Lewis, writing in 1949, pointed out that, so far. as

Britain was concerned-,

"

••• there was not even an interlude of prosperity; throughout,
there was a high level of unemployment •.. which was between two
and three times. as high as the- pre- (first) \o7ar expectation of
' normal ' • " 2)

Lewis believes that sterling was over-valued by about 10%, but that
a more realistic valuation would still not have helped the exporting staple
industries.

He judges, however, that it might have helped the newer

industries to expaTJ.d more rapidly, that is, the industries in which Britain
had lagged behind her competitors ever since the 1870's.
Britain apart, the peak of prosperity was reached in other countries
in 1929.

The sudden break in the boom, of the which the

half~expected

crash of the American Stock Market was but the signal, led to financial and
political .crises in all parts of the world and was followed by the greatest
business recession in history.
The most serious result of the recession was the widespread unemployment and the consequent incidence of poverty and misery.

In Britain, where

even in 1927 over 1 million people were out of work, the figure had risen
to 3 million by the end of 1931.

The position in other countries was

s-imilar or worse.
The causes cf the recession were complex and they are even now supject
to analysis by economists.

There is a concensus that the centre of. the

depression was the United States, in the sense that most of what happened
elsewhere has to be explained in terms of American contraction.

Between

1929 and 1932, the American national income contracted by 38% and unemployment reached 15 million.

American consumption of primary preducts was the
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largest of any country in the world and American lending, which had
contributed so much to world
between 1929 and 1932.

pr~sperity

in the 1920's,declined by 68%

Lewis sees the events leading to recession in the

international sphere as
II

the contraction of lending, the fall of prices, the.
contraction of trade, and the monetary crisis."
3)

Agricultural prices fell more rapidly than those of manufactured
goods and some analysts believe that the fall of agricultural prices and
of other commodities were at the·core of the recession.

The social and

political impossibility of adjusting internal price;s and costs to the
unprecedented fall in external·prices led to the breakdown of the

inter~

national Gold Standard - so laboriously re-established only a few years
before.

wnile its suspension enabled individual countries to escape

partially from difficult adjustments, it proved no solution of the real
•
. problem. As more and more countries devalued, the relative advantage of
the-early_d~valuers

disappeared. and world trade failed to expand.

The.

departure. from an international Gold Standard made possible widely varying
recovery policies, but it also strengthened the retrograde tendency
towards economic nationalism.

On the other hand, the effect of exchange

restrictions by countries still nominally adhering to the Gold Stand'ard ·
tended further to restrict the total volume of international trade.

There

was widespreadmternational economic disharmony and no evidence of even
the minimum common action in attempting to maintain an international
monetary standard.
In parts o£ the North, the exceptionally serious cyclic depression
was superimposed on structural problems of long standing.
The high unemployment on the North East Coast before the onset of
the business recession was due to the

ove~1helming

importance of a small

group of heavy industries:. Coal mining, chemicals, iron and steel, shipbuilding, and shipping and port services.
All of these - except for chemicals - had been in decline for many
years, yet the importance of this group of industries was such that 64%
of the insured population was engaged in them in 1924.

As these industries

were employing mainly men and boys - only in electrical engineering was
the percentage of women and girls higher than 10% -, the percentage of
insured male workers depending on them for employment was, therefore,
higher than 64%.
Four of the industries in the group - iron and steel, engineering,
shipbuilding and marine engineering, and coal mining, accounting for 60%
of all insured workers in 1924 -

were not only in decline but they were
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also exceptionally sensitive to the trade cycle, because they were heavily
engaged in the export trade.
The decline of the group as a whole was such that the percentage of
insured workers in it dropped from 64% in 1924 to 48% in 1938.

Only the

chemical industry grew rapidly in the period (Appendix 3) but it was the
smallest employer by far of the group.

There was an apparent growth in

some sectors of engineering, but his masked a serious decline in general
engineering.
In West Cumberland, the much· smaller working population. depended
heavily on iron and ste·el and on coal.

In .192'4, 14% of the male insured·

workers were engaged in iron and steel and in iron ore mining, and 34%
in coal mining.

By 1937, employment.in these. industries had dropped to

8%. and 19%· r.es·pectively.
The position was summarised by a research team from the Department of
Economics at Manchester University, who had investigated the area for a
period up· to June 1932 :·...,.
II

The industries ·upon which Cumberland and Furness have ~epended
have been those 'IIThich are naturally most' subject to violent
fluctuations, which depend on raw m~terials that thre~ten to
become exhausted. in the near future; ·.vhich have been hit· most
seriously by changes in world trading conditions since the.·
(first) war; and in which industrial organisation and technical processes threaten to reduce both output and employment.
It seems impossible to escape the conclusion that the future
of t..llese industries is far from promising."
)
4

The pattern of world trade, on which the North had depended so heavily,
had been changing since before the first world war, but the change had not
been reflected in the industrial activities of the region.

.The war had

hidden the problem because the demand for coal and for armaments had been
heavy.
The world trend was towards national self-sufficiency in primary production and ±.his involved great changes in industry in Britain as a whole.
The main industries of the North had been substantial export~rs.

Even in

1929, the coal mining industry in the North East still exported 53% of
its output-, 20.7 million tons.
In 1925 already, the Balfour Committee on Industry and Trade had
reported:II

Taking the world as a whole, the widespread development of
home manufactures to meet the needs formerly supplied by
imported goods ••• is perhaps the most important permanent
factor tending to limit the volume or to modify the character of the British export trade. In part, this tendency
is a natural and universal one inseparable from healthy
economic progress and dating from a period long before the
(first) world war." S)

2.6

This tendency became more marked after 1925 and its effects on Britain
more pronounced.

r"t became the chief factor i:t:J. the problems of "the

depressed areas.

The conditions on which Britain maintained the Gold

Standard after its restoration in 1925
unemployment:

~ccelerated

the trend and increased

The Pound Sterling was overvalued and Britain's export· prices

were too. h:i,gh.
Rapid changes in the indus.trial pattern had not been unknown in the
history of the previous 150 years or so.

Changes in technology, new

invention, the exhaustion of. raw materials in some places and the discovery
of new sources in others, political and tariff changes,were some· of the
factors which had in the past caused great changes in the economic fortunes
of some industrial areas of Britain and of other. industrialised countries.
On

t.~is

f:?CCasion, the North did not respond fast enough,· nor on an

appropriate scale - and some industries did not respond at all - to the
challenges posed by the changes in world trade patterns and in_technology.
Where ne\'1 tecl'mology was introduced - for example in the coal mining
industry - unemployment resulted and no steps were taken to provide alternative employment.
Because of the reliance for most of its employment on a few industries
which were particularly subject to the changes we have descrtbed, the·
efforts which the North would have had to make would have been, in any case,
of a ·much more extensive nature than other areas of Britain - other depressed areas excepted - and it is doubtful whether these changes could have
been made without outside assistance, that is, assistance by'Government
agencies.

There was little tradition of light manufacturing, which else-

where became the breeding ground for new enterprise, as Dennison has
explained.

6)

Managers or workers in the heavy industries could not, on

the whole, be expected to set up enterprises of their own in .light industries.
If they showed any enterprise, it was usually in creating ancilliary units
for industries with which they were

fw~iliar.

Their fortunes then became

largely tied up with·those·of declining industries, unless they could export
speciality products to the same industries growing overseas.
We .have already referred to the growth of population in the region
since the first world war.

The problem was magnified by the. fact

t~at

the

boom years of that war had attracted much labour from the surrounding areas
and from further afield and this labour could not be absorbed once the war
was over.
The technical changes in production leading to higher output per man
resulted in a decline in the demand for labour.

This was to become an

important factor in the biggest industry in the North, i.e. in coal mining.
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The problems of the North could also be looked upon as resulting from
over-specialisation.

We have already noted .the dependence of the region on

a small number of heavy industries, whose origins were due to geographical
or geological factors.

The prosperous years before the turn of the century

appeared to prove the benefits of spe·cialisation and its dangers were not
foreseen.
~e

Royal Commission on the Distribution of the Industrial Population

(Barlow Commission) examined this aspect of the industrial scene in the
North and in some other parts of the country:n

The groupin.g together, or concentration, within a particular
area,·of enterprises engaged in a particular industry is
claimed by leading industrialists to carry with it definite
industrial and commercial advantages ••• "
)
7

After r.eciting- these advantages- in some detail, the report continued:-

"

On the other hand, high specialisation has its drawbacks.
The more highly specialised an industrial area and the skill
of its workers, the more difficult it becom.es to adapt it to
occupations of entirely· different types. and ••• whe;n an area
for international or other reasons encounters a severe
and prolonged depression, the consequences to the workpeople
and indeed to the population of the area as a whole are likely
to be disastrous. At no time has this been mor.e· vividly
illustrated than during the last two decades when. certain
industrial areas of the country ••• suffered intensely because
of the steep decline of industries on which for many years
they had concentrated ••• " B)

Fortunately, the }3arlow Commission underes.timated the adaptability of
labour in the North East and in West Cumberland, as later experience was to
prove quite conclusively.
Dennison pointed out a more serious disadvantage of specialisation of
industries in particular areas:-

"

••• In a prosperous area, the development of industries by the
process of 'metabolism' will be intensified, while in a depressed area it will be insignificant. Where the industrial
structure of an area is one of limited industries, probably all
connected with each other ••• , there is a small probability of
there being diversification and the development of new industries from old; specialisation of an area has .the danger of
involving no, or few, second lines of defenqe in the event of·
a decline in the chief industry.· Where there is a more diversified structure, however, there are more possibilities of
internal readjustment to a decline in any particular branch of
industry. On the one hand can be cited the derelict mining
villages of Durham and South Wales as examples of complete
failure to develop new industries to take the place of old,
because they were areas of one dominant industry, and on the
other, there is the case of the newer industrial areas of.the
South, e~periencing a continuous process of the emergence
of new forms of economic activity."g)

A diversification of the industrial.base from within the depressed
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areas was, therefore, almost impossible.

It required a number of years

after 1929 before this was beginning to be understood and it was. not until
the end of 1935 that the first steps were taken to encourage the introduction
of new

industries from outside the region.

It is in this context that we shall examine the establishment of
refugee industries.
The Industrial Picture
Ariy examination of the small nU..''!lher of industries which determined the
economic fortunes of the North must start with the coal mining

ind~stry

which, in 1929, employed one third of the industrial workers of the North
East and of West Cumberland, and which had played an important role· in the
industrial life of these areas ever since the beginning of the industrial
revolution.
A decline in such an importan.t industry was bound to have more than a
marginal effect on· the region and ever since 1913 the output of coai. had
been falling.

In spite of the growth of industrial activity, the demand for

coal in Britain had remained stationary because of economies in utilisation
on the one hand, and grm·ring competition from oil and electricity, on the
other.
Until 1929, the whole of the fall in demand was due to a reduction in
exports.

But even if the demand and the employment had remained· steady

after 1913, the growth in the population of th.e mining districts would
still have meant a grmo~ing surplus of workers available for other employment.
The reduction in employment, however, was far greater than the fall in
output.

Between 1923 and 1937 output fell by 13%, but employment by 34%'!

It is clear from these figures that changes in the manner of producing coal
had even more effect on employment than the business recession.
The most important of these changes was the progress of mechanisation.
This was not uniform in the coal fields of the area.

Thus, we find that

the percentage of coal cut by machine in Northumberland had increased from
55 in 1929 to 81 in 1933, while in Durham it had reached only 33% in that
year.

But· the time when almost all coal would be cut by machine was predic- ·

table, as was. the further reduction in employment.
The changes not only included mechanisation, but also the concentration
on the more efficient mines and the abandonment of uneconomic ones.
this way, the nuruber of mines in Northumberland and
368 in 1929 to 327 in 1933.

Durh~

In

decreased from

Had it not been for the Coal Mines Act 1930,

the decline would certainly have been greater.
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The abandoned mines were frequently the only source of employment in
the localities and as no steps were taken to provide alternative industries,
great misery resulted among the population, particularly in places like
South West Durham and parts of west Cumberland.

We shall return to the

consequences of mine closures when we examine the social effects of the
depres'sion.
There was a considerable difference in demand in different coal fields
in Britain·.

In South Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire, for example, there was

sufficient expansion of coal production to maintain the volume of employment
even in the face of mechanisa.tion.

The coal fields with sea access, on

the other hand, like those of Northumberland and Durham, which had exported
a large part of their output, were severly depressed.
Between 1929 and· 1934, shipments of coal to the four major. markets Germany, France,

Belgi~

and Italy - dropped by 50%.

Apart from

e~~orts,

local demand declined sharply, mainly due to the depression in iron and
steel, in sh:j..pbuilding, and in heavy engineering.

This decline was not

made good· by an improvement in the coastwise trade to the po't-Ter stations
of the South.
IIi 1929, 34% of the insured industrial wo·rkers in the· Nci-r.th Eas.t were
engaged .. in

th~

coa.l.mining industry.

By 1934, the percentage had dropped

to 26.

The reduction among boys was 50%, reflecting the decline in recruit-

ement.

50,000 miners were out of work in 1934.

In West Cumberland, employment in

coa~

mining decreased· from 8,800 in

1929 to 6,100 in 1937, but as in the North East, the industry had been in
decline since 1924 or even before.
But.if there were more people out of work in the coal mining industry
than in any other, the shipbuilding industry showed the most dramatic
in output and the highest percentage of

une~~loyment

~lump

of any major industry

in the North.
The industry had greatly expanded during the first war, in order to
make good the losses in ships sunk by German U Boats.

Since the end of

that war, there had been a decline in the proportion of the world's ships
being built in Britain and in the proportion of British ships built in the
North East.

Even in 1929, - a relatively good year by post-first world

war standards - unemployment in the industry was 20%.
East·yardSlaunched 679,000 Tonnes.

In that year, North

In 1933, the figure was a mere 37,000

Tbnnes, rising to 67,000 Tonnes in 1934.

Naval construction figures were

not included in the above, but since the end of the first world war, this
was small and irregular in occurrence.

The annual average naval tonnage

launched in the period 1931 - 1934 was only 6,000 Tonnes, compared with
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66,000 Tonnes for the years 1907 - 1913.
The unemployment created by these devastating falls in activity was
concentrated in a small number of riverside towns and the industrial and
business life of those which depended mainly on shipbuilding virtually came
to an end..

In an attempt to avert complete bankruptcy of the industry, a

rationalisation scheme was introduced, under \..rhich many of the yards were
closed, some never to re-open again, others to restar.t only when naval
re-armament began in the late 1930's.
When Palmer • s shipyard at JarrO\·T closed, unemployment in the town
reached 80%.

Again, there. \..ras no alternative employment and the dis--

advantages of specialisation were demonstrated in a disastrous way. The
march of the Jarrow men to London

beca~e

a symbol of the misery of the

North East as a. whole and Ellen vJilkinson, Member of Parliament for the
10)
town, w-rote a. book about "The Town that was-murdered".
The situation in the other two major industries - iron and steel, and
engineering - was more complex.
concentrated mainly

O!'l.

Steel production in- the North. East

Teesside - had actua·lly ris.en, by 23% between 1929

and 1937, but the output of pig iron had dropped sharply. At the same time,
productivity in the industry had improved by the adoption of new processes as in the ccal industry-- and the larger output· was, therefore, achieved
with fewer men. Considering the high tariffs the industry still needed for
protection against foreign imports, the trend·was likely to continue. The
employment in the ir.on and steel industry 'lr7as only 22% of· that in ·coal mining.
and the 8,000 me which it shed between 1924 and 1938 .were absorbed by th.e
gro~~h

of constructional engineering on Teesside and at Darlington.

Although unemployment in Middleseborough reached 40% in 1932, it proved to
be almost wholly cyclic. Teesside benefited from the fact that there was
no coal mining there.
In West Cumberland, iron ore mining and the manufacture of pig iron
were in decline. Iron ore mining reduced its employment from 8,800 in 1929
to 6,100 in 1937, partly because the mines were beginning to.be worked out.
Pig iron employment declined from 1,200 to 950 during the same period, while
steel making, on the other hand, increasedits labour force from 1,500 in
1929 to 2,300 in 1937.
In engineering, the-situation was even more complex, because of the
wide range of activities classified under this industrial heading.
The employment figures for general, electrical, marine and constructional engineering, the making and repairing of motor vehicles, cycles, aircraft, carriages and carts, railway carriages, waggons and tram cars were
estimated at 56;,500 in 1929.

By 1932, the number had fallen to
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33,200, a drop of 41%.

What was more, this fall was between two and three

times greater than for the country as a whole.
in the

c~tegories

By 1934, the number· employed

enumerated had increased again to 41,000, but this was

still a long way below the 1929 figure, which was, in any case, 10,000
below the number of the insured workers in the industry.
Not all these trades on the North East Coast, however, meved in. the
same direction: Electrical Engineering, Motor Vehicles, Cycles and Aircraft,
and Railway Carriages, Wagons and Tramcars were each employing more people
in 1934-

th~n

in 1929.

Their employment, in aggregate, increased from 8,800

in 1929 to 10,400 in 1934, an increase of 18%, compared with a natienal
increase in these trades of only 3%.

This more rapid grmV"th than for the

country as a whole would have given greater satisfaction, if the numbers
employed had been more than a small proportion of the workpeople· in the
North East.
Tnis, unfortunately, was the trend in engineering generally:

The·

trades which prospered were relatively small employers, while those which.
languish.ed, were large ones.

r7hile

e~act

figures for General Engineering.,

for example, are not available, it is a category which included a very
varied as.sort.ment of v10rk - including some of the regi,on' s specialist
activities like locomotive building and armament werk - and was a large
employer.

Over the six years 1929 - 1934 it experienced an average unemploy-

ment of 34%, rising to 46% in 1932.
It is not our purpose to examine all branches of engineering in
but the examples indicate the complexity of the picture.
un~mployment

d~tail,.

Nevertheless, "the

figures given at the beginning of the discussion on engineering

indicate the severity of the depression in the industry taken as a whole.
It would be wrong to give the impression that the situation of the
declining industries represented the whole picture in the North East or;
indeed, in West Cumberland II

The economic difficulties of the North East Coast during the
post-war (first war) period have tended to cause attention to
be concentrated upon the character and extent of the economic
problems with which the area is confronted, and therefore to
direct attention mainly on the condition of the export industries of the area which, unfortunately, have been almost conti~uously declining in importance since the end of the (first)
war. Preoccupation with the problem may have resulted in a
tendency to overlook the fact that there are a number of
industries and services on the North East Coast which have
grown during the post-war period, and that some of them have
continued to expand even in·the worst years of the world
economic depression."
11)

The table in Appendix 3 shows the number of insured persons in the
e·xpanding industries of the North East from 1924 ··- 1934.

It provides some

3-2

interesting conclusions :
The majority of the expanding industries employed relatively few
people, even if their percentage growth was impressive.

The exceptions

stand out: Building and Public Works, Transport and Communications, the
Distributive Trades, and Miscellaneous Trades (Including Local Government
and the Hotel and Catering Trade).

These 4 industries. or services accounted.

for 80% of the growth in employment in the 20 industries listed in the table.
The most dramatic growth in employment in the decade to 1934 took place
in the Building and Public i-7orks. industry, but this was due to the expenditure of public funds by central and local Gover:nment.

While slum clearance

and housing policies were likely to guarantee the continuation of activity
for some years, the high level of. employment depended largely on national
economic and social policies.
The expansion of the other three industries in the major growth group
ensured that unemployment in a big centre like Newcastle

u~on

Tyne rose less

rapidll'- during the depression years from 1930 onwards than the national
average.
We note, however, that the group showing this large absolute expansion
in employment did not include a single manufacturing industry.

The lag in

this sector. indicated, how badly some stimulation and growth were needed to
balance the decline of the traditional heavy industries of the North.
Another conclusion may be drawn from the table in Appendix 3:

The

increase in employment in the expanding industries in the North East. in the
decade to 1934 was 134-,0oo insured workers.

Since unemployment in 1934

stood at 162,000 and since, further, the net emigration in the decade
exceeded 100,000, there clearly was a consicl.erable expansion of the population, for whom no

emplo}~ent

provision had been made, even if we allow for

the fact that some of the expanding industries may have employed a fairly
substantial number of Uninsured workers.
The table in Appendix 2, although covering a different time span,
supports this conclusion.
By the end of 1934, when world trade was growing again, comparisons
between the unemployment in the North East and in the country as a whole
began to indicate that changes highly unfavourable to the North East had
taken place: Between 1923 and 1929, unemployment in Great Britain varied
12)
from 9% - 11%. On the North East Coast, the range was 13% - 16%
Now
the gap was much larger, as the graph indicates:
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The economists at Armstrong College \v-ere forced to come to the
following conclusions:II

In a period when the recovery from the depth of the world
depression might have been expected particularly-to benefit
the export industries of the North East Coast, the percentage of unemployment remained almost twice as great in this
area as in the country g_enerally. These facts indicate that
during the period of world depression important internal
changes in industrial Britain were going on and that the
North East Coast will, when the depression ends, be left
with the very serious social and economic problems presented
by a large, permanent, and disproportionate amount of unemployment."
13)
-social Effect of the Crisis

There is a vast literature on the social effects of the depression on
the people of the North.

These effects were both visible and hidden:

Visible, because mines, shipyards and factories were closed and derelict.

Many shops were shut and .unemployed men were standing at street. corners.
Hopelessness and deprivation could be seen everywhere.

In his book "English

Journey", J. B. Priestley describes the unemployed in some: of the towns as.
14
"men wearing the drawn mask of prisoners of war".
) Visitors to the
North came away with the "ineffaceable impression of men suffering through
15)
being overwrought and worn out by anxiety".
BU:t the hidden effects were even worse.

The majority of the unemployed

had been out of work for long periods, a minority up to 8 years.

"

Prolonged.unemployment is destroying the confidence and
self....:respect of a large part of the population, their fitness
for work: is being s.teadily lost and the anxiety of· living
always upon a bar.e minimum without any margin of resources
or any hope of improvement is slowly sapping their nervous
strength and their power of resistance.". IG)

II

lVhole. communities are suf·fering, suffering through want
and suffering in morale ••• where the majority of the com~unity are in work they are able to keep up the morale of
the unemployed; ••• where the majority of the men are unemployed the morale of the 1.-1hole district suffers ala·rmingly or jus·t goes by the board".
17)

Even by the middle of 1935 there appeared to be no prospect of an
effective reduction in the number of unemployed;

No hope

ot

a. revival of

the export of coal, no immediate hope of the revival of shipbuilding. and
no hope of any large industry moving into the distressed districts.

It was

this hopelessness which \'las the most serious aspect of the crisis.
On 20, 21 and 22 March 1934, The Ti!!les published reports from a.special
correspondent it had sent to County Durham.

These reports provided a vivid

.picture of the situation.
The Times correspondent reported that

"

there was a~ger and resentment against the South, because
it was felt that the South governed in ignorance".

His own responses echoed local feeling:
II

There are parts of.Durham where one feels strongly and
sometimes angrily that London still has no conception of
the troubles that affect the industrial North."

The.leading article in T-ne Times of 20 March 1934- the issue which opened
the series of reports - could see

"

a background of bare justice behind the unyielding Socialism
which spellbinds Durham Man today, because he thinks he can
see no proof of genuine consideration·from any other quarter".

The correspondent ·found ample reasons for the hopelessness of. the men
and youths:

"

In nearly every part of the country, the steady reduction
in the unemployment figures has emboldened hope· of better
times ahead. Ye~ in places where the pits are not only
closed but abandoned, the works not only closed but dis-

.
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mantled, it is difficult to see any ground for hope,
because there is no industry left there for recovery
to vitalise".
If the position was bad for the men, it was worse for boys and girls.
A large number of them had never done a day's work in their lives

an~

they

seemed to have no opportunity to work in the foreseeable future.
Large numbers of people, particularly young. people, were leaving the
places where they were born.

The break-up of famili-es and of the tightly-

knit mining communi ties caused much hardship and heartbr.eak.
Britain was still one of the world's richest countries and it is hard
to believe that the correspondent \V'as· describing· conditions in parts. of·

that country whe:n · he reported on the conditions in villages or towns
where the majority of men were unemployed:-

"

Fr.iends or relations cannot help one another because
all are straitened in the same way. Everything superfluous has been pawned or sold and the necessities of
life are worn out. In Jarrow, even the pawn shops closed.
Clothes are from charity, underclothes .. we:r::e. rare. Men
a-re· not s-tarving but they are permanently hungry.
Malnutrition among child'ren was rare, but teachers
report the sort of apathy resulting from insufficient
food and of the wrong sort. Fathers and mothers went
short to· ensure that children did not suffer".

Unemployment benefit, cut in 1931, had been restored. under Part II
of the

Une~ployment

Act 1934, so that payment to a single man over 21,

for example, increased from 15/3d to 17/-.
week.

(i.e. from 76p t_o 85p) per

For the majority of the unemployed, however, benefit had long

ceased and, instead, they received so-called 'transitional' payments.
This was money paid out to those who were able to make fewer than 30
contributions to Unemployment Insurance during any previous 2 year period.
But payment was subject to a test of need.

Tra~sitional

payments were

administered, under the Unemployment Insurance (National Economy)
Order of 1931, by the Councils of Counties or County Boroughs.
came out of a special account of the Unemployment Fund.

(No. 2)

The funds

A circular issued

by the Ministry of Labour on 10 November 1931 dealt with the position of
applicants in possession of capital assets:-

"

As regards persons in possession of capital assets,
it would be difficult to reconcile a practice of recom-.
mending transitional payments to such persons, irrespective of the general circumstances of the case". lB)

This test became known as the 'J.l.leans Test' and, while the circular
made it clear that there could be circumstances where the income value of
such capital assets needed not necessarily prevent the payment of transitional relief, the whole procedure caused great resentment and bitterness
among the unemployed.

It was felt to be unfair in its application, part-
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icularly by taking into account small savings.
The Dole and the

~leans

Test formed the most common subject of con,..-

versation among the unemployed, who did not look upon transitional payments
as poor relief, but as money·to which they were entitled in the

s~e

way

as unemployment benefit.
Irregularities in the administration of transitional payments by
Durham County Council - in favour of the unemployed and· at the expense of
the State - led to the appointment of a Commissioner to take over the
administration in 1932.
As an aside, it may be noted that, 40 years later, the Means Test, .. or
anything resembling it, is still so much a part of recalled popular resentment that it has proved to be impossible, under the quite different conditi9ns
of the Welfare State, to ensure that

social benefits, like subsidised

housing, go only to those really in need of them.
It was one of the tragedies of the depression years that people had
been advancing. more rapidly than their enviro:nment before the crisis struck.
While men and. women had received· a better education and had acquired more
skills, and higher expectations, they lived in overcrowded conditions, in
old industrial surroundings and many of them worked. in
not changed their methods for a generation or more.

industr~es

which

ha~

Now, there was no

work at all for too many of them.
The Time correspondent concluded:II

No hope exists for thousands of men and boys ever to lead a
normal working life again, unless drastic, specially directed
action can be taken ••• Can we be satisfie~ that every nerve
is being strained to lift these people out of the pit of
permanent local worklessness? ••• Perhaps all the reserves of
a democratic Government are not yet exhausted ••• ".

As we shall see in chapter 3, the Government initiated some action
almost_: ·immediately after the publication of these reports in The Times,
action which began a slow but fundamental change in the fortunes of the
depressed areas.
Some Measures of Social Relief: Adoption, Transference,
Land Settlement
We have already remarked that many people of the North became refugees,
in a manner of speaking, albeit in their own country, because they could no
longer continue to live in their horne towns or villages and earn a living.
There was at least one respect in which their problem and that of
refugees from Nazi Germany - as we shall see in chapter 4 - was handled in
a similar way: Through adoption or sponsorship.
Many individuals and private or public bodies wanted to do something

to

ame~iorate

the conditions of their less fortunate countrymen in the

depressed areas, by adopting parts.of these areas, or families and
individuals. who lived there.
There are various forms which these adoption schemes can
take, for example, the adoption by more fortunate families
of those less fortunate, the adoption by a county, a town,
a chur.ch or an association in the more prosperous parts of
the country, or by·the staff of a Government Department or
by a business firm, of a town or village in the Special
Areas, or the financial support of a·particular kind of
institution or activity in the Special Areas'~.
)
19

II

While admiring · th~ spirit in which generous offers of adoptic:m were
made, the Commissioner for the Special Areas of. England and r7ales drew
attention to the dangers of failure of schemes, unless they were properly
planned.

He warned that only the more powerful adopting. bodies could

hope to achieve anything positive within the Areas themselves, such as
the establishment of new industries.

Others would have to set themselves

more limited objec.tives and the most useful way in which they could help
was
by finding employm~nt in their own districts, facilitating
the removal. of workers and the settlement of individuals. or
fa.."llilies ·in their ne;.r surroundings".
20)

II

The Commissioner appealed strongly to all bodies and organisations in
the more prosperous parts of the country to consider seriously whether they
could not bring practical help to the Special Areas by these methods.
II

An adoption scheme which finds permanent employment in a
new area brings real relief to individuals and groups and is
of far greater permane.nt value than the adoption of palliat·ives such as the··provision of clothes, social amenities or
)
even temporary work giv:en in the Special Areas".
21

It would go too far to investigate the results of these appeals in
detail and a few examples must suffice:
of England made an early contribution.

Two County Councils in the South
Surrey Council, under the leadership

of Sir John Jarvis, attempted to assist Jarrow by the reviving of old and the
establishment of new industries there, and by the transfer of girls to
employment in Surrey.
Hertfordshire adopted half a dozen of the most unfortunate colliery
villages in County Durham and established schemes for poultry keeping and
land cultivation there.

It also provided money for occupational centres.

The town of Bedford adopted a small rural township in County Durham and
found employment for a number of men and women, and boys and girls, housing
the newcomers and provided social arrangements to prevent homesickness.
Later, schemes of adoption were undertaken by staffs of many large concerns·
i~

London and other prosperous places and by staffs of Government Departments.
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By September 1936, no fewer than 70 such Departments or branches of
Departments had adopted distressed villages or townships and collected.
22)
voluntarily the sum of £40,000.
Faced with the prospect of unemployment of unforeseeable duration, many
people had left the North after 1928 and, indeed, even before.

They usually

made their own arrangements for employment in other parts of the country,
or in the Dominions and Colonies.

Some of them kept a foothold in the

North, in case employment in .other parts of Britain should also prove to
be impermanent.
From 1928 cm<iard, the Ministry of Labour had given assistance to
unemployed people to transfer to districts offering better prospects of
employment and, in. addition, there were specific schemes., financed by the
State and admin-ister.ed·by Local Authorities, to cover the cost of transferr-·
ing whole households.

There were also some private organisations operating

in the same field, for example Lady Headlam's United Services Employment

Scheme in Co·. Durham., which placed 8·,000 boys and girls in employment in
other parts of the country.
The official support for

transferenc~

was based on the fear that the

North would never aga-in provide employment for all its people.

We. have·

already dra'llm attention to the increase in population in the North in the
decade after 1924, and to the absence of any official policy to create new
employment opportunities.
The need to migrate in order to earn a living is never ·an easy ·matter
to contemplate and the Commissioner for the Special Areas of England and
Wales recognised this:-

"

A man puts down hi~ roots in the place where he works and
lives. He has his family and friends and associations in
that place. It is a hard thing to tear up these roots.
It is one of the finest characteristics_of mining communities that their personal associations, their communal life,
is strong."
)
23

Yet in spite of

t~is

recognition of the personal and community

problems involved, the Commissioner pressed for an extension of the policy:

"

Transference of individuals and families out of the Special
Areas must, in my view, be regarded as one of the essential
measures of relief".
24)

To those who criticised this policy, he explained:-

"

Whilst there is hope of revival for the more firmly established districts in the Special Areas, there are parts of
these Areas for which it is difficult to see an economic
future. These are mainly situated ••• in the West Durham
coal field and some of the smaller towns and villages
surrounding Cleaton Moor in vlest Cumb~rland. Unemployment
in some of these small districts has, for some years,

39

amounted to practically three-quarters of the employable
population. The community is, in fact, no mor.e than a
smail town or village built around a coal shaft. When the
coal ceases to be worked, the possibility of economic life
disappears. There is no justification that I can discover
for establishing industrial enterprises in such places".

25)

Bewtween 1921 and 1935, 295,000 people had left those counties of the.
North which were later to contain the Special Areas.

Statistical inform-

ation on migration is given in Appendix 2.
Between 1934 and 1938,.60,000 people were transferred to other parts of
the country under official schemes.

This figure does not necessa.rily· include

all their dependants, nor does it include those who had made thelr own
arrangements.
Not all the people·who left found it easy or, indeed, possible to
settle down in other parts of the country and by 1939, about 50,000 of
them had returned.

Yet without migration and transference, the· unemployment

figures in the North would·probably have doubled.

We shall refer again to

migration when we examine the significance of the unemployment figures.
It is difficult for us today to share the belief that land settlement,
particularly on small-holdings, ·shoul.d have been· considered a means of
dealing with unemplC?yment at a time when agriculture was itself a depressed
industry.
Even if the problems of suitable land and working capital for unemployed
men and women could have been solved, there remained tne question of viab-.
ility, of an entirely different way of life from that of the industrial
worker and, perhaps most important, the lack of skill to wrest a living
from the land.
We record this attempt at relief - which benefited only one or two
per cent of the unemployed - only because the Commissioner for the Special
Areas spent a quite disproportionate part of his funds on schemes for Land
Settlement.
he

By the end of 1938 - the last time the Commissioner reported -

had spent £3.2

~illion

on such schemes, compared with £4.5 million on

Trading Estates and industrial site

developme~t.

This is not to belittle the results achieved.

It would carry us too

far to investigate why this disproportionate investment, compared with
industry, was made or to follow the history of some of the schemes.
Local Self .- Help
Apart from the many private, charitable and Church organisations who
tried to bring some form of practical relief to the unemployed and their
families, a

nUE~er

of Development Organisations were established, whose
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objective was the attraction of new industries.

They did this mainly by

providing as much publicity and information as their slender budgets
permitted.
The need for this was seen long before the business recession after
1929:
II

in 1.926, the Tyneside Industrial Conference. (or Tyneside
Industrial Development Conference) was formed to consider
the problem of industrial development for the whole area.
It was a pioneer movement which was followed by a large number
of municipalities throughout Great Britain. The pressing need
for immediate and consolidated action was recognised over the
whole of Tyneside and every Municipality and Urban Council
linked themselves together in this important Conference. They
were joined by the Tyne Improvement Commissioners, ~rewcastle
C~amber of Coi!".merce. and. the Public Utility Companies ••• "
)
26

Because this early Development· Organisation is now all but forgotten
and records are difficult to find, we are reproducing an article on its
work, printed in 1929, in Appendix 4.

It is interesting to note that the

revival of indus.try and the need to attra.c,t- new firi!is was seen to be the.
most important· issue for Tyneside even before the world business recession ·
began.

But the results of its work appear to have been small, so small,

indeed, that Newcastle Corporation withdrew its support in 193:2.

27}

It was not surp,rising that, in the economic climate-prevailing in the
late 1920's and in the absence of any supporting Government policie-s,
Developing Organisations depending wholly on publicity could not achieve·
very much.
The fact that all the local authorities on Tyneside were willing to
take part in the Conference was seen as a great step forward:It

It was recognised that Tyneside was one community from an
industrial point of view, and increased employment in any
part of the area would be to the advantage of the area as
a whole'.'.
28}

An
failed.
tence.

atte~pt

to form a Regional Development Organisation in 1932, however,

It was not until. the end of 1934 that such a body came into exisA Memorandum from this organisation, the North East Development

Board, outlined the position at the time:
II

In December 1932, proposals were mad~ for the constitution
of a North East Development Board, whose activities would
cover the district from the Tyne to the Tees. There \..rere
then in existence the Tyneside Industrial Development Conference, which, however:did not have the support of some
local authorities and, in particular, of Newcastle upon
Tyne, the Tees District Development Board with headquarters. in Middlesborough, and a Sunderland Development
Board. The proposals for a North East Development Board
were unsuccessful owing largely to the refusal of the
Newcastle Corporation to join".
}
29

Several efforts were made to bring a wider scheme into being and, in
March 1934, Mr. Runciman, The President of the Board of Trade, expressed
strongly his view that co-operation between all the authorities on the
North East Coast was essential.
On. the 26 November 1934, a meeting was held \olhich was presided over
by the Lord !lrlayor of Newcastle, when it was
II

unanimously decided that the formation of a North East
Development Board shoud be proceeded with".
)
30

The Board. started operations on. ·4

March- 1935.

The NorthEast Development Board- and· the Government- encouraged the
formation of local Boards, to be affiliated to it.

The Regional Board

represented the interests of the region as a·whole, while the. local Boards
provided more detailed ir..formation a·nd carried out .indus.trial promotion in
their own localities.

In this way,

~~e

regional interest and the demand

for local initiative could be combined.
A ·list of the organisations affiliated to the North East. Development
Board, taken from its first annual report of 7 February 1936, is given in
Appendix 5.
The Tyneside Industrial Development Conference ceased to exist in
1935, and in its place, the !)•neside Industrial Development Board. >.ras formed

in March of that year, but not without much debate in Newcastle City Council
on whether the proceeds of a l/8d rate could be justified in view of the
small results obtained by its predecessor.
A smaller Board was formed in Blyth and discussions were g()ing on about
the formation of a local Board in Berwick on Tweed.
Finance for these organisations came from iocal authorities, from
affiliated organisations and companies, and from the Government.
In·South West Durham- an area specially hard hit by the slump and by
changes j,.n the pattern of mining - and in Cumberland, Development Boards or ..
Councils were formed in 1935, but something more than.promotion was required
in ±hese districts and.appropriate - if different - organisations were set
up there in 1937, as we shall see in chapter .3.
The Development Organisations were better suited for the task of
industrial promotion than the local authorities.

They were free from

bureaucratic control and could take commerical attitudes.
were absurdly small, and finance, generally, proved to be a

Their budgets
problem~

The

start of operations of the North. ' East D17velopment Board was delayed for
many weeks; because Barclays Bank was not satisfied with the security for
the £500 it was asked to advance until local and Government finance became
available.
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The budget·of the Tyneside Industrial Development Board for 1936
was less than £3,000, out of which its secretary and a small staff. had to
be paid.
The

GoverP~ent

found these organisations valuable.

They provided

much information and local knowledge and they gave opportunities to publicspirited people to put their expertise and understanding of the local
situation at the disposal of the region, and, therefore, of the Government,
which considered such advice before f.ormulating its policies.

They also

acted increasingly as pressure groups and the· Commissioner for the. Special
Areas seems to have depended to some extent· on the pressure they exerted in
order to get his proposals accepted by

Gover~~ent.

Both the North Eas.t Development Board and the Cumberl,and Development
Council gave valuable evidence to the Bar.lo•tT Commission.

3"1)

More important from our point of view, the Development Organisations
played an important part in the settlement of

refug~e

industries in the

Nortl1, particularly a·fter Government-f·inanced factories became available
in 1937.

Thus we find the Secretary of the Tyneside I'ndustrial Development

Board, the late Mr. Stanley Holmes, and the Secretary of the Cumberland
Development Council (and later, Managing Director of the t\'est CUl'!lberland
Industrial Development Company Ltd), the late Mr. J. (later Lord) Adams and
other officers travelled widely on the Continent of.Europe during the two
years before the.War and made contact with threatened industrialists.

Their

names will recur often in this work, particularly in the Case Histories.
In many cases we have studied, the settlement of refugee industries in the
Special Areas of the

~orth

was due to their work.

Apart from the Development Organisations, which had no investment.
funds at their disposal, we must mention two ventures which showed the
efforts made by individuals to improve the economic circumstances of their
districts.
The Tyneside Industrial Development Conference had been, from the
start, a publicity organisation only.
limited objective.

Its budget was small even for such a

In its work, it came across

f~rms

Tynes ide area·, if some capital could be obtained.

willing to move to the

It was in such cases

that the lack of readily available sources of finance was keenly felt (see
chapter 3)

"

The Tyneside Industrial Development Conference has been in
contact with a number of promising schemes, the majority,
however, have gone to other districts which could provide
the financial assistance which the Conference is unable to
provide".
32)
(also Appendix 6)

In 1933, Col. S. Monkhouse - who was associated with the local
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Electricity Supply Company and who was also the moving spirit in the
Tyneside Industrial Conference - and some of his friends, most1y prominent
Tyneside businessmen, set up Northern Industries Development Ltd., whose
purpose was to
II

provide necessary assistance to approved new ventures or
for the development of undertakings already established
and handicapped by lack of capital for expansion"-. 33 ) (also Appendix 6)

It was, up to then, the most constructive recognition that special -·
steps would.have to be taken to assist the diversification of industries in
the Region.
The objectives of this small finance company and the results achieved
by it were quoted later by the Government Investigator and by the Commissioner
for the Special Areas as an example of. what· might be done on a larger scale.
(see chapter 3)

The company may be considered, with some justification, as

a small forerunner of a Government-guaranteed investment company which was to
be established in 1937.
In Cumbe-rland,. the t1iners (Industries) Trust Ltd was formed in 1928
by a Mr. Cnarles Roberts of

Boot~~y

near Brarnpton (whose son was to play a

role in assisting refug_ee industries in and out. of Parliament) ,
II

actuated by a deep interest in and sympathy wi.th. the
graduaily worsening condition of the local unemployed".

34).

In 1934, the trust looked after four ventures, concerned with the manufacture
of bricks, of lime, and two coal mines, which were enabled to continue
with the help of the Trust's funds.

The Trust managed to pay 5% interest

on the total capital of £22,261.
We may well ask, why it was

tha~

a region which became prosperous by

the
II

enterprise, foresight and courage of individuals, unaided
by any Government or the big ·London Banks".
)
35

threw up only these two small support ventures in its period of greatest
distress, but the complex answer to this question would carry us too far
away from our main purpose.
The Significance of the Unemployment Figures
While unemployment alone

cafu~ot

give a complete indication of economic

activity - it may, for example, hide a rapid increase in productivity, as
we have seen in the coal and steel industries -, it is generally considered
to be the best indicator available, particularly if it persists over a number
of years in a particular area or country.
Since we make frequent reference to the official figures for the
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depressed parts of the North, their meaning and significance in r.elation
to the national unemployment figures must be examined and. explained.

The official figures were based - almost a by-product - on the statistics
of Unemployment Insurance supplied by the Ministry of Labour.

The principal

groups of workers excluded from insurance were those engaged in agriculture,
in private domestic service and all under 16 and over 64 years of age.
On 3 September 1934, - under·the provisions of the Unemployment
Insurance Act 1934 -, the entry into insurance for boys and girls was
effectively lowered to the age of 14.

Up to that date, the majority of

school leavers were excluded from the statistics for 2 years.

Since a larger

proportion of young people stayed at school beyond the age of 14 in the

more

prosperous parts of the country and further, since job opportunities for
those leaving school at the age of 14 were better there, the omission from
the statistics of those between the ages of 14 and 16 to September 1934
led

to an over-optimis.tic comparison beb1een local unemployment in the

depressed area:s.and the national

average.

Similarly, the smaller number of women in the North seeking industrial
exployment at that time, compared with the national average, again led to
an understatement. of the unemployment position in the North relative to
the national average.
Dennison drew attention to the fact that the South of the

co~,try

had

a larger proportion of employed than insured workers, while in the North 36 ) Th-~s ~-s
· o th
an d ~n
· er d epressea• areas - th e pes~'t'~on was reverse d •
• •
simply another way of stating that in the South, the employment situation
was better than the official figures based on Unemployment Insurance
suggested, while in the North it was worse.
But the most serious problem of comparability of the official figures
was posed by migration and transference- migration·assisted by official
bodies -.
Between 1930 and 1934, about 150,000 people left the North East and,
while about 50,000 of these returned, they did so, in the main, only after
1937, when.the employment position in the North improved.

In Cumberland,

where the absolute figures were much smaller, an estimated 25% of the
population emigrated between 1928 and 1935.
There is no way of adjusting the official figures to allow for this
migration which must be borne in mind in any consideration of the real
extent of the industrial problems of the North before the l'lar.
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CHAPTER

3

:

HELP

ON

THE

\\lAY

The first Special Areas Legislation: The 1934 Act
We have already observed, that the

~etting

up of new industries by

refugees in the North was one of the direct results of the Special Areas
legislation and of the availability of factories to rent arising out of
that legislation. ·
In this chapter we will trace its origins and the events leading up
to the establis~~ent of the first Trading Estates in the North in i937.
By

1934~

the country as a whole had began to. recover from. the effects

of the world recession.

Between 1932 and 1934 the Gross National Product

increased by almost one quarter and unemployment dropped, although it was
still higher than in 1929.
The older industrial areas, however, failed to recover in line with
the rest of the country and in some districts, industry had come to an end.
In chapter 2 we have referred to a series of-remarkable articles.
published by The Times in March 1934

l) , whi.ch painted. a harrowing picture

of the life of many people in County Durham.
drew attention to the fact

~~at

The special correspondent

the recovery had by-passed at least this

part of the country:II

England is beginning again to think in terms of prosperity
and may even deceive herself into imagining that at ·home,
if only she holds \•rhat she has gained, everything everywhere
is going to come right. That is not so. There are districts
of England, heavily populated, whose plight no amount of
general trade recovery can cure, because their sole industry
is not depressed but dead. It would be_ a failure of statesmanship to ignore them".

In the last of the series, on 22 March 1934, the correspondent· made
some proposals for action, which were supported by the first leader:-

"

The Government would do \oTell to choose and appoint one man
and send him to study the Durham situation comprehensively
for a period of months, and then require him to report his
frank reco~~endations covering as wide a field a& he thinks
fit. He \'l'OUld need to be empowered to call into consultation,
at his discretion, any local authorities, any companies,
public bodies or private individuals, and to receive assistance from the Civil Service in disentangling the facts on
any particular subject •••. Nothing was to be ruled out of
his mind ab initio •••
If the Government were to send one man separately to each
of the half dozen areas of Great Britain which present the
s"ame phenomena of crushing unemployment and the death of
local industry, it would be provided with half a dozen
parallel reports from which it would distil .ideas for
possible action~ •• It is a task for one man, not a committee."

Such was the power of The Times, - and perhaps the embarrassment of the
Government-, that action was taken

i~~ediately

and almost exactly on the

4·8

lines proposed by its correspondent:

In April 1934, less

t~an

a month

after the publication of the series of articles, the Government appointed
investigators, one each for the main areas concerned.
Capt. D. Euan Wallace, a Civil Lord of the Admiralty, was sent to
Tyneside and Durham, and the Rt. Hen. J.C.C. Davidson, the Chancellor of
the Duchy of Lancaster, to West Cumberland, Alston and Haltwhistle.
The investigators were given only a few months in which to complete
their work.

Their reports, which were of a confidential nature, were

presented in the late summer of 1934.

~·7hen

Parliament met in the autumn of

that year, the Government. was pressed to publish them.

In November 1934

it agreed to do so, with the deletion of a few paragraphs of a confidential
2

nature.

)

The investigators consulted with·the kind of public and private
organisations and individuals The Times had suggested.

In addition, the

investigators had at their disposal two surveys which had been prepared as
part of the efforts to solve the problems of the depressed areas of the
North:

The survey produced by the Staff of Armstrong College (now the

University of Newcastle upon Tyne) in 1931 at the request of the Board of
Trade on the North East Coast

3)

, and that ca·rried out by the Department
4)
of Economics at Manchester University on Cumberland
A study of their reports arouses admiration for the investigators and
their staffs.

Within a few months they had learned enough to describe a

situation \vi thout parallel in British indus trial history.

They produced

wide-ranging analyses of the causes of the problems of the depressed areas
of the North and they put forward many ideas \vhich were to form the basis
of later policies.
The facts, as exemplified by the
enough.

~~employment

statistics, were stark

On June 1934, 16.1% of the insured population was out of work in

Great Britain as a whole.

The figure for Tyneside and Durham was 27.2%,

for Bishop Auckland 50.4% and for Jarrow 56.8%, to quote only a fe\v of
the. worst.

5)

For r!'!asons we have explained in. chapter 2, ·these figures

under-stated the problem in relation to the national average.
But factual observations apart, Capt.

~'lallace

provided two conclusions

of fundamental and far-reaching importance:Firstly, he made out an

~~answerable

case for direct Government action,

at a time when faith in the self-correcting effect of market forces had
not yet been abandoned and the idea of Government intervention was still
suspect:
II

If, therefore, it be admitted that the industrial depression
and the heavy unemployment in this area are due to causes
outside the control of those who reside there, it is equally

49·

true to say that there is no liklihood that the same forces
which have created the present situation \-Till automatically
re-adjust it, except after a lapse of time and at a cos.t
in human suffering and econo~~c waste which no modern Government would care to contemplate. Durham and Tyneside can only
escape from the vicious circle, where depression has c;reated
unemployment and unemployment has intensified depression, by
means of external assistance."
6)
Secondly he shewed that, whatever might be done in the depressed areas
theiiiselves, their problems \-Tere due in a large measure to national policies
- or rather, their absence, - in

planning the location of industry and the

consequent· imbalance in the growth and prosperity between di.fferent parts
of the country.
The problem was not new.

More than 350 years ago, a proclamation of

James I warned that the grow-th of London was at the expense of other places:.II

The other good Townes and Borrowes of his Kingdom by reason
of so great a receit for people in and about the said city
are much unpeopled and in their trading and otherwise decayed."

Capt.

~-Jallace

7)

dre\-T attention to the same problem in a new, industrial.

context and urged, perhaps for the first time in any Government report,
that a start be made to control this situation :II

••• just as the really derelict towns and villages cannot be
dealt with in isolation, so it is impossible to promote
effective measures for the re-habilitation of any one area
·without reference to ~~e country as a whole. The first of
these questions is the attitude of Goverr.ment towards the
location of industry. Any large-scale movement of population involves an immense waste of social capital •••
The most outstanding exa~ple of the movement of population
to a new ar.ea· is the industrialisation and consequent growth
of London. It is, therefore, suggested, that the time has
come \-Then the Government can no longez: regard with indifference a line of development ••• which appears upon a long
view to be detrimental to the best interests of the country;
and the first practical step which could be taken towards
exercising a measure of control in this direction would
seem to be some fo:rm of planning of industry".
8)

If the report of the Rt. Hon. J.C.C. Davidson on West Cumberland made
no proposals of a similar fundamental kind, it was because the problems
there were on a much smaller scale.

11,000 people were out of work in 1934

compared with 170,000 on the North East coast.

Unemployment never exceeded

30% for the area as a whole and dereliction such as was common in the North
East was confined to a few small places.
work and the town of

}~ryport

There were 2000 miners out of

had an unemployment rate of 60%, but the coal

industry had, in fact, done somewhat better than in the North East throughout the de)?ression years.

The two big mines near

closed when Mr. Davidson reported.

~vhi tehaven

had not yet
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The Manchester investigators had concluded that the future of the basic
indus-tries of the area were far from promising and that the decline, which
they saw as having started as far back as the 1880's, would continue.

But

there were a number of mitigating features: West Cumberland was part of a
mainly agricultural county with a flourishing tourist industry.
Apart from his main conclusions - which pointed· to fundamentally new
Government policies

Capt. Wallace made a number of suggestions which

were capable of implementation in the short term:
II

One of these called for

the appointment of a Commissioner to co-ordinate all.
activities. in connection wit,h Government schemes for the
rehabilitation of the area."
9)

The Government almost imrnediately acc.epted the first of his t\'70 main
conclusions: that the depressed areas required external assistance.

It also

accepted ·that such assistance should be co-ordinated by Commissioners.

As

for his second main proposal, it was to be almost 6 years before a Royal
Commission on the Distribution of the Industrial Population reported (the
:Barlow Commission) , and over 14 years· before· a location of industry policy
began to emerge in Britain.
Follo'liTirig the publication of the reports of the inyestigators, the
Chancellor, Neville. Cha:rr.berlain, informed Parliament on 14 November 1934
that theGovernment had decided to appoint two

Co~~ssioners,

one for the

depressed areas of Scotland and one for those of England and Wales,
II

to be invested with wide powers and untraJr..!!lelled by ordinary
departmental Routine", lO)

to look after the areas which had been investigated

They were to be

allotted a substantial sum to spend at their discretion and an initial
amount of £2 million was to be paid into a special fund \'7hich they would'
administer.
The Chancellor also anm:>Unced that Jl.lr. (Later Sir) P.M. Stewart had
agreed to act in an honorary capacity as Commissioner for England and Wales
and he promised the immediate introduction of a Bill to give· authority for
the necessary powers.
The Bill was introduced on 26 November 1934 under the title 'Depressed
Areas (Development and Improvement) Bill',

but in response to criticism in

the House of Lords, the word 'Depressed' was deleted and the word 'Special'
substituted.

The Bill received the Royal Assent on 21 December 1934.

The debate in the Commons showed, that there was widespread recognition
of the magnitude and novelty of the. problem and of the unlikel].:hood of
market forces or normal Government action eff.ecting any early solutions.
The Chancellor, Neville
II

Ch~-herlain,

said on 14 November:-

Although in the present case \'7e need not describe the disease
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as desperate, it certainly is sufficiently exceptional to
warrant exceptional treatment. ~lhat we .,,ant here, it seems
to us, is something more rapid, more direct, less orthodox
if you like, than the ordinary plan, and if we are to do
what seems to me even more important than the improvement
of the physical condition, if we are to effect the spiritual regeneration of these areas, and if we are to inspire
their people with a new interest in life and a new hope.
for. the future, we have to convince them that these reports
are not going to gather dust in some remote pidgeon hole
but that they will be the subject of continuous executive
action • .• • We have resolved to cut through all the ordinary
methods and adopt a plan which we· conceive is more suitable
to these special conditions than the methods which, in the
ordinary course, would be applied to such a problem •••
We are going to give the Co~~issioners a very wide discretion. They must not be afraid of trying experiments
even if those experiments fail." ll)
Other speakers in the debate indicated their encouragement of the
Commissioners to experiment and their impatience with the normal machinery
of Government.
In response to the widespread criticism of the smal.lness of. the sum
allocated to the

Co~~issioners,

Government speakers went as far as they

could to imply that the till was wide open, if the

Co~~ssioners

could

show that they needed more money to help solve the problem.
A study of the text of the Act makes one wonder what the Government
had in mind.

While the powers of the

Co~missioners

very wide terms, they \'lere, in fact, limited in
in particular by section 1(5)
from

carr~ying

on for gain.

were expressed in

som~

important respects;

(a), by which the Commissioners were precluded

on, or giving financial assistance to undertakings carried
Nor were they permitted, under section 1 (5)

(b) of the-._Act

to provide financial assistance by way of loan or grant to local authorities.
The provision of employment -was not mentioned anywhere in the Act.
Although the Government had given the impression that nothing would
be allowed to stand in the \vay of finding solutions to the problems of the
depressed areas, it appears that the restrictions of the financial powers
of the

Co~~issioners

were fully intended.

In his evidence to the Barlow

Commission on 2 February 1938, Mr. Humbert Wolfe, for the Ministry of
Labour, said:-

"

It was not the intention of Parliament that the Commissioners
should carry on State Trading or subsidise the Special Areas
at the expense of the rest of the country."
12)

In other words, there were to be no financial inducements, no carrots
for anyone moving a factory to a Special Area or setting up a new concern
there.

But in the absence of any policy on the location of industry, there

were no sticks either.

It was not surprising therefore, that the Commis-
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sioners failed almost completely to obtain ne\v industries in the Areas.
In his 1st Report, the Commissioner for England and
II

~'lales wrot~

:-

It is natural that wherever one goes in these Areas, one
should be met by the demand that something should be done
to attract. fresh industries to the Areas .••. I regard it as
at once the most important and the most difficult of my
duties to try to satisfy it. I have given more time and
personal attention to this side of my work than to any
other, but it must be frar~ly admitted that up to the
present the results have been negligible."
)
13

We shall come back later to·describe a particular campaign by the
Commissioner to persuade finns in other parts of B'ri'l;ain to move into one
of the Special Areas.
persuading

L~e

The failure of that campaign.played a part in

Government to widen the interpretation. of the 1934 Act.

Looking back over xr..ore than 40 years to the first Special Areas Act,
we are forced

to conclude that its concept \'ras too limited and that the

assistance \.:hich it was designed to give the Special .Areas bore little.
relation to the scale of the problem.
The Commissioner for England and Wales found it necessary to correct
II

much misunderstanding as to the extent of my powers, perhaps
partly due to the statements made by members of the Gover.nment
during the passage of the Bill, 11
.)
14

and to point out the directions in which, in practice, his powers were
limited.

On a later occasion, he offered the opinion that some of these
15
limitations, at least, were seriously hampering hi·s work.,
) but

it vras not until Hay 1937, when the 1934 Act was to· be amended, that these
limitations were removed.
The localities which were to be treated. as Special Areas were scheduled
'

in the 1934 Act.

They included all those "which have been speciallly .

affected by industrial depression."

The 1937 Act conferred powers on the

Minister of Labour to add places to the schedule.

The criterion for

inclusion was a certain rate of unemployment and this remained through
all the subsequent legislation concerning the Areas for over 25 years •.
But as the qualifying rate was changed from time to time - and with increasing prosperity it was generally lowered - localities were removed or replaced and others were added to the schedule with every change of the economic
climate.

This pi~cemeal approach to the restructuring of the region

caused many anomalies and practical problems which made planning very
difficult.

At times, this policy had almost grotesque consequences:

When

Lord Hailsham was sent by the Government in the winter of 1963 to report
on any further action required in the Nor~~. he found that the southern
part of the Team Valley Trading Estate - which was to be built in 1937
under the first Special Areas Act as the centre piece of,regional renewal -
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was part of a locality which had been removed from the schedule.

It was

not until 1967 that the whole of Tyneside, County Durham·, Northumberland
and Cumberland were beginning to be treated as a whole.
Yet in spite of its shortcomings, the Special Areas Act 1934 marked
the start of great changes for the better in the fortunes of the depressed.
areas.

It was the first of a series of Acts relating to the Areas, of.
(See Appendix 7) •

which the Industries Act 1972 is only the latest.

One of the clauses of the 1934 Act required the Commissioners
II

to mal<e recormnendations to Government depa·rtments and local
authorities. as to the removal of· difficul.ties which appear
to the Commissioners to prevent or hinder measures which
might be carried out under statutory powers vested in any
such department or local authority and ought, in the opinion
of the Commissioners be so carried out."
16.)

The Commissioners made good use of this requirement and they put
forward many proposals which were eventually incorporated in legislation
or practice.

Almost the whole of post-war regional policies cal_'l be traced

back to their work. The Barlow Commission itself was first proposed by
17)
a Co~missioner.
Its report was to form the basis of policies on the
location of industry in Britain after the 1-lar.
In spite of his limitations, the
carried out much excellent and

Co~issioner

~ssential

work.

for England and Wales

The range of his activities

was very wide:
He assisted in modernising docks and.harbours, in providing new
supplies and sewage works, in building new hospitals and houses.

wat~r

His

assistance in the social field covered all conceivable activities, from
the care o.f the old to cookery classes for unemployed youths·.
to buy smallholdings for several thousand families who
on the

lan~he

~rere

He helped

to be settled

encouraged- and financed- the clearing of derelict sites.

He devoted much time and money to training and re-training of young and
old alike.
The table of Appendix 8 lists the expenditure on the main lines of
effort by the Commissioner for England and
year to 30 September 1938.

~vales.

The table covers the

15 months had passed since the 1937 Act had

permitted him to provide financial inducements to firms moving into or
expanding in the Areas.

It is,

L~erefore,

surprising that only 25% of

his total expenditure was concerned with industrial projects and factories.
The Commissioners formed a powerful lobby.

They used every opportunity,

including their own reports, to draw attention ·to the needs of the Areas and
to their own limitations in doing v1hat was necessary.

They materially

helped to ensure that both the public and Parliament were becoming better
informed about the problems of the Areas.
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Government-financed Trading Estates: Origins and
early Development
We have already ventured the opinion that Government-financed
factories~

available to let·, proved to be, in the long run, the most

successful weapon in the fight for the regeneration of the older industrial
areas of the·North.

The idea was applied with comparable success not only

in the other Special Areas of Britain, but also in other industrial countries
with similar problems and, indeed, in under-developed countries, where the
problems to be solved w·ere quite different.
we shall examine, therefore, how the idea came to be proposed, - in
the context of the problems of the older industrial areas -, how it was
fought for and how it came to be finally accepted by Government.
Even the most cursory examination of the problems of those parts of.
England, Scotland and Wales which contained the Special Areas, would have
provided two firm conclusions:
These Areas depended on their prosperity on a few heavy indus.tries on
the one hand, and they lacked many of the light industries which were
growing fast in other parts of Britain, on· the· other.
The older industries had been declining ever since before the firs.t
world tolar, for reasons which we have examined briefly in chapter 2.

There

was a real fear that these industries would never regain their former
importance.

These fears proved to be wholly justified when world trade

increased again·quite strongly.
The lack of more light industry was deplored by many people in the
areas concerned - if not by all - and every report on the state of the
economies of the Areas written by official or academic investigators from
1929 onward drew attention to it.

There were divided views on how such industries could best be encouraged
and there \orere, indeed, some doubts whether they could succeed in the Areas with their· entirely different industrial traditions -

but there was little

doubt that more light industries were essential, if the Areas were ever
to regain a reasonable level of prosperity.
r1ith the benefit of more information than was available to the
Commissioner for the Special Areas of England and Wales at the start of his
work, we now know that the rate of growth of light industry required to
bring unemployment in the North down to the level of that of London was
greatly under-estimated at the time.

Fogarty, using information prepared

by the Ministry of Labour for presentation to the Barlm-1 Commission in 1938
(Appendix 9) concludes:II

The lighter industries on which the prosperity of the
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Midlands, London and the South East was based developed
as rapidly in the North East as in other parts of the
country; Northu..-nberland and Durham contained in· 192'3
some 3.5 of the insured workers attached to the 23
industries which expanded faster than the general
average in Great Britain as a whole beb1een 1923 and
1937, and obtained 4.1% of the increase in the number
of workers in the 23 industries between these dates.
But the North East was hopelessly handicapped in its
efforts at adjustment by the high proportion of its
workers who were engaged in the declining heavy industries at the start; only 22% of the insured workers
of Northumebrland and Durh~~ were in. the expanding
industries in 1923, as compared with 38% in the
country as a whole. Allowing for the high percentage
of women in many of the grm-;ing industries, it may be
estimated that, to reduce unemployment to the level
of London and the South East, it would have been
necessary for the growing industries to expand in the
North·East more than twice as fast as in the rest of
the country • .,.
18)

But whatever the rate at which such developments were seen to be
necessary, it was natural that much effort should have been devoted

to the

examination of the factors which facilitated the growth of the newer
manufacturing industries in and around London and elsewhere.
It was noted that many of these industries were new starts and that
the capital available to the founders was usually quite small.

Such new

firms only rarely had the resources to buy sites, provide services and erect
their own factories, even when serviced sites were available.
Particular interest was focussed on two privately-financed factory
estate

compa~ies,

which had successfully attracted light industries since

1918.
Trafford Park Estates Ltd was formed in 1896, two years after the
opening of the Hanchester Ship Canal, and its object was mainly to bring·
business to the Canal.

Although the company had built a numb.er of small

factories. to let, its major development was based on leasing sites to firms
building at their own expense.

By 1939, there were 200 firms

established

on the Estate, employing over 50,000 people.
The Slough Trading Estate
~eveloped

depot.

~-1as

established on a site originally

by the State during the first world War as a motor transport

It was acquired in 1_920 by Slough Estates Ltd, a company which had

been formed to purchase from the Government and sell the surplus motor
transport from the War.

The term 'Trading Estate' arose from the activity

of the company, trading as it did in war surplus

~ores.

In 1924, when the disposal of the surplus motor transport had been
completed,

th~

company began to develop the estate as an industrial estate,

the freehold of the whole of which would be retained in their own hands
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and on which they would provide factories for renting by manufacturers.
In this respect, the plan of operation differed fro!ll that at Traffo·rd Park.
For the first few years, factory accommodation was provided by letting,
after suitable adaptation where necessary, of existing factory buildings.
In theseearly years of the estate some large manufacturing firms settled
on it.

Large factories "IITere, however, the exception.

The policy of the

company was to attract a largerumber of undertakings to the estate.
Because of this policy, not more than 3%

of the company's total profits

depended on any one of the factories on the estate.
The company adopted standard types of factories which could be cons-tructed quickly and, because of the economies secured through standardisation,
could be let at lower rents than ~.;ould otherwise have had. to be charged·.
Small. 'bijou' factories were made available for persoris ma-nufacturing on
a small scale.

Services, including railway sidings, were provided by

the company.
In 1939, there were 210 firms on the Slough Trading Estate, employing.
about 30,000 people.

The company launched a sioilar estate before .the

at King's Norton, Birmingham, on which 57 firms had
19)
settled by·l939, employing 1,500 people.
second world

It was the success of Slough particularly which attracted· the. attention
of those who urged the Government· to finance similar developments in the
Areas, since private capital was unwilling to invest there.
As the object was to be employment- not profit,_ as at Slough and at
Trafford Park-, it was ·thought that Government-financed factories could be
bffered on better terms than those on the

con~erical

estates.

But only a small number of people appear to have pressed for the
establishment of Government-financed factories in the-early years of the
depression.
the

Everyone was searching for large-scale and speedy solutions to

a~palling

problems of the Areas.

It was realised that Trading Estates

were unlikely to attract large manufacturing units form outside the Areas.
This \vas to be confirmed by the experience of the Commissioner.

Firms likely

to rent factories on such Trading Estates would be small or new and would
not, in the short term, make any impression on the unemployment problem.
Some local opinion, including the Trades Unions, seem to have concentrated on
ideas for reviving the traditional industries of the North -.in disregard
of the changed situation of world trade - and showed little interest in
new light industries, whatever the economists advised.
reasons, the

For these and other

concept of Government-financed factories received little

political backing.
It is clear that Capt. Wallace received a number of representations
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on Government-financed Trading Estates in the
not know from \ihom.
II

s~~er

of 1934, but we do

In this report he wrote:-

There are possibilities that one or more sites could be
acquired for development along the lines of the· Trading
Estates at Slough or Trafford Park, and there is no doubt
that the provision of these facilities makes a special
appeal to the promoter of a new business."
20) .

But the idea that the Government should finance such Trading Estates.
appears to have been considered a d.;tring one at the time, because Capt.
Wallace qualified his suggestion at once:II

This proposal is made with considerable reserve, since
it is recognised that the whole problem of the most effective use of our national credit, and the la;rg.ely increased.
savings of our people, for the provision of employment •••
requires for its solution the most detailed knowledge and
prolonged study."
)
21

The idea of Government-financed factories was supported by the newlyfounded Development Organisations.

In October 1935., the North East Develop-:-

ment Board sent recozn.rnendations for industrial developments to the
Government.
II

These included the following:-

We feel that Industrial Estates should be created in
various parts of the area on the lines of' the· Slough
Trading Estate~ Welwyn, Trafford Park, Park Royal· etc .••
The finance for this undertaking would have to be
provided either by Government or by Government guarantee,
and there is n6 reason why such an undertaking should
)
not in time be self-supporting."
22

At its Council meeting on 28 October 1935, the Tyneside Industrial
Development Board strongly urged the Goverrunent to finance factories to
let, but, as we shall see, the decision to authorise the Commissioner for
England and Wales to build Trading Estates at the expense of the Special
Areas Fund had, by this time, already been taken.

Nevertheless, in its

first annual report in 1936, the Tyneside Industrial Development Board
claimed that its representations, and those of the North East Development
Board,
II

helped the Con~issioner eventually to establish the
)
first Trading Estate in the North."
23

At its second annual meeting, on 27 May 1937, its President claimed that
II

they helped largely ~n creating the atmosphere which
resulted in the Government agreeing to build Trading
Estates."
24)

At the same meeting, Herbert Shaw, a Vice-President and former secretary
of the Newcastle and Gateshead

Ch~~er

of

Co~~erce

(1902 - 1932) threw an

interesting light on the origin of the idea of Trading Estates in the North:II

Some of you may remember that I was chairman of the
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first Board (The Tyneside Industrial Develqpment
Conference) and you can imagine that when I see the
succ·ess of the Trading Estate, (which was being built
at the ·time at Team Valley, Gateshead) I am very
pleased. You may be astonished to know that 10 years
ago or more, that was one of the first. recommendations
my com.-ilittee made."
)
25
As we were unable to.find the minutes of that committee, we, are not
able to confirm that Government-financed Trading Estates were proposed
rather than 'co~~ercial' ones.

If the Tyneside Industrial Development

Conf.erence did indeed suggest such factories as a means of bringing· new
light industries into the area in 1927, it \V"as almost certainly the'
first time such a suggestion had been made.
The most persistent supporter of the idea \-Tas .undoubtedly S .A. (later
Sir) Sadler Forster, a young Middlesborough accountant and, from 1933,
secretary of the Teesside District Development Board.

"

In 1966 he wrote:-

36 years ago, I started to besiege the top brass of the
Civil Service. Every month I journey~d to V.lhitehall,
confident that this time the idea of Gove.r:nmerit-financed·
factories in the depressed areas would be accepted.
Month after month I returned empty-handed.· I was treated
with much kindness, but the Gover~71ent was not ready for
what appeared to them a 'novel and unorthodox proposal'
which involved 'Governinent participation in \-Ihat is
normally private commercial enterprise.' 11
)
26
att~1pt

An

was made· to persuade Slough Estates Ltd to build _a Trading

Estate in the North. Executives from the firm visited \'Jes-t Hartlepool
sometime in 1934 and carried out a brief survey, but no action resulted.
Private Enterprise was unwilling to invest in factories in the depressed
areas precis.ely because they were depressed.

There seemed no way out of

this vicious circle.
The major role which Trading Estates and other

~overnment-financed

factories were to play one day in the restructuring of the North was not
foreseen by many.

As late as February 1938, when Trading Estates were

expanding and other GoveriU!lent-financed factories \..rere being built in
almost all the Special Areas, the chairman of Slough Estates Ltd., Mr. Noel
Mobbs, included the following remark in his evidence to the Barlow
Commission:The Trading Estate is a valuable aid to light.industry.
It is not, and is unlikely to become, a major influence
in· the commercial \V'orld."
27)
Although financial inducements had become available in the Areas
II

before he gaVe hiS eVidenCe I J.l-lr. Z..lobbS COUld not haVe foreSeen the introdUCtiOn of a policy of location of industry, nor the restrictions on
factory building outside the Special Areas coupled with a massive investment in

Gover~llent-financedTrading

Estates and other factories in the
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Areas.
With the passing of the Special Areas Act 1934, a new
in the battle for Govermnent-financed factories.

pnase began

The speec]:les made

by members of the Government during ·the debate on the Bill had led some
to believe that the Commissioners would be able to build such factories.

under the. Act.

Their hopes were soon to be disappointed.

The- idea was

too novel in Britain and too great a departure from accepted practice
even in the extraordinary circumstances facing the Special Areas.

The

encouragement which the Commissioners received on the· part of the Government
stopped short at such· unorthodoxy.
Nevertheless, a series of events coincided in the summer of 1935,
which enabled the Commissioner for England and

~'1ales

to ask .for and ·. to

be given the pow.ers to build factories at public expense.
But first; it was to be demonstrated by the initial experience of
the Commissioners that the problems were more deep-seated than the politicians had realised and it required 6 months of operation of the 1934 Act
to show that, as it was being interpreted, it was unlikely to make more
tr~n

a marginal impact on the problem of the Areas.
Almost frdm the start of their. 'lr7ork, the Commissioners had tri.ed to

attract firms from other parts of Britain to one of the· sp·ecia·l Areas,. or,
at least, to persuade them to open branch factories there. In May and June
1935, the Commissioner for England and Wales, with the help of the Federation of British Industries, circulated 5829 firms.

4066 did not reply at

all and of the rest, all but 12 gave qualified or· unqualified negative
answers to the questions put to them in the circular, and of the 12, only 8
28)
were 'lrlilling to consider the North.
The Commissioner reluctantly concluded
II

~~re

that

it had to be assumed that there was little prospect of
the Special Areas being assisted by the spontaneous
)
action of industrialists located outside the Areas."
29

constructively, he also concluded that their lack of interest required

measures to make the Areas more attractive and to provide other inducements,
such as finance on easier terms than available elsewhere in the country.
But this kind of inducement was specifically excluded from the 1934 Act.
We shall return to the problem of financial inducements in a later section.
Capt. Wallace had already

s~~~arised

the North East to attract ne'" industries:

the reasons for the failure of
Firstly, there were the high

rates which were a feature of all the poorer areas of -the country.

The

derating of industrial buildings reduced this burden, but the competitive
handicap remained, as did the psychological effect.

Next, there was an

impression that the Trades Unions were inflexible and difficult to deal

.•
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with.

Capt. Wallace pointed out that, on the contrary, the days lost

by disputes in Northwnberland and Durham in the years 19.30 - 1932 averaged
only 6.1 per worker per annum, while in the country as a whole, the figure
was 15.1.

On the other hand, the fact that the administration of County

Durham was generally regarded as a stronghold of socialism was unlikely
to prejudice industrialists in its favour.
Then there was the unfortunate reputation the Areas had acquired as
a result of 5 years depression.

The sight of so many abandoned pits, closed

shipyards, derelict buildings and unemployed men was a great handicap
when compared with loca-lities where trade could be seen to. be expanding.
But the most formidable difficulty was seen to lie in the fact that the
North East and West Cumberland were geographically too remote from what
was regarded as. the largest market for the sal.e of those goods which the
new light industries were mainly engaged in producing •. A later survey by
the Board of Trade actually indicated that manufacturers were willing to
set up wherever factories were readily available and the very isolation of
West Cuniber1and was to prove an attraction at the onset of war, but in 1934
any hopes

th~the

establishment of industries new to the Areas might prove

an impo:J:;"tant line of solution of their economic difficulties were shattered.
The

nUr.~er

of factories opened and closed every year were recorded,

by region, in the Board of Trade Surveys of Industrial Development.

Those

for the years 1932 - 1934 showed that the net gain of factories for the
country as

a whole,

after deducting closures from openings, was 280.

For

Westmoreland, Cumberland, North Lancashire, Northumberland and Durham,
however, the net gain for the same period was only 8, if factory extensions
30
and works transfers are ignored.
) { also Appendix 10 )
The_surveys provided information on the

~uployment

created by the

factories opened, but none on the employment lost by the closures.

There

are various estimates in studies of the period, but it is clear that, if
there was any net gain at all, it was negligible.
shows that there was actually a net loss of
above for the year 1934.

The "table in Appendix 10

factories in the areas listed

None of the 8 factories gained by the North in

the three-year period was built in any of the places which needed them
most: those which had lost the "single industry on which most of their
employment depended.
The picture was gloomy and the Commissioner realised that something
special would have to be done.
The publication of his first report in early July 1935 - 6 months
after .the passing of the 1934 Act - provided an opportunity to debate the
working of the Act in Parliament.

The debate in the Commons took place on
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23 July 1935.

The motion, proposed by Mr. Arthur Greenwood, was
II

That in the opinion of this. House, the reports of the
Commissioners for those areas which have been especially
hit by the industrial depression expose the utter futility
of the policy of H.M. Gover~~ent, and this House, therefo~e,
calls for measures which will not only bring.immediate and
essential relief and the prospects of economic· restorat·ion
but will deal fundamentally with the conditions which have
crippled industry, destroyed the livelihood of. large· numbers,
of workers and rendered whole districts derelict."
)
31

The debate·was long· but not very profitable.

The Government was

clearly disappointed that its good intentions had not yet resulted in
any signs of improvement in the Areas.
ideas.

The opposition produced no new

Nobody referred to Government-financed factories.

Considering

the rep:;resentations which had been made for several years, we can only
conclude that such factories were not·seen to make more than a marginal
contribution to the problem and, furthenriore.i- that it 1.-1ould take time
· before even this small contribution became effective.
On 25 July 1935 - 2 days after the

Co~~ons

debate - The Times

printed a letter from Mr. Sadler Forster, the Secretary of the Tees·
District Development Board, .(Appendix 11) •

This set out, once more, the

arguments in favour of factories to let and the need for

Gover~~ent

assist ll'rith the finance of such factories in the older .industrial
II

to

ar~as:-

••• I have received very many enquiries from small firms,
and in every case they have asked for a ready-built factory
of stated floor area. Practica~ experience has proved that
it is useless to offer them the out-of-date types of buildings which exist in the older areas. They wa,nt the -kind
of se~vices which exist in the Trading Estates and which
advertisements have made known to them."
·

On 29 July, The Times devoted its leading article to the debate of
the previous week and made a strong attack on the Government.
II

(Appendix 12)

••• Of the first importance is the fact that fundamental
have not yet been applied ••• That is not the fault
of the Commissioners. It ought not to have been an unforeseen
cause of disappoin~~ent to anyone who understood the task
remitted to the Co~~issioners. They were not endowed with
po"t..;ers to do more than ameliorative and reconditioning work."
~emedies

The leader also referred to Sadler Forster's letter of 25 July and
strongly supported both his views on the need for Government-financed
Trading Estates in the Special Areas and his demand for a po'licy on the
location of industry.
The reports of the Commissioners were debated in the Lords on 31
July.

While the standard of debate was high, no new ideas were put forward,

except for a suggestion by Lord Portal, in his maiden speech, which was
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..

to .have some significance later:II

Would it· not be possible, when foreign firms come over to·
this country, not only to suggest to them but to make them
put down their factories in some of these areas where people
are out of work?"
32)

Lord Ridley, the Chairman of the North East Development Board, referred
to

the need for new industries in the Special Areas:II

We must
do everything possible to encourage manufactu;x:ers from abroad and people at home to start enterprises."

.33)

He made no references, however, to Government-financed TradingEstates.
Prof. G.H.J. Daysh feels sure that this omission did not signify a lack
of interest in such Estates.

Indeed, he believes that when the papers of

the late Lord Ridley become available, they may well shm11 that he was among
those who made representations on the need for Government-financed Trading
34
Estates to the Investigator in the S~~er of 1934.
) But in the
absence of such a confirmation, •.11e must, again, assume that· .the potential of
modern factories:, available for·.rent ,was not widely

understood~

Nevertheless, events moved swiftly from now on:

On 16 August 1935,

the Commissioner for the Special Areas of England and v7ales, - encouraged
by The Times and sensing that; with an election only a fevr months a\vay,
the Goverrunent was ready for a ne\.; initiative, - w·rote to the Minister
of Labour and proposed that he should be empowered to establish one or more
35)
Trading Estates at the expense of the Special Areas Fund.
The

Gover~~ent

appears to have responded quickly.

In October 1935,

it published its election manifesto in preparation for the General Election
to be held on 14 November.

According to press reports of the time, this

contained the following:II

It is hoped to enter upon new industrial developments
(in the Special Areas), including the preparation of a
Trading Estate in which industrialists can find readymade factories with all the necessary facilities."
)
36

The formal announcement of the

Goverr~ent's

decision was communicated

to Lord Ridley.on 25 November 1935 in a letter from the Commissioner:II

Although many details remai.n to be settled, I have now
been authorised to proceed with the establishment of a
Trading Estate. It is my intention that the first Estate
)
should be in or near Tyneside."
37 (Reproduced in Appendix 13)

Four days later, in a speech at Dundee, the new Prime Minister, Stanley
Baldwin, raised the creation of new industries in the Special Areas almost
to the level of a patriotic duty:II

From every point of view, from the point of view of our
very civilisation, I regard the introduction of new
industries in some of these Special Areas as being the
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most important work to which a British citizen can devote
his capital ,and his brains for the benefit of his fellow
men.!'
38)
The Prime Minister also made the first announcement in Parliament about
Government-financed Trading Estates.
as head of the National

Gover~uent

He had taken over from Ramsay MacDonald

on 7 June 1935, but now he had come to the

House after an election victory in his own right.

The House had re-assembled

after the·summer recess on 26 November and during the Debate on the Address
on 3 December, Mr. Bald\'lin replied to Mr. Attlee, ,the leader of the
0pP.osition:II

The rt. Hen. Gentleman said there was nothing in the King's
Speech about Special Areas ••• among the major schemes to
which I think, reference should be ~ade, is the establishment
of one or more Trading Companies charged with the duty of
establishing and equipping estates ir. the· Special Areas.
The di~ficult legal preliminaries in this matter are being
actively cleared away and there is every intention of
proceeding at an aarly date to a practical issue which will
result in factories. being built ••• to be let at economic
rents to industrialists ,:rho are prepared to establish ·new
industries."
39)

The

leg~l

to resolve.

difficulties to which Mr. Baldwin referred took a long time

Government had never, in times of peace,

o~ned

any fac::tories -

except for ordnance factories - and the arrangements had .·to be such that
they fitted into the 1934 Act, if new and time-consuming legislation "ras
to be avoided.

The Special Areas Act -·and wi.th it, the ma.chinery of the

Commissioners - was intended to operate for a limited duration, \•Thile

th~

administration of the Trading Estates was clearly a continuing task.
After considering a number of alternatives, the Government chos.e the
form of a company without shares, limited by guarantee, as the trading
entity.
The Chairman-designate of the company which was to run the first
Trading Estate, Col. K.C. Appleyard, pressed for wide powers for his company.
For .example, he asked for the right to build executive housing, a not
unreasonable
depressed for

req~est

in support of new industries in Areas which had been

several years.

Not surprisingly, perhaps, the representatives

of Government were initially concerned to limit the powers of this untried
venture.

The arguments on the draft Memorandum and Articles of Association

of the company to be formed continued for many months.
sions appear absurd to us in retrospect:

Some of the discus-

For example, the question was

seriously; debated whether any conpany managing Government-financed Trading
Estates would be acting outside the 1934 Act if it made a profit!
In an important paper on 'Governmen·t-Sponsored Trading Estates' read
to the Royal Society of Arts, Col. Appleyard was able to show that, in the
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end, the powers which were granted to the Trading Estate Company \·tere very
wide:II

It was •.• the intention of Government •••
(the Trading Estate Company) to provide any
service which \110uld be of value to industry
therefore, draw new firms to the North East

In the same paper, Col.

Appley~rd

to enable it
and every
and would, ·
Coast."
40)

explained the financial arrangements

between the Company and the Commissioners.
There was a large gap, to begin with, between the Treasury's ideas on
the sums required to establish the· first Trading Estate and those of the
Chairman-designate.

In a Radio broadcast in May 1957, Ma). General Appleyard

recalled:II

I \11as asked for an estimate of the money which would
be required for the first 2 or 3 years. My guess I \-lhic::h
was pure guess work of course, was £1~ million, and the
figure the Treasury had in mind was £300,000. So after
some considerable discussion, I was asked to revise my
estimate , which I did to £3 million, and finally the
Chanceilor compromised on a figure of £1~ million to
start with, but with the understanding that if the thing
went well and .showed the results the Government hoped
it would ••• then I had the assurance that money would
not be a limiting factor in future development."
41)

We may summarise the factqrs which were certain to have p-layed a part
in persuading the Government to authorise the construction of Trading Estates
at public expense, after resisting any such

p~oposal

for some years; all

these factors were new in the sense that they did not exist at the time
the 1934 Special· Areas Act \11as pas_sed.
1.

The Board of Trade Survey for 1934, published in the spring of 1935,
had shown that there was a net loss of facto·ries in the counties of
the North

the Special Areas there, at a time when a strong

contai~ing

industrial recovery took place in Britain as a whole.
2.

The campaign by the Commissioner in May and June 1935 to attract
industry from other parts of Britain to the Special Areas was almost
a complete failure.

3.

The 1st Report of the

Co~~issioner,

in early July 1935, showed that,

if his analysis was right, his powers were inadequate.
4.

The debate in the House of Commons on the 1st Report was embarassing
to the Government.

An ineffective Special Areas policy was not likely

to be helpful in the forthcoming General Election.
5.

The letter by Mr. Sadler Forster to The Times·, published 2 days after
the Commons debate, and the leader in The Times a few days later, appear
to have encouraged the Government at least to examine whether the 1934
Act·would permit the spending of public funds on Trading Estates.
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6.

If the examination indicated that there was no obstq.cle or that any
obstacles could be overcome, the building of Government-financed
factories would be a relatively low-cost exercise which would·be
seen to be constructive.

7.

There were no other suggestions for new initiatives in the Special·
Areas which would not have involved new legislation.
In his 2nd Report, of February 1936, the Commissioner for England and

Wales gave his reasons for asking the Government to permit him to build
factories to let.

It is clear that a great dea·l had been learned in the

19 months which had passed between the proposal by The Times to appoint
investigators and the authorisation by the Government of publicly-financed
Trading
II

~states:-

There is univer.sal agreement as to the· need for attracting
and developing. in the Special Areas fresh industries, particularly of the lighter type. Such industries have been increasing very rapidly in the South of England during recent
years, but there has been. little development on similar lines
in any of the Special Areas. In my· lst Report, I examined the
reasons· for this failure. There seems no doubt that· an outstanding difficulty is the lack of vacant sites in good order
with adequate facilities readily available. The small industrialist seeking a si~·for a factory is attracted-by the admirable
facilities provided so freely on estates like those at Trafford
Park and at Slough, where, amor.g other advantages, he is able
to obtain suitable factory premises on lease, and is repelled
· from the Special Areas by the lack of such facilities and .the
expense of the preliminary work which he realises. is necessary
in their absence. In my first report, I suggested that the
Special Areas must develop production for local consumption.
Such development would be encouraged by the creation of wellsituated trading estates where new business can be established
on-a small scale without heavy capital outlay on the purchase
of land buildings •
. Private enterprise has hitherto refrained from establishing
trading estates in the Special Areas, presumably because the
risk involved is considered too great. The needs of the Areas
are such, however, that I came to the conclusion that it \oTas
justifiable in the circ~~stances to recommend the adoption of
the novel ·and unorthodox proposal of establishing trading
estates financed out of Exchequer funds. Practical measures
have to be taken to provide inducements, if new industries
are to establish themselves in these areas.
While the creation of Government-aided trading estates is
open to the same objections often advanced with regard to
Government participation in what is normally private commercial enterprise, it seems less objectionable than other suggestions \oThich have been made for attracting industries to
the Areas by some disguised form of Government subsidy ••• " 42)

A way had been found to do something new in the Areas, and to do so
within the 1934 Act.

The principle that inducements were necessary to

achieve a fundamental change in the fortunes of the Areas had been accepted.
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A large step-forward had been taken, a step which, in the logic of events,
was to require others.

But these had to wait until the 1934 Act was

extended in May 1937.
The purpose· of the Trading Estates was seen from the beginning to be
more than merely to provide new employment in the Areas.

They were intended

to provide the·. base from "VThich the industries in the Areas were to be
diversified.

The Commissioner made it clear that this was the real

objective:II

Their expansion is essential to provide a better balanced
industrial production. Efforts to attain this should not be
diminished on account of the prospective improvement arising
from the Defence progr~~e. Otherwise, history will repeat
itself when the programme is completeq. It is hoped that
Trading Estates will become centres from which increased
industrial activity will radiate." 43 )

North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd., the first Government company to
build Trading Estates in Britain, was finally incorporated on 1.8 May 1936,
9 months after the Commissioner had requested permission .to build factories
at the expense of the Special Areas Fund.
The battle was won.

Circumstances and the persistence of people like

Sadler Forster had combined to achieve success..

There was some irony in

the fact that no Trading Estates would be built on Teesside - Sadler Forster's
original operating base - until after the War, because it was not scheduled
a Special Area at the time, but he was to play an important role in the
development of Trading Estates in Britain,and, indeed, abroad.

In 1948,

he became Chairman of North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd, and, on the
amalgamation of the English Trading Estate companies in 1960, Chairman of
the English Industrial Estates Corporation.
retired in 1970.

He was knighted in 1965 and

He died in June 1973.

Never before in time of peace had any British Government interfered so
directly in the mechanism of private commerce, on which the industrial and-·
financial power of Britain had been - and, it was thought, always would be built.

It was perhaps the first time that any British Government had began.

to realise that
II

the relatively passive measures that nurtured the early
growth of advanced industrial nations were no longer adequate
and must be supplemented by more institutional approaches." 44")

While this observation by Bredo referred to the promotion of industrial
activity in under-developed countries, it might well have been made about
the Special Areas which, in a sense, had to·make a new beginning.
In February 1936, the Commissioner was able to report to the Minister
of Labour that a number of

promi~ent

citizens in the North had agreed to
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serve on the Board of the Estates company in an honorary capacity.
Mr.

(later Professor) G.H.J. Daysh, Head of the Department of Geography

at Armstrong College (now the University of Newcastle upon Tyne) had earlier
surveyed a number of sites for industrial Estates and the claims of each
were now· being advanced with vigour by the interested parties.

According

to a newspape·r report of 8 January 1936, Lord Ridley, interviewed on the
attempts by representatives of both Newcastle and Gateshead to secure the
Trading Estate for their respective towns, felt it necessary to speak
plainly
II

on the question of location:t'lhile I \'Telcome this enthusiasm for the establishment of
a Trading Estate, I feel ••• that it would be a pity if
the proposal gave rise to local jealousy and rivalry
The es:tablishment of such a Trading Estate ••• ·would benefit
the whole area and not only the im1nediate vicini.ty." 45;)

The Commissioner originally favoured a site at East Gate.shead, which
Gateshead Corporation was clearing on his behalf

46)

, but the Trading

Estate Cqmpany decided on 20 April 1936 - before it was formally incorpo-·
rated - to build the Estate at Team Valley, Gateshead.

The Directors were

pledged to secrecy and, in order to hide the decision, enquiries regarding
a site continued to be made elsewhere.
The reason for this secrecy was

t~ought

to have· been a precaution

against the rise in land values in the neighbourhood.

Such rises had

occurred in the vicinity of private Trading Estates elsewhere and had
raised the cost o.f acquiring land for housing and recreation

space~

47)

Col. R.M. Percival, the first secretary of North Eastern Trading
Estates Ltd.·, who was present at the meeting of the Board on 20 Apri.l 1936,
explained the reason for the need for secrecy:-

"

At the time the decision was taken to build at Te~~ Valley,
we did not yet own the land. There were a few large and many
small land owners (allotment holders) and the buying of the
site had to proceed with some di.scretion if we were to obtain
it ·at a reasonable price."
)
48

Col. Percival also recalled that the Directors of the Trading Estate
Company were very concerned that the rates to be levied on factories should
be low, so that one of the disadvantages commonly cited against a location
in the North East should be·removed.

For this reason, discussions took

place with the.Borough of Gateshead and, as a result, the Trading Estate
Company undertook to construct and maintain all roads, sewers and other
services in order to relieve the Borough of these obligations.
On 18 July 1936, the secretary of North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd
was able to inform the

Co~uissioner

that a site had been chosen.

The Company appointed Mr. (later
architect and by the

aut~•

Lor~W.

Holford as consulting

of 1936, plans were sufficiently advanced to
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call for tenders for the work of draining and clearing the 700 acre site
and for putting in roads and sewers.

The site was swampy and the river

Team had to be diverted into a newly-dug bed along half the leng.th of the
site.

It turned out to be the biggest river diversion ever undertaken in

Britain up to then.
8 miles of road were constructed and 8.3 miles of railway lines laid.
K~ngsway,

the 1.5 mile long central highway traversing the whole of the

Estate, was designed to be the most splendid

i~dustrial

road in Europe.

All

this work was completed in less than one year.·
The construction of factories started in January 1937· and, in spite of
very bad weather, rapid progress was made.

Although many of the factories

required piled !oundations, we have documentary evidence that the building.
of a 22,000 sq.ft. factory of con-ventional construction- steel frame and
brick walls - required less than 30 days between the contractor moving on
site and the tenant moving in.

By any

standa~ds,

the speed of construction

was remarkable. In September 193.7, less than a year.. -after the start of
clearing the site, - an exceptionally difficult site -, the first tenants
moved in.
The factories were planned with the experience of Slough in mind.
They, were of standard size, only 3 sizes-being built to star.t with, from
6,000 - 22,000· sq.ft.

The smallest units were dividable into 4 'nursery'

units of 1,500 sq.ft. each, or into multiples of 1,500 sq.ft. and many,
later successful firms, started in one of these small units.

Little expan-

sion space was provided, the intention was that firms should move to larger
factories as they grew an.d the leases were designed to facilitate such
moves.
The concept of the standard factory proved to be remarkably successful.
Firms in a large variety of light industries could be accommodated with
almost equal facility.
f~ctories

The number who could not was small and a few

were built in order to attract even firms with unusual

spec~al

require~

ments.
During the months following the start of construction at Team Valley,
the idea of Government-financed factories aroused mu9h interest.

The

Commissioner for England and Wales had authorised another Trading Estate
at Treforest·in Wales, and the Scottish Commissioner one at Billington near
Glasgow.

The concept of these planned Estates was beginning to be discussed

in many of the National dailies and weeklies and in the more specialised
Press.

49)

While Estates like Slough had provided experience for the planners
of the Government-financed Trading Estates, the fundamental difference in
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their origins and purpose was not overlooked:II

Slough has few points of resemblance with Team Valley or
Tieforest; the one came into existence to develop a derelict·
State industrial area, the others, as a contribution to the
geographical realignment of industry. The latter conform
to the public policy in the sense that they must represent
a good social as well as economic activity.·"
)
50

By the time the second world vlar started in September 1939, sufficient
·factories had been built at Team Valley to pr.ovide work ·for about 4,000
people, and for another 1,000 in 'Commissioner's ' factories, about which
we shall have to say more in the last. section of. this chapter.

Most of

the available factories were occupied and while the employment they
provided was not large

i~

relation to the unemployment still persisting

in the Specia·l Areas of the North East, it had become clear that factories·
available for rent. would make a major contribution to the restructuring of
the Areas in the future.
Factory building stopped for the duration o.f the v7ar, except for those
required for war production.

The Board of Trade took over the allocation of

factories on Trading Estates - as

ever~qhere

else -.

The factories built

before the t·Iar, - .and. sites. which were prepared '-, were soon proving to be
important for war production and factories of firms engaged on

non-essent~al

work were requisi tio.-ned by the Board of Trade·.
Th~

requisitioning of factories during the tvar drove a number of firms.

away from 'the valley' for ever , but the heavy demand for space after the
War, particularly for the smaller factories,· enabled the Estates Company
to find new tenants very quickly.
It is not our purpose to trace the development of Trading Estates and
other Government-financed factories in the Special Areas beyond their
origin.
fu~ure
II

We may note, however, that some, at least, had a vision of their
importance:Is there any reason why all future factory and trading
estates should not conform to this example? The Team
Valley and Treforest schemes provide a means for industrial planning combined with sure technical and economic
advantage. If they are successful, they may be decisive
for the determination of industrial location in this
country."
51)

This proved to be an optimistic view.

Planned factory estates, however

attractive - and even the inducements provided under the 1937 Act - were
insufficient to persuade industry to move into the Special Areas on the
required scale.

For this, some form of 'stick' was needed and it was not

until 1948 that the construction of factories outside the Special Areas
was controlled by the Industrial Development Certificates introduced under
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the Town and Country Planning Act 1947.
But the writer may hav·e been right \-then he concluded:-

"

The factory and trading estate may be the greatest
single contribution of this country to the rational
replanning of the new industrial and scientific age."

52)

Finance for new industries
The investigators appointed by the Government in April 1934 in prepatation for the first Special· Areas. Act had drawn attent·ion to the need
for the introduction of new light industries in the areas they investigated.
The Government-financed factories which were now authorised were intended
to make a major contribution towards that end.
But factories alone were not enough to ensure the establishment of
new manufacturing enterprises in the Special Areas.

Venture capital was

necessary and this had been difficult to obtain in the Areas.
Capt. Wallace, the investigator for Tyneside and Durham had reported:II

Another serious handicap to the promotion of fresh enter-:prises was stressed by those ••• who appeared to be best
qualified to speak. The post-t·7ar (first tvar) rationalisation of our banking system has resulted in the extinction
of the smaller concerns with definite local associations,
with the inevitable result that financial accommodation
on anything but a very modest scale must be sought in
London; and it has been suggested that in such circumstances,
capital assets or past balance sheets appear to be.accepted
as more important criteria than the earning capacity of any
new venture." 53)

In spite of such evidence, the 1934 Special Areas Act made no provision
to overcome this difficulty.

Indeed, it specifically prevented the

Commissioners from providing financial assistance, even indirectly.
The Government had no excuse for being unaware of the situation.

Capt.

Wallace had drawn attention to the fact that even the more specialised
Finance Houses did not meet the need:-

"

Whilst it is recognised that such organisations as Credit
for Industry Ltd have been set up for the· express purpose
of promoting more ·internal investment, it hardly appears that
these arrangements are adequate to cope with the local situation, since their activities are limited to financing the
expansion of existing business." 54)

The 1934

Act did not foresee the reluctance of existing British firms

to move to the Special Areas, nor the consequent need for depending very
largely on the establishment of new firms in the Areas for the implementation
of Government policies.
In Chapter 2 we have referred to a small industrial finance company
set up by some Tyneside businessmen in 1933, Northern Industries Development
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Ltd.

Its object was to help create new manufacturing ventures rather

than secure an adequate return on its capital.
this approach might

"

po~nt

Capt. Wallace felt that

the way:

••• within the limitations imposed by its financial
resources, it has proved of real value, and I believe
that some such organi.sation on .a much larger scale
would be worthy of Government support."
)
55

The Commissioner also referred to this brave venture, but· felt

"

that the capital they were able to raise on Tyneside was
not sufficient to
give the experiment a fair chance.. "

56)

The problems of venture capital caused the Commissioner se·rious problems.
At best, it delayed the establishment of new enterprises, at worst, it lost
the Area an incalculable

n~ber

of

su~h

enterprises.

In his 2nd Report of February 1936; the Commissioner for Eng.land
and Wales wrote:-

"

There is no need here to examine at length the reasons
why difficulty is .experienced in obtaining capital to
finance new industries in the Special Areiis .• · The allimportant fact is that the difficulty exists and is the
subject of constant representations from each area. It
is difficult to make issues for public subscription for
companies requiring a small amount of capitaL It is
not the function of L~e joint stock Ba~~s to finance
new enterprises. The Merchant BaP~s do not generally
interest themselves in small concerns needing a few
thousan·d pounds, and the organisations which have been
specially created to deal with the finance of these
concerns seem to devote their attention mainly to the
expansion of businesses which can show a satisfactory
balance sheet and have assets.to offer as security. I
have referred many enquirers to these organisations,
but very few have been able to give proof of their
credit-worthiness which is needed before assistance
can be obtained."
57)

In the same report, the
do about this problem.
notion

"

~~at

Cow~issioner

explained what he had tried to

His suggestions involved, for the first time, the

the Government should provide some of the finance:-

••• I came to ~~e conclusion ~~at ••• it was essential
that further facilities should be provided and that a
fund should be created for the express purpose of stimulating the establishment of new industries and the
expansion of existing industries in the Areas ••. I
therefore submitted a recommendation on 26 July (1935)
that a special fund should be created ••• I am of the
opinion that C~vernment funds should not generally be
used to finance private enterprise, •.• and I hoped
that the necessary funds would be put up by financial
interests in.the City. However, if private financial
interests are not prepared to find the necessary money
without some Government guarantee, I should regard the
giving of such guarantee as one of the unorthodox
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measures ~ssential to the Special Areas if they are
to be given the opportunities for effective recovery."

58)

The North East Development Board referred to the need for a new
source of finance, particularly for new industries, in its recommendations
to the Government in October 1935:" All efforts to attract new industries to t~e. Area have'
b+ought to light the absolute necessity for having a
special financial organisation in the Area, the function
of which is the financing of new industries apart from
assisting existing industries for the purpose of their
)
development."
59
In a speech at

a.L~•cheon

given by the Board on 28 November 1935,

Lord Eustace Percy, Minister without Portfolio, foreshadowed Government
involvement:" · There· is· a factor of credit for these ne\-.'· industries
I can go so far as to say that the Gover~uent realises the
fuli force of the recommendations which Mr. Stewart: (the
Co~~issioner for England and Wales) has placed before them
and that in one way or another, credit grants will not be
lacking for new industries \.Yi th sound prospects." GO)
Nevertheless, the

Co~~issioner

had to wait 10 months before the

Government acted: On 6 May 1936, Parliament passed the Special Areas·
Reconstruction (Ag-reement) Act.

Under its provision, a limited company

was set up, the Special Areas Reconstruction Association (SARA) •
capital of £2 million was to be subscribed by
Insurance Companies, while the
loss;

Goverr~ent

Ba~~s,

The

Finance Houses and

guaranteed 25% of any loan against

The company was empowered to make loans to persons either·newly

setting up a business in a Special Area or already carrying on a business
there which needed financial help for expansion.

~ne

limiting amount of

any loan was to be £10,000.
It was an inadequate beginning.

Within 12

m~nths,

the Government had

to become involved, for the first time, in direct Treasury loans to industry
in the Special Areas, but in the meantime, help came from an unexpected
source:

In December 1936, Lord Nuffield donated £2 million to the

Treasu~

for the express purpose of providing loans to new enterprises in the Special
Areas.

Again, the loans were to be limited to £10,000 in any one case.

By 1937, it was clear that something on a larger scale was required,
if a more ready availability of finance was to become one of the inducements
to help persuade firms to set up in or move to one of the Special Areas.
The Special Areas (Amendment) Act, to which we will refer in some detail
in the next section, contained provisions which authorised the Treasury to
make loans, in accordance with the recommendations of an Advisory Committee,
to persons carrying on any industrial undertaking established in the Special
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Areas subsequent to 6 May 1937, provided that the undertaking
to employ no less than 10 persons.

w~likely

The amount of the fund was· £2 million

and there ·was no limit to the size of any loan.
There were, therefore, £6 million available for supporting the grov1thof industry in the Special Areas: £2 million from a charity, £2 million
from the Financial sector- supported by a partial Government·guaranteeand £2 million from the Treasury, but only the £2 million donated by
Lord Nuffield were earmarked specifically for new ventures in the Areas.
These amounts were not large, but they played an important role in
priming. new- activity in the Areas:

In his 5th Repor.t of September 30 1938,

the Commissioner for England and Wales reported that assistance from the
three sources had been granted to 151 undertakings in his Areas, of which 88
were in Durham and on Tyneside and 15 ·in West Cumberland.

The total capital

involved was £5,675,000, of which the Nuffield Trust provided £1.6 million
and Treasury £0.95 million and

SAP~

£0.57 million.

The resources of the Nuffield Trust were soon exhausted, but-the
principle of· Government loans has been developed ever since 1937 and -such
loans have played an important part in regional development policies since
the

·end of the second world War.

The size of loans became larger and,-

since the Industries Act 1972, most lending decision-s were left to regipnal
Industrial Advisory Boards.
At the same time, interest in new ventures in the Special Areas waned
since the end of the War.

Since 1948, the introduction of Industrial Devel-

opment Certificates enabled the Government to restrict factory building

o~t

sideT.. the Special Areas and this, together v1i th a variety of inducements,
brought British firms wishing to expand,and foreign firms looking for a
location in Britain1 into the Areas.

The objective of Government - once the

deep structural problems of the Areas were recognised - was to provide the
largest possible amount of employment in any one factory and this could
be achieved more quickly by encouraging the move into the Areas of existing
firms- or branches--rather than by encouraging new ventures.
So far as refugee ventures were concerned, the picture is not clear.
Quite a number of people we interviewed could not remember the precise
assistance they received, even when we spoke with the founders themselves.
Their families or successors were often unable to give us any information
at all or, at best, confused the sources of finance.

Some founders or their

families were emphatic that they received no assistance at all', although
in some cases they appear to have obtained promises before setting up.
It must be remembered, however, that the majority of refugee industries
in the North were set up after 1938, by which time the fund intended
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specifically for new ventures was practically exhausted.

It

~ras,

in any

case, very difficult to negotiate such loans before arrival and. at that
stage, most refugees had already made what arrangements they could.

Indeed,

this was necessary before they obtained permission from the Home Office to
establish themselves in Britain.
From the information we have· . obtained and recorded in our Case
Histories, the position was as follows:
Refuaee Industries
established by 1.9.1939

Number Assisted from
Spec~al Area Funds

Nor.th East

32

5 known

West Cuinberland

10

5 known

We may draw further conclusions from the Case Histories:

The early

arrivals in the North East and, indeed·, in west Cumberland, \-rere more likely·
to receive assistance from the Nuffield Trust, and even from SARA, as was
to be expected.

Furthermore, those in South West Durham and in North Shields -

who were among the earliest arrivals on the North East Coast - seem to
have had more assistance than those who set up at Team Valley.

We have

come across only one firm at Team Valley - albeit a substantial one who received assistance from pre-War Special Area Financial Sources.
Consid~ring.

that the majority of refugee firms est·ablished before the

~1ar

in the North East were at Team Valley, this appears surprising.
Because of the lack of precision in the information we were able to
obtain, the· figures we have given above must be treated with some caution,
but they are unlikely to.be greatly in error.
We had hoped to obtain the files of the·Nuffield Trust from the Nuffield
Foundation offices in London, but we were advised that they are no longer
in existence.

We learned, however, that repaid loans were placed at the

disposal of King Edward VII Hospital in London.
We decided that it would go too far to search the files in the Public
Record Office to establish exactly the financial assistance . received by
refugee industries and we relied on the information we obtained from the
firms.
For the benefit of students who may wish to investigate such assistance,
we have. established, with the help of the Records Officer at the Treasury,
that the files of the Treasury Advisory Commi.ttee and of S.A.R.A. are held
by the Public Record Office at Asbridge (Summer of 1976), as under:
Treasury Advisory

Corr~ittee

Special Areas Reconstruction
Association

Class T 187/ 1 - 4
Class T 161/ Box 930/S4 1848/1
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The Special Areas (Amendment Act 1937
Apart from the establish."l'ient of the first Government-financed Trading
Estates, the 1934 Act did little else to attack the root causes of the
decline of the depressed areas of Britain.
II

The 1aissez-faire attitude towards industry still prevailed
in 1934. and no active steps were contempla·ted tc)\·Tards de·liberately attracting industry to the Special Areas." 61 )

The first three. reports of the

Co~~issioners

and the work done by the

local Development organisations, however, had led to a much better understanding of the problems and needs of the Areas and to a gradual change
in political attitudes.

As a result, the expiry of the 1934 Act, and the

obvious need to extend it, enabled the Government to make some quite
fundamental amendments. It \-Tas recognised, for the first time, that in the
absen~e of any powers of direction, - 1.-1hich were unthinkable in a free

society - , it was necessary to provide inducements in order to encourage
the establishment of new industries in the Special Areas.
It became clear that official encouragement. \-Tould have to
be given to the establish.~ent of· new industries in the
depressed areas and in 1937, Parliament accepted by a large
majority a doctrine which had been unanimously opposed
three. years before - the financing of private enterprise
)
f:tom public funds."
62
The inducements were to be provided in t\·To ways: The Commissioners
II

were empowered to provide contr·ibutions towards rent, rates and income tax,
( and, later, towards the Nationai Defence Contribut:i,.on) , \'lhile the
Treasury was empowered to make loans, subject to the
advisory

r~commendations

of an

co~~ittee.

The ne\'7 powers of the Commissioners introduced the principles of·
rent concessions and preferential taxation. These same inducements still
play an important part in regional policies in Britain 40 years later, and
so does the availability of Government loans,

admini~tered

by advisory

committees.
The 1937 Act also enabled the Commissioners to finance and let
in the scheduled Areas.

factorie~

The objectives of this new power need some explan-

ation, as does the manner in which it was implemented. ·
Although only a few factories at Team Valley had actually been
completed by May 1937, a very encouraging number of enquiries had been
received, mainly from local and foreign firms and individuals, With the
inducements now being provided, it was likely that demand for

f~ctories

would increase. The Commissioner for England and Wales, however, became
convinced that Trading Estates would not meet the needs of more than a few
of the larger localities, as they were designed for a working population
within
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a limited radius, and he began to think that there was a need for single
factories, or small groups of factories, in a number of smaller places,
particularly where the main source of employment had ceased to exist.
II

It soon became evident that large districts ••• could
not be served by only one estate and that attempts must
be made to induce industry to go to other places in the
Areas. Under the Act of 1937 I was given power to let
factories outs-ide the Trading Estates and I have exercised these powers by providing factories on a nUITDer
of sites, including several which can accommodate many
undertakings. 11
)
63

There was an important difference in policy:

While. the Trading Estates

Companies built factories in advance of requirement, the factories to be
Co~~ssioners

provided by the

were to be built only in response to an

actual demand.
It was also recognised that the single and group sites required
different treatment

fro~

a

that applied to Trading Estates proper, so far

as selection, clearance and development were concerned·.

The selection

was to be undertaken by the COI!'-T.issioners, in cons·ultation with local
interests and with the Trading Estate Companie.s.

The Commissioners leased

the sites to the Trading Estate Companies, who cleared and.developed them
and built the factories.
the

Co~~issioners

They -collected the rents - which were fixed by

-; and, after deducting a percentage for administrative

costs, remitted them to the

Comrr~ssioners.

Clearance and development

of sites was carried· out before any tenants \llere found, but the building
of a factory was not undertaken until a lease was signed.

The "same procedure

was followed for the clearance and development of. sites for firms wishing
to build their own factories.

64)

The clearance·of sites fulfilled a

~ouble

purpose:

It provided space

for new factories and it improved the environment by the removal of the
ruins of a previous industrial age.
The system seems to have worked well and small numbers of factories
were provided at Pallion

(S~~derland)

in the Tyne and Wear area.

and at West Chirton (North Shields)

Other sites were cleared, for example at

East Gateshead, which were to be used for industrial development later.
The principle of single or group sites was extended after the War.
and by 1974 there 't>rere 36 sites of Government factories, not counting major
Trading Estates.
South West Durham presented one of the most difficult problems of
all the Special Areas, because coal mining had moved east even before
the business recession, leaving behind derelict.villages and large-scale
unemployment.

A promotion organisation like the South West Durham Recon-

7.7:
struction and Development Board, which had existed since 1935, was not enough
to deal with theproblem. The Commissioner therefore established a body with
executive powers and with the necessary finance, particularly
II

to improve the industrial attractiveness of the area and
to deal with the difficult problem of the village communities".

65)

The South West Durham .Improvement Association Ltd wa-s set up in October
Apart from improving housing and amenities in the villages, the

1937.

Association cleared derelict sites and, in particular, a site at St. Helen ··s
Auckland, part of which was leased. to North Eastern Trading Estates. Ltd.,
who built. a

n~~er

of factories there on behalf of the Commissioner.

In West Cumberland there was no single place where the population
was large enough to justify a Trading Estate on the Team Valley pattern.
somewhat different. approach was used there:

A

A development company,.the

West Cumberland Industrial Development Company Ltd, was registered on 14
August 1937.

It was constituted with general powers similar to those of

North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd.,

66)

as the CUmberland Development·

Council had pressed almost since its inception in November 1935 -, but·
the Comznissioner made it clear that any factories would be built under
the powers given him by the 1937 Act:II

I felt it would be desirable to have in West Cumberland
a company controlled by people with local knowledge and
influence and possessed of pow~rs to erect and let factories on my behalf.• "
)
67

Although buiiding 'Conunissioner' s factories' , the t·Iest Cumberland
Industrial Development Company was able, U.&l.der its general powers, to build
in advance of requirement.

This was to prove of great value:

Rumours of
·~

War made the location of Cumberland an attractive one, particularly for
refugees ·from Europe·, and many enquiries were received within a year, largely
due to the indefatigable Jack Adams, Secretary of the Cumberland Development
Council and Managing Director of the \'lest Cumberland Industrial Deve-lopment
Company Ltd, and the equally indefatigable Frank Anderson, M.P. for Whitehaven.
Sites were developed at Maryport, Millom and near Whitehaven and small
numbers of factories were built.
A most interesting development was the purchase by the Development
Company of a large disused mill at Cleator - one of the most depressed
placed in West Cumberland - which had been standing empty for many years.
It was extensively reconditioned.

The t-7hitehaven News of 7 April 1938

records a reporter's impression of the mill and its transformation.

It

eventually provided 100,000 sq.ft. of excellent factory space at low rents,
and it was the first home of several firms which became very successful
later, and it is still in use.

By the end of 1939, about 1,000 jobs had been created in the new
factories and the impact of this figure on the unemployment in r7est·
Cumberland was much greater than the comparable figures on the North East
Coast.
The 1937 Act made other, less important provisions.

The most interest-

ing one was contained in clause 5, under which the Treasury was empowered·
to provide financial assistance to any site company wishing to build
factories in the Special Areas up to one third of its share capital.
There do not appear to have·been any such companies before the War, but
several were active since 1945.
The powers provided by the 1937 Act indicate that, in the context of
the Special Areas, the importance of factories to let, either in advance or
in response to requirement, had become understood, as had the need for
financial inducements.
By the end of 1937, therefore, a range of practical steps had been
taken to facilitate the introduction of new industriesinto the Areas.
Great progress had been made since the first Special Areas Act of 1934:
Not only had the need for factories to let been recognised, but the
means of financing and building them had become flexible:

Apart from

major Trading Estates, smaller Estates, group and single sites were being
developed or projected.

Sites had been cleared and develope.d for firms

wishing to build their own factories.

Powers existed to acquire existing

buildings and to convert them for use by new industries.
of

finan~ial

The principle

inducements had been accepted and Government loans had become

an essential aid in the drive for new industries.
Although there was as yet no policy on the location of industries,
some results were being achieved at last:

In the first 15 months after

the passing of the 1937 Act, the Commissioner for England and Wales reported
that he had

a~sisted

28 firms in the North and the rate was accelerating,

in spite of a ne.,,, minor business recession follo\.1ing the 1937 cyclic
peak.

68)

The new factories and the financial inducements were beginning to work,
but the exper.iment did not have enough time to prove its worth.

Barely 2

years elapsed between the occupation of the first factories at Team Valley
and the start of the t'lar.

The other Estates and factories on the smaller

sites were completed even later.
The employment created by these factories was useful, but it made
little impact on the employment situation in the North East, even if in
West Cumberland it was relatively greater.

N·evertheless, it was noted that

the new factories were let almost as soon as they were completed, and often
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even before.

To this extent, the experiment proved very encouraging and

when the restructuring of the Areas began more intensively after the War,
factories available to rent and in advance of requirement became the main.
weapon in the armoury of inducements to bring new industries into the Areas.
The War .interrupted

the restructuring of the Special Areas and, from

1940 onwards, the.traditional industries of the North were again fully

stretched.
The War also caused great social and political changes.

For example,

it introduced a large number. of \-Tomen into industry for the first time in
the North and this facilitated the· more rapid development of· light industries later.

Politically, attitudes towards the involvement of Central Govern-

ment in the well-being of industry in all parts.of the country changed so
fundamentally., that the hesitancy shown by the State during the depression
years to come to the aid of the areas most affected is now difficult to
understand.
After the t'lar, the limitations put on factory construction in other
parts of the country by the introduction in 1948 of the Industrial

Develqp~

ment Certificate provided a powerful stimulus for industry to move into
t.'I-J.e ·Special Areas.

Govermnenb-financed factories, pa·rticularly those

available in advance of requirement, assisted this move.

By the end. of 1975

there were about 800 such factories in the North, all of which were
administered by the En9lish Industrial Estates Corporation.
Trading Estates, 16 group and 22 individu.al sites.

There were 26

19 individual sites. had

been sold off to their tenants and the major Trading Estate at Newton
Aycliffe -. only second in size to Team Valley - was
Town Corporation.

tr~,sferred

to the New

69)

Other organisations entered the business of providing factories to
let after the War; Private developers, New Town Corporations and Local
Authorities.

The number of factories involved appears to be almost as

large as those financed by the Govermnent.
But while the changes set into motion by the 1934 and 1937 Special
Areas Acts were

con~iderable,

restructure the older

it required a vastly greater effort to

indu~trial

areas than anyone foresaw in 1934 -· or

even 1937 -, and more than 40 years later, the process is not yet complete.
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CHAPTER 4

THE REFUGEE PROBLEM

The Origin of the Problem
As we have seen in our Introduction, the industries which form the
subje~t

of our enquiry

refugees.

were founded, with one·or two exceptions, by Jewish

In this brief section, '"1e shall examine where they came from.

Had it not been for the second t'lorld t-7ar, there toTould almost certainly
have been created a very serious refugee problem by some of the Eastern
European countries . t..rhich were carved. out of the Habsburg Empire or were
freed from Russian domination as a result· of the· first world

~·lar.

Some of

these countries had relatively much larger JeHish populations - ·forming
sizeable ethnic minorities - than any West European country.
Their

newly-ac~~ired

independence, achieved after long struggles, made

Poland and Hungary - as also Rumania - less than tolerant of such ethnic
minorities in their midst.

Given, in addition, the existence of Churches

with almost mediaeval attitudes - not least to- the jews - and the tensions
and social conflicts arising out of the change from still main1y agrarian to
industrial societies, it t·ras not surprising that these countries resorted to
harassment, and even the persecution of ·their Jewish minorities, in the tradition of

t.~e

Russian and Habsburg Empires in times of. stress·, up to our own

times.
Most of the refugees t.;e t'lill be concerned t·Iith, however, resulted directly or indirectly from the establishment of the Nazi regime in Ge~any, from
where the large majority of refugees in Britain at the beginning. of the v7ar
originated. T'nis is also true for refugee industrialists in the North as a
whole.
The refugees from Austria and Czechoslovakia were the immediate consequence of the invasion of their countries by the Nazis.
If the position of Jews in Eastern Europe was difficult before the Nazis
came to power - an event toThich increased these difficulties for reasons we
;

cannot examine here -, ·it was the fear that Nazi Germany would invade, or at
least dominate their countries, which was the motive of Jewish people in trying
to leave these countries before the War.

In Hungary, in addition, a number

of anti-Jewish laws were passed in the late 1930's which introduced a numerus
clausus in the professions and in industry, effectively making it -impossible
.
l) Th"~s exp 1 a~ns
.
. h peep1 e to con t"~nue t o earn. a 1"~v~ng.
f or some 25 o, 000 J ew~s
the relatively large number of Hungarians

~n

our case histories, although the

total number of refugees from that country in Britain was well below 2000.
There is little doubt that the extreme right regime in Hungary was following
the example of Nazi Germany.
Other refugees we shall be concerned with escaped from France after
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its defeat by Nazi Germany.

A few others survi.ved the War in some part of

Europe but felt unable to remain because of their own experiences or because
of the loss of their families or friends in Nazi extermination camps.
The problem of the people who form a part of the subject of this study,
therefore, started with the take-over of power by the Nazis in Germany:II

The German refugee problem derives from the programme
of the National Socialist Party, demanding the sole
domination of the state, which involves the suppression
of political or social opposition of any kind and the
acceptance of the theory of German racial puri.ty • • • With
the assumption of power by Adolf Hitler on-30 January·
1933, the application of the principles to the soCial
economic and religious system began •••
)
2

The question must be asked, how it was possible .for such a regime
to establish itself in a highly developed and apparently civilised .society?
We did a good deal of work to find at least some of the answers, but"
we decided that even a brief analysis

which would have to include not

only the political and social history of ·Germany for some 100 years before
1933 but also an examination of the roots of German antisemitism - would
carry us too far from the subject of this study.
An examination of British refugee policy, ho•.;ever, appears necessary,
if only to contrast the generally negative position taken by the. Govern.."'!lent
with the welcome extended to refugee industrialists.
The main lines of the development of the refugee problem will become
apparent Lrom the. reaction of the British Governnent to

L~e

events in which·

it became involved on so many occasions between 1933 ar.d 1939.
We shall also have an opportunity to refer to the climate of opinion
in which refugees, and therefore refugee industrialists, arrived and
settled.
British Refugee Policy 1933 - 1939
Until the end of the 19th century, Britain had a long tradition of
giving shelter to refugees and, in turn, to benefit from the new skills
which many of these refugees brought with them.

"

As far back as the early part of the 12th century, Wales
provided a ~efuge for Flemish weavers, whose industry
left a mark on some Welsh valleys, traceable even today.
Flemish weavers and other cloth workers also played a
part in the development of the English cloth industry.
Those who came under Edward III have gained an almost
legenda~· fame; and ever since, there has been a steady
stream of refugees from the Continent of Europe •••
Sometimes, the stream became a flood. In the reign of
Elisabeth I, large numbers of Flemish and Walloon
weavers I fleeing from the persecution in the LO'N Countries
by the Duke of Alva, were welcomed with open arms. A
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century later came the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,
which caused the exodus from France of about 300,000
Huguenots, of whom about one third found their ~tray to
Britain."
3)
Jewish refugees from Cossack massacres, from the endemic programs in
Russia and Poland and from the general persecution and molestation in
Eastern Europe, found the door wide open when they arrived in relatively
large numbers in the last quarter of the· 19th century.
Although the British, in general, have never exactly loved foreigners,
they defended, often passionately, the right of asylum.

Any attempts to

restrict immigration at one time aroused the fiercest protests:

"

When it was timidly suggested in the Commons in 1824
that we should keep out criminals, there were cries of
indignation. t'lhen Palmerston brought in a Bill to make
it possible to arrrest refugees suspected of plotting
here against foreign potentate.s, there was a storm of
anger. Palmerston wanted to placate the French, who were
furious that the bomb thrown by the Italian Orsini,
whq was a popular emigree, was made in 3irt"'..ingham·.
But this was an attack on the ri·ght of asylum •. 200,000
people marched on Hyde Park in protest. Palmerston
fell.,.
4)

But less than 100 years later, circumstances and public attitudes had
changed completely.

"

"

The 1914 - 18 war ended the period of free entry into
our islands. Except for the limi t_ed restrictions imposed
by the Aliens Act of 1905 on those 'v-;it~out mea.:.J.s'
(and
then not if they were fleeing from persecution) , the
right of asylum \'ias, up to that war, a principle sacrosanct to the British. After 1919, our crowded islands,
threatened with unemployment, had perforce to restrict free
entry. Some restriction was inevitable, but it was
carried to an extreme which would have shocked our
ancest . rs.
There started then the system which we know so well that
we thi~~ of it as in the natural order of things and
imagine that it has existed for ever: the whole paraphernalia of passports, visas, interviews at ports of entry
with immigration officers, sponsors, permits to !trork or
promises .not to, registration with the Police, visits
to the Aliens Department at the Home Office, expulsions
when visas or permits had run out -, the round which
has for the unlucky. ·a nightmarish, Kafkaesque quality."

5)

Only 3 or 4 times since 1918 did the British Government·
revert in some measure to the ancient tradition of this
country and allow indigent refugees without formality.
In the 1930's there were the Basques and th~ 10,000
Jewish children. Even for adults the Government - responding
to public opinion - relaxed some of its restrictions and
men and women fleeing from Hitler were allowed in because
they were on lists (of specially threatened people) made
out by accredited connni ttees ••• " G)
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The Nazi take-over in Germany presented the British Government with
an entirely new and unexpected problem:
religious and political persecution.

A wave-of refugees from 'racial',

The other mass movements of refugees

after the first world War - mainly Russians, Armenians and Greeks - had
by-passed Britain, although they posed problems to other European Governments.
The new wave
,;

subjected Ministers and Civil Servants to a cross-fire·
of intensely uncomfortable political pressures." There
were, on the one hand, eloquent representations, both
public and private, from Parliament, Jewish groups, the
Qua~ers and other sources to do something for the
refugees on humanitarian grounds. Other groups and
individuals, slower off the mark and at least initially
less vocal, were no~etheless insistent in urging that
the nUmber of refugees admitted to Great Britain and
the Empire be limited as much as possible." ?)"

British ·refugee policy was to be formed to accomc6date these
irreconcilable views and pressures, pressures whi.ch increased intensely·
when the problem developed into a catastrophy for millions of people.
In this section we shall examine this policy and public and private
attitudes as a whole.

The special features of the. policy towards refugee.

industrialists"will be dealt with in a later chapter.
We have already referred to the work of A.J.

She~an,

who described

and docu...-rnented every aspect of British policy tmJards German refugees from
the beginning of Nazi rule, the extension of the policy towards refugees
from countries invaded by Nazi Germany before the War and to those from
adjoining

co~~tries.

It is unlikely that future scholarship will add significantly to the
general picture which emerges from Sherman's study, even if there are
specialised areas within that picture - like our own field of enquiry where further research is necessary.

The remainder of this chapter is

based, therefore, largely on Sherman's admirable work.
It is our aim, in this section, to highlight the significant events
in the development of British policy, to indicate what actions the British
Government was willing, or compelled by events, to take itself or to support

at the internat,ional level.
British policy evolved_on assumptions which, with hindsight, were
wrong and bore little relation to the nature of the problem.

But quite

apart from a wrong analysis, British policy was not unaffected by the fact
that there was a measure of approval, if not admiration, for the Nazi
regime - its

brutalities were overlooked or explained away - among members

of the Establ.iShment.

A political movement modelled on the Nazi Party,
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in which members of the ruling classes were represented alongside those fpr
whom a pseudo-patriotic mass movement seemed a solution to their personal
problems, flourished briefly under the leadership on an able membe-r of
the Establishment.

Nor was Britain free from the

anti-serr~tism

which

1000 years of Church attitudes had inculcated in the minds of the people
of Europe.
But even if Britain had understood better and if there had been a
universal sympathy with the victims of Hitler, it is unlikely that the
problem could have

bee~

solved merely by opening the doors widely.

The

number of people threatened was so great that only a conce·rted action by
the civilised world could have dealt with a mass migration of penniless
refugees.

The alternative - to eradicate the Nazi Cancer by force of

arms, even at a modest sacrifice.- was unthinkable at a. time when the· horror
of the first world War still haunted the survivors.

The mere threat of

force·was unacceptable to many influential people in Britain and France and
thi.s weakness· made it possible. for a ruthless dictatorship. to impose its
will both in its own country and on the rest of Europe.

When force· ceased

to be an alternative and became th.e only course of action open to the free
world - at a cost in

hlli~an

suffering and material loss never before ·

experienced by mankind in the sa.>ne span of time - the· overwhelming· majority
of people who might have become refugees "!.-Tere beyond help.
Sherman divides

~~e

time from the beginning df Nazi rule in Germany

in 1933 to the outbreak of the vJar in Septe!!lber 1939 into a number o.f
periods which were significant in the evolution of the problem and of the
policy responses by Britain and we shall adhere to the same arrangement.
January 1933 - Septenber 1935
The immediate persecution of marked enemies of the Nazis when they
asslli~ed

power led to the panicky flight of a relatively small number of

people, most of whom escaped to countries adjoining Germany,partly because
the frontiers were still open and partly on the assumption that the
regime would not last long.

Those seeking refuge in Britain were few,

mainly scholars, students and businessmen in special trades or with
connections with British firms.
The first larger wave of refugees came mainly from the South and West
of Germany and from Thuringia, where persecution was most intense, and
this wave made for the USA where, for historical reasons, there were
better contacts for people from these regions.
Nevertheless, the Jewish Community in Britain at once established
a Committee to help refugees, a body which acted in concert with the
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established organs of

Anglo-Jew~y.

In April 1933, a representative Jewish delegation visited the Home
Office and proposed that German refugees should be admitted without
distinction and that those already here should have their permission to
stay extended indefinitely.

At the same time, ·the delegation gave an

undertaking wh.:i,.ch was to prove fateful to the whole future of the admission
of Jewish refugees to Britain.

"

It formally undertook that

all· expenses, whether in respect of temporary or
permanent ac·comrnodation or maintenance, \·lill .be borne by
the Jewish Community without ultimate char.ge to the State."

8)

This undertaking was to be relied upon explicitly by the British
Government almost up to the t-'lar, even when it became clear that the probl.em
was assuming proportions unforeseen at the time it was given and when the
Jewish Community was overwhelmed by the consequences.
to understand what was about to happen.
II

It, too, had failed

It had supposed that

the number of refugees wishing to come to Britain could
be as many as 3 - 4,000"
9)

and it expected that the majority of them would migrate to other countries
later.

It did not - perhaps could not - foresee that, within a few years,

very large numbers of people would be forced to flee for their lives and
that they would come penniless.
A Cabinet Com.mittee was set up on 5 April 1933 to consider the proposals ..
by ·the Jewish Community.

The Com111i ttee concluded that the existing arrange-

ments for the· admission of aliens should remain for the time being·, except
that control was to be strengthened in that refugees, on arrival, were to
register viith the Police.

The extension of stay

'l-ias

_to be considered,

provided. the Jewish Community were prepared to guarantee maintenance of
the refugees concerned.

Finally, the Committee thought it might be

desirable, if the refugee situation deteriorated,

"

to arrange for the problem to be considered by the
International Office ·f~r Refugees at the League of
Nations." 10)

The basic principlesof British policy were formed during
months of Nazi rule.

th~

early

These principles were to be adf.lered to even when the

·problem had reached the dimensions of a European disaster, although some
flexibility was introduced in the last 6 - 9 months before the War.
The first principle of the policy was that
II

••• the interests of this country must predominate over
all other considerations, but subject to this guiding
principle, each case will be carefully considered on its
individual merits ••• in accordance with the timehonoured tradition of this coun.try that" no unnecessary
obstacles are placed in the way of foreigners seeking

·ag

admission."

11) .

The second principle was that Britain should obtain the maximum
benefit from the admission of refugees, either directly, or indirectly,
by enabling it to cut a good figure in the world.

At a Cabinet meeting

on 12 April 1933, it was pointed out that it would be· in the public
interest to
II

try and secure for this country prominent Jews who
were be~ng expelled from Germany and who had achieved
distinction \-lhether in pure science, applied science,
such as medicine or technical industry, music or art.
This would not only obtain for this country the
advantage of their knowledge and experience, but
would also create a very favourable impression in the
world, particularly if our hospitality were offered
with some warmth."
12)

The implication was that the advantages to Britain, and not the need
of someone to save his life were to be the yardsticks of admission, and
this principle, too, was adhered" to, with some important excep-tions in the
later stages of the problem.
The Cabinet minu·tes of 12 April also recorded - for the first time t.'J.e notion that .a flood of forej,gn refugees would before long. become· a
burden to-. the co:rmnunity or replace other •,.;orkers, who would become a burden •.
Economists like Sire Norman Angell were later to make many efforts to
refute such. assumptions, but with little

success:~.

Other strands of British refuge.e policy developed even at this early
~tage:

Nothing was to be done to offend the Nazi Government, no matter

how brutally it behaved.

One of the justifications for this was that any

offence might merely aggravate the position of the threatened people.
Furthermore, - while it is not part of our task to examine British foreign
policy of the period in general or the policy of 'appeasement' of Nazi
Germany in particular-, Britain traditionally looked for a balance of
power in Europe and Nazi Germany was cast as a counterweight to Soviet Russia.
These two

reasons caused the British

GoverP~ent

to act almost up to the

beginning of the War - and in spite of daily evidence to the contrary - on
the premise that the Nazis were at least rational rulers, with whom the·
diplomatic game could be played according to accepted rules.
Although the Cabinet Committee had considered that it might be appro-.
pria te to refer the 'tlhole refugee issue to the League of Nations, Britain,
almost from the start, took a strongly negative attitude to the international
organisations which existed or were to be created to deal with the problem.
It feared that such organisations would

co~~it

member countries to policies

they could not accept, whether in terms of quotas or contributions and
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further, that the words and deeds of such organisations might endanger
Anglo~German

relations.

When the Dutch Government sponsored a resolution

on 29 September 1933 inviting the

L~ague

Council to formulate plans for

an international solution of the German refugee problem, the British
delegate at Geneva. received teleg.raphed instructions from the Foreign
Office which contained the following:II

while we could scarcely refuse our general support for
the proposal that Council should consider this ques.tion
••• the British Delegation should refrain from .too
explicitly associating itself with it and from taking
the lead in any <tray. It should also be made clear •••
that H.M. C~verp~ent
cannot bear a~y part of the
expense arising from the application of any
recommendation."
13)

This attitude; which was to continue almost up to the War., and the
even more inflexible attitutde of the USA - in spite of many fine words caused the almost total failure of the international organisations to
achieve anything at all.
In

~arliament,

too, the battle lines were drawn at an 'early stage.

The narees of Eleanor F. Rathbone (Ind. English Universities) and of Col.
J. vledgwood {Lab. Stock. on Trent) appeared among. those pleading for a
more generous refugee policy from the spring of 193'3 onwards.and were to
be .prominent in that cause right up to the v1ar and beyond.
issue was not one on which there was a clear

part~.{

line.

The refugee
All parties

had a number of prominent members who were for or against refugees,
except, perhaps the Liberal party.
gen~rally

Those against helping refugees operated

by playing on established prejudices, by arousing unreasonable

fears and by misleading the House on matters of fact.

An early example of

this kind of approach was given by Mr. E. Doran M.P. (Unionist, Tottenham)
in the House of Commons on 9 March 1933.

After asking the Home Secretary.

if
II

he will take steps to prevent any alien Jews entering
this country from Germany",

he asserted that
II

hundreds of thousands of Jews are now leaving Germany and
are scurrying from there to this country ••• are we prepared ••• in this country to allow aliens to come here
from every country while we have3·million unemployed? •••
If you are asking for a von Hitler (sic) in this country,
we will soon get one."
)
14

The exaggeration as to numbers was to be a constant theme also in
the less responsible press.

The facts were quite otherwise:

For the 5

years 1933-.. - 1937, the annual average of refugees admitted to Britain was
less than 2,000.

As for refugees creating more unemployment, the opposite

\!

·-·
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(
'

I

..

'

occurred, as we shall see.
On 12 October 1933, the League Council appointed a High
for Refugees from Germany (Jewish 'and others) •

Co~~ssioner

The Foreign Offi.ce consid-

ered it undesirable that the post should go to a Briton, since
II

he might think himself bound to ask us to relax our
res.trictions in the UK and in Palestine, and such a
request coming from a British High Com<nissioner might
be difficult to refuse."
15)

An American, Mr.

J~~es

G. McDonald was appointed.

Lord Cecil

~as

appointed British representative to the. Governing Bo<:ly of 12 countries
interested in the German refugee problem.

The High

Co~~ssioner

together

with the Governing Body formed an autonomous organisation, separate from
the League, whose expenses would be met from private organisations and
individuals rather than Governments.
The Government made it cle.ar to Lord Cecil how
II

important it is that our favourable position (!) as
regards the present numbers of refugees here should
not be prejudiced by any recommendations made.to the
Governing Body."
16)

Lord Cecil was also to use his influence to avoid discussions or
recommendations in the
II

C~verning

Body

likely to provoke resentment in

Germany'~.

i

7)

As to finance, the British Government could not consider
II

making any financial contributiqn at.all towards
expenditure connected either with the High Coil"ull.issioner's Office or with the application of any
schemes which may be elaborated with a view to
assisting refugees."
18)

When in October 1934 the High Commissioner requested the British
Government to make a contribution of £2,000, it was refused on the grounds
that it raised
II

a fundamental question of principle on which
• • • we cannot ~OII).promise."
19)

Lord Cecil was instructed,

furt~er,

to bear in mind that Palestine

could not play a significant part in'absorbing Jewish refugees, nor that
there would be much

opportlli~ity

for them in the Dominions or Colonies.

Within the United Kingdom itself
II

owing.to the acute unemployment ••• there are no
prospects for Germans seeking employment in Co~~erce
or industry."
20)

Saturation was also believed to have been reached in the medical and
other professions.

Lord Dawson of Penn, President of the Royal College of

Physicians, conceded that there might be room in Britain for a few refugee
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doctors of special distinction, but
II

the number that could usefully be absorbed or teach us
anything could be counted on the fingers of one hand."

21)

Considering that Jewish refugees brought about that number of Nobel
prizes in the Life Sciences to Britain, Lord Da\'lson 's remark was extremely
silly, but the fear of competition caused some of the p·rofessions to show
a lack.of concern about the fate of their colleagues in Germany which did
them little credit.

By contrast, the academic communityresponded magnif-

icently to the situation.

The Academic Assistance Council, and, later, the·

Society for the Protection of Science and Learning, found places in
Universities and industrial research laboratories for more than 600 threatened refugee academics and other highly qualified people.
One of the most urgent problems to which the High Commissioner addressed.
himself- a .. problem which was to attract the attention of everyone connected
with refugees- concerned the

~~nner.in

which the refugees were to withdraw

their assets from Germany, without which they were unwelcome

i~

any country.

The approaches to the Nazi Goverru::1ent were made by all kinds of p·eople,
from the High Commi!;sioner to the British An-..bassador - later by American
Diplomats -, but no progress. ·.was made at all.

The Ge·nnans knew.

ve~·

\-Tell

that neither Britain, France nor the USA were willing to apply· any real
pressure, that they could always threaten to leave the League of Nations as indeed they did in 1935 - and that they could do as they pleased on the
matter of assets.of refugees as in any other.

In this way, they gradually

made life impossible - literally - for hundreds of thousands of people.
On the one hand, they prevented them from earDing a living in Germany and,
on the other, they made such people unacceptable to possible host countries
by making them leave almost - and later completely - penni·less.
In November 1934, it was proposed that the High Commission for Refugees
from Germany be made an integral part of the League of Nations.
strongly supported this idea, adding that the

C~verning

II

in its present form was of very little value"

II

almost useless".

Lord Cecil

Body,

and

The Foreign Secretary, Sir
II

22)
Jo~,

Simon, argued that nothing should be done to

frighten Germany away from Geneva for good".

23)

Lord Cecil, in a tart rejoinder, refuted the contention that German
susceptibilities should any longer be catered to.:II

••• they are stupid people, generally speaking, and
very back\v-ard in intellectual and spiritual civilisation ••• Sweet reasonableness, I am quite certain,
is quite thrown away upon them·."
)
24
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Alas, the British Government felt unable to take his advice!
We shall not examine the many moves by private and pUblic organisations
or the debates in both Houses of Parliament \'rhich preceded the acceptance
by the British Government of the proposed new central organisation of the
League of Nation in September 1935, subject ot the provisos that League
funds were to be used solely for administrative·.purposes and not for relief
or settlement and that the new organisation limited its functions to
providing legal and political protection for refugees and co-ordinating
settlement efforts, nor that any new category of refugee should be j.ncluded
within its scope without the express authority of the League Council or
Assembly.

September .. l935 - February 1938
Almost at the same .time as the League met in

G~neva,

the Nazis held

their National Party Days at Nuremberg, at which the infamous Laws were
foreshado~red

't-Thich, for the first time, defined the undefinable:

or was not a Jew.

Who was

By greatly extending the numbers of 'Non-Aryans', the

Nazis vastly increased the dimension and severity of the refugee problem.
The NureiJ!l:>erg 'legisla:t.ion' and its consequences were anxiously· noted
by

~~e

High Commissioner, but his suggestion that the British Ambassador

in Berlin, jointly with his American colleague, should be authorised to
approach the German authorities and urge that arrangements be made for
an orderly transfer of refugees' property - to avoid a flight of impdverished
people - was not well received by the Foreign .Office, which feared that
such an initiative would be rebuffed.
At the same time, the British A.ill:>assador in Berlin, s·ir Eric Phipps,
sent

a number

of despatches - as had other Senior British Diplomats - on the

worsening si:t.uation in Germany.

On 10 December 1935, Sir Eric wrote to

the Foreign Office:II

the
make
Nazi
with

At the

position of the Jews is becoming so desperate as to
it more apparent every day that ••• the present
policy threatens the Jewish population in.the Reich
extermination."
25)

~nd

of 1935, the High Commissioner, Mr. James G. MacDonald,

resigned, but not before writing a letter to the Secretary-General of the
League which was widely publicised and aroused great public interest in
Britain and in the USA.

While stating the position clearly, the letter

was by no means extravagant in tone or content.

"

It merely called for

friendly and firm intervention with the German, Government"

on the part of the League, its members and
"all other members of the community of nations"
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to
remove or mitigate the causes which create Ge·rnian refugees".

II

He based this demand on the legal notion that the protection of minorities
had been
II

hardening into an obligation of public law in Europe".

26)

It is incomprehensible why the Foreign Office should, nevertheless, have
considered the letter
''

an unwise document which did disservice to the real
interest of the Jews in Germany"

and then added a remark which could have come straight from the pen of
Dr. Goebbels, the Nazi Propaganda Minister:

The Foreign Office claimed that,

in drafting of the le-tter,
II

the guiding hand of Zionism was apparent."

27)

In the meantime, some prominent British Jews, including Sir Herbert
Samuel, Lord Bearsted and Mr. Simon Marks, launched a scheme which would
have insured an orderly emigration of German Jews •. Their proposals included
the collection of a large fund from private Jewish sources all over the
·world.

The scheme depended, however, on the assumption that the German

Government could be induced to permit the emigrants to take at least a
part of t.'i-}eir asse.ts with them.

The Foreign Office approved' the scheme as

a limited, reasonable and potentially practical solution of the.problem,
believing that it would have more chance of success than any appeals to
"humanity and decency",

28)

but, in the event, the scheme proved unable

to move the German authorities.
In July 1936, the

nev1

High Commissioner, Sir Neill 1\<Ialcolm, - a Briton -,

convened an inter-Governmental

Co~~ittee

to consider the protection and

the legal status of German refugees in their countries of. asylum and an
arrangement was arrived at.

Following the completion of this arrangement,

the Home Office agreed to accede the Convention on the International Status
of Refugees of October 1933.

It had resisted this before because, in its

opinion, the Convention was so drawn that it might benefit unknown future
classes of refugees.
The year 1936 saw an increasing activity of all authorities concerned
with the refugee problem, which was not made any easier by a vast mass of
potential refugees waiting in the wings.

The Spanish Civil War had not yet

ended and the Polish Government had made threatening gestures
its 'surplus Jewish population •·.
contention.

concerni~g

Palestine had become a matter of bitter

Britain, whose mandate was to create a Jewish National Home -

never more necessary than at this moment - felt forced to reduce immigration
because of Arab guerilla warfare and by what it saw as its own self-interest
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in the Hediterranean.

Up to then, the Mandate had been interpreted as

facilitating Je\.;ish immigration up to the absorptive capacity of the
country.

Immigration itself had, however, grec.tly increased that capacity

and some nevl criterion had t.o be found.
Commission) was established and

A Royal Commission (the Peel

reported in June

1937~

The Commission

proposed that the country should be partitioned and that this was the only
way out of the conflict inherent in the incompatible obligations assumed
by Great Britain to both Arabs and Jews.

Its many other recommendations

all pointed in the same direction: Jevlish immigration \\'OUld have to be
reduced.
II

The dispute over immigration to Palestine \'las destined
to become even more bi tt.er as the pres sue on Je.,.ls in
Germany, Poland, Rumania and elsewhere increased through,
out 1937 and 1938. Palestine remaine.d the goal of
impoverished Jews from Eastern and Central Europe, and
their determination to enter the country, legally - or
in explosively growing numbers - illegally, brought
them into repeated conflict with the British Authorities."

29)

By this time, too, the authorities \-lere forced to recognise that the
Nuremberg 'laws• caused the exodus of growing numbers of non-Jewish refugees
from Germany,· - • non-Aryans • and others -, of great concern to the Churches.
The Bishop of Chichester launched a small appeal for such refugees which
met with a meagre response.

A request to the

~oreign

Office for £5,000

to help settle such refugees was refused, as was the issue of special

surcharged postage stamps.
While the situation in Germany deteriorated further in 1937, the
organisations interested in refugees, aware that the High Commission for
Refugees from Germany was to be wound up by the end of 1938, redoubled their
efforts to make the international protection of refugees a League function.
The British Government now felt it inevitable that a single League body
should be established, although the Home Office was concerned over the
implications.
II

It feared that such a body might

pursue an idealistic and adventurous policy which
would not commend itself to the countries of tempera~·
refuge".

It believed that the most practical solution of the refugee problem would
be
II

a constructive programme of development overseas."

30)

· . The world \'las later to be scoured to find an overseas 'country where such
a development could take place.

R~odesia,

Kenya, the Phillipines, Madagascar,

and British Guyana, among others, were considered, the latter very seriously,
but no sui table place \'las ever found.
The actua+ numbers of refugees arriving and receivj_ng permission to land
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in Britain at this time was still very
Secretary of the Refugee

Co~~ittee

s~~ll.

So small, indeed, that the

of the League of Nations wrote to the

Foreign Office:II

there appeared to outside observers to be a certain
inconsistency between our enthusiastic support of the
causeof refugees at Geneva and the very little we
)
actually do for them in this country. 11
31

In February 1938, yet another convention was signed in Geneva regulating the status of German refugees.

The British delegate signed with so.

many reservations, that refugees in Britain were, in effect., excluded from
32)
the protection offered by the Convention.
Later that year, the Ho~e
Office resisted a number of ideas coming from Geneva, particularly the
notion that, if mass settlement overseas was impossible, the countries of
temporary refuge might concern themselves .,.Ti th the absorption of their
33)
refugees.
So far as any British ability to intervene in Berlin was concerned,
this had evaporated altogether.

British policy was now total;ty bankrupt.

British anxieties not to offend the Nazis had not improved Anglo-German
relations, and had merely intensified the persecution of innocent people.
II

I need hardly tell you

~hat

you already know",

a member of the British Embassy wrote to the Foreign Office on 2 February
1938.
II

namely that nowadays our credit is exhausted ·and any
intervention in regard to Jews or the Church merely
has t~e effect of exasperating the Germans both against
us and the victims. 11 ·
34).

March - June 1938
The annexation of Austria in March 1938 and the immediate brutat
treatment of Jewish Austrians both by the Germans and, to their shame, by
large sections of the Austrian people
the Home Office.

35)

set the alarm bells ringing at

In a memorandum to the Foreign Office of 14 March 1938

it outlined its reasons why this new source of a flood of refugees, quite
apart from the worsening situation in Germany, could no longer be controlied
by existing arrangements. and why, in spite of the unpleasantness this
might cause with Germany - visas bet\..reen the two countries having been
reciprocally removed in 1928 - and the inconvenience to travellers, a
visa system would have to be introduced:II

••• from the Home Office point of view,· the situation
is serious, and ••• without the check that a visa system
affords, there can be no guarantee that the entry of
refugees from Germany and Austria can be.effectively
controlled." 36):
'

I•'
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A circular of inst.ructions on the grant of visas issued to Consuls
'·and Passport C6rit'rol otf:i.cers stated quite openly that·.the main purpose.
of visas would be to
II

regulate the flow into the United Kingdom of persons
who, for political, racial or religious reasons may
wish to take refuge there in considerable nurr.bers. ,.

37)

The circular pointed out that it might be difficult or impossible to
deport people who had arrived, both on grounds of humanity and because the
Germans might refuse to recognise Lhem as their nationals, and it cautioned
consular staffs to ascertain· whether applicants were bona fide. travellers
or potential refugees.
The situation in Austria .,.1as desperate; the process of depriving Jews
of ·a livelihood in Germany had taken years and was far from: complete.

Ih

Austria, it was completed, with the utmost brutality, within a few months.
The British Consul General in Vienna described the Jewish population in
that city as
II

terror-stricken, despoiled and fearful of wha·t the
morrow may bring forth"
).
38

There

wa~

serious distress, a large number of suicides and no scheme of

organised emigration.

"

The Home Office became a ...;are that any

unnecessary or iriholesale restriction of Austrian
would give rise to a strong reaction of
public opinion and would find expression in the House
of Commons."
i~~igration

At the same time, while the Home Secretary, Sir Samuel Eoare,

"

felt great reluctance in putting another obstacle
in the r,my of these unfortunate people".
)
39

the fear that any large inflow of Jewish refugees might lead to a wave of
anti-semitism in Britain
alike.

ha~~ted

the Home Office and the refugee organisations

The Nazi authorities. stridently propagated the view that such

refugees would cause moral and political contamination wherever they appeared.
The Cabinet set up a small committee to consider the problem of refugees
from Austria.
II

Its terms of reference were

to adopt as humane an attitude .as possible, without
creating a Jewish problem in this country."
40)

The increase in the

vollli~e

of

Parliamentar~y

questions on Austrian

refugees and the private approaches to the Home Secretary - including one
by the Archbishop of Canterbury - led to a full statement by the Home
Secretary in the. Corrmons on 22 March 1938.

41)

thetic but drew attention to the difficulties.
predictable comment.

This was generally sympaThe Press reacted with

The Manchester Guardian and the News Chrqnicle

pleaded for the greatest possible latitude in the interpretation of the
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Government's policy, a sentiment also expressed by The Times.

The Daily

Telegraph leader asserted that
II

the Government was bound to qualify sympathy with
practical and prudent considerations".

The Daily Mail was less high-minded and the Daily Express unfriendly.

The

Scotsman drew attention to the international character of the problem.
The German Jewish Aid Committee was obliged to inform the Home Office
on 14 March-1938 that, in view of the dimensions of the Austrian situation,
it could no longer·guarantee. that any Jewish refugee who

~~ght

be admitted

to Britain would -not be allowed to become a public charge, except fo·r those·

admitted after consultation with the Committee.
with _the original undertaking.

It meant that,

Events had caught up
from-no~

on, the Committee

could recommend fbr admission only those fortunate. enough to have.

fri~nds

or relations who would guarantee their support, or could find such support
from

merr~ers

of the public.

Financial considerations were, from now on, to

det·ermine - with some exceptions - whether people :were to live or to _die-.
The-Committee found itself in this grave situation because of the requirements
for admission agreed with the Home Office in 1933 - when the situation was
unforeseeable - and because

of one of the basic principles of British

refugee policy: that the Government was not to make any financial
ution

eit~er

contrib~

to helping people to get out of the Reich or to maintain them

once they had got c:>ut.
The exi-stence of too many voluntary organisations concerned with
refugees had, in any case, proved to be a problem and led to much overlap
and inefficiency.
proposed

~~e

After the Nazi annexation of Austria, the Home Off·ice

setting up of a Co-Ordinating Committee, which would not only

serve as a link between the voluntary organisations, but to which the Home
Office could send the rapidly increasing

vol~~e

of immigration applications

for distribution to its constituent com1·oittees and for investigation by
them.

Most important, however,

"

the Co-Ordinating Committee was called into being in
order to represent the collective interests of the
refugee organisations vis-a-vis the British Government,
especially in questions of residence, training facilities, and official approaches to Dominion, cc:>lonial
or foreign governments on emigration matters."
)
42

The Co-Ordinating

Go~mittee

was to play an increasingly important role

in a rapidly deteriorating situation.
July - September 1938
In the spring of 1938, President Roosevelt proposed an international
conference to facilitate the emigration of German and Austrian refugees.
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This invitation lent an entirely new dimension to the problem and raised
in an acute form the issue

o~

what contribution each Government was now

prepared to Il".ake tot-1ards a solution.

The Foreign Office greeted the

Washington invitation with some scepticism, particularly because the US
Gover~ment

appeared to have no intention of revising or enlarging its own

immigration quotas.

The Foreign Office nevertheless accepted the invita-

tion and carefully prepared the Evian Conference - as the meeting proposed
by President Roosevelt came to be called, after the name of the French town
on Lake Geneva ( the Swiss having declined to allow the conference to take
place on their territory) .
It is clear from the record that the full seriousness of the situation
had become accepted and that the_re was a need for Britain
on a larger scale· than it had previously contemplated.

to

do something

The t·rider problem

of the very large Jewish populations in Eastern Europe, particularly in
Poland,

Wc?-S

being considered for the first time, as also the dilerr,Jrna that

any indication of as·sistance to these populations toiould mere_ly encourage the
regimes. in these countries to intensify their anti-Jewish measures.·
The question, however, what Britain could or would be able to do was
another matter.

Enquiries by the Colonial Office had indicated that

th~re

was no room anyt.;here in the Empire for any but individual cases of settlement.

Despite a good deal of prodding from the Foreign Office, •.vhich feared

that the US Government t·lould expect the British Empire to make a substantial
contribution to the refugee
II

probl~u

and would

criticise very strongly this negative response to
their initiative and
attribute to it any bla~e
that may accrue from the possible failure of the
(Evian) meeting",
43)

Mr. l.tlacDonald, the Colonial Secretary, stated that he
II

could not hold out any hope that the Colonial Empire
t-lill be able to contribute mu.ch to the settlement of
the proble.-n."
44)

The Dominions toiere no more helpful.

l•lhile all of them, except for

South Africa , intended to be present at Evian, they held out little hope
that they could do much.
Although the instructions to the British delegation included a general
willingness to continue the British tradition towards the persecuted, the
restrictions and limitations with •,-1hich they were hedged makes it difficult
to see what could have been achieved.

In addition, the Palestine issue was

to be kept out of the discussions at all costs.
But before the delegation had even left, the policy reflected in the
instructions was already attacked vehemently in Parliament.

Miss Rathbone,
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in particular, initiated a number of proposals which· were unpalatable
the· Government and to the

anti-r~fugee

camp.

45)

to

"If" I Miss Rathbone

wrote in the Manchester Guardian of 23 May 1938,

"

the British Government feels itself too weak to be
courageous, at least it might show itself merciful."

Sherman surru.11ed up the climate in Britain and, perhaps, in the rest
of the world, in the weeks-before the Evian Conference started:-

"

The clash of pro-refugee and anti-refugee opinion in
Britain, as reflected in Parliament and in the press,
formed a counterpoint to the diplom~tic minuet ,.,.hich
was about to proceed at Evian, a minuet which concealed one basic unpalatable fact: No country, in any
part of the world, wanted to add to its population
destitute and demoralised outcasts. For such many
of the refugees had become. Expelled from their
countries of long. residence, reduc~d to beggary, .and
labelled with the by now pejorative title of
1
refugees 1 , the fugitives \o;andered aimlessly on a
planet which appeared quite simply to have no room
for their kind."
46)

The Conference followed the pattern which the worst fears had
anticipated:

The A.."llericans were \villing to do no more than to consolidate

their German and Austrian immigration quotas so that they would receive a
total of just over 27,000 people annually from these countries.

Apart from

this., they insisted that yet another body be formed, - perhaps in response
to domestic public opinion -, an

from the League.

inter-goverr~ental co~~ttee

separate

T"ne Director of this committee was to be George S. Rublee,

a septuagenarian American Lal·;yer.

The British delegation, led by Lord

Winterton, simply followed its rather negative instructions.

France,

Belgium, Switzerland, the Netherlands and the Scandinavian c·ountries each
emphasised the large

n~~er

of refugees they had

already admitted and

protested their i'nabili ty to absorb more, except for those in transit •.
The South American countries expressed eloquent sympathy with the plight
of the refugees but pointed out that their laws made it impossible for
them to contemplate any substantial intake of refugees.

The Dominions

offered to collaborate in studying solutions but made it clear that they
could not modify their existing immigration laws and practices in the
present circumstances.
The public statements were, therefore,
II

unhelpful, repetitious and largely designed for
domestic consumption. "
)
47

The British delegation dropped a hint that there might be some scope in the
East African Territories, but this possibility also came to naught, largely
because of the opposition of the white settler communities in these
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territories.
The
the

confe~ence

achieved nothing at all, apart from. the setting up of

Inter-~overnmental

committee which, in turn, achieved very

li~tle.

Indeed, as a result of the conference, a number of overseas countries became
aware of the size of the problem for the first time and shut their doors
even more tightly.
When the Cabinet considered Lord

~·7interton'

s report of the conference,

the Home Secretary warned that
II

while he wus anxious to do his best, there was a good
deal of feeling growing up in the country -· a feeling
which was reflected in Parliament - against the admission
of Jews to British terri tory. 11
48)

There is no doubt that some Trades Unions and the professions were
getting very anxious.
to begin at home.

~fuile

expressing sympathy,· charity was often believed.

Tnis made the task of the Home.Secretary no easier.

theless, he continued to look for openings where refugees could be
modated.

Never-

acco~~

For example, he offered to admit refugees as domestic servants, to .

replace the Germans which were leaving in the atmosphere created by the
Czech crisis, subject to the usual guarantees or sponsorships by prospe.ctive
employers.
The interpretation of this class of admissible refugees seems to
have been fairly liberal and included married couples.
1938 onward, many a former company director could be

From the end of

seen~

apron-clad,

going about his. domes·tic chores in one of the bigger houses in London and
the Home Counties.
A number of Austrian refugees had somehow managed to land without
permission.

In some cases they were simply put across the borders by the .

Gestapo and told not to come back.

Three of such Austrians were sent to

prison by a London f.lagistrate, Mr. Herbert Metcalfe, who declared that
II

it was becoming an outrage the way in which.stateless
Jews were pouring in from every port of this country.
As far as he was concerned, he intended to enforce the
iaw to the fullest extent."
49)

This, then was the position of the refugees in the summer of 1938:

It

had become an offence to try to save one's life.
September -

Nove~ber

1938

On 29 September 1938, Britain and ·France yielded to the threats by
Nazi Germany and gave away a part of a country that was not theirs:

The

Sudentenland of Czechoslovakia and, by implication, other parts of that
u~~appy

country to Poland, Rumania and Hungary.

It was to be the last act
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in the appeasement policy which reduced Britain and France to accessories
in Nazi aggression and, before long, enveloped them and all Europe in War,
a War which the appeasement policy and, in particular, the rape of
Czechoslovakia, had been designed to avoid.
The fact that this extension of German dominion would give rise to an
entirely new and large refugee problem appears not to have been foreseen,
much less discussed, by the British and French representatives at Munich,
where the whole· sorry episode was enacted.
Many thousands of people were trapped behind the new German frontiers.
They

includ~Q.

anti-Nazi Czechs ·and Sudeten Germans, Je,.;s and other refugees

from Germany and Austria who had sought shelter in Czechoslovakia.
Mr. Malcolm MacDonald, the Dominion and Colonial Secretary, addressing
Dominion High Commissioners on 5 October 1938 about the possibilities of
assisting these new refugees said that
II

in some ways ail those concerned with the recent
settlement in Czechoslovakia had a greater responsibi~Lty • • • than fell upon them • • • in respect of the
Jewish refugees from Germany an,d Austria"
)
50

but the Foreign Office made it clear that such an admission could not be
51)
. made public.
The fate of the unfortunate people caused an outcry in Britain anQ.
the Foreign_ Office was

borr~arded

by letters and besieged by delegations

from many bodies, including one from the Labour Party.

A delegation from

the Party to Prague was authorised to offer to maintain people who were in
danger of being handed over to the Germans and could be evacuated until
their further emigration could be arranged.

The

GoverP~ent

made available

a ElO million loan to the Czechs, with the request that this money should
be used mainly for the relief of refugees, 40,000 of whom had fled to
Prague within .a few weeks after the Germans had taken over the Sudetenland
and who continued to arrive at the rate of 1,500 a day.

The British Govern-

ment requested particularly that no refugees should be sent back to Germany
against their will.

But the Czechs, having lost all confidence of support

from the Western contries, felt they had to act as the Germans demanded
and, despite assurances to the contrary, many German-speaking Czechs
were handed over to the Germans.

The British Minister in Prague, Mr. B.C.

Newton, commented that
II

it was hardly fair or fitting to ask Czechoslovakia, which
had paid such a crippling price for the peace of the world,
to do more in the name of humanity than we were prepared to
do ourselves." 52)

Apart from a Labour Party delegation, other unofficial British
emi~saries

arrived in Prague at this time.

The Lord Mayor of London,
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accompanied by Mr. John Wheeler Bennet and.Sir Neill Malcolm (in his
private

capa~ity),

arrived in early October 1938 to investigate the situ-

ation for the Lord Mayor's Fund, particularly the position of those who
were in danger of being handed back to the Germans.
The British Government, in the face of much pressure, made available
250 visas for those immediately threatened - but not for their families on condition that their financial support \'lould be guaranteed by the
National Council of Labour, and a further 100

vi~as

for people in a simi-

lar positio.n, whose maintenance was to be guaranteed _by a fund launched
by the News-Chronicle.
A British liason officer was appointed in Prague to keep an eye on
the disposal of the lean, especially in connection with refugee relief.
One reason for his appointment was the intense public and Parliamentary
interest in these refugees and, particularly in the question of their
forced return to Germany.
The

~oreign

Office warned that

H.r.~.

Government should not publicl,y

accept any responsibility for the maintenance or future -settlement of. any
category of Czech refugees, as this might mean the assumption of a commitment of

ur~ncwn

dimensions.

Refuting the League of Nations view that

Britain had a special responsibility for these refugees, the Foreign Office
believed that they should be treated like other refugees and not be placed
53)
in a privileged position.
The Dominion Office was firm in its opposition to any financial assistance to refugee migrants from Czechoslovakia - many of whom were skilled
farmers -, on the grounds that this \'Tould be giving aliens a more favourable treatment than that accorded to British subjects under the Empire
54
)
Settlement Acts.

.

As the Foreign Office had feared, the exceptional grant of 350 visas
for refugees in special danger proved a fateful departure from previous
policy. The League of Nations urged more immediate generosity, pointing out
that at least 500 people were in imminent, and 1500 people in only slightly
less danger-.

An added difficulty arose over some 18 Czech Communist Depu-

ties and SenatoJ::s whose names appeared on the News Chronicle list.

The

Passport OfficeJ:: in Prague refused to issue visas to them and the Home and
Foreign Offices supported his

~efusal.

~llien

it was discovered that some

80 Je\dsh refugees, including women and children, were marooned in the noman's_land between occupied Sudetenland and the new Czech border- in desperate conditions -, whom neither the Germans nor the Czechs would admit to
their territories, it was decided to substitute some of these urgent cases
for those of the Czech Communists.
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The debate over the assistance to refugees from Czechoslovakia - and
particularly the financial aspects of the problem -, overshadowed the fact
that the voluntary organisations dealing with· refugees threatened to collapse
\

in view of the magnitude of the task and the inadequacy of the resources
available to them.

This led to a full-scale crisis between these organis-

ations and the Home Office.
Ever since the annexation of Austria, the German Jewish Aid Committee
was forced to decline to accept any financial responsibility for refugees
coming from that country, unless they were approved by the Committee.

It

had run out of f.unds and from now. on, it could recommend only those for
a visa for whom firm guarantees could be found.

The outlook was bleak for

the poor and the friendless, but .,.,i th the continuing refusal by the Bri.tish.
Government to make any financial contribution for the relief of refugees
and in the absence of any international financial sources, the vol·untary
organisations ha.d no choi.ce.

The Government was unwilling even to make a

contribution towards the_ administrative expenses of the voluntary organisations.

Lord Winterton thought this a·· political impossibility.

Cb-Ordinating Committee, however, took the view that its

The

remaining·s~~ll

resources should not be spent on administration but only on relief.

The

crisis came to a head when, in response to overwhelming pressures, the Home
Office had admitted a considerable number of Austrian refugees without
proper

fina~cial

guarantees.

This act of official generosity placed the

voluntar.t organisations in an impossible position as they did not have. the
funds to support the 3000 or so people involved, who now came to them for
help.
The Co-Ordinating Committee returned a large amow,t of correspondence to
the Home Office on 26 October 1938, forcing the Aliens Department to sift
the applications for dispatch to the appropriate case-work committee.

A

few days later, the Co-Ordinating Committee informed the Home Office that
it would have to restrict its activities, such as making preliminary enquiries
into visa applications, which the Home Office had for several months before
referring to.it.
The withdrawal of the Co-Ordinating Committee vastly increased the work
of the Aliens Department.

Tne financial situation of the voluntary bodies·

became so serious, that the Co-Ordinating Committee was forced to suggest
that a temporary halt be called in the admission of refugees, to give a
breathing space for all concerned with their admission, except for certain
classes, such as children, young people to be trained a11d industrialists with
capital.
Meantime, the position of Jewish Germans and Austrians was becoming
desperate, if only because a large proportion of them were now destitute and
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had to be supported by the dwindling number of those who had something left.
Pressure on the

~ri tish

Government mounted. from yet another source·.

The Polish Government informed the British Government that its Jewish
question

"was becoming intolerable" and that it could not wait for other
55)
Governments to accept. some of its Jewish population. ·
As a first
step, it declared, in effect, some 15,000 Polish Jews who had lived in
Germ~ny

as stateless.

The German authorities arrested these people, loaded

them on trains and dumped them in the no-man's land between Germany and
Poland near Zbonszyn.

The Poles refused to accept.more than a few, on

the ground that they wer.e

n0\'1

stateless.

The unfortunates lived for mai;J.y·

months in disused stables, tents and cellars in the vicinity and existed
on foodstuffs which had to·be smuggled in.

Among the deported were the

parents of one 17 year old Herschel Grynspan.

His anger at the treatment

of his parents led him to shoot and fatally wound the Third Secretary at
the German Embassy in Paris, on 7 November 1938.

"

This deed

was the signal and official excuse for the organised
progroms \-Thic;h swept through Germany and Austria. on 9 and.
10 November 1938 - the 'Kristallnacht' as it came to be
called . . : and triggered off the final desperate pre-~7ar
flight from the Reich."
56)
November 1938 - tl!arch 1939

Reactions in Britain to the events in the Reich on 9 -

io

November

1938 and· after

"

were swift and virtually unanimous in

condemnation~'.

57)

Detailed press reports of violence, destruction of property and houses
of worship, .~·as well as the threat of massive expulsions
I

" led to a widespread ~~ti-German response, in which there
was little difference between.tho&e who were supporters
or opponents of the Government'-s appeasement policy."

58)

Representatives of British Jewry called on the Prime Minister on
16 November to express their anxiety and while, in view of the Government's
difficulties, they were not suggesting that the doors should be opened
widely, they were urging that the Government should consider the entry into
Britain of children up·to the age of 17.

They would give a collective

guarantee that no public funds would be expended on these children, who
would be educated and trained with a view to ultimate re-emigration.

They

also urged that both the Home Office and British Co.nsulates throughout the
Reich should have extra staff in order to diminish trndelays caused by the
massive backlog of visa applications.
difficulties, 6,000 young men confined

They also asked that, in spite of the
to concentration camps and 1,500
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children should be admitted to Palestine.

Finally, in view of the huge

cost of evacuating people from the Reich, they wondered

whether the

Government could assist in raising a loan on its own or with other
Governments.•
The Prime Minister's replies \'lere almost wholly negative and the
Cabinet, meeting on the same day, recognised that the tone \'lould. have to
be altered because of serious public conern, not only in Britain but also
in the USA, \.,.here opinion was
II

tending to conclude that the policy of working for
peace with Germany was mistaken and.was becoming
generally less sympathetic to H. M·. Government." 59)

In spite of the Colonial Secretary's doubtswhether there was much scope
for increasing immigration in the colonies, Lord Winterton and the Home
· Secretary stressed the importance of making some concrete terri to rial
officer, if only to force the United States to open its doors a little
more widely.

The Home Secretary also reported that he was now getting

1,000. applications for entry eve·r day.

B-roadly speaking, on-ly those cases

were admitted which were recommended by the Jewish representatives, who,
however, were
II

averse £:rom allowing very large nu..-nbe_rs of Jews to
enter· this countr.x· or from allowing the. entry of Jews
whom they had not themselves approved, since they were
afraid. of an anti-Jewish agitation in this country ••• "

60)

More generally, the Home Secretary stated that the Government \'las

"

going as far as public opinion would allow and that
it was important to retain a check on individual
people."
61)

Before the meeting ended, Lord Halifax, the Foreign Secretary, made
a special plea on behalf of the older Jews in the Reich, asking if it were
possible to launch an appeal in Britain to induce people

"

to make themselves responsible for the support of
individual elderly Jews who would otherwise be left to
an appalling fate in Germany."
)
62

During the days following the Kristallnacht, the letter columns of
the British Press reflected

the widespread concern of ordinary people

over the apparent lack of response by the

Gover~~ent

to the panicky flight

from German territory into countries bordering on the Reich, from where most
refugees were sent back, straight into the hands of the Gestapo.

Organised

pressure on the Government was mounting, the Labour and Liberal parties
being particularly active.

The League of Nations weighed

in with memoranda

and suggestions.
Faced by all these pressures, the Prime Minister made a statement on
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British policy in the House of Commons on the morning of 21 November.

He

had nothing new to offer except that the Government would·invite the voluntary organisations to survey territories in the Colonies with a view to
leasing large areas of land on generous terms.
II

But he made it clear that

however great may be our desire to assist with this
grave situation, the possibilities of settfement are
11
~trictly limited.
)
63

Nevertheless, there were signs that, just as the world was shutting
its doors more tightly, British policy was becoming more flexible.

This

was undoubtedly due to the fact that the Government had a bad conscience
over its Palestine policy.

On the evening of 21

Nove~~er,

Mr. Philip

Noel Baker MP initiated a debate on refugees in the Commons.

While the

Home Secretary, speaking for the Government, believed that the problem
was an international one and

altho~gh

he repeated that the capacity of

Britain to absorb permanent settlers was limited, he was now prepared to
offer temporary asylum to certain classes of refugees, pending their
further migration..

Older refugees would be admitted for the. purpose. of·

training them for permanent settlement elsewhere.

In addition, the Home

Office \':ould give visas for child refugees whose maintenance could be
guaranteed by private indiv.iduals or voluntary organisations.· He recommended this last proposal warmly to the
II

colli~try

as a chance of taking the younger generation of a great
people ••• and mitigating to some extent the terrible
sufferings of· their parents and friends."
64)

On the question of an international loari, the Home Secretary said that
Britain would play its part in conjunction with other countries.
Soon after, the Home Office actually agreed to dispense with passports
and visas for children and devised, instead, a single form giving a few
particulars for each child.
The Movement for the Care of Children from Germany organised the
emigration and allocation of the children in co-operation with over 100
local committees· throughout Britain.

The machinery was set up within a

few weeks and the first children arrived at Harwich on 3 December.
Large numbers of British people, of all classes and faiths, had
expressed their concern for refugees in practical ways from the beginning
of Nazi rule.

Some had done a great deal.

had guaranteed

t~e

For example Col. J. Wedgwood MP

maintenance of 100 refugees, and Mr. Harold MacMillan

HP - a future Prime Minister - had sheltered 40 Czech refugees in his home
in Sussex.

But the children - and, perhaps, the widely reported scenes

of their farewells from their parents -, opened the hearts of people in
Britain and thousands of them came forward and offered to be responsible
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for one or more.
But the financial dilemma of the refugee organisations remained ever
acute, in spite of the sums which Jewish and other organisations - the
Quakers having predictably played a large part - were able to collect.
On 8 December 1938, Earl Baldwin, a former Prime Minister, made a broadcast appeal to launch the· Lord Bald'l.-tin Fund for Refugees.

v1hen

The Times

opened its subscription list, it noted that
II

private charity cannot, must not be asked to take,
the .responsibility which belongs to the Goverp~ent."
65)

The Treasury, however was not yet ready.

Quite apart from.political

considerations, there was no concrete plan to solve the refugee problem.
The nations of the world were never to arrive at such a plan while there
was still time,· but on 7 December 1938, the League of· Nations sent a detailed
memorandum to the Foreign Office asking its co-operation in an interGovernmental effort to raise a £75 million loan.
The Foreign Office felt, however, that to raise any such sum would
simply mean that the Nazi

Gove~nment

had succeeded in despoiling its Jews

a·nd having· foreign Governments foot the bill.

Furthermore, the exclusion

of Poland,. Rumania, Hu.r.J.gary and Czechoslovakia from such. a loan would
operate as
II

a direct incitement to the persecution of the Jews
in these countries. 11
66)

The only contribution the Foreign Office was willing to
loan was

to

cons~der

by way of

defray the cosn of refugee settlement in the Colonies, because

this would help to
II

increase the

prosperity of the Empire."

67)

Lobbying in Parliament on the financial issue continued, but the
GoverP~ent

merely repeated the principle laid down at Evian by the USA

Government, that no financial assistance for refugee settlement was to be
contemplated by Governments.
The search for

colo~ial

68)

territory continued, but in spite of the

enthusiasm of the Foreign Office, who felt that the virtual closure of
the Jewish National Home would have to be compensated for by some other
territorial offer,·

no such terri tory was ever found.

Late in· 1938, the question of pressing the Germans to allow refugees
to take at least a part of their property with them was raised again,
a-lthough it was realised that few of them would have anything left to take
after the collective fine imposed on the Jewish community of the Reich
after 9 November.

But

Mr~

Rublee, the Director of the Inter-Governmental

Committee set up at Evian, was to try again.

An elaborate scheme was
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floated by the Nazis themselves.

Dr. Schacht, the President of the German

State Bank was authorised· by Goering to sounj out the reaction.

It turned

out to be a

...

crudely extortionate measure to remedy Germany's
chronic shortage of foreign exchange and it was
realised that if Schacht's scheme succeeded, it
would serve as a model for action by the Polish
and Rumanian Governments."
69)

President Roosevelt described the scheme
II

as asking the w~rld to pay a ransom for the release
of hostages in Germany and barter human misery for
increased exports·. "
70)

Dr. Schacht suddenly resigned on 20 January 1939 and the discussions
were carried on by an official called Wohlthat (sic) and despite the misgivings in London and

~7ashington,

t.,_e scheme was not rejected out o·f hand.

Although it was modified in some respects, the German Government refused
to give any undertaking as to how Jews would be treateq pending their

eini.gration and furthermore, the plan provided only. for the m:i,.nimal cost_ of
emigration.
to be found.·

Foreign exchange for settlement projects would still have had
Finally, the Germans insisted that the plan would only be

put into effect when they were satisfied that the countries of iiiT.n1igration
were disposed to receive refugees in accordance with the plan.

Nc>t one of

the countries, however, was willing to let Berlin dictate its immigration
policy.

At a full meeting of the Inter-Governmental Committee in London

on 13 February 1939, Lord

~vinterton

formally declared that the B"ri tish

Government had noted the discussions on the plan in Berlin and that it was
prepared to co-operate
II

But as

in facilitating the orderly execution of a programme
of emigration." ?l)
Sherm~•

has pointed out, the scheme led only to memoranda, Anglo-

American acrimony and a few meetings with German emissaries, until it was
interred at the outbreak of the war.
The discussions on finance and areas of settlement, however, left the
crux of the refugee problem, - visas and time-, untouched.

The climate of

terror in the Reich continued unabated and British representatives in Berlin
·and Vienna sent horrifying reports of the situation.

One British Consul

was told by a senior member of Hitler's chancellery that
II

Germany intended to get rid of her Jews either by
emigration or by starvation or killing them""

and, that, in the event of War,
II

Germany intended to expel or kill off the Jews in
Poland, Hungary and the Ukraine when they took control
of these countries".
72)
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This chilling statement of intent is of interest because it has been
claimed on behalf of Britain and other countries since the end of. the

~7ar,

that the murder of millions of people could not have been foreseen!
The take-over by the Nazis of the Free City of Danzig, whose status
was guaranteed in the Versailles Treaty and the immediate promulgation by
local Nazi leaders of a.l-1 the German anti-Jewish measures led to more·
refugees being created, and to embarassment at the Foreign Office, which
did not recognise the change in the status of the city and could not,
therefore, put the refugee problem to the High Commis.sioner (Sir Herbert
Emerson having succeeded Sir Neill Malcolm in September 1938) or the ICG.
It pressed the voluntary bpdies to accelerate the migration of Danzig
refugees and most of the children were eventually rescued - 50 of them coming
to Britain - but the adults faced an increasingly precarious· situation.
450 of them, without· visas, left on 4th l•Iarch by train for Con stanza arid
there embarked on a Greek steamer for Palestine, but only a few managed
to evade British Navy and Army efforts to prevent this.
to have aroused the interest of the King -

a kindly

man

These efforts seem
-I

who I a·fter having

had the situation_ explained to him·was repr;rted by his private secretary
to have made a

"

~ragically

naive remark:-

The King has heard ••• that a number of Jewish refugees
from different countries were surrepetitiously getting
into Palestine and he is glad that steps are being taken
to prevent these people from leaving their country of
origin."
73)

By the beginning of 1939, the Home Office took steps to simplify its
proce~ures

and the Aliens Department increased its staff substantially. .A

simple system was introduced to enable refugees over 60, trainees and
transmigrants to be given visas immediately, a
the refugee organisations.

~ystem

which was agreed with

In addition, a disused Army camp at Richborough

Kent, was re-opened under the auspices of the Council for German Jewry and
used to house and train 3,500 male refugees between the ages of 18 and 35
pending their re-emigration, who were in special need of speedy evacuation.
The search for places of asylum on the part of British and other
74)
Governments now became "obsessive".
One out-of-the-way place after
another was mooted and discarded.

An Anglo-American survey commission was

dispatched to British Guiana in February 1939.

British Ministers placed

much hope on this territory as a place of asylum for refugees, but, as
we shall see, nothing came of this

e~ther.

The only place in the world where no visa was required was Shanghai
and refugees poured into the Chinese port, many of them destitute after
having parted with their last possessions to secure a passage.
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Consul

t~ere

implored the Foreign Office to find funds and territories

for these paupers, whose influx threatened the entire European·position in
the city, but the Foreign Office felt it could do nothing beyond officially
deprecating the use of British ships.

~ne

passport officer in Berlin

wrote on this subject on 17 January 1939:II

We in this Office have \-larned Jews • • • of the danger
of proceeding to Shanghai ••• they say that Shanghai
under any conditions is infinitely better than a
concentration camp in Germany. It is useless of talk
to the German Government \'lhose declared object is to
destroy these people body and soul. It makes little
dif.feren·ce to thei!l whether destruction takes place in
Germany o'r in Shanghai ••• it might be considered
humane on our part not to interfere officially to
prevent Jews. from choosing their own graveyard. They
would rather die as free men in· Shanghai than as
slaves in Dachau. 11
75)

The bankruptcy of western civilisation implicit in these words was
underlined by the use of the British. Navy in preventing men, women and.
children, - after sea journeys undertaken in appalling condition,. - from
saving their lives by immigration into Palestine.

Confronted with the

rejection of their requests for an increase in legal immigration and faced
with a catastrophic situation in Europe - and the closed door policy of
most countries of the vrorld-, the Je\'lish community in Palestine proceeded
to organise illegal immigration on a large scale as the only means of saving
their friends and relations.

The German authorities assisted this enterprise,

as it had the double advantage from their point of view of getting Jews
cut· of Germany and embarrassing the British Authorities.
In London, a Round Table Conference on Palestine met through February
and :r-larch 1939.

The diametrically opposed Jewish and Arab cases were in-

capable of being reconciled by compromise.
resulted . in deadlock.

Further discussion simply

The proposals of the British Government were

rejected by both sides and the conference ended on 17 March 1939

"

in an atmosphere of unrelie\•ed bitterness on both
sides and in the knowledge that the British Govern)
mentwouldnow impose its own solution."
76

At the Home Office, the backlog of visa applications mounted relentlessly
and the situation began to impose severe strains on the domestic situation,
with serious political repercus.sions.

Ministers and the Home Office vrere

subjected to pressures to speed up the procedures in and outside Parliament
and by the Press.

On 18 January 1939, the Cabinet appointed a Committee on

Refugees to keep the situation under review.

In February, the refugee

organisations, which had been scattered over 20 addresses in London, joined
together to purchase a former Hotel in Bloomsbury which, as Bloomsbury

11~

House, became the headquarters for most refugee work for several years to
come.

The re-organisation of the Co-Ordinating Committee under the

Chair~

manship of Lord Hailey led to some progress in co-ordinating case work, but,
no matter how hard the voluntary organisatfons worked, the "creaking machinery of guarantees,

permits, visa-s and transport

77

)

was crushed by

numbers.
On the other hand, the Aliens Department of the Home Office observed
with disquiet, that the admission of refugees excited the anxiety of
sections of the public which looked· to the Government for protection·.
refugees were

assist~d

As

by private organisations to find jobs and emigration

opportunities not often available to British subjects, resentment inevitably
grew and this was fanned by Fascist and extreme right wing political groups.
The refugee organisations themselves were increasingly concerned over the
growing feeling against their clients and they did what they could to
ensure that refugees would blend quietly into the scene.
But there· were champions for public sympathy for refugees, too.
Apart from the Manchester Guardian, there were the traditional liberals in
Parliament, like Josiah

~·7edg-wood

and Eleanor D. Rathbone, the anti-German

Conservatives, who, in Parliament, included Leo A.'"!lery, Viscount Cecil and·
Harold MacMillan.
II

The mo:r·e conservative critics of the -Government

saw the refugees as living proof of the folly of
appeasement and attacked vigorously the Government's
reluctance to maintain with sufficient generosity an
older tradition of British hospitality for political
refugees."
78)

In the Civil Service, there was Sir Robert Vansittart of the Foreign
Office, who was almost alone in that Department to make his dislike of the
Nazis public, and from an early stage onward.

Some members of the Labour

Party, who were in touch with opponents of the Nazi regime were naturally
sympathetic to refugees, and so were members of the press corps, particularly
G.E.R. Gedye, who had observed at first hand the brutalities of Nazi rule
in Austria.
Nevertheless, the Home Se"t:retary felt that the Government should
explain and def.end its refugee policy, limited as it was in relation to
the immediate need; Lord Winterton was charged with assisting the Home
Secretary in a public relations exercise, which was to stress the benefits
which refugees had brought to Britain.

We shall have reason to refer to

this again later.
March - September 1939
On 15 March, German troops marched into Prague and the

Gest~po
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established itself throughout what had been Bohemia and Moravia.
of all categories were in grave and imminent danger.

Refugees

The members of the

local Refugee Committee in Prague were arrested and their papers seized.
Frontiers were sealed and emigration came to a temporary halt.

A few

prominent refugees found asylum in foreign legations, including the British
legation.

Thousands went underground or streamed towards the Polish

frontier.

The Poles took stringent steps to prevent Jewish refugees from

entering Poland, but, with the Gestapo at their heels,

r~fugees

kept

arriving whatever the obstacles.
By 17 March, Britain had adopted a complete change of policy and warned
the Germans that it would resist any further territorial ambitions in
Europe and at the end of March, Britain and France guaranteed the independence of. Poland.
Government Departments were meantime deluged by letters, telegrams
and deputations all pleading in the most urgent terms for diplomatic
intervention to prevent refugees from being arrested or turneq back. at the
Polish frontier and to provide transport and other means of rescuing those
in greatest danger.

79)

back Jewish refugees.

.But ·Gestapo arrests continued and the Poles sent

The exit visas imposed by the· Germans enabled· only

a small number of people to get out legally af.ter April 1939, when emigration
was again permitted.
Miss Rathbone MP, who had consistently warned of the fate of
Czechoslovakia, bitterly attacked the Foreign Office and the British.
Passport Officer in Prague.

In a letter ·to the Han:chester Guardian of

6 April, she castigated the Government in the strongest terms on its refugee
policy and demanded that the unexpended part of the grants and loans to
Czechoslovakia be

us~d

for the benefit of refugees from that country.

A

leader writer of. The Times privately wrote to Lord Winterton on 24 March
reporting that all members of his Staff were subjected to desperate appeals
on behalf of refugees and that allegations of red tape on the part of the
Home Office were too numerous to be overlooked.

80)

The Home Office rejected the criticism and claimed that the chief
delay :!-n extracting refugees from the Reich arose from the difficulties
made by German Tax offices, the Police, Municipal, Nazi Party and other
authorities, and that further delays were c·aused by the extreme financial
stringency of the voluntary organisations, who were now at the end of their
81)
resources.
In fact, between May 1938 and May 1939, the Home Office had issued
about 50,000 more visas than had been used (i.e. more than twice the
number actually used).

It is not clear why this situation arose,. but it
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is likely that the vast majority of the visas had been issued in the
previous 6 months or so and the delay in their use was caused by the German
authorities.

Some refugees undoubtedly used British visas· in order to get

permission to settle in other countries.
In a Debate in the Commons on 6 April, several .speakers attacked the
Government for insufficient attention to the time factor.

lVhile settlement

possibilities were laboriously investigated, Col. Wedgwood MP decried· all ·
"dreamsof colonisatio1;1" except in Palestine and urged in strong terms that
the only way to prevent the expulsion of Je\vS from Eastern Europe was to
put pressure on the.Polish and Rumanian Governments in return for British
guarantees and military assistance.

82)

Lord Winterton replied that not one of the 32 countries. represented
on the

Inter-C~vernmental

Committee on Refugees admitted any moral ·9hlig-

ation to solve the refugee problem or any financial liability for transfer
and upkeep.

He followed this by a-lengthy-response about what Britain had

done already and by B·ri tish attempts to speed up overseas settlep:1ent
schemes.
Lord Winterton made these remarks in the knowledge of an increasingly
strident and heartless

ca~pagn

" their own Jewish problem" •

by the Poles to press what they called-

The Polish Ambassador in London had threatened ·

some months before that
II

if nothing was done for the Polish Je\vs, the Polish
Government would inevitably be forced to adopt the
same measuresas the German GoverP~ent and, indeed, draw
closer to that Goverrunent in its general policy."
)
83

The British

C~verr~ent

promised support for one of the Polish claims,

that the Pblish.Jews expelled from Germany - and still rotting at the
borders. ·- should come under the aegis of the Inter-Governmental Committee.
The proposal was reluctantly agreed by the IGC at its meeting in London·
on 19 July 1939.
King Carol of Rumania thought it should not be too difficult for·the
Evian Powers to find a small territory in which Jews could exercise territorial power and which could absorb 200,000 Rumanian Je\"TS!
The Anglo-American Commission on Guiana reported on 29 April 1939,
after carrying out extensive surveys, and concluded that a trial settlement
of 3 - 5,000 people should be establishedto test whether Europeans could
adapt to .the di.fficult climatic conditions -in the interior of a country
withou~

communications except for rivers.

The report was seen by the

British Government as a possible sweetener for the bitter pill it was·about
to administer in the form of a White Paper on Palestine.

The Cabinet was in

agreement on the need to publish the Guiana Report a day or two before the
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White Paper.
Accordingly, the Guiana Report was published on 10 May 1939.

It

was received without enthusiasm either by the refugee organisations or by
the Press.

A. J. Sch\'lelm, an expert on colonisation, published a letter

in The Times on 20 May in which he gave his reasons why the settlement of
Europeans in British Guiana was impractical and doomed to

failure~

Discussions on the physical and financial difficulties of· the proposed
trial settlement dragged on between

London~

New York and Georgetown, until

the War put an end to further speculation on British Guiana as a refugee
haven.
As the Cabinet had assumed, the White Paper on Palestine, published
on 12 May 1939, was acceptable nei.ther to the Jews. nor the Arabs.

It

proposed that after a 5 year period, during ,.;hich a total of 75,000 more·
Jewish

i~igrants

were to be admitted, all Jewish immigration was to stop.

The Jews rejected the White Paper in toto as a breach of faith and an
abject capitulation to Arab terrorism.

Dr.

the Zionist leader,

~veizmann,

in a private exchange, accused the Colonial Secretary of handing the Jews
over to their assassins.

Mr. MacDonald angrily rejected the accusation at

the time, but it is note\vorthy that in a Television interv.i.ew in t:he Spring
of 1977, he admitted to a deep sense of regret.
The bitterness of the anti-British reaction was strongest within
the Palestine Jewish ccimmu."lity, which sa,., the

~·lhite

Paper as a rejection

of their hopes for aNational Home and a calamitous slamming of the door in
the face of thousands of refugees and potential refugees whose only
of asylum now lay in Palestine

84)

, and it began

~o

hop~

see the need for

organising the landing of persecuted fellow-Jews by any means as a moral
imperative.
The policy reflected in the White Paper was to secure Arab and Moslem
support for Britain in the event of War.

"

The policy represented

a compulsive gesture of self-preservation to secure
Britain's strategic position in the l-1iddle East."
)
85

In the event, the-policy almost certainly failed.

Arab support eroded

in the face of increasing illegal Jewish immigration, particularly because
Nazi propaganda in the Middle East accused Britain of connivance.

On

7 July 1939, the Foreign Office expressed its grave concern at

"

the disastrous effect of the continuance of ilLegal
immigration into Palestine"

on the entire British position in the Middle East.

86)

The policy alienated the Jewish community in Palestine, as well as
large sections of influential American public opinion.

The Permanent

Mandates Commission of the League of Nations condemned it as a violation of
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the Mandate.

87)

The measures taken at every point along the route to Palestine in
order to stop ,illegal immigration became harsher.

The forcible re-embarkment

of men, women and children who had managed to land after great privations
at sea, caused storms of protest, demonstrations and riots in Palestine.
Attempts by the British Authorities to send back to their ports of embarkation shiploads of refugees failed repeatedly because the Governments
concerned refused to accept them.

British diplomats who had an opportunity

to see the conditions of the refugees at the points of embarkation in
Europe were horrified •.

For example, the British Consul General in Galatz,

Rumania, wrote:II

The trade is., in fact, one of the most brutal that
has been devised since the abolition of the slave
trade ••• The unfortunate victims, fleeced already
of a large part of their fortunes, are herded on
board of old conde~ned ships and finally brought to
the shores of Palestine in such a state of distress
that it is believed that the humanity of the British
authorities will not be able to refuse to accept
them."
88)

Hu.'lllanity seemed, however, to have qeserted the British authori.ties at
the time and the Press and Parliament proceeded to embarass the Government.
In the adjourmne.nt debate on 5 June in the Commons, Col. Josiah C.
Wedg\-rood condemned in the strongest language the use of the Royal Navy to
turn back vessels, some of which had been at sea for up to 3 months·and
protested that
II

conduct worthy of Hitler, worthy of the Middle Ages,
cannot be carried on by the. British in 1939."
)
89

The desperate cat and mouse game between refugees marooned at high
seas and the British Navy, and the searches

a~d

arrests of refugees who had

managed to land in Palestine by the British Army was to continue unabated
during the Summer of 1939 until the invasion of Poland by the Germans and
the sealing of the borders of many countries in Eastern Europe put an end
to the last hopes of vast numbers.
But the summer of 1939 was to see yet another reversal of British
policy.

It had become clear that the voluntary organisations could no

longer carry the financial burden of dealing with the increasing numbers
who were admitted.
It had become obvious that some sort of financial assistance had now
become indispensable.

In early June, Sir Herbert Emerson, the League High

Commissioner, who also acted as Director of the IGC since the retirement of
Mr. George Rublee, proposed that the Evian governments should join in
subscribing to an international fund, in proportion to private contributions,
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the proceeds of which would be used for the settlement and maintenance of
refugees.

At the same time, Mr. Lionel de Rothchild put forward a not

dissimilar plan.

These plans met with the approval of the Home and Foreign

Offices, on. condition that other Governments would jo.in in.
of the Cabinet on 3

J~ly,

At a meeting

it was recommended that the British Government,

jointly with other Governments, would provide a pound-for-pound matching
90 ) In· advance of
· 1 ass~s
· t ance f or re~ugees.
~
sch erne t.o prov~'de f'~nanc~a
the Cabinet meeting, Sir Samuel Hoare had summarised the reasons now
·requiring a policy which· had been so firmly maintained up to then.:

Some

40,000 refugees in Britain, the majority of whom were.trans-migrants, were
supported by organisations whose funds had been "strained to the utmost. 11 '
The voluntary organisations were now unable to provide for the re-emigration
of all refugees for whom they had given guarantees, mainly because. such
emigration .had been delayed through no fault of the organisations, and so
on.

Ultimately, however, the case for financial assistance by the Govern-

ment rested on the stark fact that, without it, there would be breakdown:.
As the War clouds gathered in the summer of 1939, the .refugee problem
II

had clearly outstripped any private, national or
international efforts to reach a solution."
.92)

The refugee organisations had to·decide in August to limit all further
applications for admission, fearing that in

L~e

event of War, they would

be financially responsible for a large nu11lber of unemployable refugees.
At the outbreak of_the. War on 3 September 1939, all visas

g~anted

to

Reich nationals ceased to be valid and .only those refugees who had already
reached neutral or allied countries were admitted, after a specially
instituted security clearance had been obtained.

As for the rest, the trap

had closed on them and the world left them to a dreadful fate.

91)
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CHAPTER 5 : THE BEGINNING OF REFUGEE INDUSTRIES
-Policy towards Refugee Industrialists
We have seen that for domestic and external reasons, British policy
towards refugees was narrowly circumscribed at least until November 1938.
Influential opinion in Parliament, in the Press and among the Public simply
did not favour an open door, however desperate the need, and the Government·
did not wish to take any action which might have appeared to increase
unemployment, however little, in a climate where the causal relationship
with immigration, however unreasonable, was 1flidely ass-umed to exi.st.
This left one area >'lhere the Government could act relatively freely:
The admission of refugee industrialists and export traders.

Such action

was not only in line with one of the principles laid dm·m in the early
days of Nazi rule - that Britain should obtain the maximum benefi.t from
the a&llssionof refugeesadvantages:

it had also a

n~ber

of political and practical

The Government would be seen to act positively at least in

this area of the. refugee problem; the numbers \.,rould be rela.tively

s~all;

some capital would be brought into the country, if not by the refugees
themselves, then by their friends or relations abroad; exports would be
increased and unemployment reduced and this, in turn, would enabl!i! the·
Government to open the doors a little more vtidely to other refugees,
because some sort of equation could be made between the
and the amount of new employment created.

n~~ers

admitted

This 1ftould satisfy all but the

most diehard anti-alien and antisemitic opinion in the country.
This kind of

aritP~etic

was indeed used when the Government was under

great pressure to do more for refugees, particularly following the events
in the Reich on and after 9
refugees had

be~n

1938.
1)
admitted since 1933.
Novemb~r

Up to then, no more than 11,000
The nuwber of riew ventures

established by refugee industrialists was about 250 and they were clearly
in an early stage of development.

Yet the Home Secretary was able to

announce on 1 December 1938, that 15,000 jobs had been created by these
2)
refugees.
Sir John Hope Simpson had put the number at 25,000 a
3)
few weeks·. earlier.
The discrepancy between the two figures may have
been due to the fact that official employment statistics in Britain ignored
factories employing fewer than 25 people and this was to make all early
information on refugee industries somewhat unreliable.

But whichever were

the more correct, the figures supported those working for a more generous
refugee policy.
Support for the idea that refugees were good for employment came from
other sources.

For example, a London firm of solicitors who had handled

the applications for admission of 3,000 refugees (inc. families) was able
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to calculate, according to The Spectator of 20 January 1939, that

"

at a low estimate, each of these entrants have ·given
employment to an average of no less tha~ 3 British
subjects."

The Government had·already indicated at an early stage in the development of the refugee problem that the door \'las wide open to anyone wishing ·
to set up a factory in Britain, particularly in areas of high unemployment.
In the debate on the 1st Report of the Commissioners for the Special Areas
in the· House of Lords on 31 July 1935, The Marquis of Londonderry, for
the Government, said:II

I have no reason to believe that any obstacle will be
placed in the way of any individual, if he· is likely to
be of credit and assistance to this country, who may
wish to introduce an industry into this country and
)
give employment to men who are now unemployed."
4

Industries were established by refugees from the beginning of Nazi rule,
particularly in the London area.

A fe\.; of these found thelr way to the

North late-r, bo_th before and after the War.

The numbers were· small. in. the

early years but the tempo increased sharply after 1937.

In a memorandum

to the Foreign Office, intended for transmission to the

Inter-C~vernmental

Committee on Refugees, the Home Office reported on 9 September 1938 that·
II

185 factories had been established by aliens - mainly
refugees - bet\.;een April 1935 and July 1938."
5)

By.February 1939, the Home Secretary was able to quote a figure. of
6)
300.
We have been unable to find any later figures for the period up
to the War in September 1939, but we believe that the number of factories
started by refugees increased sharply during that time, if cnly because
the majority of refugees entered Britain in that period.
in the North East were set up only in 1939.

Many of the firms

In West Cumberland, only 3

refugee factories were in operation by the end of 1938, so that the majority
of the pre-War ventures were set up in 1939.
In addition to manufacturers, a number of refugee merchants and
specialised traders transferred export businesses to Britain, mainly to
London.

For example, Leipzig declinedas an international fur market

because refugeestarted at least 80 new firms in the fur trade in London.

7)

Refugees also brought with them a practical knowledge in a number of
other trades and;having moved their businesses to Britain,
II

bought British instead of foreign goods for exports
to their customers."
8)

The term 'refugee' was rarely used in official language in the early
years.

Refugee industrialists were simply aliens setting up factories and

intending to reside in Britain.

It was their need to reside here permanently
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which brought the admission procedures into action, not the fact that
they were setting up factories, although the pzocedures were increasingly
used, as we shall see, to influence both their location and, indeed., the
kind of industries which were set up.
Here we must highlight the difference between a foreign company
wishing to set up a subsidiary factory in Britain and a refugee coming
here tq do the same thing:

In his evidence to the Barlow Commission,

Mr. W. Palmer of the Board of

Tra~confirmed,

that no leave of any kind

was required if a foreign company wished· to set up

a

factory in Britain ..

9)

Furthermore, ..., and this . is of interest in relation· to the pressure which
was to be exerted on refugees -, such foreign firms could set up, like
British firms, where they'pleased, as there did not exist any p0licy on
the location of industrJ.
Foreign staffs and key workers of such firms required permits from
the Home Office for stays in Britain which were longer than extended
visits and work. permits from the Ministry of Labour.

If they were nationals

of countries to which they could return at any time, such permits were
generally granted as a matter of course, particularly if nurr.bers of British
\'Torkers would be employed as a result of the establishment of a factory
by a foreign firm.
Some of these foreign firms established factories in Britain because
they were forced to do so

~

if they wanted access to the British market -

by the tariff policy of the Board of Trade.

There were cases where the

Board was not· happy about the establishment of such factories, but it
could do little about them.
Refugees could not, by definition, return to their countries of
origin in the foreseeable future and it was this fact which made the Home
Office consider 111hether

and ho;...r far such refugees could be persuaded to

contribute to the solution of the problems of the Special Areas and of
other areas of high unemployment.
complete failure of

th~

The Department was aware of the almost

efforts of the Commissioner for the Special Areas

of England and Wales in the

rurr~er

of 1935 to persuade British firms to

move into the Areas. a11d of his interest in securing new indus.tries from
anywhere, particularly after the construction of Trading Estates in the
Special Areas had been authorised in November 1935.
It is understandable, therefore, that the Home Office considered how
the need of people to get out of Germany could be turned to the advantage
of the Areas.
Our interviews with refugee industrialists who came to the North
before the War indicated that most of them were under the definite impres-
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sian that their

a~~ssion

to this country was conditional on their agree-

ment to start their factories in one of the Special ·Areas.·

~fuere

the

founders had already died, their widows or families gave us exactly the
same impression.

Since we did not believe that the Home Office had powers

to make such a condition under any Aliens Order, we investigated in some

detail whether it was ever made and, if not, how the impression that it
existed was

corr~unicated

to refugees.

Early in 1936, the Home Office began discussions with the Ministry of
Labour and the Board of Trade on a new procedure to deal with applications.
by foreign:industrialists, that is to say,

mainl~·

set up manufacturing enterprises 'in Britain.
for the first time, the

Co~~ssioners

by refugees,. wishing to

The procedure was to include,

for the Special Areas.

These

discus~

sions, - and the procedures· 1r1hich were arrived at.- i go far to explain the
impression created among most refugees that their admission was conditional
on their willingness to set up their factories in one of the Special Areas.
The Commissioner for England and Wales made his first reference to
foreigners in his 2nd Report of February 1936.

Although loosely referring.

to 'foreign firms' , he 1r1as clearly writing about firms or people 1r1ho had
to

get out of Germany:-

"

OWing to ••• unsettled conditions in certain countries
abroad, it came ·to my notice that a nu1nber of foreign
firms were considering the establishment of industries
in this country. I have ••• been in touch with representatives of some of these firms ~r:ith a view to exercising persuasion on behalf of the Special Areas, and,
though no definite result has yet accrued, I' am hopeful
of success in more than one instance."
10)

On 11 .1-iarch 1936, the Hinistry of Labour wrote to the Aliens Branch of
the Home Office.

The letter referred to the 2nd Report of the Commissioner

for England and 1i'1ales and, in particular to his intention to 'exercise
persuasion' on refugees to move into one of the Special Areas.

It also

referred to the general debate about the need for some form of control over
the location of industry with a vie\"l to assisting the Special Areas and,
in particular, to the remarks made by the Minister of Labour on 2 March
1936 to the effect.that

"

the Government was doing all it could to induce industry
to move to the Special Areas." ll)

The letter suggested that the nee.ds of public policy were sufficient

"

to justify any steps that may be practicable to induce
foreign firms to establish themselves in areas of high
unemployment •••
It is recognised that there might be objections to pressing the statutory powers of the Aliens Orders to the
length of refusing permission to a foreigner to establish
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himself in the UK solely on account of the proposed
situation of his facto~y, but there seems no good
reason why advantage should not be taken of these
pm.,ers to persuade ·employers in the desired direction.
OUr suggestion is that in response to any enquiry
on the part of a foreigner as to permission to come
here and set up a factory, the earliest opportunity
should be taken of raising doubt whether permission
will be given, if the foreigner proposes to establish
his factory in London or ·the Ho.'lle Counties
Action on these lines, at any rate in the early stages.
would not commit the Secretary of State in any \.,ay.
There may be a fe\·1 cases in \.,hich the employer •.•
refuses to accept the advice given ..• and it may be
that in such an event you might not be able. to \.,ithhold' the grant cf pe:rrnission. The probability is, however, that the general policy will become known and
foreigners will be induced to act accordingly, without
any pressure or persuasion."
)
12

This v;as, by any standards, an extraordinary letter:

It proposed

that a Government Department - the Home Office - should pretend to powers
it did not possess;

that the pretence should stop short· of embarass.ing

the Minister responsible;

that fev; foreigners would. dare tc;> ca·ll the bluff,.

but if they did, the Home Office \·lould have to give
The idea vTas not entirely ne\.,:

way~

Lord Portal, in his maiden speech in

the House of Lords on 31 July 1935, had suggested something similar, ( see
pages 61 and 62 ) .

13

)

On the day after this letter \>las written, the House of Commons passed
a resolution to the effect that
II

H.f·l. GoverTh-nent should endeavour to discourage the undue
concentration of modern industries in the Southern C~unties
and to encourage new industries, where practicable, to
establish themselves in the older centres."

14)

In an internal memorandum of the following day, the Home Office referred
to this resolution, >·lhich, it believed,
II

must necessarily give impetus to the tentative steps
\·rhich have already been taken . • • to persuade foreign
manufacturers and industrialists, who wish to establish
themselves in this country, to place the~r works in
those parts of the UK where there is considerable unemployment. In a proportion of cases it should be possible to bring definite pressure to bear upon foreign
applicants • • • It would be necessary • • • to \-:arn applicants, ab initio, that having regard to the present policy
of H.~l. Government, it might not be possible t.o agree to
establishing his business in London or other areas proposed by him."
15)

If the Home Office misinterpreted the policy of the Government, this
was

l~rgeJy

due to a dichotomy in Government thinking:

On the one hand, l-1inisters .,.;ere saying that the Government \.,as doing
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all it could to secure ne'l-r industries for the Special Areas.

On the

other, it was not committed to a policy of location of industry.

During

the debate on this subject on 12 l-larch 1936, Dr. Burgin, Parliamentary
Secretary, Board of Trade, made clear the Government's position:-

"

••• If the Hen. l-!ember means that the Government should
take powers by statute to prohibiy an individual from
starting a factory \'There he wishes in order to compel him
to· go to some place where he does not wish to go, I fear
that this is not a proposition \oJhich I could recornmend
to the House." 16)

The Home Of.-fice officially replied to the l.etter from the Ministry
of Labour on 31 r·larch 1936:-

"

••• in view of the debate ,.rhich took place in the House of
Commons on 12 March regarding the location of industry, .••
it seems clearly desirable that definite steps should be
taken to persuade foreign firms contemplating the erection
of new factories ..• in this country, to place their factories in the Special Areas of England, Nales and Scotland,
or in other parts of the country where there is serious unemployment •
. Regards must, of course, be paid inter. alia to the kind of
goods which it is proposed to manufacture, to there being
locai labour available and to the necessity of being in
proximi:t;:.y of sources of ra\-v material or marketing facilities,
inc ludin.g exports." 17)·

~·1hile

the attitude of the Home Office was a little more flexible tha-n·

that evidenced by the Ministry of Labour, it \..ras hardly in line with the
remarks of Dr. Burgin on 12 March 1936.
It was left to the Board of Trade to put some realism into these
discussions~

"

On 15 April 1936, the Board \·rrote to the Heme Office:-

You wrote to me officially on 31 Harch, enclosing copy
of correspondence \'lith the !<!inistry of Labour regarding
applications by a1iens to be allowed to establish businesses in the UK. lve agree, of course, that peaceful
persuasion should be used to induce aliens starting a business in this country to one of the older industrial areas .••
At the same time, peaceful persuasion cannot be carried
too far, because, as you know, the Government are not committed to a policy of locat,ing industry. This '1-las made quite
clear by Dr. Burgin on the Debate on 12 March and \ore are
doubtful whether we have reached a stage where an alien
wishing to start a business can only be admitted if he agrees
to one of certain particular areas. This seems to us, ho,.rever, to be the implication of the ne\·1 letter which you are
sending out to aliens.
A further consideration is that if we do our utmost to force
aliens into particular areas to the extent of denying them
admittance unless they go there, I think it vrill be exceedingly difficult, if this policy became known, for the Government to refuse to take similar steps in respect of British
industrialists.
I may add, that we feel Besso ( Hin. of Labour ) is a little
optimistic as to the results of the proposed changes in procedure. Our experience has been that in the great majority of
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cases, the foreign applicants have a very strong
preference (generally based on grounds which on the
whole are not unreasonable) for the Greater London
Area and it is not unusual for them to intimate that
their projects will be abandoned if they are unable
to go there. There may be a certain amount of bluff
in this, but you will remember that \V'e induced a
n~~er of clothing firms to go to Manchester and we
have since heard that one or ttV"o have migrated to
London ••• " 18)
Then followed some suggestions on the new procedure, the most inter- ·
esting of which was that the Ministry of Labour might insist that applicants
had at least thoroughly explored the possibility of location in the older
areas.

?nis was, however, a far cry from forcing them to go there.

The final outcome was a comproroi:se.

A letter to applicants was

·agreed by the Departments concerned in June 1936, which included the
following:II

I am directed py the Secretary of State to call
your attention to the resolution of the House of Commons
of the 12 .fvlarch 1936 that the Govern.uent should endeavour.,
etc. etc ••• and to say that the question of the locality
in which it is ~reposed to establish ~~e enterprise will
be considered, among other matters, in consultation with
the·Ministry of Labour and the Board of Trade on receipt
of the completed form."
.
.
· ·
(Copy of a letter and quest~onna~re
is reprinted in Appendix 15) ·

The Commissioner for the Special Areas of England and Wales was
apparently still under the impression that this letter implied a
On 11 June 1936 he wrote to the .Home Office and, after
letter regarding .the procedure to be follmV"ed in

~1-le

fi~

acknO\V'l~dging

line.
the

case of applications

by foreigners wishing to establish industrial enterprises in this country,
he wrote:II

It would also be useful if we could be notified of any
cases in which permission is granted conditional upon a
factory being est?blished in a Special Area."
19)

The Home Office corrected the impression that any such condition
existed at once.
II

On 16 June 1936 it wrote to the Commissioner:-

It is unlikely that we would make it a definite stipulation
that a foreigner who was desirous of establishing himself
in this country for the purpose of commencing manufacture
here could only do so if he placed his factory in any
particular area, but no doubt, as time goes on, it will be
recognised that permission to make a start in this country is
granted more readily if the applicant ma\es it clear that
he is prepared to set up in a Special Area or in a part
away from London and the Home Counties."
)
20

This, then was the policy:

There was no actual condition as to

location - no doubt a matter of disappointment to the Commissioner who
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had to rely almost entirely on new ventures to fill the Trading Estate
factories which were being built that year in the North East -

but

refugees were going to be advised that it would be easier to be admitted
into Britain if they went to the older areas.
Extensive efforts by the Records Department of the Home Office in
February 1976 failed to find any papers relating to policy on the admission
of refugee industrialists after June 1936.

This may well mean that the

policy and the procedures were not changed at a later date.
There is a definite confirmation for the view that location vras not
made a condition later on

tie have referred in chapter 4 to the need

felt by the·Government to defend its refugee policy to hostile sections of
the public by stressing the benefits which the policy had brought to the
country.

In February 1939, the Home Office \.,.as asked to. prepare a brief for

Lord r1interton, the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, who assisted
the Home Secretary in this exercise.
II

The brief contained the

following:~

During the past 2 years, foreigners applying to the
Home Office to be allowed to establish thems.elves in
new businesses in this country have had their attention
drawn to the two resolutions of the House qf Commons of
12 Ivlarch a.J.d 18 November 1936. A very considerable
measure of success has attended the follow-up ·which has
been developed by the Home Office, the Hinistry of Labour
and the Co~~issioners for the Special Areas .•. A large
proportion of the new industries has beer. settled in the
Special Areas and the older industrial areas of the
country."
21)

From this, we may conclude that some refugee industries were able to.
establish themselves outside the Special Areas and that there had been
no change in policy since June 1936, at least not until February 1939.
Indeed, there is some evidence

that, with the more ready admission of

refugees in the spring and summer of 1939, the proportion of refugee industries in the Special Areas declined, indicating that the pressure on
refugees to go to

L~e

Areas lessened.

How did refugees react to this policy and why were those we have
interviewed, in most cases, under the impression that their location was a
condition of their admission?
The early arrivals, those \.,.ho came until 1937 - of v1hich only one or
two had made arrangements to come to the North but had not actually arrived,
so far as we have been able to estaolish -, had ·a number of advantages:
The situation in Germany was not yet as desperate as it was to become
later.

They were still able to travel abroad and some of them paid one or

more visits to Britain in order to prepare their move.

~bst

important of

all, they were still able to transfer at least a part of their assets and
this gave them a certain strength in their negotiations with the authorities
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when discussing location, particularly as there \"iere no factories available
yet to rent on

Tr~ding

Estates in the·Special Areas.

By the time· the majority of refugee industrialists were seeking
admission, the situation had changed dramatically.

Z.Iany of them belonged

to prominent families who felt relatively secure - however illusory such
feelings were - and, therefore, they left the decision to get out of
Germany until it was almost too late.

By the time they did - and this

applied to Austrians and Czechs f.rom the moment the Germans marched in they kne\'1 they were fleeing for their lives.

For those \.;ho had delayed

applying for permission to come to Britain until the spring of 1938 or
even later, all. that mattered was to get out.

Consular officers, no

doubt, explained to them that permission to settle in a Special Area
be granted much more quickly than for any other area of Britain.
the circumstances, it was not surprising that

th~

would

Given

threatened people felt

that their admission was conditional and the letter of permission (Appendix
16) helped to strengthen that impression.

This letter a·lways specified

where any factory \'las to be set up and in the cases we have. studied - · so
far as letters of permission were still available - it obviously ahrays
referred to a location in a Special Area of the North.
The forecast made by Lord Portal in the House ·of Lords· on 31 .July
1935 had come largely true, although for reasons he could not have fully
anticipated:II

Your Lordships may be perfectly certain that if a
foreigner \'lants to come and produce in this country,
he will produce practially wherever you put him."

~2)

For refugees, the advantages of the Areas were real enough.
them had more capital than they could discreetly take out of

Few of

Germa~y

in the

course of a few export trips in the past, or borrow from friends or
relations abroad.
The availability of factories·for rent would have been, for most of
them, a deciding factor.

Although such factories were available in the

London Area and elsewhere outside the Special Areas, there were no initial
rent concessions, and the cost of living was higher.

In addition, there

was a certain amount of financial assistance in the Areas, even if, in the
event, only a few firms received any.such help.
On the other

ha~d,

markets were generally remote from the Areas, but

refugees were not in a position to select ideal locations for their fac.tories.
The procedure instituted in June 1936 achieved a limited success in
the following 18 months.

A number of enterprises \.;ere established by
23)
refugees in the older areas, including a few in the Special Areas

we have not come across any in the North before the middle of 1937.

but
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The procedure became much more effective when factories
on

Tr~ding

~ecame

available

Estates and.elsewhere. in. the Areas from the autumn. of 1937

onwards, at least in the North East.

But by then, other

f~ctors

began to

play a part in achieving success.
Under the procedure worked out in June 1936, the Ministry of Labour,
apart from advising on general labour matters, was responsible for drawing
the attention of foreign industrialists to the desirability of pla·cing their
factories in the older industrial areas.

The Board of Trade advised on the

suitability of the .proposed venture and, in particular, 111hether there was
room for an additional producer of the particular kind.
If the advice of the Board of Trade was negative, the Horne Office had
no alternative

~ut

to refuse the application.

Because of the duties placed

on it by the Aliens Orders, it was impossible for the Department to indicate·
to a foreign industrialist in what direction he might m9re usefully find an
opening for the employment of his capital and experience.
After the start. of the construction of the first Trading Estates in
Novel!'.ber 1936, the Home O:f:·fice. began to consider, how the limi ta.tions imposed
on it by its remit might be overcome and ho111 a further strE;!ngthening of its
co-operation with the Co:rr..missioners for the Special Areas might re.s.ult. in
benefits to the Special Areas.
On 13 February 1937, the Home Office 111rote to the Commissioner. for the
Special Areas of England and Hales .
II

••• It has occurred to us that the Commissioners
might be in a position to inform foreign industrialists,
who have no definite plans, of the more desirable form
of activity which might be follo1r;ed in the Areas, having
regard, .of course, to the previous experience of the
foreign persons concerned and to the amount of capital
available."
24)

The reference to "foreign inrJ.ustrialists who have no definite plans"
indicates that the Home Office was thinking about potential refugees, that
is, about people who had to get out of Germany.
play a part in the solution of the
taken hold of Home Office

thi~~ing,

probl~ms

The idea that refugees might

of the Special Areas. had clearly

because the letter continued, even more

constructively:II

Further, it is suggested that if the foreigner is not
in possession of suffi.cient capital to finance the enterprise suggested to him by the Commissioner, or, as frequently happens in the case of Germans, is unable to realise
his capital immediately from abroad, the Special Areas
Reconstruction Association or the Nuffield Trust might be
prepared to assist him, if he were able to satisfy them
that his proposals were industrially sound and that he
had the necessary experience and enterprise to carry out
his proposals."
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Here the Home Office \-las clearly referring to German refugees, actual
or potential.

So keer:1--was it to put· suitable. refugees to work in the Special

Areas that even a lack of capital was not necessarily to be a bar to
admission.
It is evident that refugees were beginning to be seen to present
opportunities,· as well as problems..

While up to then the Home. Office merely

responded to applications by refugee industrialists for admission, such
applications were now to be encouraged, if it \-las to .the benefit of the
Special Areas.

Furthermore, if the application was, for any reason, not

sui table or if there Y.:ere problems \'l'i th capital., there \-Tas now the· will to
overcome these difficulties, if the refugee was considered suitable.
The Home Office realised that it needed the assistance of the CoD".missioners to make this ne\-; approach a success· and to ensure that it could
more readily admit refugee industrialists or extend the

short~stay

permits

of those who had already arrived but had not yet started any factories.
The letter from the Home Office to the Commissioner concluded:II

Our experience dur.ing the past four years is that the
present practice of the Home Office in dealing with
applications made to us • ·• • by foreign manufacturers
is inevitably negative in character, because we are
not in a position to offer _positive advice and yexatious
delays are bounc. to resul.t · >vhen we are not in a position to agree to the proposition before us. If \-le
were in a position to place applicants in direct
communication >-Ti th a body which is able to offer
advice and, where deemed proper, assistance, this
might lead to the establisr~ent of useful industries
in areas where they are badly needed."

Perhaps the Heme Office was glad that, with the availability of
factories to rent and

.,.;i th

the further inducements \·rhich \·;ere to become

available after the passing of the Special Areas (Amendment) Act in May
1937, it had to rely no longer only on pressure alone but could point to
the real advantages of the Areas.
The Commissioner for England and Wales (Sir George Gillett having been
appointed on the retirement of Sir Malcolm Stewart) , referred to the new
procedure in his 4th Report of September 1937:II

I now receive from the Home Office a copy of the
questionnaire which has been completed by the alien
who desires to establish a manufacturing business in
this country. On receipt of this, the position is
discussed with the Ministry of Labour and a decision
is reached whether the case is one. in which the ef.fort
should be made to establish the undertaking in one
or other of the Special Areas. The general merit of
th~ case is then discussed with the Board of Trade.
In suitable cases, arrangements are made for the alien
to be interviewed by one of the Industrial Officers
(attached to the Commissioner's District Offices)
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who presents the. claim of the Areas and explains the
· assistance available."
)

25

It is not clear, how far the Commissioner's officers were

~le·

to

have direct contact with prospective refugee settlers in the Areas, as was
the intention.

Up to the late

su~mer

of 1938, some Jewish Germans who

were engaged in the .export trade were still able to travel abroad.

A few

of· them visited Britain and on such occasions they had discussions with the
local Development Organisations, the Trading Estates Companies and, perhaps,
with the Commissioner's officers.

We have met only a few - so far as they

were still alive ana could recall the situation -·who have. had such contacts.
Any arrangements made had, in any case, to be confidential.

The Nazi

authorities were doing all they could to stop businesses from moving abroad,
to prevent 'Industrieverschleppung' •
wit~

export

cor~ections.

This v1as particularly true of businesses.

Any prospective emigrant had to give an indication

of the kind of job he was taking in the foreign country before receiving
permission to leave.

The German authorities knew very well, hov.'ever, that

anyone coming to Britain was only in exceptional circumstances permitted
to accept a job, yet they seem to have acquiesced in the proceedings.
Nevertheless, contacts with British Consular Officials and visitors fr.om
the Special Areas had to be circlli~spect.

Mail containing any reference to

the intention of setting up a factory in Britain and application papers
relating to such ventures were often transmitted by the "Consular Offices
through the Diplomatic Bag.
A particularly delicate question related to capital.

Intending

refugee industrialists had to show that they had the minimum means available
in Britain to set up factories.

At the same time, transfer of funds after

1937 was impossible and the penalties for illegal transfer were so draconian,

that few people were willing to risk it.

A few devised elaborate schemes

to transfer fUnds through export transactions, but this was possible only
in the smallest firms where the owners handled all the books and correspondence
and where.there was no danger of being given away by employees.

Some people

were able to show that funds were coming from friends or relations abroad.
The whole problem appears to have been handled with tact and flexibility by
the Consular Offices abroad and the Home Office.
After factories became available on Trading Estates and elsev1here in
the Special Areas, the-Commercial Counsellors in Europe and the Consular
Offices assisted in finding suitable people who might set up new industries.
They speeded· the enquiries they were bound.to make and co-operated with the
officers of the Development Organisations and the sales managers of the
Trading Estate Companies, who paid frequent visits to Europe between 1937
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and 1939, and not only to Germany.
From the end of 1937 onwards, all Departments of State and the Special
Areas organisations worked closely together to assist the transfer of
refugee industrialists·to the Areas.
Some of the British officials abroad \V"ere clearly much affected by the
plight of the people knocking
Britain, particularly after
the call of· duty.

tole

on their doors in order to get a visa for

Nove~~er

1938.

have been told by a

~any

of them acted well beyond
of former refugees of the.

nUIP~er

kindness and helpful attitude on the part of the British Vice-"Consul in
Munich, Hr. F. Fulham, for exa.mple.

A special. role in relation to the. North

East was played by Mr. Thomas H. Frame, \vho 1r1orked in the Commerical Department·of the British Embassy in Berlin.

A Tynesider himself, he contacted

Mr. Stanley Holmes, the Secretary of the Tyneside Industrial Development
Board, in March 1938.
Appendix 17.

A condensed copy of his letter is reproduced in

Thereafter, he 1r1as in constant contact \V"i th Mr. Holmes and

it is clear that his concern for the threatened people was at least as
great as his interest in·helping to assist the creation of new industries
on Tyneside.

The correspondence, which we found in one of the remaining

two files of t.'11e Tyneside Industrial Development Board
family of the late Mr.

s.

(~n

the hands of the.

Holmes), gives a fascinating picture of the events

in Germany as seen by a kindly British diplomat, who felt helpless in the
face of so much evil and a little ashamed by the policies of his own
Government, both in regard to Nazis and to refugees.

He became personally

involved with some of the people 1r1ho carne to him for help.

He visited

them in their homes, he even transferred a small amount of money fo·r one or
two.

He and Nr. Holmes worked tirelessly to put together projects and

capital

i~

order to enable the British Authorities in Berlin, on the instru-

ctions of the Home Office, to give people visas to come to Britain.
Holmes was so much moved by the accounts. of Mr.

Fr~~e

Mr.

- the correspondence

was carried by the Diplomatic Bag - and by the evidence of what he saw on
his own visits to Germany, that he bombarded local Members of Parliament,
the Home Office and sources of finance with frequent and urgent letters, and
it is clear that his activities at that time were directed as much to the
rescue of people as to the interests of Tyneside·.

Indeed, one or two

people who managed to get out of Germany and to set up new

indust~ies_~n

Britain as a result of the help given them by Mr. Frame and l·!r. Holmes
started up in South

~vales

!

The relative ease with which refugee industrialists were admitted to
Britain if they could shmV" that they were likely to be able to set up a
viable manufacturing firm in one of the Special Areas, caused its own
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problems for the British Authorities abroad.

In a letter to Stanley

Holmes of 23 November 1938, - 2 weeks after the 'Kristallnacht' -, Thomas
Frame wrote:II

The Jewish problem here is .too big to, be dealt with
only by bringing people to British Special Areas.
Only a handful of people can come on such schemes,
and as at present it seems to be the only way of
getting into England, hundreds of the poor people
are imagining that they can manufacture something
in England ••• "

As we have seen, circumstances forced the Government to open the doors
more widely in the months after this letter was written and in the period
up to the War - just over 9 months away - 4 times as many refugees were
admi·tted than in the previous

5~

years.

Among them, there was a surprisingly

large number of people who had indeed been manufacturers in their country
of :.~~~gi~·: ~--

"

Statistics which break down.by occupation the total
number of 'enemy aliens' classified by tribunals (see
third section of this chapter) show that one third
of the men examined had been manufacturers on their
own account. N9· less than 1,040 had been in the
textile trade; 836 had been engaged in the manufacture of clothing; 225 had been concerned with the·
manufacture-of chemicals for industry; 502 had been
)
making leather goods •••
26

As there were in all about 55,000 adult German and Austrian refugees
in Britain at the start of the War
have been between 12 and 15,000.

27)

the number of men among them

m~st

This means that there were between 4 and

5 thousand manufacturers among them, of whom 2,603 were in the four industries
given in the quotation.

This number does not include refugees who were

manufacturers in Poland or in Czechoslovakia, who were 'friendly aliens•,
nor the Hungarians, who were neutrals, - and did not, therefore, appear
before the tribunals.
We do not know how many of the German and Austrian refugees who were
manufacturers in their own country were admitted with a view to setting up
factories in the Special Areas, or under other categories.

There were

certainly a number whose admission was conditional on their settling as
manufacturers in a Special Area, but who came too close to the War, when
a number of factors prevented them from starting.

Some had intenced -

indee~

a few of them did actually start - to set up factories before the expected
capital from friends, .relations or from one of the Special Area Funds
materialised.
References in the files of the Home Office, in the surviving file of
the Tyneside Inudstrial Development Board and in the papers of the

Cumber~and

Development Council and the West Cumberland Industrial Development Company
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:"':

Ltd. indicate that there was a fairly·large number of projects involving
refugees·which came to nothing.

Some started as soon as this was possible,

·which, for most, meant after the war.
If, therefore, only a proportion of manufacturers among the refugees were
able to establish themselves in manufacturing business in Britain, this was·
due to a variety of factors:

Lack of capital, lack of products f9r which

there was a market and, perhaps, lack of courage to start all over

~gain.

The fact that there was such a high proportion of people who had been
manufacturers among r.efugees admitted into Britain before the War must be
noted.

It indicates the high degree

of~lection

forced on the Co-ordinating

Committee both by the refugee policies of the British Government and by the
undertaking given in 1933 that no refugee would become a charge on the·
public purse.

Apar.t from· those with families or friend·s, manufacturers

and other businessmen were more likely thanxhers to have the connections
willing and able to provide the necessary financial

guarante~s.

Sometimes,

these were provided. by business friends in other countries.
Meanwhile, the: settlement of refugee industries in the Special Areas ..
assumed some importance in relation to the number of firms taking factory
space in Government-financed Trading Estates and other factories.
In ·\his 5th (and last) Report

of December 1938 (covering the perio"d up

to 30 September 1938) , the Commissioner for the Special Areas of England
and Wales reported that he had assisted 60

I"

under~akings

in the 16 months

following the 1937 Amendment Act.
II

Among these 60 undertakings.are included 23 which are being
established by aliens or in conjunction with aliens·~~
28)

The 60 .firms inc··ltided companies which were expanding.

13 were building

their own factories and it is reasonable to assume that these were established
British firms.

If we assume, further, that the remaining 47 firms assisted

by the Commissioner were new ventures and that all new ventures were assisted, it means that refugee firms represented almost half the new starts
in the

Areas .of England and Wales between May 1937 and September 1938.
29)
We know from the Home Office Memorandum to the. Foreign Office
I
S~ecial

that the total number of refugee firms established between April 1935 and
July 1938 was 187.

Since we believe that by August 1939 the number had

increased to about 500, of which at least 300 were in the Special Areas,
we have further proof that the main settlement of pre-War refugee. ventures
occurred during the last 13 months or so before the War, or even over a
shorter period.
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Arrival and Early Problems
The first refugee industries we have been able to locate in the-North
arrived in 1937.

They were atypical and went to - then - atypical places.

The founders of Thomas Mouget (see case history no. 26) arrived in
Middlesborough before it was part of the Special Areas.

The founder of

the West Coast Chrome Tanning Company (see case history no. 53) came from
/

Hungary and decided to settle at Millom in West
factory was yet available there.

C~~erland,

altho~gh

no

On Tyneside, the first arrival was

Great Northern Knitwear in February 1938 (see case history no. 15).

The

first two refugee firms in South West Durham started in the second half of
1938, at

St~

Helen's Auckland, where a. small Trading Estate "ras being built.

The majority of refugee· firms· set up in Government-financed factories,_
either on Trading Estates or. in those built by the Commissioner on sma-ller
or single sites.
With one or two exceptions, the refugees had little capital at their
disposal.

Mos.t. of this was. needed - and then it was usually too little - for

plant and machinery and for working capital for their new ventures.

There

was not much left to live on and all of them depended on getting their
factories off the ground ·as quickly as possible.

r<Iost of them· bought second;,.

hand machinery and improvised as best they could.
A few seem to have found financial backing from local people or firms.
Some of the financiers were looking for new ideas and the refugees provided
them.

The fact

the~

they came from Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia or

Hungary helped, because these countries were generally considered to be 'clever'.
So far as we have been able to ascertain, it was always the arrival of the
refugee which sparked off the new venture.

We have ·not come across any cases

where local interests were looking for a particular idea and then backed the
man who had the know-how.
Most

o~

the refugees who came before the

some of their household effects with them.
this privilege.

~lar

were able to bring at least

The Nazis charged penal taxes for

Some had difficulty in accommodating it all in the small

semi-detached or terrace houses they were able to rent.

One or two moved

into large places which nobody else wanted or could afford to maintain even
at a low rent.
Quite a few of the refugees had owned substantial businesses on the
Continent.

The Sales Manager of North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd., the

late H.C. Whitehouse, re·called that when he visited a prospective refugee
tenant of the Team Valley Estate at his home in Berlin in 1937, the door was
op_ened to him by a uniformed servant!

30).

The adjustment to the new situa-

tion cannot have been easy for the people concerned.
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All of them had to get used to a new language and a different way of
life.

The proportion of those who had never before been to Britain was

surprisingly high; their general lack of knowledge of the market for.their
products even more so.
not sell.
abroad.

Some made false starts by producing goods they could

Others counted on a continuation of markets they had served from
They could not have been

thi~~ing

about·war·or the possibility that

these markets might be closed, because this would have removed, in some.
cases, the basis of their businesses from the start.

But they quickly

learned and adapted themselves to the circumstances when it became necessary
and almost all of. them survived and grew·, in spite of many handicaps, the
most serious of which - internment in 1940 - will be discussed in the next
section.
The earlier arrivals helped the later ones in personal. a·nd in business
matters.

For example, a maufacturer of cardboard boxes recalled that his

first substantial customer was a refugee firm which had settled only a few
months before he.arrived.
Many refugees had aged relative::; with them and those who did not,
wondered how they could get them out of Germany and whether they could
support them.
Although many made English friends fairly quick}y, much of their social
iife was spent with fellow refugees.

They were at that time still happier

to converse in their native tongue, and their common fate and problems
formed a natural bond.
- rather

tha~

The choice of the North, particularly the North East,

any other Special Area - (and we know that South Wales was

more popular, perhaps because it was nearer to London), was often made
because a relative or friend had either settled already or intended to settle
there.

A remarkable example of such relationships is given in Appendix 18.

The arrival of one family eventually caused the foundation of six manufacturing
firms!
In the smaller localities, the arrival of the refugee industrialists
was News on two

co~~ts:

Firstly, because there was the prospect of new

employment and secondly, because the founder was a foreigner.
term •refugee• was not used in the local newspapers.

Again, the

For examples, the

headline on the front page of the Evening News, North Shields, of 4 February
1938 proclaimed:" German Family Arrives to Start New Tyneside Industry"
(reproduced in Appendix 19).
The Auckland Chronicle, Bishop Auckland of 25 August 1938, - in the heart
of the very depressed area of South West Durham - reported the opening of
every new factory on the nearby St. Helen•s Auckland Trading Estate.

There
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were only 5 such factories planned and built before the War, and three
of these were to be occupied by refugee firms.
these had fled to London at an early

~tage

The principals of one of

of the rJazi regime and had set

up a factory in London.
II

·We are foreigners

11

,

one of the founders said to the paper's reporter,
II

but in England we have been given another home. We
moved from London to this distressed area. ~'le thought
it might be one way in which we could show our appreciation for English kindness. 11 •
)
31

The same interest:was shown in Nes.t Cumberland.', and there. were many
references to refugees in the local Press.
~

For example, the

~·1est

Cumberland

of 6 May 1939. reported that
II

A factory on the Solway Estate. has. been·. taken by B.May
of Berlin ••• Messrs. Traub and Benesch of Vienna have
also taken a 6,000 sq.ft. factory on the Sohray Estate
for the production of umbrellas and sunshades ••.
32)

At the same time, off·icial efforts were made to· introduce refug.ee·
industrialists to the public, both by arousing

sympaL~Y

stances and by welcoming their expected contribution.

for their circum-

For example, Jack

Adams of the West. Cumberland Industrial Development Company was reported .
by the West Cumberland News of 18 February 1939 to have said:II

The difficulty of their (our) O\-Tn people in some parts
were lamentable, but it is nothing to what happened
to these refugees, when one comes into contact with them •..
Britain has benefitted before from refugees and he considered that they ( we ) would benefit again.
11

The same newspaper also reported some remarks made by the President of
the Cumberland Development Council
II

o~

18 March 1939 .

Major Hibbert • . . welcomes the refugees \vho are coming
here with their brains, capital and machinery. t•7e benefit as we ·did when t.lte Huguenots were forced out of France •. ·•
It is significant that when unemployment is increasing ,
there should be this ·wave of refugees, victims of persecution, ready to repay in kind the shelter offered to them. 11

The newcomers were usually received by a representative of the local
Development organisation or by an officer of the Trading Estates company.
The late H.J. Whitehouse recalled that he met one such newcomer, who was
to become one of the largest employers on the Team Valley Trading Estate,
at Newcastle Central Station, took him home and accomodated him for some
weeks until he was able to make his o\m arrangements.
Until the War, when materials of all kinds became increasingly
restricted or unobtainable altogether - and when allocation of materials was
made on a basis which was very hard on firms which had not produced for at
least one year before the War -, the new firms did not take long in finding

•
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suitable· suppliers and as most of them were producing specialities, orders
were also reasonably easy to obtain, even if the volume was small.
But those refugees who had time to read the newspapers could not have
been happy with some of the attitudes of the Press or of r-tembers of Parliament.
Unemployment was still high and this provided a peg on which to hang all
kinds of anti-refugee questions in Parliament, questions which only thinly
disguised - and often did not even do that - nationalistic

o~

antisemitic

sentiments.
The following exchange of 15 December 1938 in the House of Commons was
typical: The questioner· asked

a

question whose premise was false; he.

received a considered reply and th'en went on to make an offensive statement
in the form of another ques.tion which totally ignored the reply received:

33)

Mr •. Howard Gritten:'(Conservative,. West Hartlepool)
asked the Home Secretary, in view of the large number

of unemployed, when

he intends to stop the influx of aliens into ttis country?
Sir Samuel Hoare: (Conservative, Lemington Spa)

"

As I have explained in my previous stateme:'l.ts, the policy of
selection and control which has been adopted is designed to
me~t the difficulty to which my Hon. Friend refers.
Provided
care is taken in the application of this policy, it. is possible to admit numbers of refugees without aggravating the
unemployment problem. For example, women can be admitted·
for domestic employment. Again, foreigners admitted to this
country during the past few years have started new industries
which have given employment to a considerable number of
British people."

Mr. Howard Gritten:
II

In the matter of admission of aliens to this country, I ask
the Rt. Hon. Gentleman, whether the Government intend to
continue the special favours to is friends the Jews?"

Sir Samuel Hoare:

"

There is no special favour to any class".

At this point, some members known for their humane attitudes got up and put
the previous questioner's motives or character into perspective by asking
further questions:
Col. J. Wedgwood: (Labour, Stoke)
II

Is the Rt. Han. Gentleman aware that this question comes not from
the Trades Unions of this country, but from manufacturers and
employers?"

.Mr. D. Sandys: (Conservative, Lambeth

"

Nor~ood)

Is it not a fact that the entire country is behind the Government in
this humanitarian work?"

Mr. Gritten's question must have been particularly offensive to refugees,
because it was put only a few weeks after the 'Kristallnacht', when almost
all Synagogues in Germany and Austria were burned down and when the majority
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of Jewish men were taken to concentration camps. and subjected to sadistic
brutalities.
Nevertheless, the sentiments expressed in Mr. Gritten's question were
more widely shared than Mr. Sandys allowed.
But quite apart from· ·t.J:e sentiments of some Members of Parliai!lent, of
the less enl·ightened sector of public opinion and of some newspapers, it
would have beem surprising, if the introduction of new industries by· refugee_s
had proceeded without any jarring notes being sounded.
On 28 March 1939, The Evening Ne\'iS, North Shields, reported that a
Scottish M.P. , Mr .. D. Kirkwoo.d., had put down a question in the House concer- ·
ning Great Northern Knitwear Ltd, to ·whom "We hav:e.. :already ·referred.

The

question described the promoters as a 'German Jewish firm' and noted that
a permit had been. issued for an Austrian expert. to come to Britain in order;
to train local workers.

It pointed out that the Scottish hosiery industry

had difficulty in keeping its factories working full-time and why, under
these circums·tauces, had the -foreign firm been given facilities under the
Special Areas.Acts?
In a leader of the same day, the Evening News wrote:-

"

The obvious answer is that there is a crying need for new
trade and if no English firm comes forward with an offer
to ~upply it and a foreign firm does, it is only common
sense to welcome the offer •.• While little is publicly
known of the details of the new factory, we accept the
statement ••• that the goods manufactured will be a
different line from those produced by the Scottish companies.
That ti.'.e latter may not :'::le injured ·by the competition,
if any, will be the hope of everyone. But there \'lould be
little hope of new industries being established anywhere
if the existence of similar industries in one part of the
country or another were to be a barrier against new enterprise. ·
The promotion of the knitwear undertaking promises to.
create employment in a district where it is badly needed ••. "

The appeal to a double prejudice, German and Jewish, in the question
put down by Mr. Kirk\'lood cannot have been pleasant to people who had just
fled from the consequences of one of these prejudices.
The were also misunderstandings about the role of.Trading Estates,
even among those who had promoted the idea.

Tom Magnay, Liberal M.P. for

Gateshead was, by all accounts, a kind and good man, who helped refugees
in many ways and later became a member of the Refugee Industries Committee.
He was also a strong supporter of Trading Estates and the first Governmenfinanced Trading Estate in Britain was built in his own constituency.
According to a Government Blue Book,
Co~~ittee

r~r.

Magnay, a member
of a Select
....

of expenditure, questioned a Principal Secretary at the Ministry
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of Works on 18 May 1938.about an order for 1000 fire-fighting pumps which
had been placed with a Czech firm on the Team Valley Trading Estate,

"

in -direct competition with firms who had been in
business for years·."
34)

In fact, orders for these pumps were placed with five British firms.
Although Mr. Magnay stated that he "did not grumble", he persisted:-

"

You think it right as a matter of policy to have competition
on a New Trading Estate with a new firm, which is a totally
different idea from that for which the Trading Estates were
Established?"

It is not quite clear what Mr. Magnay·was getting at, but the official
reply was curt and to the point:-

"

The pumps are bei-ng made, with the exception ·of one small
item, out of British materials, by British labour in a
Special Area."

One can understand, up to a point, that some of the Trades Unions were
concerned by the 1ntr6duction to new industries, particularly those employing_
women and. juvaniles, which, at the time, were no.t so amenable to; being
organised.
The following case does not, therefore, cause much surprise:
Councillor J. Middleton, the Northern District Secretary of the Nati:onal
Union of General & Municipal Workers was reported to have included the
following remarks in a speech on 17 September 1938:-

"

A large proportion of those now occupying fa!=tories
built at ~~e expense of the British Public and employiny
British subjects at wages which can only be described as
"sNeated' are foreig"'lers."
35)

These remarks drew the following reply in the form of a letter to the
North

~!ail,
II

Newcastle upon Tyne, on 26 September 1938:-

Councillor J. Middleton makes a sweeping allegation to
the effect that Team Valley firms owned by foreign
refugees are exploiting labour. I desire to protest in
the strongest possible terms against such an accusation,
not.in the least because Clr. Middleton has made no
examination of the wages paid in my factory, nor that
of many foreign-owned factories. I pay a little more than
the rate advised by the Labour Authorities.
After the publication of Clr. Middleton's .·outburst, my
traveller was refused business in Darlington, although
the customer had no ideas what wages we pay. He took
his line from Mr. Middleton's statement. If the North
East requires new industries, this is not the way to get
them."

The letter was signed by a Mr. Heilsberg, but all our efforts to trace
his firm have failed.

It is possible that his was one of the early firms

which failed or moved away, of which no record exists.
Although these were isolated instances, the Management of the Trading
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Estates Company_clearly felt it had to speak up.
Tyneside Geographical Society in October 1938,

In a lecture to the

Col~

M.F. Methven, the

General Manager. of North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd, said:II

In view of the comments often made about us that we are
particularly employing girls and juveniles, let me say
that this is what ~1e were started to do. ~ve are out to
attract light industr~es and light industries use girls
and juveniles ••• Regarding aliens ana foreigners, we have
been told that we are creating a new Jerusalem and that we
need an Esperanto office on the Estate. Well, I consider
these statements a compliment. We have been grumbling in
this country long enough about unemployment.· ·"'1e have as
good workmen and technicians as any-\'lhere in the world, but
we tend. to- be a bit conservative. I.f. an alien can come ·
here, start a new industry, reduce unemployment, reduce our
imports and increase our exports, and then adopts -our natio~
nality, then I say 'good luck' to them .•• "

He added
II

if you could appreciate what these people are doing, you
would take you:r. hats off to them."
36)

Most of the refugees

\'le ~1ere

able to interview stated that they

received much help in getting started from· the Authorities concerned and
experienced much· personal kindness.

The War:

InterP~ent

In September 1938, the British and French

Gover~~ent

reluctantly

sacrificed· the Sudeten part of Czechoslovakia to t...'1e Nazi-s, in return for
a

sol~~

undertaking-by Hitler that there would be no further German claims

to other peoples:•. territories.
~.en

Hitler broke his word and invaded the rump of Czechoslovakia in

March 1939, even those working for Anglo-German understanding had to conclude that German armed expansionism could not be stopped except by force
of arms.
Few refugees appear to have reflected that War might pose problems for
them.

In a sense, the failure of the policy of appeasement meant that the

world at last understood the menace posed by the Nazis and was now rallying
to the side of Hitlers opponents and victims.
II

In 1914, every German living in Britain was suspected
of being a spy. Neighbours denounced them, windows were
smashed, people were assaulted in the streets ••• in 1939,
an entirely different situation prevailed. Public sympathy
was on the side of the refugees. Even the Government rea~· /
lised that it was confronted with quite a new problem. It
desired to give them the maximum amo).lnt of liberty; but it
had also to sift out, in the interests of national security,
any spies and Nazi agents who might have used the disguise
of refugee to cover up their subversive activities."
37)
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.To deal with the problem, the Government set up special Tribunals.
120

of these 'Aliens Tribunals' were appointed and they were to examine

individually every adult refugee and other enemy alien •

.

The Tribunals went on assize to all parts of the country.
A County Court Judge or a leader of the Bar was at the
head of each Tribunal and a Police Officer was attached to·
it. The Jewish Refugee Committee ,;as invited t0 appoint
to each a responsible .officer who could give· full inform0
)
ation about any .,Jewish case."
38

Aliens were classified A, B or
be suspect and were interned.

c.

Those in category A were deemed to

Those in B remained at liberty subject to ·

certain restrictions, such as a limit on travelling of 5 miles and giving
up their bicycles and cameras.

Those in ca.tegory C were given complete

freedom and their Aliens Registration documents. ·were stamped "Refugeefrom Nazi

Oppressio~'·

(Appendix 20) •

Tribunals differed in the interpretation of their instructions, particularly in regard to the fine line. between categoriesB .and
the

prej~dices.

of the Chairman.

side, in.others on the other.
were classified B..

c, depending on.

In some places they tended to· lean on one.
At the beginning, more than half the people

The Home .Office was forced within 2 weeks after. the

Tribunals started work, to call a conference of Chairmen to explain the
position.

The distinction between B and C was unimportant at t.he:.:beginniiJ,g

of the War, but it was to have disastrous consequences for some people
later if they were classified B.
We now come to an episode in the treatment of refugees in Britain during
the early part of the vlar, which we will discuss at some length, because
· quite apart from the effect on refugees generally, it caused grave problems
to the young industries established by refugees : Internment.
After a period of 8 or 9 months from the start of the v1ar, whe.n no
action took place on land or in the air, - the so-called 'phoney War' ~, host~
ilities began in earnest and things tl7ent badly for the Allies from that
moment.
Denmark and Norway were invaded and conquered.

A British force was sent

to Narv,ik in Northern Norway but had to withdraw with its task incomplete.
9 May 1940, Holland was invaded and all resistance by the Dutch armed forces

ceased within a few .days.

It was in Holland - much more than in Norway -

that the Nazis relied heavily on a so-called 'Fifth Column', that is, on
political sympathisers who went so far as to betray their country to its
enemy.

There was also some evidence that German soldiers, in the guise of

tourists, had entered Holland during the weeks and days before the invasion
and took up pre-arranged positions •.
Belgium and France were attacked.

Belgian resistance lasted no longer

On
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tha~

Dutch and a deep penetration into France seemed to meet no effective

resistance.
Perhaps because the War was going badly,

public opinion in Britain

had become less friendly towards refugees, and the more strident section of
the Press encouraged the change.
On Sunday, 12 May 1940, the Police rounded up all male Germans between
the ages of 16 and 60 living in the 'protected areas',_- the coastal belt
stretchi~g

from the Isle of Wight to the Moray Firth - and handed them over

to the Military.

A few days later, male German refugees were arrested in

most places in Britain.

Within a month, the women had to leave the protected

areas and category B women and their-children were interned.
The arrangements for their accommodation showed all the signs of haste:
Barracks,. race courses, disused factories, tented sites were pressed i-nto
service arid the conditions in some of them were very bad.
Quite a few refugees took poison when the Police arrived.

They had

come to the end of their tether.
Examples of Police brutality in the manner of· arresting people were
later reported to the Home Secretary.
Jewish refugees with Czech or Polish Passports, or with· passpor.ts o-f
countries with which Britain.was not, technically, at war, were not affected.
Nationality was still considered-the likely root of a person's siropathies,
however· unrealistic such a view was under the circumstances.

~he

Bishop

of Chichester, in a speech in the House of Lords on 6 August 1940 pointed
out the reality of the situation:-

"

The present War is ·not a war on a pri~arily national
basis, but is, as British Statesmen have often pointed
out, a war between ideologies and principles.- Therefore
the question who is Britain's friend or enemy cannot
anymore be answered under the aspect of 'passport
_p.ationality' but r.mst be answered in terms which take
into account the new character of the present War, in
terms of ideological citizenship."
39)

In the North East, almost all the refugees-were industrialists.
were accommodated at Fenham Barracks, Newcastle upon Tyne.

They

The shock of

finding themselves once more in a prison - guarded by soldiers carrying
rifles with mounted bayonets - was not lessened by the principle of their
situation:

Having escaped with their lives from Nazi Germany, they were

~ow

suspected, after considerable screening ,.of being the agents of their tormentors.
About 120 people were living in the Gymnasium of the Barracks.
with the outside world was almost impossible.

Contact

Wives and business associates

were allowed to see them once a week for a few minutes in a small room
adjoining the Gycnasium, in the presence of an armed soldier.
After about 3 weeks at Fenham Barracks, the

r~fugees

were moved to a
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recently completed housing estate at Huyton near Liverpool, whi'ch had.bee11
turned into a prisoner-of-war camp with barbed wire, watch towers,
lights and armed-guards.

search~

Later,most of the refugees were moved to the Isle

of Man, where similar camps had been constructed.
In West Cumberland the situation was somewhat different.
classified a Protected Area.

The area was not

Furthermore, the majority of refugees carried

Czechoslovak or Hungarian Passports.

Czechoslovak'.. citizens were treated. as

allies and Hungarians.as neutrals, Hungary not yet having entered the War on
the side of Germany.

In

addit~on,

the local Chief Constable seems·to have

carried out his -instructions with somewhat reore discretion than his counterparts
on the North East Coast, a fact on which some of the few .refugees affec.ted by
internment have commented to us.

Internment was, for most of them, a short·

experience and we have not heard of any difficulties arising for refugee .j.ndustries in West Cumberland· as a· result of· this episode .•
The

~ocal

and national refugee organisations reacted promptly by collecting

information for presentation to the Home Secretary.

Thus the Northumberland and

;

Newcastle Refugee Committee wrote to the Trading Estate Company at Gateshead on
40
16 t4ay 1940, asking· for details of how employment \o~a·s likely to be affected.
)
On the same day, the secretary of the Committee-_ for Development of Refugee
Industrie~

(see las-t section of this chapter) also wrote to the Trading Estate-

Company asking. for the same information.

The Nuffield Trust, who- had. assis.ted

a few of the affected firms,. also wrote to the General Manager of the Trading
Estate Company, Col. Methven, on 16 Nay "to see how they could assist business41)
es throug~ this difficult period."
The Trading Estate Company, also acting
for refugee

t~nants

of 'Commissioner's' factories at West Auckland and West

Chirton, did its best.

It prepared a report on the facts:

affected firms and-·t..'I-J.eir employment.

It listed ·all the

It sent its report to almost anyone who

might be interested, including the local branch of the Bank of England.

It

also wrote to the Commissioner, whose offices were evacuated to Southport.
Sir James Price, who had succeeded after the death of Sir George Gillett,replied on 15 May 1940:-

"

I realise the serious effect that the new restrictions on
would have on many underta~ings which have been
induced to establish themselves in the Special Areas, and I
was not, therefore, surprised to-receive your letter of 13
May. We are naturally examining the position, but I am
afraid that I can hold out no hope that we shall be able to
do anything about it. C'est la guerre." _ )
42
alie~s

On 30 May, the Board of Trade wrote to Col. Methven the General Manager
of North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd asking for the facts:-

"

It has been brought to our notice ••• that the principals
of alien nationality of all businesses established by
refugees in the Team Valley Trading Estate has been interned.
It has been represented that this measure has inflicted
grave damage on all firms concerned and that, as a result,
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many will be forced to close down."

43

)

The measure· did indeed inflict grave damage.

At firs.t the wives of·

some of the interned refugees tried to carry on, but they, too, were forced
to leave the area within the month.

One or two firms moved out of the

protected area and the women carried on the business.

In other cases,

foremen and newly trained managers tried to do the same.

Many businesses,

however, had to close down.
The financial position of most of the firms; pa+ticuiar~y- of.

the ,·, ·

later arrivals, and of the families concerned, became rapidly disatxcus.
Since they had arrived with barely enough to start _a manufacturing business,
the interruption caused by

interP~ent

ru1d the uprooting of their families

strained the finances of some of them· beyond brea,king point •. Some of the . ·
women and children who went to London and elsewhere had

to

be supported

fro.m public sources for the first time in their lives.
Within a few

we~ks,

the internment order., and the conditions under.

which refugees· were held, .sparked off a number of heated questions in both
Houses of Parliament, in spite of all the desperate

pre~occupations

of the

...

Government and _coun_try.-

The subject--was raised ·a number· of times during June

1940 '·and on 10 July a general debate was raised on the adjournment_ by Victor

Cazlet M.P., himself the descendant of Huguenot
II

refugees~

During the 5~ hour debate that followed, members of
all parties pressed home the inhumanity, the folly and
the wastefulness of the mass i~ternment policy. From
that date, the Goverr~ent began an unwilling retreat
from what had proved to be an indefensible position." 44 )

The Government certainly had a large amount of information on each
refugee industrialist.

Tne Consular Offices on the continent had made ·

exhaustive enquiries, in many cases refugees were visited by officers of
the local Development Organisations in their own homes.
tribunals at the

begir~ing

of the war.

Then there were the

The whole affair seems to have been

a big blunder, although perhaps an exc.usable one· under all the circums·tances.
On 31 July 1940, the Government published a White Paper listing 19·
categories of people whose release from internment could be

consi~ered.

45

)

As the Manchester Guardian of 2 August 1940 pointed out in its leader, 12 of
the 18 categories were not new but coincided with those outlined by Mr.
Peake in his speech in the Commons on 10 July as categori_es which· the police
were carefully instructed to exempt from internment!
Release from internment began in September 1940, but_it was a slow
and erratic process.

Some refugee industrialists from the North were among

the first to be released.

Others - often partners or close relatives of the

early returnees - were detained for a year or more, for no reason anyone
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could discover.

By the. middle of 1941, all the refugee industrialists in

the North had been freed.

A few refugee industrialists·~ined the Forces-

directly from internment camps.

Initially, they were restricted to the

Pioneer Corps, but in the spring of 1942 they were admitte'dto the Fighting
Services.
Most of the refugees returning from internment had to rebuild their
firms almost from the beginning.

Those whose firms were not engaged on

work of national importance found that their factories had been requisitioned
in their absence and their plant and stock stored.
Few of those we interviewed for our· case studies, so far as they were
still ali~~, were willing to discuss this period of their business life in
Britain.

All of them seem to have recovered·, but we cannot know at what

cost.
A few restrictions were lifted gradually during the War, but the need
to report absences of 24 hours from home remained almost to the end of
the War.

At the same time, refugee industrialists were gradually drawn

into war production and in order th:..t. they - and their firms - could under-·
take such work, they were requi:red to have Auxiliary \'Jar Services Permits.
A copy of such a permit, enter.ed into an Aliens Registration Book - which
every alien had to have - is reproduced in Appendix. 21.
Refugee industrialists, like other refugees were also recruited for
Civil Defence activities - including

~~e Ho~e

Guard - and slowly the sense

of alienation created. by internment disappeared by their general acceptance.
into the

comm~~ity.

The Refugee Industries
A few

mon~~s

Co~ittee

before the War, a number of public men, mostly Members

of Parliament, decided to form an organisation which would assist refugee
industrialists from

~~e

Continent, particularly from Czechoslovakia.

The organisation was formed at a meeting at the House of Commons in
July 1939.

This was the beginning of the Refugee Industries Committee.

Among the founders were the Rt.Hon. Sir Arthur Salter MP, the Rt·.Hon.
Viscount Cecil of Chelwood and the Rt. Hen. Alfred Duff Cooper MP.
The first chairman

was·~~j.

General Sir Neill Malcolm, a former League

of Nations High Commissioner for Refugees from Germany.

In Appendix 22,

we have reproduced a leaflet, dated 1944, describing the work of the Committee.
Its first name was 'Committee for Development of Refugee Industries'.
1941, its name had changed simply to' Refugee Industries Committee', and,
at the end of i947, to 'Committee for Development from Overseas'.
According to its last secretary, Dr. R. Munster, the Committee was

By
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disbanded in the early 1950's and its files destroyed.

4"6')

··

I.n Appendix 23 we have reproduced letterheads o.f tl:le Committee-, showing

its changing membership over the years, which consisted entirely of prominent
British people.
Affiliated to the Committee were local or regional Refugee Industries
Associations.

Some of these were established late in 1941, by which time

almost all German and Austrian Refugees had been released from internment.
Others were established at the end of the vlar and even afterwards.
from Associations in the Special Areas of England,

~-Jales

Apart

and Scotland, there

were Associations in London, Leicester, Birmingham, Yorkshire and in· Northern
Ireland.

A Tyneside

R~fugee

Industries Association was formed on 30 July

1942, with a sub-Group at Bishop Auckland being formed later.

In Appendix

24 we .reproduce the Rule Book of the Tyneside .Refugee .Industries Association.
A West Cumberland Association was formed in the spring of 1945.
Finance was secured by annual subscriptions to the local Associations,
who in turn, subscribed to the Central Committee in London.
The Committee became quickly recognised as the national organisation of
refugee industries, who

fo~~d

iti it an advocate with ready access to

Ministers and Government Departments.

This \.;holly British representation

proved to be of great value to thenew industries,

part~cularly·

under the

circumstances arising out of the war.
The leaflet reproduced in Appendix 22 indicates the wide range of the
Conmrittee'·s work, much of which was made necessary by war-time conditions:

I·c

saw to it that new firms received reasonable allocations of scarce materials.
It helped to procure labour permits

a~d.

export licences.

It was active during

the internment episode and arranged for questions to be asked in Parliament
in particular cases.

(Appendix 25).

Later, it succeeded gradually in

obtaining an easing of the many restrictions imposed on all aliens of enemy
nationality, particularly those affecting movement, which were specially
irksome to industrialists.

Depending on the Police authority concerned, a

refugee might have been kept waiting up to 10 days for permission to travel
a distance of 40 miles.
From 1942 onwards, the

Co~~ittee

arranged annual conferences in London,

in order to bring representatives from the local Associations together
with each other and with the Central Committee and its Executive.
occasions, refugee industrialists were also able to meet

On these

r~presentatives

of Government Departments and to discuss their problems with them.

The

records indicate that, on the whole, these problems received sympathetic
consideration~· ·.At
. ··.·'

some of these meetings, there were speeches by highly-

placed British well-wishers - for example by the Rt. Hon. Alfred Duff
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Cooper, whose address at the first annual meeting on 10 June 1942 is
reproduced in Appendix 26 - who helped to boost the

mor~le

of those. present.

The Committee also effectively combatted the anti-alienism which continued throughout the War and increased towards its end.

This was perhaps

not very surprising, even if one could have hoped that the position of
German refugees might have been more widely understood by then.
During the War, - at least, after the internment episode - refugees
ceased. to be of general interest or impoi:ta.1.ce.
on their activities or achievements.
general requirements for secrecy.

There was little information

Some of these were covered by the.

It was too early for_ the Refugee Industries

Committee to collect information on the employment created by refugees.
This was, in any case, of little._importance at the time, because labour was
scarce almost

eve~¥here

in the country.

Towards the end of the War, there was a widespread fear - with the
experience of 1920 in mind -;-that servicemen':and women would find it hard to
obtain employment after their demobilisation.

There were worries about

housing for the returning soldiers and their families, particularly in
places.where, for historical reasons, refugees had congregated in numbers,
for example in the Hampstead area.: of London.
At this time,. the Refugee Industries Co0mj ttee. had to devote much effort
to defence work.

For example, the Committee reacted promptly to an article

in Truth of 6 October 1944, written by the editor and headed 'Do the British
matter?'
II

Dr. J.J. Mallon of the Refugee Aliens Protection
Committee is anxious to reassure people about refugees
in ~~is country. Scorning the idea that they wield
any _undue influence, he writes that there are only
55,000 aliens of enemy origin in Britain, most of whom
were women, children and old men. All, if not in the
Forces, are directed into industry in the same manner
-as our own nationals, he affirms.
Had he left the matter the~ Dr. Mallon's statement
would have been comforting, but he went on to boast
the fact that the remainder, among other things, had
established 300 factories in Britain, and he estimated
that they would be employing over 100,000 British
employees by the end of the War. Not a bad achievement
for a handful.
Apparently, Briti~h brains and skill, which for so
long led the wor:l~·,are now- bankrupt of resources to
provide employment for these 100,000, who must therefore
work. for alien masters. Dr. Mallon rejoices in this
state of affairs ••• We shall soon need a Native Briton•s
Protection Centre."

Clearly, refugees could nbt win:

Before the War, their_ admission was

feared by some because it might increase unemployment among the British, and
now it was being objected to that they were increasing employment!
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The Committee's reply was printed in the issue of 27 October 1944:
.·,

·

·•

r

.

.

. .

.

.

.

·.

···-·."·f

.
''DO THE BRITISH MATTER ? "'~- · .:: · -~:'
Sm,-If TRUTH is interested in-~· _truth," th~t folloWing may.·. ;

appea.t: relevant to your piU'>\gl'Soph, "Do the _British ~latter? " ' :
I Juwe just;. retwned from Northern Ireland. , During my.-!·1
visit I reac:l in a Northern Ireland newspaper that. the Prime···.:
· l\Iini:Jter hac:l ""htited a factory run by refugees. The article->- !I
·· was headed "How Prosperity Cam~ to County Do~-n." It... ::
·:recorded that, owing to the· closing of a factory, two villt\ge::~-·;
· ha.d been iille-for over- twenty yea1'8 .. A generation had grown _ .
. to m:i.tw·ity _without knowing the joy of earning their own-:··
bread. Four refugees from Czechoslovakia had been induced •· :·
·.to take over the:derelict factory for use as a chrome tannery ..~:·:.
· ::r'hey promised to employ :ey.fty workers ... They already employ];· ,
over three· hunclred. . . '. Befo.re· these alien3 ·arrived,- the-.:.::1
.local fanners.COllld·find J}.O msrkel;.'for their products i Shop-::.:_.
keepers struggled to keep open ; the local cinema opened h-o:~..
. . nights. a-· week· for one _performance ; it.. now opens six nights.::·~ :
.. a week~-... ~e·-lv~rke1'8' wa.ges:&re.
up-"to-.st.a.wiard; the~
,:is an up~ to-date- ca.nteen· and a welfare dep&rtmeat provided-~~
· ·concerts ~ aeba.tes ·; dancing· 8.nd-whist !hives.. I found the:;i
t.\vorkers. eager tb tell me" how liii.ppy they were~ .. They reg&td.s.
:these refugees- u theil' friends- and _benefactors ! ·wm anyone~·:
,dar~ to remind them that they ."are. ·now dominated by alien.(;:
:, !Daaters ~~~':~,"~~ -~- Na~~~~ --~~~·s. ~tection.Centre ?~~

well

-~;

.

, .". ·:

·:·.-:-:·:.~~.:~.'- .. :.

· , _

~::_-~ .. ::.··:

-.- ·'- E:a...'lES'r.

Con::t'r~

'-: .. [The question arises, wh~ were refugees necessary to convert.;:;;:
"a· derelict factorv to a chrome- tannery 1 ·.Is aU native enter,-_:-~:~
-prise cle!ld-OE'
it-tha.t...the native-entrepreneurs a.re a.bsent:-1:;
.with H.:M:. Forces, or on work ~ted by. ).{r. Bevin? If'a;-W
'nation, under st_ress of w~r, h~ ~~- .. exile .. its own people(~:=:ij
the refllgees, to whom it gladly· gwes temporary sa.nc;:tua.cy·,··~:
'may well find opporttmities ofthia kind a.nd ea....-n local gratitude:~'i:
.Britons would~ doubtles~:~, earn the ·st~ome gratitude with the~~.
same opportuni.~ies, though one has a.n uneasy suspicion tha~ 1
Br(t'!ns would only eam the opprobrium of being '' e:x:ploiters~~~3 1
-F.n-.1 1
·· · ~

is

·"-jl

The Committee might have pointed out that the founders of some of
Britain's largest firms, including Imperial Chemical Industries, the
General Electric Company, Marks & Spencer and Burton the Tailor - to mention
only a few - we.:e born abroad and, therefore, ' alien masters '.
While the article in Truth may have been inspired by malice, the
widespread ignorance about refugee industries resulted in some unfortunate
attitudes and public utterances.
For example, the Sunday Dispatch of 19 November 1944 printed a report
headed "British Legion to fight tb.e 'Alien Menace' to Post-War Jobs"
(reproduced in Appendix 27).

While the Legion's

Pla~~ing

Committee appeared

worried particularly by small refugee traders, (of which there were only a
few, if any, in the North at that time} it could thihk of refugees in no
other role than as competitors for post-War jobs.
Again, the secretary of the Refugee Industries Committee reacted at
once and his reply of 21 November to the Legion's secretary is reproduced
in Appendix 28.

An echo of the same attitude - perhaps a part of the campaign by the
British Legion - was heard in Parliament.

On 7 December 1944, Capt. P.D.

MacDonald (Con., Isle of Wight) asked the Home Secretary, whether
II

he will consider the introduction of legislation
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prescribing that no alien of enemy nationality may
hold a controlling number of shares in any company,
and that under· all circumstances ~~ available
British subject shall be given preferential .claim to
employment over any such alien, provided he is
capable of doing the work in question~" 47·) :.
. ··i.l

The Hqme Secretary, Mr. H. Morrison, replied:-

"

••• the issues are not as simple as might appear
from my Hon. and gallant friend's question. For
example, ·refugees from Nazi oppression and other
aliens of enemy nationality have materially
contributed. to the war effort of the United Nations
as members of the Forces or as civili~~s, . while
others have rendered valuable services by establishing industrial enterprises giving employment
to British workers to the advantage of the national
economy. " ..4 t3') .
. .. ·
~

At its annual meeting in the summer of 1945, the British Legion refused
to lend itself to an anti-alien propaganda drive,

partic~larly

becaus.e the

meeting learned that 8,000 German refugees were serving in H.M. Forces.
A motion opposing the grant of business licences to foreigners was defeated
by a substantial majority.
The debate on 'Enemy Agents and Propaganda' in the House of Lords on
27 _February 1945 was an occasion when the Earl of Hunster, for the Government,
was obliged to rebut some wild allegations made by members about
refugees.

C~rman

In particular, he resisted the idea that such re-fugees were simply

people of enemy nationality.
Lord Ailw-j'n, having offered tis view that unju:tifiable risks had been
taken throughout the War by·not keeping all German nationals interned for
the duration, added, by way of a digression, the following remarks, which
echoed t."le feeling of many uninformed people in Britain at that time:-

"

••• what is going to be the reaction of our fighting
men when, in due course, they return from demobilisation
and re-enter civil life, and find COU!'ltless (sic} Germans
firmly established in business in this country. Have the
_Government got this particular angle of the subject in
·their minds? One only hopes that the prospect of full
employment for our own men and women is not going to be
jeopardised by the retention of these aliens in this
country for one day longer than necessary once hostilities
are ended. 11
· :·•
~-.49} ;

Viscount Templewood (formerly Sir Samuel Hoare) , who was Home Secretary
at the time when the majority of German refugees were admitted to Britain,
attempted to bring the debate back to reality:II

I could show your Lordships that, so far from these
Jewish refugees having taken \.rork from British subjects,
they formed a number of industries and they entered into
a ~umber of activities, so that not less· b~~ more British

..
~-

.·.
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labour has been employed."

SO)

But this information clearly did not make any widespread impact, - perhaps
because it qid not contain any hard facts -, and the repatriation issue was
raised again, both inside and outside Parliament.
For example, during Question Time in the House of Commons on 15 t-!ay
1945, the Prime Minister was pressed to state the policy of the Government
on this-issue.
II

He replied that

quite apart from other considerations, a··policy of
repatriation to Germany would meet \'lith marked practical difficulties";

and he agreed with Mr.

s. Silverman (Lab. Nelson

& Colne) - a member· of

the Refugee Industries Committee 11

··

that it would be difficult to conceive a more cruel
than to··take people who have lost everything
·.they have- their homes, their relatives, their
children, and all things that ma~e life decent and
possible - to· co~el the~ against their will. to go
back to the scene of those crimes."
~-~cedure

51)"

Nevertheless,~~.

A. Hopkinson (Ind. Mossley, Lanes), who had raised the

matter, pointed out during the discussion that
there have been frequent assurances by Home Secretaries that these men were to be repatriated at· the
earliest moment".
52)
and asked whether this was still our policy?
II

~k.
II

Churchill replied

tha~

it still remains our desire that our policy should
be frame:i wiLh due rega:.:d to practical considerations."

As an aside, it may be said that the Refugee Industries Committee was
surprised by the reference to assurances given by Home Secretaries regarding
the repatriation of refugees, and that its searches in Hansard failed to
find any.
After the War, - with shortages of labour rather than the expec"ted
unemployment·, - the need for. defending refugee industries became less
important and the Committee began to draw attention to the achievements,
both on the Radio and in the Press.

An article in the first issue of The

Director·. of November 194 7, reproduced in Appendix 29 is a good example of
..

this kind of work and of its style.
At the end of

~he

War, the Committee undertook new tasks:

It made

preparations for claims against Germany on behalf of industrialists who
had suffered the virtual confiscation of their factories and assets.

It

also began to assist the 'second wave' of refugees who wanted to set up
factories, including those who had served in the Forces, those who had no
opportunity to start before the War and those who had managed to come during
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,
or after the War.
The most important part of the Committee's work. during the last year of
the War, however, was concerned with the naturalisation issue.
Refugee industrialists became increasingly concerned abo.ut their
position at the end of hostilities.

We have already referred to the lobby

calling for a general repatriation.

But quite apart from that, it was

feared that a blanket naturalisation of all who wanted to stay in Britain
was unlikely.

Even if the principle had been accepted, it was realised that

the machinery of the Home Office was not geared to the relatively large
numbers.
During the War, naturalisation was gra~ted only in exceptional cases, 53
the total number was 67
} -, and there was a large· backlog quite apart
from refugees.
In January 1944, Political and Economic Planning published an article
giving the facts of the refugee situation in Britain and pleading that it
was in the interests of the country that those who .wished to stay after the
54
}
War should be naturalised.
In retrospect, it seems curious that such a plea should have been
necessary:.

Large· numbers of refugees had served in the Fighting Forces.

Refugee specialists had been of considerable value to the War effort.
Academics, particularly in pure and applied Science.,had made a considerable
contribution to that effort, and refugees were prominent in the development
of atomic energy..

Refugee industries all over the country vrere employipg

a substantial number of British workers.

It was clearly not the intention

that people: should first be encouraged to set up factories, particularly in
the Special Areas, and then, after an unspecified time, close them down
again.
The Refugee Industries Committee prepared a deputation to the Home
Secretary, Mr. Herbert l<lC?rrison, to take place in the summer of 1944.

The

deputation was to discuss
II

naturalisation and, failing this; the removal .of time ·.-,
restrictions on permissions to stay in Britain."
55}

It is noteworthy that the Committee half expected to fail to persuade
the Home Secretary to naturalise industrialists and that it was ready with
an alternative.

In'explanation of this alternative, we might recall that

refugee industrialists, like other refugees, needed to have their residence
and work permits renewed annually.
which to plan the

develop~ent

This was an unsatisfactory basis on

of manufacturing businesses.

The Committee invited Col. Methven, the General Manager of North Eastern
Trading Estates Ltd to be a member of the deputation.

The Board of the
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Estates Company agreed to this on 12 May 1944 and informed the Commissioner
for the Special Areas.

56)

The ques·tion of naturalisation had been raised in Parliament on a number
of occasions by Members who were associated with the Committee, but the
answers were almost always rather evasive.

It was for this reason that·

Mr. James Griffith M.P., a Welsh miners' leader and a staunch friend of
refugees, tried to arrange for the Home Secretary to meet the deputation
organised by the Committee.
An undated and unreferenced confidential memorandum, almost certainly
written by Ernes.t Cove., the secretary of the Committee, throws some light
on the complexity of the matter at the time:-

"

I have had today an interview with Mr. James Griffith
at the House of Commons', He· reports to me that with
regard. to the. deputation, he has had-a .personal discussion with Mr. Morrison, during which Mr. 0. Peake
'(Under-Secretary) was present.
Mr. Morrison expressed himself as in sympathy with the
aims indica~ed by our deputation and considered that
if the cleputation. consis-ted. en.tirely of Members· of
Parliament·, he could not refuse to accept it. However,
if we insisted on the deputation at this time, we would
gain·nothing from it because he .. would be forced to say
that nothing could be· done at present. His. reason for
this being- that he was handicapped, because the: question
did not merely concern the Home Office but concerned
the Government as such and was linked up with the whole
question of naturalisation of refugee aliens and the
rehabilitation of Europe after the War •••
He did, however, indicate that it was advisable for usto continue our negotiations with Government Departments
ether than tile Home Office emu I gaineJ. t:."le impression
that if we could secure permits from other Government
Departments to take certain steps with regard to stabilising these industries, the Home Office would give
favourable. consideration to granting the necessary
exten~ions--of _permits."
57)

The advice given by the Home Secretary was taken.
dep~tation

In July 1944, the

was abandoned and, so far as we have been able to establish, it

. ·"' · ...
··. :.•..·-

..

'\.

was never revived.
In· the summer of 1944, the Committee presented a Nemorandum to the
Department of Overseas Trade.

Although mainly concerned with post-War

exports by refugee industries, it touched on several sensitive aspects of
the future of such industries in Britain.
According to the Newsletter of the Committee for July 1944
Memorandum

"

has been welcomed and praised by Members of the House
of Commons and the House of Lords and we have received
complimentary letters from a number of other important
personages. Reports have reached us which show that

58)

, the

\
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the questions· ··raised by us are now being· considered
by various Government Departments .~."
The Minister for OVerseas Trade, Mr. Harcourt Johnstone, received a
deputation of refugee industrialists to discuss the Memorandum in some
detail.

The r.Unister was asked at the outset, whether he considered refug_ee

industries to be a permanent feature of British economic life and he answered
that
:.·.It

in my view,. it is desirable that these industries should be
absorbed as soon as possible as British indust~ies. The
decision, however, rests partly with the Home Office." 59 )

The Minister

add~d

that the question of· the riglit to trade was under

immediate_consideration by the Home Office and that the matter had reached
its last stage.

He did not know what the decision would be, but he did

not think it would be negative.

He thought. that, because of the complexity

of the matter - the naturalisation of all. aliens was involved. and not just
that of refugee industrialists - the Home Office might make a temporary
decision on the right to trade.

He did not think this would be long delayed.·

and, for his part, he hoped it would be of a favourable. nature .•
According to a former member of the Tyneside Refugee Industries Association, a representative of the Ministry of OVerseas Trade visited the North
East sometime before the end of the. War.

He pointed out the overriding

~p

ortance of getting exports going again at the end of the War and he. invi.ted
the co-opera-tion of refugee industrialists, whose presumed remaining connecttions in foreign.markets and knowledge of foreign languages he· consideredto be important assets.
After the end of the l<V'ar, there wac; a gradual ec-.sing of thP. many
restrictions and requirements to which former refugees were still subjected.
For example, in 1947,the

lL~itation

on the lengL, of stay of those who had

arrived before the War was removed.

By 1948, the same category of refugees

no longer required a permit to work, nor the permission of the Secretary of
State before becoming company directors.
In the event, naturalisation

o~

all who wished to stay in Britain was

granted with a ·speed which astonished many.

Refugee industrialists

(a~ong

other categories of refugees, for example ex-servicemen) were enabled to
. make priority application, so that they were able to travel abroad in pursuit
of export orders.

The Refugee Industries Committee was able to persuade the

Home Office not to require any reference to naturalisation or former nationality in the passports issued to the· new citizens.
Within 3 years after the end of the War, naturalisation was almost
completed.

The problem had been· resolved much m9re satisfactorily than

anyone could have foreseen only a few years earlier..

The period of complete

absorption of the pre-War refugees from the Continent was beginning.
But the work of the Committee was not yet quite done.

Even ·after most ·

of its members· had been naturalised, the need for it seems to have been
accepted by most former refugee industrialists.

Their position was not yet

so strong or so normal that they felt able to dispense with such a useful
ally.

The Comm.l.ttee·' s facilities certainly appear to have been widely used:

In the second half of 1947, the case-work department of the Committee
reported that it had dealt with 1,800 requests for assistance!
But the name of the
and at the end of 1947

Co~~ittee

seemed no longer to reflect the situation

it was changed.

The word 'refugee' no longer figured.

in it.
In time, much of the work of the Committee was taken over by other
bodies, notably those· which dealt with res.ti tution. and compensation in.
Germany and, ·gradually,. the need for its existence decreased.
There is no doubt, however, that it played an important

~ole

in the

settlement of refugee industries in Britain and many. refugee industrialists
have told us that they· felt· a personal debt to Ernest Cove, its. secretary·
from its inception until his retirement in the spring of 1946.

Growth and Post-'¥7ar Foundations ·of

Re~J,lgee

Indust.r.ies

So far, we have considered the history of refugee industries which
were established before or during the first few months of the t·Jar .. During
the War it was generally impossible for refugees of

en~~y

nationality to

set up neN industries, unless it was in the n'3.tio!'aJ interest-.• One or two
managed to start under the sponsorship of British subjects and a small
number of refugees with passports of allied or friendly countries were able
to set up factories in products which required little or no scarce materials.

With the exception of firms which were heavily involved in the war
effort - and which declined ·temporarily in size and employment immediately
after the ·War -, the majority of refugee industries grew in the period .after
1945, some very rapidly.

We were able to obtain figures of employment of those firms which were
in production by February 1940 in factories of the North Eastern Trading
Estates Ltd or in ' Commissioner's ' factories administered by them and by
the

~lest

CUmberland Industrial Development Company Ltd. Ne have recorded

these figures on the tables in the following pages, as also the figures
for the same firms for 1963, and we have compared them with the figures we
obtained from these firms for our Case Histories, i.e. for 1974. The growth
pattern of most of the firms still in existence at our key date is quite
apparent.
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While the pre-War pattern of the establishment of refugee industries
was markedly uniform·, there were few common factors in the post-\·7ar period.
This period saw the foundation of some 30 firms by

former_r.efug~es,.

some-

of which became important in terms of employment and exports, particularly
in the North East. Indeed, by 1974 the average employment of the post-1945
foundations i:p. that part of the North was higher than that of the pre-1940
ventures.
A few of the post-War firms were founded by refugee ex-servicemen, who
found themselves in the North. for a variety of reasons. Others were founded
by sons of refugee manufacturers \-tho came to the North before the War. Others,
again, were set up in the North because of the inducements offered by the
Board of Trade under its location of industry policies. Finally, one or two
refugee firms, established elsewhere in Britain, moved to the North for the
same-reasons and because growth was likely to be easier, as labour was more
readily c!,Yailable than outside the Special Areas.
Because of the. varie-ty of 1:easons for which refugees established
industries in the North after the· War, we rely on our Case Histories to
identi~y

them in each particular case.

"By_ the early 1960's, many of the founders of the pre-War.. refugee. firms
who.,, were still alive were thinking of retiring or of selling out. This was
made necessary or desirable by a

co~bination

of factors affecting all small

or medium-sized British manufacturing industry. In some cases they handed
over to their sons or relations.
Some Notes on t.he E!nplo~ment.·Tables on ·.the ·Following Pages
The firms listed are those which operated. in factories administered
by North Eastern Tradi_ng Estates Ltd and. by the t-lest Curnberland Industrial
Development Company Ltd, whose records _go back to 1940. The list does not
include all the refugee -firms in existence in the North in February·l940.
·some of them were were established in

pr~ises

outside the control of the

Trading Estate companies.
In the North Ea.st, there were 7 firms in such premises: Adpreg, Castlecrafts, Eskimo Slippers, Li~e Sand Mortar, Thos. Mouget, Tyne Chemical Company
and Tyne Truck

&

Trolley Company. In \'Test Cumberland, Hornflowa, a substantial

firm, was in temPorary premises while a factory was being built for them on
the Solway Trading Estate at Maryport. It should also be remembered that
Marchon, the largest refugee venture in the North, did not start manufacture
in West Cumberland until 1941 and then in private premises.
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N\li!lPe.r ·of Employees, in ·Refugee. "Fi~~ E~t~~l~~~~~ .. ?Y -~~~z:u~ry 1940
in Factories Administe.red ·by ·North Eastern ·Trading ·Estates

·Ltd~

Figures for 1940 and.l963 by courtesy of English ·Industrial
Estat_es Corporation, which absorbed North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd in 1960. Figures for 1974 from our Case Histories )
February December November
1940
1963
.1974
Alligator Leather Goods Co.Ltd 107
Alsea Cardboard Boxes Ltd
Ap~etiser

Co.Ltd

13

148

125

57

44
no longer a

8

Belts & Trimmings Ltd

10

25

Julius Bernet Ltd

11

20

60

Burrell & Maurice.Ltd

11

136

400

3

9

5

67

267

200

* Fancy Crepe Paper Mills.Ltd

39

200

550

Great Norther·ri. _Knitwear Ltd

60

71

.100

F. Heller & Co. Ltd

12

so

100

Loblite Ltd

13

100

65

7

13

18

*

Builders' Chemicals Ltd
Ernest & Henry Ltd

*

Metal Paper

~7orks

Ltd

Norbrit Alloys Ltd

2

J. Nussbaum

2

Period Furniture Ltd
J.C. Solomon Ltd

*
*

1300

1830

390

Team Valley

15

60

160'

41

100

120

9

"25

100

675·

.. sso

3456

4817

~7est

Auckland Clothing Co.Ltd

444
1255

2)

absorbed by Tynebrand
200

Toilet Goods Mfg. Co.Ltd

s.ee note

liquidated

29

Tevaclo Ltd

inc. 300 outw.orkers,
see note- i)

liquida.ted

Team Valley Brush co.Ltd
Indsts Ltd

now Modelgrade Ltd

closed down

3

~7eaving

inc. SO outworkers

·liquidated

10

Sundox Ltd

*

325

manufactu~er

sold and removed from North

14

Sigmund Pumps (G.B. )Ltd

·Remarks

_____....

see note 3)
see note 4)
absorbed by Steinberg & Son.

Firms marked with an asterisk left Team Valley before 1963. They do not appear
on the statistics for that Estate and we estimated the employment for 1963, after
discussions with the firms concerned.
Note 1) Fancy Crepe Paper no longer exists. We have taken Matador as successor
1\
2}_ ~igu:r;es for 1963. and 1974 include those for Intern. Boilers, founded in 1961
"· 3) We included figures for Lion Brush,. resulting: . from split. Because Lion was
never on a Trading Estate, we have marked this firm with an asterisk
4) Tevaclo no longer exists in North, we have taken Distinctive Clothing as
successor, because it originated from a split.
II

Number .. of Employee.s in Refugee Firms

Est~U.sheo.·by._:February

1940

in Factories Administered by West Cumberland·Industrial ·Development·company Ltd
Figures for 1940 and 1963 by courtesy of English Industrial
Estates Corporation, which-absorbed the factories administered by vlest Cumberland Industrial Development Company Ltd
in 1960. Figures for 1974 from our Case Histories }
February December November
. "1963
. "1974
"1940
C'qii!berland Childwear Ltd.

113

Cumberland Knitwear Ltd

12

Cumberland Paper Co.Ltd

10

Cumbrel Ltd

18

Kangol Group
Lakeland Food Industries Ltd
West Coast Chrome Tanners Ltd
Trlest Cumberland Silk Mills Ltd

300
ceased trading in 1957
180
ceased trading in 1942

113

1300

76

260

117

300

50

2AO

468

·Remarks

1600

2620

While the Head Office of English Industrial Estates Corporation
at Gateshead was willing to give us employment figures for each firm
in the North East for the years 1940 and 1963, their Cumbria Office·
felt able to give us only totals for 1963, for reasons of confidentiality.
We note that the smaller number of jobs cYeated by refugee firms
in West CUmberland by February 194.0 were relatively more L'ilportant thin
the larger number on the North East coast: On that date, the total employment in factories of the West Cumberland Industrial Development Company
was 1,047, so that refugee industries accounted for 45% of the employment.
On the same date, the_ factories administered by North Eastern Trading
Estates Ltd employed about 6,000 people,_so that refugee industries accounted for only-21%. We shall come back

~o

the question of the relative import-

ance of refugee firms in the North· East and in

tilest Cumberland, but we shall

arrive at the same conclusion.
The figures both.. ·for the North East and for Trlest Cumberland show tne
considerable growth in employment between 1940 and 1974, even if the number
of firms-declined.
Because the English Industrial Estates Corporation (_or its predecessors} no longer· controlled more than a part of the factories available for·rent in the Special

~Ieas

of the North in the

post-Wa~

period,

and because of the extended time span over which the foundations of postWar refugee industries was taking place, it is not possible to provide
Sii!lilar tables illustrating their growth·, which was certainly considerable.
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CHAPTER 6 : THE CASE HISTORIES: SOME CONCLUSIONS
Number ·of Firms and to.tal Employment
We have given brief histories of

54

manufacturing enterprises

started by or in conjunction with refugees between 1937 and 1961 and
still in ex:i,stence in the Special Areas of the North on 1 November 1974.
The number of founders \'Tas approximately

100

The number of people employed by the firms included in our study
on 1 November 1974 was

l6,.:g.32 • A discussion of the accuracy of this

figure will be given later in this chapter.
"'1e

have also given brief' details· of refugee firms which were establ-

ished in the Special Areas of. the North during our time span, but which,
for a variety of reasons, were no longer in existence in the North on our
key date. The number of such firms was

22 •

The total number of refugee manufacturing firms in the Special Areas
of the North established betweeH 1937 and 1961 was, therefore,

76 •

The direct employment in manufacturing enterprises is not the· to.t·al
employment provided. The indirect

~ployment

by suppliers of goods and·

services, by Utilities, Banks and Public services is considerable.
Moreover, the influx of many new industries into and t..i-te creati.on·
of new industries within the Special Areas of the North since t."'l.e t.;"ar· has
made it possible to purchase an increasing range of goods and services
within the Areas. It follows, that the indirect employment created by
re~ugee

firms in the North is

quantify this employment,

\'Te

in~reasing,

but as it is not possible to

have not taken it into account.

Nor have we considered the employment created elsewhere in Britain
as a result of the establishment of refugee industries in the North, nor
that of. any firms founded after the end of 1961, the one exception having
been established in January 1962.
We have also omitted the employment created by refugees who set up
new product divisions within existing British firms in the North rather
than their own factories. Refugees who were active in this

resp~ct

include

the following:
Dr. H. Binder, from Germany, set up the manufacture of pressed steel
radiators at Joseph Cook Ltd, Washington, County Durham ( now
~1ashington

Engineering Ltd, a branch of the Hawker Siddley Group) •

It ... is believed that this was the first use of the process in Britain.
A Mr. Beck ( drowned at Sea on his way to Canada for internment there
when the Andorra Star was torpedoed in 1940 ),from Austria, set up the
manufacture of Oil Seals for the Automotive Industry at George Angus.
& Co.Ltd, Newcastle upon Tyne (now part of the Dunlop Group } • The
Di~ision

at one

t~me

employed 1,750 people.
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Mr. (now.Sir) Horace Heyman, from Germany, started the production
of battery-electric delivery vehicles at ·smith's Electric Vehicles
Ltd, Team Valley Trading Estate, shortly after the .end. of the

~7ar.

This firm was a subsidiary of Rington's Tea Ltd of Newcastle upon
Tyne.

The firm is now part of another group.

Our criteria, therefore, lead to an under-estimate of the total employment created by refugees in the Special Areas of the North from 1937 - 1961.
· Analysis·of

C~tego~ies

of Surviving Firms

. The following analysis has been ex.tracted from the· alphabetical and
classified indices of surviving firms in the North East and in West Cumberland on pages. l83,184i?94·. The classification itself is explained at the
beginning of chaper 7.
Foundations up to 1940
firms were set up by refugees on their own

26

( :r/a)

firms were set up by refugees in partnership with

3

local interests

(

I/b)

firms started manufacture in London and moved to

2

( I/c).

the North

31'
Foundations after 1940 (i.e., with a few exceptions, after 1945)
firms were set up by refugees already in the North.

14

Of these,
10 were spin-offs from or foundations by existing

(II/a)

refugee firms

4 were new starts by sons of refugee manufacturers

(II/b)

1

firm mov.ed to the north from another part of Britain

(II/ c)

8

firms were set up in the North under·Special Areas
(II/d)

facilities
23
Founders without·--Previous I-lanufacturing Experience
(';

The founders of

20

surviving firms had not been in manufacturing

business on their own account or connected with family firms before
arriving in Britain.

Of these,

!

were sons of refugee manufacturers.

Although the analysis in the indices does not indicate it, we know from
the case histories that· .§.others were young people on: arrival in
B~itain,

who ?ecame spin-offs from refugee firms in the North.

The remaining 10 founders l.rithout manufacturi.ng experience were

•

in a profession, or in business or in neither.

It is noteworthy, that

the founders of two of the three largest employers

Marchon and Kangol

had no manufacturing experience on their own account before arrival.
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Size of Firms, by ·E!!lploymen t.
Of the. 54
1

1.85%

4
13

firms surviving on 1 November· 1974
5

10

7.41%

II

II

11

so

(24.10%

II

II

51

16 . (29.63%

II

II

101

200

"

II

201

500

"

501

1,000

63

34

employed

-

'100

%

11

(20.37%

6

(11.12%

...

3

(

5.56%

"

54

between

over

1,000

100%

The Report of t..lte Committee of Enquiry on Small Firms _l)

t Bolton

Report) defined small. manufacturing firms as those employing·2oo people
or less. Our analysis shows that, by this defini.tion,

34

firms (" 63%

of refugee manufacturing ventures in the North ann surviving. on the
1 November 1974 were small firms.
The Bolton Coznmittee found, however, that the. average employment
in small manufa~~uring firms in Britain \-Tas only 25 •. The average employment of the _., 34· small firms in our case histories was ·· ·109 •
Of the 20 firms employing more than 200 people, exactly one half
were pre-\var foundations.
No meaningful results can be obtained by comparing the average employ....._
ment

l~·

firmj:; .. founded before and after 1940, because the

pre-19~0

founda-

tions include the three largest firms, which employ almost one third of
all the people in refugee. industries in the North.
!YPe of Industries set up by Refugees
Except for the chemial industry in West Cumberland, our case histories
show that _the refugee.:firms established in the North were in light industries. Those set up before the War began life with very small resources indeed. So SI!lall, that it is"difficult to understand how they survived and
prospered~

They clearly depended on skills, on the knowledge of a specia-

lised market or product and on sales ability. All these attributes, however,
would have been of little avail had it not been for the.tenacity and the
ability to improvise displayed by the founders.
With one or two exceptions, the industries set up before the War were
not in· any advanced technologies, but in relatively ordinary products which
happened not to have.been manufactured or readily available in

Britain.
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When we consider the post-War foundations, a somewhat different
picture emerges: While clothing and hosiery_manufacture still represented a considerable part of the new· starts, some new concerns.now
appeared to be both more capital-intensive and in more advanced technologies like chemicals, electro-chemical engineering, electronics and plastics.
In the case of other new starts, new markets

\~Ter.e

recognised for the pro-

ducts of more_traditional industries, for example in paper converting.
When the Trading Estates were established, it was expected that many,
if not most, of the new factories would produce goods for local consumption,
i.e. goods which.were, until then, imported into the region. This was seen
as an essential part
the Special Areas.

o~ tpe strategy for improving the economic strength of
2 ) We know from an analysis of goods produced on Tra-

ding Estates that this did not, in the event, occur·in more than a small
number of _cases. It certainly did not . apply to more than one or

bTo

refugee·

firms. Their products were specialised and, therefore, found a national
rather than a loc-al market, and most firms developed an-export-market.
Goods made for national retailers like Woolworth and Marks and
their way back to the region,

b~t

Spence~

found.

only in a single case we have studied, -

a firm of cardboard box makers - did

\'le·

note the intention to serve mai-nly

the local market.
Previous waves of refugees brought with them a limited range of new
crafts or skills, which were usually in the areas of basic demands: The
making of cloth - by Flemish and Huguenot refugees. -, the r.:taking o-f: clothes,:.
caps and furniture - by Jewish refugees in the_.late 19th century.
The refugee industries estab:ished in the North, and indeed in other
parts of the country, covered a wide field of specialised industries, as
the table at the end of this chapter indicates. The basic demands could perhaps now be satisfied only by large, often capital-intensive industries,
except for some specialities.
Criteria for measuring the Success of the Refugee Settlement
We do not know what the Authorities who encouraged the

establis~ment

of

refugee industries in the North expected, if indeed they ever·considered.this
question in any depth. We will attempt to arrive at some conclusions on the
success or otherwise of this settlement and we propose to use and examine
the following yardsticks:
·Employment
~e.

employment created by a relatively small number of founders- with

little capital - appears to be a considerable achievement. The size of firms
created in the majority of cases was of the kind of which the North had too
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few in comparison with the national average.
Many new skills were introduced and the training problems were
solved. In the course of this, the adaptability of labour in the Special
Areas of the North was demonstrated, particularly that of men coming from
entirely different industries and trades. The ability of women and cji:ds most of whom entered industrial employment for the first time - to learn
industrial skills-was specially mentioned by some of our firms.
Refugee firms created a range of new manageriaemployment opportuniJ

.

ties, and as this kind of employment \..,as difficult to obtain in the pr.e-1937
economy of the North, this was a desirable development. Furthermore, it seems.
that a fairly large proportion of refugee firms engaged in activities which
are usually described as Research and Development. Unlike branch factories which form 'the major part of new post-War industry in the North - refugee
firms carried ori most of these activities 'in house' and so created professional and technical positions.
Type· of Employment· c:):'eated"; Cross Check· on: total EmploYment.
We were interested to find out the ratio·. of skilled to unskilled employ-.
ment, and - because of some early doubts about t."'le r.elevance of refug.ee indust,...
ries - the ratio of male to female employment.
The Department of Employment receives quarterly returns under the
Statistics of Trade Act 1947 - the so-called 'L' return - from all manufacturers employing more than 5 people. This return distinguishes
and

fa~ale,

~etween

male

but not between skilled and unskilled employment, except for a few

categories of engineering workers. It appears_ that there is no general record
from which information on skilled and unskilled employment. may be obtained.
The '·L '· return is also supplied to the Department of Industry. The
Department was unable, for reasons of confidentiality, to provide either the
employment

~igures

or

t..~e

ratios of male to female employment for individuar··-- ..

firms, but it offered to give us the total employment and the overall ratio
for all the firms in our case histories. The former would be an excellent
check _against the figll!es we obtained from the firms

themselves~

We submitted a nuribered list of the firms in our case histories to the
Department of Industry, and in order not to miss any data_, we showed subsidiaries separately. For this reason, more firms were involved than appear separately as case histories and the numbering of the list we submitted does not
correspond to the numbering in the alphabetical and classified indices on
pages 183, 184 and 294. This must be borne in mind \..,hen reading the reply
by the Department of Industry of 1 November 1977, reproduced in Appendix 30.
We have analysed the employment of the fi:rm.;f~~ which the Department
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was unable to find any employment figures:·
Of the

9

firms,

4

were subsidiaries which we showed separately

in our enquiry to the Department, but not in our case histories. Their
employment is covered, therefore, in the Depa·rtment' s figures under the
name of the parent company.
Of the remaining

5

firms,

employed only 5 people,

1

4

are owned

by major groups. Their employment is almost certainly recorded under the
names of other companies than those we gave to the Department.
·According to our case histories, these
ment of

525

5

firms have a total employ-.

people.

On the ot.'l1er hand, we gave the name of one firm ·to the Department,
Northern Clothing Company Ltd, Shildon ) which we have since decided not
to include in our list of refugee foundations. As we understand that this
firm employed 275 people. in 1974, the adjustment to the Department's figure

525 - 275,

must,therefore, be

i.e. 250

According to the Department of Industry (see Appendix 30 ),
the total employment by the refugee f.irms in our list on 1 Npve.Ifl.ber 1977

16,000

was

250

Making the adjustment referred to above,

16, 2~0

we obtain a corrected total of

16,932

This compares \-lith our find·ings of
a difference of

682

in 16,250,

i.e. 4.2%

Considering that the figures were obtained in differ.ent '117ays, this must.
be considered a good correlation.

The Department used its records of employ-

ment declared at the time, while we had to rely on estimates for the year
19.74 by the firms concerned, usually without any reference to records.
..

.

·The ·overall'ratio·of·male·to female·emolovment on l
was given by the Department of Industry as

Nove~er

1. 2 :

1974

i

Of the 525 people employed in firms for which the Department could
not find any employment figures, 275

were employed in chemical and in

building material companies and 250 in glove making. If we assume that all
employment in the former group was male and in the latter female, the ratio
given by the Department is not affected. If we further correct for the inclusion
.· ·= ::: .. ··•

·of"a·· mainly female-.,employing firm which we decided to omi.t, we can say that
the ratio given by the Department of Industry should be slightly more in
favour of males.
The· fact that industries established by refugees employed slightly more
males than females in 1974 caused us

con~iderable

surprise. We would haye

expected somewhat more female than male employment, because of the nature

of many of the industries involved.
The result is particularly interesting because of the opposition
to light industries in the North voiced before, and to a lesser extent,
after the -war, on the grounds that such industries would not·.contribute
to the solution of. the main problem: Nale unemployment.
It is likely, however, that the ratio for the year 1940 would· have
shown a different picture for two main reasons:
We have already observed that a good proportion of the post-i940
ventures were in more sophisticated industries than those set up before
1940 and we expected their male/female employment ratio to be higher than
for the pre-War industries.
But even in the traditionally female-employing industries,

th~re

appears to have been a shift towards more male employment as these industries have become more technically based. This impression seems to be confirmed by the fact that, according to the Department of Industry ( personal
discussion), the unexpectedly high ratio of male I

fe~4le

employment

applie~

to light industry in general, although we know that ther.e has. been- a. large
expansion in the North of traditionally female-employing industries like
clothing manufacture.
Stability
Most of the refugee firms which survived internment, War conditions,
removal or close-down after acquisition by la_rge::;: groups,

~..rere

still in

existence in .the North on 1 November 1974.
This means that the majority of refugee firms established before the
~7ar

had been in existence, up to our key date, for at least 35 years-.
This must be considered a good record of stability.
An analysis of both pre-War and post-1940 foundations no longer in

existence in the North on our key date shows that
3

firms failed in the ordinary course of business

5

firms closed because of Internment or War conditions

2

firms transferred to other parts of the country

7

firms were closed down or removed after acquisition

5

firms are no longer in existence for a variety of reasons,

:·::.

2:?.

including owners' retirement, conversion to trader, etc.
This category also includes one or twu firms on which we
have insufficient information.

This analysis has been extracted from the alphabetical and keyed index
on page 336 :•.>
--·
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We note that out of a total of
firms, only

3

76

( pre and post-War

refugee

failed in the ordinary course of business.

Of the ..44·' pre-1940 starts,

31·. were still in exi.stence on the

1 November 1974.
Of the

32. · post-1940 starts, 23

were still in existence on the

1 November 1974.
Of the

22

firms no longer in existence,

9 "t-Tere post-19.40 starts.

·Loyalty to Regi.on
While there has been a large influx of light industry into the
Special Areas of the North since the vlar, the majority of enterprises new
to the region have been branch factories of national or international concerns. '!heir record of stability has, on the whole·, been good, but there
remains some·doubt about their permanent location in the region, particularly
in periods of. economic recession, i.e. precisely when. they are most needed.
But even if they were stable, there are certain disadvantages. in an over.representation of branch factories which we will not rehearse here.
The analysis in the previous section shows that only 2 refugee firms
which started their existence in the. North transferred to other parts. of·: the.
countr.t of their own ·accord. Both were post-1940 ventures. Closure or.
removal after acquisition is a problem, from the region's point of view,
which applies to all industry.

New:

Industries

The table at the end of this chapter shows the range of products
made by refugee industries in the North. It shows

~~e

wide variety of goods

made by them. Almost all of them were new to the North, some of them new to
Britain. Except for the chemical industry in 'l1est Cumberland, all of them
operated in light industries. They contributed, therefore, to the

diversif~

ication of the industrial base of the Special Areas of the North.
The chemical industry in West CUmberland established by refugees originally as a light industry - made a considerable contribution to the
diversification of industry in that part of the North. It made a novel use
of a local raw material and it revived the use of the port of

~fuitehaven.

It employs a considerable part of the entire labour force of the

~fuitehaven

area.
··Exports
Most of the firms we have studied have some export business, some of
.... :.. ·· ·:
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them a high percentage. ·A fe!N firms produce goods which ·at one time were
partly or wholly imported.
;.

·,.

Refugee. firms received -~--~./ Queen's Awards to ·Industry for exports
.up to our key date, but we are aware that additional Awards have been
won since then.
The number of. such Awards is higher than one would expect from a
random sample of·the same number of British companies as a whole.
Founders or members of their families appeared in the Honours Lists
on 6 occasions. The Honours included two Knighthoods, one CBE, one ·QBE
and two MBEs. Apart from, the Knighthoods, the other.awards appear all to
have been gained for export achievements.
Measur~ng

the· Success of the Refugee Settlement: Conclusion·

If our cri'teria are meaningful, it appears to us that the settlement
of refugee

indus~ies

in the North has been successful from the point of

view of the region.

Choice of·· Location
As we have seen-, the choice of location for refugee ven-tures founded
before the war was restricted, in practice, to one of the Special Areas.
Not only was it relatively much easier to obtain permission to settle. in
Britain after

agr~eing

to set up in one of the Areas, but by 1937 the first

factories were available for: rent on. Tradincj Estates and elsewhere. Furthermore, there _existed a range of sources of financial assistance and other
inducements .•
What we ·have to examine is

~1hy

the firms

\-le

have studied chose the

Special Areas of the Nor:t...,_ rather than those of viales or Scotland.
Objective· factors··appear to have played a part: In the North East, the
availability of a sui·table raw material ( sand ) , the nearness of the Scandinavian markets and financial backing from local interests were reasons given
to us for the choice.
Non-objective factors, however, seem to have played a much bigger role:
The prior settlement of friends or relations, the presence of a sizeable
Jewish community and of religious institutions -. particularly the existence
at Gateshead of an institute of Jewish Studies - , the personalities and the
salesmanship of the secretary of the Tyneside Industrial Development Board
and of the.Sales Manager and other officers of North Eastern Trading Estates
Ltd, or simply chance. ·
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In West Cumberland,_we know of only one case among. the early·
arrivals where an objective factor has operated: The suitability of the
local water persuaded the founders of a tannery to set up at Mil1om·.
Again, the personalities of the officers of the development organisations seem to have played a major, non-objective part.
Later, however, the remoteness from London and the absence of any
large towns which might become targets for enemy aircraft in time of war,
became factors in the choice of location, and the prier settlement of
friends

or relations again played a part, both before and after the War.

The founders of a number of surviving firms came from Kosice, a town· in
that part of Slovakia which was part of Hungary before 1919 and again
.after 1938.
Given, in addition, that communications in parts of the North East
were not good, - for example in South

~-7est

Durham - _., and less· than adequate

in West Cumberland, we must conclude that objective factors have not played
a major role in the choice of the North.

The

choice of location of some of the post-War refugee-firms was· based

on considerations which applied to British or foreign industries in general
and which require no examination in the context of this enquiry.
Suitability of Location
It is tempting to speculate on the suitability of location of refugee
industries which were established before the War and were persuaded' by the
Home Office and other Departments of State to set up in the North.
\'le

know that before the policy of exerting pressure on refugees was

adopted in the

s~~er

of 1936, most of them expressed a preference for the

Greater London Area - for reasons which the Board of Trade did not consider
Ufl.reasonable. ( see p. 127.} "t-7hat is certain is that very few refugee industries established before 1937 were located in Special Areas and we have not - ··
come across a single. firm in the Ncrt.h..
For the majority of firms, the pressure exerted on them forced them to
choose between four locations ( South

~-7ales,

South-vlest Scotland, West Cumber-

land and North East Coast ) of almost equal unsuitability, even if these
Areas had some advantages: These included lower wage rates, .a generally.. lower
cost of ·living and . the availability of factories to rent.
Refugee industries might \..rell have grown faster and to a greater importance in the London area and in some other places. Nevertheless, they prospered,
- reasonably in most cases and outstandingly in a few - in spite of their
location, to which they adapted from the beginning of their ventures.
From the standpoint of the national economy, it might well be that
reasunably successful and stable businesses in those parts of the country
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~here

they are badly needed are of greater importance than outstanding-

ly successful firms in London and in a few other places. If this proposition is accepted, we must conclude that Government policies were more
far-sighted than appeared at the time they were formulated.
Location became less important as firms became established and as
communications improved - after the r7ar -, but by this time the founders,
who bore the early inconveniences of a location which was·less than ideal,
had either died or retired.
The War itself made a location in the North - particularly in

~vest

Cumberland - very desirable, because the disruption, danger and stress
caused by the bombing of London and other large centres was, in the main.
avoided.
Changes of Location within the

~xeas

There has been some shift in the location of pre-War refugee firms
within the Areas of the North, particularly on Tyneside, or more precisely,
away from Team Valley.
The general requisitioning of factories during the War affected all
firms whose products were not of national importance •. A number of refug.ee
firms· were in this category and lost their factories, in ma-ny cases during
the absence of the founders in Internment. Most of them found some accomodation elsewhere on-Tyneside- even if such accomodation was at first much
less sat.isfactory - and never returned to

1

the Valley·

1

Others moved away from Team Valley after the t\lar. One of the reasons·
given for such moves was the high cost of space - in comparison with the
artificially low rents offered at the beginning - once the leases had run
out. More often, the real reason for their removal was the shortage of
female labour. Industries employing such labour had built up to such an
extent after the War that the required numbers could no longer be found
locally. Refugee firms, both pre and post-t-1ar starts, Il'.oved to other parts
of Tyneside in an effort to to find localities where competition for female
labour was less severe.
One c,>r two firms required more specialised buildings than were available
on Trading Estates and built their own factories in places where the local
authorities offered favourable conditions. A firm handling highly inflammable
raw materials ( see case history No. 29 ) was among this category of firms
which moved away from Team Valley.
The geographical pattern of the settlement of refugee firms on Tyneside,
the major settlement,. has, therefore, altered. Originally centred on. Team
Valley, refugee firms of pre-War foundation are now located all over Tyneside •
. . '{' -

'·I.
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Those which have started since the end of the

·y1ar

are located, with a

few exceptions at Team Valley, on the many new sites which have been
developed since then inaccordance with general regional policies and
needs.
The firms \'lhich had settled in

1

Commissioner 1 s

1

factories in the

smaller places in the-North East before the War appear to have retained
their original location, even where. their factories were requisitioned
during the War. Thus we find that all the refugee firms in West Auckland
and in West Chirton are still in their original factories, or in extended
buildings on the same sites. The reasons. for this appear to be generally
lower rents, fewer alternative locations in the vicinity and less competition
for labour.
In West Cu:inbe·rland, requisitioning of factories during the War affected
refugee firms only marginally, because most of them did essential work, and
we understand from the Estates Corporation that none of them had to find
3
alternative accomodation. ) When short of labour .after the t'7a·r; a few firms·
set up small work units in places where ther.e was some·· available .labour, but
they did not remove their main factories.
Origin of Refugee Industries in the North
We have noted that the oven;helming ltl..ajority of refugee ·industries
in the North East originated from Germany, while about half the founders
of the surviving firms in West Cumberland came from Hungary, or at least
from those parts of Czechoslovakia which were annexed by. Hungary in 1938.
t'1e

find it difficult to explain this marked difference in origin,

because we kn9w that the Development Organisations in both parts of the
region made efforts to attract industries from all countries in Europe from
which refugees came.
T;he North East attracted a number of Polish, Hungarian and Czech firms····
including a most important Czech firm ) , while there were one or two German
and Austrian firms ( the Austrian firm being the largest refugee venture in
~he

North ) in West Cumberland, but the

differen~e

is,nevertheless, notable.

We have not investigated the reason for this difference between the
East and West of the region, which may be due to chance or, at least, to
non-industrial factors.
Importance of Refugee Industries in the North
The relative importance of refugee industries on the North East Coast
and in West

C~~erland

can best be illustrated by reference to the unemploy-

ment in the two parts of the region at the end of 1934, i.e. at a·time when
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the.business recession was over and when.the North was left with a
huge structural problem:
Unemployment

Employment by ..

in 1934

refugee firms

(A)

.. .l,J?. 1974

*

Durham and Tyneside
West Cu.'llberland
Region

*

B

X

100%

A

(B)

176,862

10,552

5.96%

13' 530

6,380

47.15%

190,392

·. ],:6,932

8.89%

Source: CSAEW:, 1st Report, Cmd 4957 , London, HMSO, 1935, p.94, App.l
The figures refer to 26 November 1934
We see, therefore, that refugee industries were relatively much more
important in West Cumberland than on the North East coast as a "'hole,
although their importance in some districts in the North East, for example
in South West Durham, was relatively greater than the overall figure for
the North East suggests.
We have not felt it important to investigate the total sales. of
the firms we have studied and have accepted the approximate figures which
were given to us. Some firms toJ'ere unwilling to release the'ir sales figures.
We estimate that total sales by refugee firms in the North in 1974·
were between £ 140 and 150 million.
Similarly, we have insufficient information on the total value> of
exports, but we believe that E 40 - 50 million is a reasonable guess.

E 20 million is attributable to a single firm: Marchon Products Ltd.
Spin - Off
Dennison has
produce

1

cla~~ed

metabolism

1

-

that the newer industries are more likely to
we now call it

~pin-off

- than the traditional,

interlinked industries in the formerly depressed areas •
. It did not occur to us until we had studied more than half the firms
forming the subject of our case histories that it might be instructive to
test this claim in the case of the new industries founded by

refugee~.

Although we asked less than half the firms in our study, we obtained
quite a few examples. The information cannot, however, be considered complete, even for the firms we asked. Founders night well have been able to
give us more comprehensive information, because they were often in closer
contact with their employees than those who followed them. Their successors,
whether family or managers of new owners,

see~ed,

in the main, to know only
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the more signif.icant spin-offs, if they were aware of them at: all.
The fact that we were able to quote a relatively larger number of
spin-offs from the firm of which we were the principal founder has two
causes:

The electronics and instrument industries exhibited a high degree

of spin..,.off everywhere in the world since the last War.

Furthermore, we

have taken an interest in the enterprise shown by former employees.

But

even in our own case, the information is unlikely to be complete.
It is a fairly general experience that small firms generate relatively more spin-off than large ones, - t\oTO of
in our study could not quote any spin-offs

the three

largest refugee firms

T"nis.may be because the lea-

dership displayed by the founder is 'catching', or at least, is seen capable
of emulation.

The small means available to most refugee industrialists and

the h.igh degree of improvisation they were forced· to adopt in order to survive in the early stages may have played a particularly inst.ruc.t·ive· role.
Whatever the reasons, the examples we have been able to quote seem to
confirm Dennison's conclusions that areas
experience
•

•

act~v~ty.

cont~ining

the newer industries

" a continuous process of the eoergence. ·Of new forms of economic
11

4)

OUtlook
The importance of refugee industries in the
Scotland and

~'lales

Spe~ial

Areas of England,

is nmo1 much less in relation to such industries in Britain

as a vlhole than in 1939.

In February of that year, the Home Secretary said

that two out of three refugee manufacturing firms in Britain were· located in
.

5)

the Special Areas. .

In spite of the post-War 'stick and carrot' policies of successive
Governments, the vast majority of refugee-founded manufacturing firms in
Britain are now located outside the Special Areas.
more than 15% of the

a~ployment

It is doubtful

whethe~

created by refugees in the manufacturing

sector in Britain are now located in the Special Areas, and the share of the.·
North is unlikely to be more than 5% of the national total of such employment,
and probably a good deal less.

It is exactly for this reason that it has been

possible to compile a_ complete record of refugee firms in the North.

It

would appear feasible to produce a similar record for the Special Areas of
Scotland and

~vales

and this, in turn, may lay the foundations for a national

record.
Successful small and medium-sized refugee firms, or even the larger or
large

o~es,

were not excluded from the trend of acquisition by larger groups.

The death of the founder, lack of growth capital, estate duty prospects and the
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gt!neral problem~ of carrying on manufc.~cturing business si.nce the middle
.of the 1960s were some of th13 reasons for the sale of refugee firms.
As our alphabetical and classified indices shm.;, 33

out of the

surviving firms in our study have been acquired, \dth one or

t\-10

54

except-

ions, by larger groups.
Only a few refugee firms depended on a local market or on local ra\<7
materials, and even fe\<Ter had the kind of plant \'lhich might be considered
immovable. There was

alwa.y~;

be moved away from the

the risk, therefore, that refugee firms might

Area~

after acquisition, particularly because the

base of most ne\17 owners ·...as O".ltside the region.
The favourable grant and tax policies in the Special Areas have so
far prevented the widespread removal of refugee firms by.their new owners.
In some cases, the special skills acquired by the work force over many
years has been a stabilising factor. But the poGsibility of removal is
always there, particularly in times of economic difficulties. One or two
firms have, in fact, been moved a\'ray by their new owners in the cause of
rationalisation of production and overheads since we started this enquiry,
i.e. since 1 November 1974.
on,_ the other hand, we have been told of cases where the new ,ov:ners
are making substantial investments in the acquired firms. It is impossible
to evaluate, whether the factors making for removal or for increased
investment are

mo~u

important at this time.

Those refugees who arrived as children before the War are now reaching
an age where new starts are increasingly less likely and, with the possibil.· ity of starting factories of small size almost

anywhe~e

in the country, we

can say that the peak in the number of refugee firms in the Special Areas
of the North was probably in the middle of the 1960s and that the number of
firms founded by refugees in the

~xeas

will inevitably decline.

In the short run, - given a return to

eco~omic

expansion - , such a

decline may be compensated for by a continuing growth in the employment
provided in the remaining firms in the Areas, but in the longer rtm, the
contribution by refugee-founded industries to the solution of the structural problems of the Special Areas of the North will decline.
Although we have not investigated any refugee industries four.ded after
1961, we have a general impression that the numbers involYed in the Special
Areas of the North are small.
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TyPes of Industries established by Refugees in the ..
''Special Areas of the North, 1937 - 1961

Adhesives·

Knitwear

Boilers and Radiators

Leather Goods

Brushes and Artists' Brushes

Leather Tanning

Building Materials

Mechanical Handling

Buttons and Dress Ornaments

Millinery

Car Accessories

Packing Materials

Chemicals, Fine

Paper Converters

. Chemicals, Industrial

Plastics; Converters

Clothing

Plastics, Foam

Curled Hair

Plastics, Manufacturers

Electrical Accessories

Pumps

Electro-chemical Engineering

Safety Belts ·and Helmets

Electronic Controls

Scientific Instruments

Fabric

Slag and·Scrap Recovery

~nd

Cloth

Foodstuffs

Small

Footwear

Spectacle Frames

Furniture

Sports Goods

Gifts and Novelties

Sports Wear

Gloves

Toys and Fancy Goods

~Ietal

Hosiery

This list refers to surviving firms only.

Ware
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CHAPTER 7 : THE CASE HISTORIES
Classification
The case histories of surviving firms are divided into those on the
North East coast and those in t-7est Cumberland.

They are presented in

alphabetical orper within this division, but numbered continuously. In
addition, they carry references in accordance with the following categories:
I. Industries started by refugees up to 1940

there are sub-divisions bet<tTeen
a. those which were set up by refugees on their own
b. those which were set up by refugees· in partnership with

lo~al

interests
c. those which were originally started in London but moved to the
North before 1940
Where refugee ventures resulted from a split between two partners
who had set up a firm under the main category, we have classified them
under this category, even if_the resulting additional firm was set up
after 1940.
II. Industries started bv refugees after the War, or at

l~ast

after 1940

there are sub-divisions bet,,·een
a. spin-offs from existing refugee firms in the North, <tTith or

without the participation of the existing firms, but excluding
ne•11 starts by sons of refugee manufacturers
b. new starts by sons of refugee manufacturers
c. firms

whi~h

were established elsewhere in Britain and moved to the

North
d. refugee firms established in the North bec?-use of Special Area
facilities; other factors, like the presence of families or friends
may have played a part in the choice of location
We have not, in this main category, distinguished bet\veen those

\~ho

set up firt:ls of. their own ·or with local or national interests.
In addition, we have marked. those firms vrhose principal founder or
founders had been associated with their mvn manufacturing businesses on the
Continent ( although not necessarily in the same line as in Britain ) with
an

M , and those firms which were

with an

acqui~ed

or had become Public Companies

A
Example of Case·History Reference

Case history reference 3l.A/ I/a/M means that the firm is

nurr~er

31

in our case histories, that it was set up before 1940, that the founders had
their own

ma~ufacturing

par~icipation

business on the Continent, that it was set up without

by local interests and that the firm has been acquired.
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The case histories of surviving firms are followed by brief notes
on those firms founded by refugees which 'N'ere no longer in existence in
the Special Areas of the North on 1 November 1974.

Again, they are sub-

divided between those on the North East coast and those in West Cumberland,
presented in alphabetical order within these areas and numbered continuously.
The index of

~~ese

firms is provided with a key showing the reason for their

disappearance from the North, and \-rith an asterisk indicating the post-1940
foundations.
General Arrangement of Case Histor.ies .
The first part of the case histories is uniform for all of them.

It

contains factual information, so far as this was obtainable.
The next section contains the background of" the founder(s) and of
their activities on the Continent, where this applies.
This is followed by a brief history of the firm since its foundation,
including any special features, markets, achievements etc.
The length of the case histories is not related to the importa-nce or
size of their subjects, but rather to the information obtainable. the founders have died, or

w~ere

~lliere

their families are no longer connected

\-rith firms,- the information is often rather limited, hc•,;ever .tmportant the
-F"
-l.rrn.

On the other hand, we have made no attempt to reduce the information
given to us from \-Thatever source, even where small firms were

involved~-

t--ie

felt that any such information would add something· to the general picture.
Chang~s

in Firms' Names, Subsidiaries

&

Associates, Present O.·rnershio.

vfuere the original name of a firm has been changed since its foundation,
we have always used the original name, followed by the present name in
brackets.

In this way, future students >>lill be able to trace such firms

more easily.
Where a firm has one main subsidiary, we have put this underneath
--the name of the firm.

-vlhere there are a number of subsidiaries or

associate~,

we have recorded them either in the body of the text or at the end of a case
history, if we have been given the information. We have made no effort to
obtain

co~prehensive

information on the structure of firms.

So far as present mmership is concerned, we ignored the key date.
tve have given the mmership at the time we interviewed the firm or its
founders or families.
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Accuracy of Information presented
~n

almost all cases of firms still in existence on' 1 November 1974,

we obtained our information by personal interview.

We talked with found-

ers where they were still alive, with members of their families, former
associates or long-serving senior employees, where they were not.

In a·

few cases we had to rely on managers of successor firms to provide some
or all of the information.

In a number of cases, our enquiries had to be

made in London and other parts of the country.
t-iherever possible, we had the case histories checked by those who gave
the information.

In this \-ray, errors or misunderstandings were corrected,

so that we are entitled to claim a hig·h degree of accuracy.
In the case of firms no longer in existence on _our key date, we have
not made any exhaustive efforts to trace founders or their fam-ilies and
associates, and we relied- on·information frcma variety of sources.

We are

not, therefore, claiming the same degree of accuracy as in the category of
firms still existing.
A number of. founders ·or their remaining ciose relatives died.while. this:
study was proceeding and before

\·re

had the opportunity to interview them.

Spin - Off
We had some difficulty in deciding which new starts should be included
in spin-offs.

Clearly, employees who left a refugee firm and immediately

set up a business of their own in a field r.elated

to~

the training they re-

ceived or the experience: they gained must be considered spin-offs.

A more

difficult problem arises when an employee leaves a firm and. works elsewhere·
before. setting up his

0'\oi'r.,

venture.

In the end, we decided to include all those who had worked at some
stage with a refugee firm we have studied.
ral air of

en~erprise

We took the view that the gene-

contributed to the decision even by those who may have

had a relatively brief contact with the firm concerned.

In any case, the .

majority of spin-offs on which we obtained information, i.e. those arising
from about half the firms we studied, fall into the fully-justifiable class.·
We have discerned 4 categories of spin offs:
1) firms founded by refugees who left the employment of a refugee
firm in the North
2) firms founded by local people \-rorking at some stage for a refugee
firm
31 firms resulting when partners in a refugee firm separated.
We have found 4 such firms, of which

~

were splits from pre-1940

refugee ventures
4} firms founded by sons of refugee manufacturers .

might be considered as spin-offs, particularly if they
engaged in the same or in related industries as their
fathers.
parated

Except in one case, where father and. son se~~ny

years after founding a firm together, we

have not done this.

The ventures of the sons are, in

any case, covered by their own case histories.
In considering spin-offs, we have ignored
a) our key date, i.e. we have recorded spin-o.ffs on which
v-;e obtained information .,.;ithout any reference to their
date of formation, partly because this information was
in most cases· difficult to obtain
b) the possible demise of such spin-offs, except in a few
cases .where we had personal knowledge.
c~

we have not dis.tinguished bet,v-een spin-offs in the North
and elsewhere in the country.
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ALPHABETI~L

AND· CLASSIFIED ·INDEX

Firms still in existence on 1 November 1974
North East
Case History Ref.

Name of Firm and Product

1. A/ I/c/M

Alligator Leather Goo¢!~ Co .• Ltd
Handbags, Travel Goods

2. A/ I/a/1:-1.

Alsea Cardboard·Boxes Ltd
Cardboard Boxes

3. A/II/d/M

Arosa Hosierv Ltd
Knitwear·

400

I/a/M

Julius Bernet Ltd
Souvenir Dolls

60

4.

Employment
125
44

5. A/ I/a/M

Builders' Cheinj,cals Ltd
Mortar and Cement·Additives·

6.

Burrell & Maurice Ltd
Quilts, Bedding, Sports Goods

450

7. A/ I/a

Castlecrafts Ltd
Toilet Bags, Dress Accessories, ·

150

8. A/II/d

Chemical Compounds Ltd
Fine Organic Chemicals

110

9. A/II/d/M

Co'!!11-nercial Plastics Ltd.
P.V.C. Fabricators

950

Distinctive Clothincr. Co. Ltd
Boys' School Wear

120

ll. A/II/c/M

Dukes & r-!arkus Ltd
Ladies' Fashions

820·

12. A/J:I/a

Durworth Ltd
Men's and Boys' Outer Wear

100

Ernest & Henry Ltd
Buttons, Buckles & Dress

200

10.

13.

A/

I/a/~1

I/a/M

I/c

5

Orn~~ents

General Fo&~ Products Ltd
FoaT!l Cushioning from Plastic \•laste

370

Great Northern Knitwear Ltd
Outer Knitwear for Men

100

neaten Paper Co. Ltd
Paper & Plastic Novelties

100

F. Heller & Co. Ltd
Boys' Sports \vear

100

18. A/II/b

Joyce, Loebl & Co. Ltd
Scientific Instruments, Electronic Controls

600

19. A/II/b

L.C. (Taylorwear) Ltd
Girls' Outer Wear

200

14.

II/a.

15. .A/ !/a/M
16.
17.

20.

II/ a
I/a/M

II/a/rlf.

21. A/ I/a/M

Lestawear Ltd
Tartan Kilts

so

Lime Sand ~ortar Ltd
Ready !>lixed Hortar

60
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·Case·History ·Ref.

Name.of Firm and Product

22.

I/a/t-1.

Lion Brush \-7orks Ltd
Artists' & Cosmetic Brushes

23.

I/a/~-1

Lobli:te ·Ltd
Electrical Accessories & Small Metal Ware

Empl.oyment

190
65

24. A/II/ a

Matador Paper Mills Ltd
Fancy & -Industrial·Pape·rs, Toilet Rolls

25. A/ I/b/H

Metal Paper Harks Ltd
Metallised Paper

26.

Thomaf? ?ft.ouget & Co~L:tq
Slag & Scrap Recovery in Steel Industry

200

I/b/M

55.0
18

27.

II/a

Neolith Ltd
Wood Wool Slabs, Building Components

150

28.

II/b

North Eastern Clothing Co.Ltd
Ladies I . Outer v7ear.

200

29.

II/a/M

Plus Products Ltd
Adhesives & Sealing Compounds

100

30. A/II/d

Rema Ltd
Fabric Gloves

250

31. A/ I/a/M

Sigmund J?umps (G.B.)" Ltd
Pumps & Heating Syst~~s

32. A/II/d

·stella ·Building Products Ltd
1i1ood vlool Slabs

100

Team Valley Brush C::o .• Ltd
Artists' Brushes

200

34- A/ I/ a

Team Valley Weaving Industries Ltd
Furnishing Fabrics

160

35.

I/a/M

Toilet Goods Mfg. Co. Ltd
Sports Bags, ·childrems' Toy Ite.'lls

36.

I/a/M

Torday Ltd
Electrochemical & Mechanical Engineers

300

37. A/ I/a/M

T'Jne Chemical·Co.Ltd
Etched Al~~ini~~ Foil, Aluminium Anodising

150

38.

Tyne Textiles Ltd
Casual & Sports t·lear

300

.33.

39.

I/a/N

II/b
I/b/M

40. A/ I/a/M

Tyne· Truck & Trolley Co.Ltd
Mechanical Handling Devices
West Auckl~nd Clothi.ng Co. Ltd
Women's and Girls' Outer 1i1ear

1830

-100

25
550
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Case History Reference:
Firm:

Addres;;:
Founder(s}:
Fci"under(s)' Caoit<ll:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s}:
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Velum~

of Sales in- 1974:
Exoorts in 1974:

Last - ·knO\·m Ownership:
Source of

Info~mation:

Were _sirr.ilar Products made or
soid in country of origin?

1. A/ I/c/M

ALLIGATOR LEATHER GOODS COt-1PANY LTD

St. Helen's Auc;kland Trading Estate ,
~'lest Auckland, County Durham
The

Sc~~idt

( Smith

family

!·:-ot knol.;n, probably small
1.932 ( in London ) , 1938 in- the North

Handbags and Travel Goods
125

N_ot r.1ade available

"
T.~.

II

II

Leather Goods Ltd

Mr. H.S. Rollman, a former Director

Yes

Reason ~or Establishment in a
Scecial Area of the North:
Pre-War

foun~ation:

Expansion proble:ns in London and
financial assistance in the North

Post - 1940 Foundation:
F9r Pre-t>Jar Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from SpeciCJl il.rea
Financial Sources:

Documents Available:

==-=·--=-=--=-~-~---~-~--·

--·-···-·-····-··--------

J.Hmost certainly_

Believed to have been substantial.
Nuffield Trust and probably S.A.R.A.
None
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Alligator Leather Goods Co. Ltd
The brothers Adolph ( born in 1885 ( and Nathan ( born in .the early
1880's ) Schmidt founded A.N. Schmidt

&

Co.• at Offenbach, the centre of·

the German leather goods industry before the first world War.

The firm

produced handbags and travel goods in the mediuin quality range and became
a well-known and substantial

nal'il'!~

in that trade.

After the first world War, the firm opened retail shops in six of the
main cities in Germany, trading under the.·ri.ame 'Alligator'.
chain of

ret~il

shops u.."'lder the na"!le

1

5 PS'

In 1932, ·another

( 5 price ranges ) was opened.

A nephe\-l of the brothers Schmidt, Fritz Schmidt· ( Fr.ed SI:lith ). moved to·
London to act as an agent in Britain.

By 1932, however, it was decided that

the high import duties on leather goods made it desirable to manufacture in
Britain.

The company was founded in that year and took over small premises

in Old Ford, London.

H.S. Rollman, who had worked in the German company

since 1918, joined F. Smith in London, as did
of

~~e

s.

Wettermann, another member.

Offenbach team.

Under Nazi pressure., the brothers Schmidt: w·e:re forced· to sell.. their
business in Germany and, toget.'l-ter \.;ith Nathan 1 s son Henry and nephews Arthur
Scl'-..midt and Sidney Am.erikaner, they

a~rived

in Britain. in the spring of 193.8.

Because the small London premises could not J::.e expande.d., and because·
of the financial assistance available in the Special Areas - a matter of
importance to them, as they arrived \vith very small resources -

negotiations

started \vith the Com.:nissioners for the Special Areas and vlith the Special
Areas financial support agencies.

After

inspecti~g

a

n~~e:r

of sites, it was

decided to come to Bishop Auckland, where 4 factories were being planned by
North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd for the Commissioner.

Alligator occupied

the first of these and started production of handbags in August 1938.
The firm· brought with them 20 of its skilled workers from London.
Houses were built for tha"!l by the local council near the factory.

Few of

these workers stayed more than a short time in the North East.
Before opening its·factory, the firm set up a training centre at
Bishop·Auekland.
H. S. Rollman recalls that the economic situation was so difficult in
1938, that half the shops in High Street, Bishop Auckland, appeared to.be
unoccupied.
The firm got off to a good start, but on 19 November 1938, the factory
and most of the plant

~~

destroyed by 'fire.

Temporary premises were taken

X

at Team Valley Trading Estate, Gateshead, and workers and staff \-lere transported daily to and from Gateshead.

?ne fire also damaged the adjoining

factory of another refugee firm, Ernest & Henry Ltd (see case history no.l3 ).
The firm· moved back into its own factory at St. Helen's
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Alligator Leather Goods Co.Ltd
Auckland in May 1939.
In 1939, retail 'shops \.;ere established trading under the style of.
SS Handbags. The number of

the~e

shops grew to 13 after the War, which

were located mainly in the North of England.
During the War, the factory was requisitioned for de.fence purposes
and the firm moved, once more, - this time to the Old Billiards Hall at
Bishop Auckland. Internment did not affect the firm seriously, because
both

t-t.r •.

Rollman and Mr. F. Smith had acquired British nationality just

before the t·7ar. The rest of the family, however,· was interned for some
months.
The War saw a change of production to military items such as uniform,
ammunition and rifle belts. Production was ·also carried out on· behalf: of.
three other leather goods manufacturers under the concentration-of-industry
scheme •.
After the v1ar 1 the firm moved back to

it:..~

premises Cit

S~.

Helen's

Auckland. Production of· handbags was resumed and· soft luggage \V'as iri.tro- ·
duced. A successful export trade to Scandinavia \·Tas developed.
Adolph ScbT.idt, the younger brother, died

sudden~y.

in

1952~

aged 67,

and Nathan Scl".midt died in the late 1960's. On his death, his son Henry
Smith MBE became managing director; and nephe,., Arthur Sniith financial
director.

The SS Handbag shops tV'ere gradually sold off in the 1960's.

Fred Smith, and Sydney Amer ikaner, \-Tho had ·managed the· shops, retired
in 1966, Arthur

Smit.~

in 1967.

H.P.. Rollman, ,.,ho was the only director.

who was not a member ·of the family retired in 1968 and Henry Smith MBE in
1973~

On his· retirement, the firm was acquired by its present owners.
Since the death or

retir~~ent

of the family and of H.R. Rollman,

the firm, which at one time employed 300 people, declined in importance.
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Case History Reference:
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder (s)' Ce.cital:
Year qf Foundatipn:
Product (s)
Employmen~

:

on the 1.11.1974:

·volume of Sales in 1974: ·
Expo:.:ts in 1974:
Last -

kno~m

Source of

Ownership:

Informat~on:

Were similar·Products made or
sold in ·country of orioin?

ALSCO

CARDBO~D

2. A/ I/a/M

BOXES LTD

Kingsway, Team Valley Trading Estate
Gateshead, 11., Tyne & Wear
William M. Alberti

£ l,OOO
1939

Cardboard Bcixes
44

Not made available
None
Reed Paper Group
Founder

Yes

Reason for Establish.rnent it: a
Soecial Area of the.North:
Pre-'i"7ar Foundation:

Private Introduction to North Eastern
Trading Estates Ltd

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For

Pre-v~ar

Foundations only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:

No

Assistance from Special Jl.rea
Financial Sources:

No

Documents Available:

Letter of permission from Home Office to
enter Britain and start factory at Team Valley,
Gateshead
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Alsea Card)::)oard Boxes Ltd
The family business of the

founde~,

M. Mayer, of Coblenz I Rhein,

had been in the paper-converting business since 1862.

Early

~roducts

included pill ·boxes, cartridge cases for the Prussian army, and cardboard
boxes for a variety of trades, later the business developed increasingly
into that of a manufacturing stationer.
On the· death of his father in 1928, vlilliam Alberti took over the ·.

management 9f the business, which had become the largest ern?loyer in Coblenz,
with a labour force of 650.

He was ·then 23 years old.

Although he ·had never been to Britain,

v7. Alberti spoke fluent Eng.lish

and his wife, who had graduated in Mathematics and Physical Sciences, had
spent a summer at Exeter University. Early on· in the·Nazi period, they
decided that, if emigration became necessary, they would try and settle in
Britain.

For various family reasons, an early. emigration was impossible.·

In the spring of 1938, when it became clear that people of Jewish descent
could not remain in Ge:nnany, W. Alberti met a rela·tive., Walte.r Scooler, 'at

v7. Scooler had a cardboard box fac·tory in· Saxony·

the Leipzig Spring Fair.

and he suggested that he and W. Alberti should set up a factory together in
Britain.

vi. Scooler· had a business friend in Luton who. put ·the prospec.tive

partners in touch with the North Eastern Trading. Es.tates Ltd:.

N.• Alberti

obtained a passport to make a trip to Britain, ostensibly to get export.orders
and he came to Gateshead in r·lay 1938.

He was very impressed with the facili-

ties and· the helpfulness of the officers of the Team Valley T::.ading Esta.te •.
After consultation with

w.

Scooler, he made another trip to Britain and met

the Sales Manager of the Estates Company, H.J. Whitehouse, in·London. On this
occasion he signed a lease for a 1,500 sq.ft. factory at Team Valley,

Gate~head.

Solicitors were instructed to obtain visas for the Alberti and Scooler families.

Because of an earlier family connection with Lord Mancroft, the latter

agreed to sponsor the application.

On the return trip from his visit to

Britain in May 1938,. W. Alberti met an American relative in Holland, ·who agreed
to lend £ 1,000 as the starting capital for the Gateshead venture.
The necessary sale of the business in Coblenz proved diffic.ult, because
it was a relatively large undertaking and competitors were eager to see it
disappear.

Eventually, a buyer was found who agreed to buy the business for

one quarter of its book value.

The Nazi Labour organisation,

w~ose

agreement

was required in such cases, insisted on an even lower price and made other
conditions affecting the buyer, including the employment of party members.
A few days. after the completion of the sale, W. Alberti was arrested in
connection with the events of the lOth November 1938 and sent to the Dachau
concentration camp, from which Mrs. Alberti was able to free him after a few
days because of their impending departure for Britain.
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Alsea Cardboard Boxes Ltd
After paying the punitive taxes demanded from emigrants of Jewish
exch~nge

descent and with the transfer losses incurred by the artificial

w.

rate,

Alberti was left with £ 190.- from the sale of his assets.

He and his family arrived at Gateshead in January 1939, after Nazi
offic.ials had delayed his departure by some \·;eeks by various chicaneries.
The 'S' in Alsea referred toW. Scooler. For various reasons, he never·
succeeded to escape from Germany before the tolar, which he barely survived.
After the tvar he emigra·ted tq the

r7.

USA~

Albe:!:"ti spent half his. capital on

second-ha~d

The other half was retained as working capital.

box-making. machinery.

He found excellent labour,

which stayed \V"ith the firm for many years.
There were f·ew box makers in the area, and only one at· Tea% Valley:
Fibre· Boa:!:"d Boxes Ltd. W. Alberti \'Tas introduced to its _Managing Director
Mr. Arthur Nichols.

This proved to be his first stroke of good luck, because

Arthur· Nichols became a fi.rro friend until his death many years later.
The fir·st O:!:"der obtained by the f·irre was from a milli·ner· at· •.rynemouth.
It Has for 36 hat--boxes.

The second. customer was a refugee manufacturer who

had. arrived only recently ( see case history no. 4, Julius Bernet Ltd. ) •
J. Bernet

became not only a customer but. a friend and advisor.

The next

customer \·Tas another refugee firm { see case history· no .1, Alligator Leather
Goods Co. Ltd ) •

The order fron Alligator \V"as so large in relation to the

the firm's resources that r7. Alberti had to a·sk· for an advance to cover the
cost of 10 tons of board, vThich then a.'!loun ted t·o £ · 100.A willingness t,, gi•Je se.:vice led to anott.er important custon:er for
the firm: A

Te~~

Valley firm of toffee-makers requi:!:"ed lids only for boxes

which had been lost in transit. The supplier of the
lids only.

b~xes

refused to supply

Alsco agreed to make the lids and this so impressed the customer

(Dainty Dinah) that it recommended Alsea to another firm of toffee makers at
Durham ( ~dams) who also became important customers.
By July 1939, the original space had become too small and another 1,500
sq.ft. of spa.ce were rented. The rent for this was bl'ice that of the original.
space.

It had increased from £ 52.- to £ 104.- per annum!

At the outbreak of the tolar, the foreman left to join up.
which was imported from P.olland because it was slightly

The raw material,

cheape~

than a similar

quality obtainable in Britain, continued to be received until the occupation
of that country in May 1940.
In May 1940,

w.

Alberti was interned.

In March 1941 he volunteered for

the Pioneer corps and joined directly from the Internment camp.
transferred to the Royal Army Service Corps.

Later, he

At the end of the War, he was

in charge of printing and stationery supplies for the British Army of tl1e
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Alsea Cardboard Boxes Ltd
Rhine and reached the rank of Lieutenant.

He played no part in the business

from Hay 1940 until his demobilisation in November 1945.
For a few weeks after W.Alberti's internment, Mrs. Alberti ran the firm,
until she ,.,as required to l.eave the area.

tVhen

w.

Alberti joined up, t-lrs.

Alberti and her children t·1ere _allot·Ted to return to -Tynes ide..

During their

absence between May 1940 and rl!arch 1941, their friend A. Nichols ran the
business, as \':ell as his m-m.
requisition~d

for War v-;ork.

During this period the Alsea· factories were
A.· Nichols secured a corner of the factory of

Parga Cartons Ltd at Team Valley Trading Estate in t.;hich he set· up the· machin:ery and carried on as best he could.
In October 1941, Mrs. Alberti took over the management of the
but she was not made a Director .. Premises
Ne•llcastle· upon Tyne.
the business had

n~de

~rrere

business·~

taken in Corporation Stree.t,

For various reasons., including· th.e· shortage of· material,
a loss during the previous 6 months,.so that Mrs. Alberti

took over under difficult circu.."l!stari.ces..

These included he:r responsibility

for two· small children.
She learned the operation of the machinery and, t..rhile sell.ing was no
problem, the shortage of materials was.

It \';as here that her mathematical

tr-aining. helped, because she was able to calcula·te minimum ma.terial needs
and was able to use sizes and shapes not

norw~lly

s~itable.

By April 1942 the loss had been made good arid the Directors decided

that Mrs. Alberti should stay and run the business.
At the end of the t-:ar, Nrs. Alberti tried to return to Team Valley; but
a larger factory 1,;-as ne'3ded than in· 1940.

A 6, C'OO sq. ft. f3.ctory on Queemn·ray

was obtained. The removal from Corporation Street coincided with W. Alberti's
return from Nar service.

The foreman also returned and a sale·s!nan was angaged.

In November 1946, Mrs. Alberti gave up the.rlinning of the business because
of the impending birth of another child.
The factory soon became too small and additional space
were rented in a nearby building.

(

3,ooo· sq.ft.)

In Auglist 1949, the firm moved into a

22,000 sq.ft. building at Kingst-Tay, Teai!l Valley, l..rh;ich it !;itill occupies.

It is of interest that this factory was built in less than 30 days in 1937!
In 1964, the factory was acquired from the Estates Corporation.

While

opportunities for further expansion existed, these would have needed more
capital and the firm felt unable to undertake the burdens involved.
In November 1973 the firm was acquired by its present owners, but the
founder agreed to manage it until April 1975, when he reached the age of 70.
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Case History_ Reference:
Firm:

Address:
Founder{s):
Founce~(s)'

Capital:

. Year of Foundation:
Product (s) :
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales ir. 1974:
Exports in 1.974:
Last - knc\-m 0-.-mershio:
$ource·of Information:
v.:ere similar Products made or
sold.in co~ntry of oriqin?

AROSA HOSIERY LTD
(now Blair Knitwear Ltd)

Hartlepools Industrial Estate
The Hartlepools, Cleveland
Aaron Saurwyillper
Small
Believed 1955.
Originally hosiery, now knitwear
45p

Not made available
II

n

H.H. Pearl!'QC.'.n

Hosiery

Pre-"'iar Foundation:
Not known

For Pre-f;·!ar roundations only
Contact with Speciul Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special ~.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

II

Sabre Knitting Inc., USA

Reason for Establis~~ent in a
Special Area of the North:

Post - 1940 Foundation:

3. A/II/d/M

No

~nd

Dr. H. Davis
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Arosa

Hosie~y

Aaron Saurwymper ,.,.as born in Poland, it is believed in .1915.

Ltd

His

family are said to· have been manufacturers of silk stockings. He and. his
brother Adam survived the Nazi extermination camp of Auschwitz, but Aaron
lost his immediate family.
After the end of.

..

th~

l·?ar, Aaron moved to Belgium, while Adam. ,.,.ent to

the USA.
It is not .clear when Aaron came to Britain, but a Government factory
was made ·available to him at West Hartlepool in 1955.

Some of his capital

appears to have come from Belgian sol.irces, but at. a la.ter. stag-e, the Pearlma:,n ·
family, o>qners of a prominent drapery business in Sunderland, provided·
further capital and eventually became the controlling shareholders
late 1950's.

~n

the

A member of the family, Dr. H. Davis, joined the firm in. 1958.

At some stage, AdwT. Saurwymper returned from the USA and joined his
brother in the business ••
The firm produced fully-fashioned and, later, seamless stockings.
Because of changes in fashion in the early 1960.' s, the· stocking, business·
declined and a knitwear section was started.
In 1964 or 1965, the firm was sold to a British company_, \'lhich, ip
• ·

turn, sold· out to an Anerican firm.

Jl..

further change in m.,.nership· resul:ted

in the present owners, said to be part of the l>.merican B.V.D. Group; ac:;_quiring
control.
Aaron Saurwymper left the firm in the early 1970's. The firm· is. now
a substantial producer of knit>.,.ear.

Its factory space is 52,000 sq.ft .•
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Case History Reference:
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on· the 1.11.1974:

.

.

Volume of ·sales in 1974:
Ex_erts in 1974:
Last - ·kno11m Owrtership:
Source of Information:

\-Jere similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

4.

I/a/r~J.

.JULIUS BERNET LTD

Horatio Street
Newcastle upon Tyne, 1
Julius and Charlotte Bernet ( now Holzmann)
Modest but adequate
1938
Souvenir Dolls ( originally Needlework
Boxes)
60 ( inc •. 50 outwork!'!r.s
Not made-available
10%
Mrs. C. Holzmann and partner
Mrs.

c.

Holzmann

Yes, needlework boxes·

Reason for Establi.srui1ent in a
Special J'>.rea of the North:
Pre-t'l'ar Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:
!:.9r Pre-"t'Jar Foundations only
Contact with Speciul nrea
Development Organisation:

No

Assistance from Special T>.rea
Financial Sources:

No

r;>ocut'lents Available:

No.
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Julius Bernet was born in Bamberg, Bavaria, in

1898~

In 1921 he

founded a business producing needlework boxes in nearby Nuremberg. The
business developed rapidly and had substantial exports, particularly to
the Scandinavian countries, t·ieste:i:n Europe and Great Britain.
In 1935, he attempted to leave
prevented his depar:ture.
Belgium failed.

Germ~ny,

but the illness of his mother

Later attempts to obtain a residence permit in

He paid a number of visits to Britain in the course of

his business. and late in 1937 or early 1938 he sought permission to. set up
a factory ther.e.

He considered W'ales, - which he· knew -·, but after a. visit·

to Tyneside decided to settle there.

With the help of some of his British

customers, he was able to transfer some of.his assets to Britain.
After an adventurous escape from Germany - he and his wife with the
two children left by different'routes - the family was re-united in London
on 10 November 1938.
The first few weeks in Britain \'Tere spent in t-aking up contact with
custor=ters, · orderinq machinery and having samples· made.

At· the· sam·e· time,

much effort and a large part of J. Bernet's assets were devoted to obtain
permission for 10 members of his famil}· to come to Britain.

Soon after,

a 3,000 sq.ft. factory ·being prepared for hiii! at Team Valley,. Gateshead,
became available.
So far as can be ascertained, J. Bernet made his o•..tn contact Y?ith
the Estates company \'Thile on a business trip before his final arrival.
~ne

firm was able to establish itself fairly quickly.

Some

switched orders from the old German firm to the new British one.

customer~

.

Before

long, a connection was made \ii th Marks and Spence-r and this resulted in
1,500 needlework boxes being supplied each week.

The wooden bodies of the

boxes were made by a. local joinery manufacturer.

The first few months of

the War did not

sea~

to affect either orders or production, except that some·

export orders could no longer be filled.
In May 1940, J. Bernet was interned.

~xs.

Bernet tried to carry on the

business but within a few weeks she had to leave the area and the business had
to be closed down.
vfuen J. Bernet was released from internment some months later and he
and his family returned to Tyneside, they found that t.heir factory at Team
Valley had been requisitioned and the contents stored in seven different
places.
Premises were taken in Trafalgar Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, and, ·
before long, the business prospered again.
at that time.

About 50 people were employed

vfuen supplies of wood became difficult to obtain, the bodies
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of the needlework boxes were made from cardboard, (see also case history
no.2, Alsea Cardboard Boxes Ltd).
Julius Bernet died in 1944, possibly as a result of a move during
internment \.rhile suffering from a severe throat infection.

Mrs. Bernet

carried on the business and has done so ever. since.
In 1948, the firm rented the old Reay Gear Works in Oakwellgate, Gateshead.

With the advent of telev·ision and the change in the ·way of life and

of materials ( the

introd•~ction

of nylon, for exa111ple ) , hm..rever, the demand

for needlework boxes declined.
By i959, the rent of the Oakwellgate factory had become burdensome.
A disused church in Park Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, was bought and equipped.
From this point on, the firm ran into a series of problems with premises.
Although assured· of planning permission fer a period of 10 years, the building was compulsorily purchased within a few weeks after the firm moved in.
Land purchased in Crawhall Road,

Ne~castle

upon. Tyne, intencied to be·devel-

oped in partnership \'lith Great Universal Stores
lable because of yet

ano~her

Ltd~

\'tas found to be unavai-

compulsory purchase order.

Finally, the old

Danish church in Horatio Street, Ne,.;castle upon Tyne, \vas bought in 1962
and is still being· occupied.
With the decline in the market for needlework boxes, the firm "'a;;
obliged to look for a new line.

A lady book-keeper was found to have con-

·S.:Lderable "design taloot and she had- always been int·erested in· tlolls·. · The
firm decided to enter the .. Inarket for souvenir dolls, dressed in national or
regional

cost~T.es

of

~any

=ountries.

Many of the firm's e.."llployees are

This

busin~ss ha~

out~.o;orkers.

grown satisfactorily.

Most of these are former full-

time employees, \'lho welcome the opportunity to carry on vtorking at home. In
this v1ay, the firm has largely solved its training problems vthich, considering
that its products are of good quality, might have proved difficult.
The former lady book-keeper is now a SO% partner in the business.
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Case History Reference:
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of

5. A/ I/a/M

BUILDERS' CHEMICALS LTD
(now Modelgrade Ltd)'

157c, Queensway, Team Valley Trading Estate
Gateshead, 11, _Tyne & Wear
Leo Frensdorf
Small

Founda~ion:

1938

Product(s):

Mortar additives; rapid-setting cements.
anti-dust dressings, anti-freeze dressings

Employment on the 1.11..1974:.
Volume of Sales in 1974:
.:E:xP?rts in 1974:

5

Not made available
None

Last - kr,Oirm Ownersh_ip:

Peter Guttsmann

Source of Information:

Peter Guttsmann

Were similar Products. made .or
sold in country of origin?

Yes

Reason for Establish~ent in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

Not knm-1n

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-tr1ar Foundations only
Contact with Special hrea
Developmer.~_Organisation:

Not knm·m

Assistance from Special Are~
Financial Sources:

No

Documents Available:

No·
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Builders'

Chemi~als

Ltd.

Leo Frensdorf was born in Germany in about 1895. · He ran a firm in.
Hamburg manufacturing chemicals for the building industry, after having
worked for many years as a sales representative for another German concern
in the same field.
The Nazis forced him to get out of· Germany.
via Sweden, sometime in 1938.

He arrived on. Tynes ide·,

Although his products were not new in

Britain, there \-las not much competition and the business, although always
small, appears to have prospered from· the start.
L. Frensdorf is believed to have· died late in the 196o'·s. He had no
children and his wife predeceased him.

He left the business to his workers,

but his sister-in-law, a Mrs. A. Wilton, appears to have gained control and
tried to run it herself.·

By 1972, the firm had to go into voluntary liqui-

dation.
At this point·, Peter GUttsma:nn ( see case history no.,39, Tyne Truck and
Trolley Company Ltd ) acquired the assets and .the undertaking from ·the liquidator.

He had been Scottish sales representative of the.firm since 1952 and

knew the market well.

He restarted production, increasing it substantially

compared. with the period just before L. Frensdorf' S· death .• ·
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Case History Re.ference:
Firm:

Address:
Founder{s):
Founder (s)' Capit.al:
Year·of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1.11.• 197 4:
Vol~e

of Sales ir. 1974:
Exports in 1974:

Last - knovm 0\11nership:
Source of Information:
We~e

similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

6. A/ I/a/M

BURRELL &.MAURICE LTD ·

Ryton Industrial Estate
Newburn Bridge Road
Blaydon on Tyne
Moses Kaufmann and Hax Lesser

£ 3,000
Founqer.s acquired· a· very· small business
in 1939
Quilts, bedding, sleeping bags, dressing gowns
450
£ 2. 5 million

5%

Vantona Textile GroupMendel Kaufmann,son of one of the founders

Yes

Reason for Establis~~ent in a
Soecial Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

A member of Max Lesser's family had settled
on Tyneside in 1938

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-t/ar Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Deveiooment Oraanisation:

Probably not

Assistance from Special .11.rea
Financial Sources:

No

Documents Available:

No
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Burrell &.Maurice Ltd
Moses Kaufmann ,.,.as born in Craco,.,. 1 Po'land 1 in 1890.

After the first

world War, he moved to Berlin, where he established a quil t-manufactu:ting..
business which became a substantial concern.
Max Lesser \vas born in Silesia in about 1892.

He was the brother-in-

law of Adolph Chaskel ( see case history no. 34, Team Valley t-Jeaving Indust-·
ries. Ltd) and head buyer in A. Chaskel's German business, ·Teppich Bursch
of Berlin.
M. Kaufmann's firm was a major supplier to Teppich Bursch and, therefore, had niuch contact with M.• Lesser.

v1hen it became necessary for both

M. Kaufmann and M. Lesser to leave Germany, A. Chaskel suggested that they
should join him in Gateshead and set up together in a quilt-manufacturing
venture.
M. Kaufmann was still a Polish national and appears to have· been able
to transfer some money and a part of his plant to Britain, but as he left
Germany· only a short time before the War, some of his. machines never- left
German port.
At the start of the War, there \·iere no factories available at Team
Valley Gateshead.

Instead, they took over Burrell and Maurice Ltd., a very

small business founded by t\-lO brothers named Levy and then o"Vmed. by a Col.·
and Mrs. Swainston.

The

b~siness

was located in an old.house at SUmmerhill

Terrace, Newcastle upon Tyne, and employed about 6 people.
In 1940, the firm succeeded in obtaining a fac.tory
I.58, Queensway, Team

Va~ley

of·

3,000 sq.ft. a·t

Trading Estate, Gateshead. For the dUI:ation. of

the WCJ.r, the firm produced· quilts to •llarti.rile.; and ia:ter, to 'Ut..1.l i ty' standards.
Internment affected only M. Lesser, M. Kaufmann being a . 'friendly ali.en ~.
After the v7ar 1 the firm took over 3,000 sq. ft. of additional space in
the same building.

New types of cloth were imported in order to develop a

better class of trade.

Tne business grew and further space was rented at

Tea'll Valley.
~-

Lesser died in 1956 1 and on the death of M. Kaufmann in 1958, one

of his sons, who had ,.,.orked in the business since 1946, (Mendel Kaufmann)
took over the management of the firm.
The business continued to expand, but the introduction of synthetic
materials like Terrylene changed the nature of the trade.

Appropriate new

equipment was imported from Germany and Sweden and the firm became .. orte of
the firs.t in Britain in what'had, in effect, become a ne,.,. industry.
Up to this point in time, the business had only a single major customer a mail order house -

which now decided to manufacture.

This produced some

anxious months for the firm, but the.synthetic quilt trade opened up entirely
new markets and the loss of the major customer was not only absorbed quickly,.
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Burrell & Maurice Ltd·
but the

bus~ness

continued to grow· rapidly.

By 1963, the f irrn occupied about 2 5, 000 sq. ft. of space at Team.
Valley Trading Estate, but because this space was split into too many
small units inconveniently far apart, it was decided to build a 45,000
sq.ft. factory at Ryton Industrial Estate, Blaydon on Tyne, where another
refugee firm ( see case history no.29, Plus Products Ltd

had recently

established the first factory.
The business expanded

ra~idly

in its ne\., factory.

and maii order houses became -important customers.

A number of stores

Apart from quilts, some

of the expansion was in new lines: sleeping bags, dressing gowns, continental quilts, sheets and bedding.
County

Durh~~,

employed
of high

bhere~

Later, an existing building at Tow Law,

was adapted and 120 of a total work force of 450 were
The firm is the only· major employe·r a·t Tow Law, an area

u~employment.

It contributes to the welfare of the community in a

number of ways.
The company was acquired by its present mmers in 1965". Mendel ·
Kaufmann retired from the management of the company in September 1976.
ThiS firm. iS One Of 6 fOUnded by

a

I

dynasty"' and reference tO the

fami·ly relationships and the. firms which were found"ed is trrade in Appendix 18.
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Case History· Ref~rence_:
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s}' Capital:
Year of

CASTLECRAFTS LTD

59, Melbourne Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, 1
and Kitty Brewster Estate,· Blyth, Northumberland.
Dr.

Wa~ter

Gruen and Miss G. Lucas ( Gluecklich}

£ 3,000

Founqatio~:

1939

Product(s}:

Toilet B~gs and Dress Accessories in
Leather and Plastics
150

Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last -

7. A/ I/a

kno~m

OWnership:

Not made available

.

II

Guiness Brewery Group
..

Source of Information:
Were sim.:j:lar Prodt1cts made or
sold in country of oriqin?

Dr. W•. Gruen

but Miss Lucas 'v-as· a craft worker in
leather

No:·

Reason· for Establishment in a
Spec1al Area of the No~th:
Pre-War Foundation:

Promotion by and assistance from the
Industrial Development Boarq

Post - _194.0 Foundation:
For Pre-War

~oundations

only

Contact with Special nrea
Development Organisation:

T.I.D.B., originally in Berlin

Assistance from Soecial Are~
Financial Sources:

No.

Documents Available:

No

Tyn~side
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Cas_tle_craft Ltd
Dr. t•7alter Gruen was born in 1889. in Saxony.

He studied Law and·

later became a Director of the municipal gas and electricity undertaking
of the City of Dresden.
Because of his origins, he was forced to resign shortly after the
Nazis came to power in 1933, and for the next fe"lrr year.s he earned his
liying as a financial adviser in Dresden.
Early in 1938, it became clear that he would have to leave Germany. ·
A friend in Bradford agreed to support his application· for a visa to Brita-in.
At a-bout that time-, t-1·. Gruen learned from a friend on the Jewish Repres'-·
entative Council ( Reichsvertretung der Juden in Deutschland ) that a Mr.
Stanley Holmes of the Tyneside Industrial Development Board was coming to
Berlin and wanted to meet people who had to get out of Germany and might be
interested in setting up small manufacturing businesses on Tyneside. Dr. Gruen
met Mr. Holmes and agreed to consider the idea.
Dr. Gruen was a keen amateur mus-ician.
a M.:i. :o::s Lucas, who had
items .to order.

a.'

l'.mong his circle of players-- was

small workshop in Dr:esden·, where she made leather

She agreed to -join with him

in~

venture- on-Tyneside and

prepared a. sample. collection, mainly o-f. ha.11.dbags·.,. which "lrlas submitted• to
Mr. Holmes on. his next visit to Berlin.

Ee· advised against handbags,. because.

at least two other refugees had already planned the production of such items
in the North East of England.

Instead, he suggested leather belts and other

ac!cessories and on his return to· Britain, he contacted possible bu:rers, incl·uding Fenwicks, a well-known department store at Newcastle upon Tyne.
Dr. Gruen and his family, with Miss Lucas, arrived in Ne\1castle in January 1939. · Pre."'llises '-'Tere taken on the first floor of nos 8 - 10, Percy Stree-t;.
Mr. Holmes having advised strongly that a location in the centre of the city
would be better than one on a Trading Estate.
Dr. Gruen's eldest daughter had come to Britain in 1937 already in order
to attend school at The Mount, York.

She spoke fluent English and it became

her responsibility to train the small work forc·e of 5 - 10' girls and gener'ally liaise with the workers.
The firm started with the production of belts. Although these were
readily saleable, it was found that the taste of the market in Britain differed
from that in Germany:
for the substantial,

In the Newcastle area, at least, there \vas no market
lo~g-lasting

calf_ leather belts favoured in Germany; the

market \vas more interested in fashion belts and in the firm's design of
Dirndl belts.

Fenwicks was one of the early customers.

The indefatigable

Mr. Holmes found an excellent sales representative for the new firm.
t-1hen

~'lar

started, the management did not believe that the market for

fashion belts would continue. Instead, a line of leather carrier bags for
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gas masks \-Tas introduced.

Fenwicks offered to sell the entire output.

Then came the ruling that no firm was permitted to produce more than
during the year before the tvar, in order to preserve materials.

An excep-

tion was made, aill..Ong other ·items, for artificial flowers and other dress
accesories.
in the design

The firm, therefore, engaged a Viennese. lady \vho had. trained
~nd

manufacture of artificial flowers and began to do sub-

stantial business in leather flowers.
In may 1940, Dr. Gruen was interned and the women in the family had
to leave the area after a few weeks.
the business there.

They went to· Leeds and re-es.tablished

The work force grew

to

45 and the firm prospered.

After the release from interr.ment of Dr. Gruen.in November 1940, permission
was granted for the firm to return

to

:Newcastle.

It· was set up. in Tower

House, Newcastle upon Tyne, where one of its \rorks is still located today.
At that time; pricing.restrictions began to cause difficulties to many
industries, the clothing· industry included.
regulations, it· was of
ories like belts.

adv~:htage to

For·reasons connected with the·

clothing ma:"nu·::acturers. to buy out access-

Castlecrafts was able to take advantage of this situation

and for some years during the fl1ar, its work force of SO people was :f.ull.y ei'l.gaged in the production of belts for clothing manuf·acturers ~
The shortage of consu.."":ler gocids after the r7ar led to the next stage in
the expansion of the business.

Good sales agents in the main areas·of the

countrY and exports to Canada increased sales.

The work. force increased to

about 80.
Apart from the manufacture

o~

leather belts and leather flowers, the

production of toilet bags made from plastic materials was.introduced •. Trade
was mainly with shops, but Boots and Timothy

~fuite's

were supplied.

A new agent in Scotland ( believed to have been a l-lr. Jackel ) acquired .
some shares in the business in the late 1950's.

rfuen Dr. Gruen retired in

1963 at the age of 74, the agent acquired the whole business.

Recently, it

is believed that the Guiness Brewery Group have become the ultimate owner.
Miss Lucas retired a few years ·later at the age of 65 and died in the
early 1970's.
Since the change of ownership in 1963, the business has developed its
marketing and, as a result, its works force has almost doubled, making it
.necessary

to

rent a second factory, at Blyth.

Dr. Gruen gave the absence in Britain of small producers of belts and
dress accessories ( most of which were imported before the rlar ) as the
reason for the relatively rapid success of the business.
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Case History Reference:
Firm:

Address:

CHEMICAL COl>1POUNDS LTD

Aycliffe Trading Estate.
Newton ~.ycliffe, County. Durham

Founder(s):

Herbert

Founder(s)' Capital:

£ 4,600

Year of Foundation.:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:

~·7olfe

Fine-Organic Chemicals
110

£ 800,000
40%

Dalgety Group

Source of Information:

Herbert i•lolfe

kno~m

Were similar Products made or.
sold in country of origin?

and Werner Wolf

1946

Ownership:

Last -

B. A/II/d

No

Reason f.or.. Establisi."unent i11 a
Special Ar.ea of the Nort}!:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Av~ilability

For Pre-War Youndations only
Conta9t w~th Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special ~.rea
·Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No·

of factory space
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Chemical Compcunqs Ltd
The brothers t•7olf were born in Berlin, Germany, Herbert in 1913 and
Werner in 1919.

Herbert Wolf completed his schooling in 1933 but became

aware at. an early stage that the Nazis would make it impossible for him to
stay in Germany.

He arrived in London in July 1933 with the intention of

taking a degree at London University.
proved impossible.

For financi·al and other reasons, this

Through introductions by a business friend of his father,

who was a clothing manufacturer in Germany, he obtained a poorly-paid job in
a London import/export house.

In 1936, Herbert persuaded his father to

allow his younger brother to join him in London.

tverner was able to raise.·.

the finance for further studies and, after passing his entrance examination
to London University, began to study chemistry, graduating in June 1940.
Meantime, Herbert continued to advanc·e in the firm he joined in 1933.
In May 1940, both brothers were interned.
When Herbert was

\\'erner was shipped to Canada.

in October 1940, he joined the Pioneer Corps, later

rel~ased

changing to· the Royal ll.rmy Ordnance Corps. The end of the Wa::':' found. him an
interpreter·, attached to the. Highla·nd· Br:ig.ade,. · He· was demobilised in May 194'6·
with the rank of•Sergeant and returned to his former· employer.
. ·returned from

~anada

~1hen

t•1erner

in 1941, he 1rras engag.ed as -a pr.ocess worker by· Ch~mi-

Synthetics Ltd·, producers of fine chemicals, (later taken over. by AI:lber).
Even before Herbert v1olfe ( the 'e' was added to his name by the Army
was demobilised, the brothers had decided to set up a business together to
manufacture fine chemicals of a specialised nature, which were not·. produced
in Britain.

Some simple market research revealed that there· was a wide range·.

of such products and at the end ·e,f the' War: it ·,..,as

~ikely

·tha.t orders for

almost any kind of fine chemical products would be readily obtainable.
With their own savings amounting to about £ 1,000, the brothers lqoked·
for additional finance.

Their

fa~~er,

who managed to get out of Germany,

put up E 500, Herbert's former employer contributed E Boo, a partner in the
firm of auditors of his former employer another E 800, and a cousin E 1,500,
making a total of E 4,600.
At the suggestion of the Board of Trade they looked for a factory in
South Wales but found nothing suitable.

Then they heard of Aycliffe, which

had just been established as a Trading Estate on the site of a war-time
munitions complex·. They rented 6,000 sq.ft. in an 8,000 sq.ft. building.
Herbert t·1olfe recalls that he obtained his first order, to the value of E 1, 000
some four months before they moved into the factory.
Small vessels and other chemical plant was ourchased. A friend of Werner
Wolf put a laboratory in London at their disposal after working hours, where
the proces-ses were

~"'rked

out. The brothers soon found that they had not

enough equipment and that the equipment they had was too small. Starting with

..
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Chemical

Compo~nds

Ltd .

20 and 50 litre vessels, they gradually changed to 1,000 litre ones ..
During their first year of operations, sales were·£ 10,000 and,
after drawing E 600 each in salary, the business made a profit of £ 20.
w~en

business became difficult for a while, a relation who had stayeq

in Czechoslovakia obtained export. orders for the new firm.
Soon after the firm started, the Ministry of Health approached it and
asked whether it could produce Carbonal and Bromvaletone, sedatives which
were no longer made in Germany - the pre-v7ar source - and had to be impor.ted
.

.

1

.

from the USA for scarce dollars·., although the· import value was. only £ 30;000·.
Production of Carbonal - and,later, Bromvaletone - for the home market
was started and

expo~ts

worth£ 60,000·per annum were eventually achieved.

Before long, ICI started to make the same materials and engaged. in a.
tough price war with the firm, but after a year or

s~

ICI gave up and sold

its ra'(ol materials and stock· to Chemical Compounds. In the course of this
prlce·wco:, the firm streamlined its· production and became so efficient that·

.

when German companies (' ·B~yer and· Knoll ) restarted; production, it not· only
..

.

.

'

.

.

held on to the British market but even managed to export.

Herbert.' Wolfe believes that the success. of:. the,.'firm \oras par.t·ly due to
its willingness to.make even the smallest quantities of specialised· fine
chemicals required by the pharmaceutical, agricultural chemical and plastics
industries.

This willingness had a number of advantages:

It lead to repeat

orders, some.times large ones. F::>r example,· the firm \-Tas a~ked to ·make 100 kg
of phenoxy acetic acid, a totally uneconomic

~~antity.

The order was accepted

and later led to orders for 600 Tons per annum, mainly for export.

The

requirement for a large variety of materials in small quantities also meant·
that the firm became expert in making an ever wider range of products. By the
time the company was taken over it had experience in making 500 different
~aterials,

including 30 major products.

In the late 1960's, the company bought its original factory and extended
until it owned a 6 acres site with 15 buildings, giving it a floor space of
45,000 sq.ft.
In

'!9~8,

the company '"as acquired by Glovers (Chemicals) Ltd, ·which, in

turn, was acquired by Associated British Malster's Ltd.

ABM was later taken

over by the Dalgety Group.
After the Dalgety take-over, Herbert v7olfe retired from the joint management of the firm, but continues as a consultant. Werner l'7olf retired soon after.
Before they retired, the brothers •· efforts resulted in exports worth
£ 3 million of fine chemicals, and saved imports to almost the same value.
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Case History Reference:
Firm:

Address:

Founder(s):
Founder(s} • Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s}:
Employment on the 1.11..1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
ExErts in 1974-:
Last - known Ownership:
Source of Information:
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

9. A/II/d/M

COMMERCIAL PLASTICS.LTO.

Station Road
Cramlington, Northumberland
Dr. J •. Pomeraniec
and Great Universal Stores Ltd

£ 250,000
1947"

PVC film and sheeting,. Polyethylene film,.
Polystyrene sheet.
950
£ 10 million

50%
Unilever Group •
Dr. J. Pomeraniec
Heinz Bing
No

for E.stablishment in: a
-Reason
Special· Area o.f · the North:
.

·.

Pr·e-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Presence of GUS manufacturing units on
Tynes ide

For Pre-l·lar F:ounda tions only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special Area
Financial Sources:

Documents Ayailable:

No
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Commercial Plastics Ltd
Dr. J: Pomeraniec was born in Russia in 1908.

He studied Medicine

at the University of Frankfurt am Main and Chemistry and Chemical E.nginee-· ·
ring in Berlin.

In 1936 and 1937 he did research at the Technical Univer-

sity in Berlin.

Because of the Nazis, he left Germany. in 1938 and went uo

Brussels, where he carried out further research at the University..

At the

same time, he engaged in the manufacture of vitamins and hormones, both in
Germany and in Brussels, on his own account.
When Belgium was invaded by· the Germans in

~~~y

1940, Dr. Pomeraniec

joined the Belgian army but was immediately transferred to international
units under French command. In June 1940, he was evacuated to Britain.
In London, Dr. Pomeraniec joined Chemi-Synthetics Ltd, which produced
a variety of. specia:lised chemicals, including
· essences.

x~Ray

contrast mater.ials and

He also experimented with acrylic materials and became generally

interested in Plastics.

On leaving Cheoi-Synthetics after the War, he set .

up a firm making plastic dental materials ana some pharmaceuticals.
In 1946, he became· a c'onsultant to Grea·t Univ.er:sal Stores. Ltd, ·advis.ing.
on industrial development.
Ltd, as a. subsidiary.

·In 1947 he began· to create Commercial Plastics .

of· Gtis' Ltd,. with
..

major plastics fabricator.

the. intention .. that. 'it shouid become· a

At the suggestion of. Sir Isaac lvolfson, the· vent-· .

ure was set up on Tyneside, close to an existing factory in the GUS group,
Tyneside Plywood Ltd, at Willington Quay.
Operations started in 1948 with an American calender of· a new design.
The first products \.;ere 'printed, embossed· and la.I!i.inated Polyvinyl chloride
:film ·and· !;>heeting. · ·In ·1954 ~ a subsidiary - Anglo-A."'!lerican Plastics Ltd was formed to start the production of Polyethylene extrusions.

In the same

year, the production of

co~~enced

s~lf-adhesive,

semi-rigid materials was

and sold under the trade name FABLON, and later, the manufacture of PVC
wall coverings under the trade name

~~YFAIR.

Another subsidiary, Iridon Ltd,.

was established to produce flat Polystyrene materials for vacuum forming.
By 1960, the Willington Quay factory had become too small and a very
large factory was leased at West Chirton, Tynemouth.

The activities of

Anglo-American Plastics and of Iridon were transferred there.

The additio-

nal space was also used to start the production of hard plastic sheeting
( thermo-setting urea formaldehyde ) under the trade name FABLONITE.

This

product line, however, was soon sold to a Canadian company, Domtar, which
continued to carry on the production at West Chirton under the

.
Arborite.

tra~e

name

Later, the product lines changed hands again.

Sometime before 1960, Greenwich Plastics Ltd

another refugee venture

was acquired and this added the production of rigid PVC sheeting to the
group's range.
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Commercial

Pla~t.i,cs

Ltd

In 1964, Commercial Plastics Ltd and all its subsidiaries were aqcuired by Unilever.

A new factory was built on a 50 acre site at Cramlington,

Northumberland to house the PVC production.

This factory has now been

extended to provide 480,000 sq.ft. of manufacturing and storage _space ..
"In 1967,

Anglo-~~erican

Plastics Ltd was.sold to Imperial. Chemical

Industries Ltd and amalgamated with Visqueen Ltd, an ICI subsiqiary. It was
removed from Tyneside and Iridon Ltd, which was housed in the same factory
as

~~glo-American

Plastics, was obliged to move from· West Chirton.

It was

disposed of but is believed to continue at St. Albans, Herts.
Co~~ercial

in 197 4.

Plastics Ltd won a Queen's Award for Exports, it is believed

Its export manager, H. ~.;r. Baldock 1 was awarded the OBE •.

Dr. Pomeraniec retired from the company in 1.969, but remained a. consultant for some years.
Cow~ercial

Plastics Ltd is now part of Nairn International Ltd, a

member of the Unilever Group.

It has become one of the ma.jor PVC fabri-

caters in Britain.
Spin-Off:

Gen~ral Foam, Products Ltd, West Chirton ·Trading· Esta.te
Tynemouth, Tyne · & t~7ear

see case history no.l4
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Case History Reference: 10.
Firm:

Address:
Founder{s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of

DISTINCTIVE CLOTHING

l-1artin Haier
Small
1942

Product ( s) :

Boys' school wear

Vol~~e of Sales in 1974:
E;xpo~.ts

in 1974:

Last - kno1rm CTNnership:
Source of Information:
Were similar Products made .or
sold iri country of origin?

LTD

Tower House, Tower Street
Newcastle upon Tyne, 1

~oundation:

Employment on the 1..11.1974:

'CO!>lP~Y.

I/a/M

120
Not made available
12%

Founder's family·
Werner Maier, Man.aging Director, son of founder

Yes

Reason. for Establishment in a.
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundatiqn:
For Pre-War

~oundations

Split from

only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special A.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No

refuge~

firm on Tyneside
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Distinctive Clothing Company Ltd
Martin Maier was borin in the Province of Posen, Poland, in 1893.
He joined his brother's clothing manufacturing business, Albert Maier & Co,
which was established in Berlin, Germany, shortly after the first lrrorld War.
The-firm produced boys' clothing in the medium quality trade.
tVhen Albert

~!aier

had to leave Germany, he came to the Team Valley

Trading Estate, Gateshead, in 1938 and set up Team Valley Clothing Co. Ltd,
(see no. 16 of firms no longer in existence).

Martin·Maier joined him in

1939.
The brothers were interned . in May 1940 and the business suffered the
problems common to all refugee firms whose principals were in the same
situation.

Both brothers were releas.ed. late in 1940 and returned. to Gateshead. ·

Martin Maier. separated from his· brother·in 1942 and set up Di5!tinctive
Clothing.
90 people.

He started with 40 second-hand sewing machines and employed about
It is not known what products were made during the War or where

the firm was operating.
Shortly after the War, the ·brothers Haier bought' Toltrer.· Hc:>use ,. an old"
warehouse iri the centre of Newcastle upon Tyne.

Both Team ·valley Clothing

and "Distinctive Clothing moved there,after making extensive modifications
of the building.
Distinctive Clothing is one of the few firms_ in the country specialising
in school wear for boys in the 5 - 15 year age groups.

The firm supplies ·

Harrods·, Selfridges and other high-class outlets.
Martin Maier died in 1970. The firm has since been managed by·one of his
sons, Werner Maier.
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Case History Reference:· 11. A/II/c/M
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)'
Yea:~;"

.Capi_~al:

of. Foundat.ion:
Product(s):

Employment on .the 1.11 .197 4.~
Volume·

o~

Sales in 1974:

·DUKES . AND l'tARKUS LTD

Norham Road, West Chirton Trading Estate
T.ynemouth, Tyne & Wear
E. Markus and E. Dukes

Small
1933, in London·;. 1945 in North

Ladies' fashions
820

Not made available

Expor.ts in 1974:
Last - · kno\'m O...znership:
Source· of ·Information:
t-1ere similar. Pr.oducts made· or
so"ld in country of origin?

Ellis & Goldstein Ltd,
l-1rs . R. Markus, widow of one of the founders

Yes

Reason fo+ ~stablishmentin.a
special Area of the ~orth:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation: ·

Facilities for and assistance with expansion

For Pre-tr1ar F:oundations only
Contact with. Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special Area
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

Nc:
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Dukes and Markus Ltd
E. Markus was born in 1897 in Holland, but he studied in Germany,
where he became a· Banker.

In 1931, he left ban.'!(ing bus-iness and joined

the recently-formed firm of Sellinger and Dukes in Berlin. This firm was
engaged in the manufacture of ladies' fashions.

In addition, one of the

partners in. the firm acted as an export agent for ano-ther German company,
particularly dealing with the British market.
Shortly after the Nazi take-over in Germany, E. Markus and E. Dukes,
who was of·Hungarian origin, left Germany and received permission to start
manufacturing in Britain.

t-tr. Sellinger· f.o:t.lowed in 1936.

The firm was established in a small way in the East End of London,but
moved to the t'1est End in 1936.

In 1940, t:qe firm transferred its. business

to Kendall, Cumbria.
We have little information on the firm's activities during the War.
Toward its end, it was realised that an expansion on the expected scale
~t

Kendall would be L"'llpossible, because there· \...as not enough labour there.

Discussions with the ·Board of Trade resulted' in the· move to· Tyneside· in- 1945 •.
While a factory \.,.as being built for the firm, it occupied temporary
premises at

~ihitley

Bay.

Key work_ers .were. brought from Kendall and houses

were made available to them on Tyneside •.
The firm expanded rapidly and continued to expand after the death of
E. Markus in 1966 and the retirement of E. Dukes in the early 1970's.
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Case Hist..:lry Reference:. 12. A/II/a
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Caoital:
Year

of·Found~tion:

Product (s}:
Employment on the 1.11..1974:
Vol"ume of Sa.les in 1974:

Last -

DURt'i'ORTH LTD

Soho St~eet
Shildon, County Durham
Josef tvarzecher
Small
1949

Duffle coats, men's and boys' 0 uter wear
100

Not made available

Exports in 1974:

Small

kno~m

Bodner family

Ownershio:

Squrce of Information:
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

M. Bodner
Mrs. F. v7arzecher., widow of founder·

Does not apply

Reason fo.r Est~bl.ishment in a
Special.Area.of the .North:
Pre~War

Foundation:

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For

Pre-~·1ar

Spin-off from refugee firm in S. West Durham.

Foundations only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special Jl..rea
·Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No
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Durworth Ltd
Josef Warzecher was born in 1908 in Guttentag, Silesia, Germany.
He became a supervisor at the works of A.G. fuer Webwaren. & Bekleidung
at Breslau.

When the owners of that firm were forced to emigrate, they

came to Britain and set up a factory at West Auckland ( see case history
no.40, t·1est Auckland Clothing Co. Ltd )..

J. Warzecher c-ame·1rlith them and

continued as a supervisor.
In 1944, it is believed,- he left, together with a colleague, Leo Page,
to set up Northern Clothing Company Ltq at Shildon, County Durham.

We

visited ·Leo Page and came to the conclusion that. Northern Clothing··could not
be considered a refugee venture, although Warzecher was a partner.
In 1947 or 1948, J. Warzecher left Northern Clothing and set up
Durworth, also at Shildon.

Although he appears to have made some products

which he marketed himself·, the firm was largely in the ·c. r.r. T trade ( cutting,
making-up and

~rimming),

both the material and the sales being provided by

other clothing manufacturers.

Glovera-11, a well-known manufacturer, of

sports wear seem'S to have been an impor.tant customer, but Durworth also
supplied some firms which figure in our case histories; .for example, L.C •
. (Taylorwear) Ltd ( see case history no.l9 ) •

Amoi}g other products, the

firm seems to be well-known for duffle coats.
J. Warzecher died in

1~72.

His widow carried on the firm for a while

but sold to the present owners in 1973.
Sp+.n-Off:

None known ·
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Case History Referenc:e_:- 13.
Firm:

HENRY LTD

St. Helen's Auckland Trading ~state
t-7est Auckland,- Courity Durham ·

Founder (s) :

Ernest and Henry v7allace ( \'lallach)
F .P-~ Kendall ( Klakstein. )
E 1,000

Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Sal~s

in 1974:

-Exports in 1974:
Last - knc'lm Ownership: Source of Information:
~!ere

JI.ND

Address:

Founder(s)' Capitai:

Volume of

ERNEST

I/c

similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

Reason for Establisr~ept in a
Special Area of the -North:

1933, in London, 1938 in North_

Buttons, buckles, dress ornaments
200

£ 400,000

10%

Ernest Wallace and F.P. Kalkstefn
F.P. Kalkstein

No

Difficulties in expanding in London

Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-vJar

~ou,nda tio'ns

only

Contact with Special 1\rea
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special P..rea
Finan~ial Sources:

Doc~ents

Available:

North Eastern Tradi_rig Estates Ltd

s.A.R.A. and Nuffield Trust··No
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Ernest
The brothers Ernest
born at Tilsit in 1913

~nd

born at Tilsit, Germany, in. 1907
~-7allace

Henry Ltd

and Henry

and F .P. Kendall ( born at Insterburg,

Germany, in 1913 ) left Germany at an early stage in the Nazi period.
Ernest Wallace worked as a salesman for a firm of lace _neckware makers,
while Henry worked in the substantial clothing manufacturing firm owned·by
an uncle.

F.P. Kendall had started his .Law studies but realised that he

could not continue them in Germany.
The brothers Wallace started by
makers.

All of them arrived in London in 1933.
rep~esenting

a German firm of.button

Their range aroused interest, but they concluded that, for a number

of reasons, they were likely to be more successful if they manufactured in
Britain.
The brothers· decided to do so and looked for. another partner who' could
provide some funds.
join them.

At this point, they met F.P. Kendall, who agreed to

A small factory wa3 set up at. John Street, in the City of London.

The business did reasonably \vell and employed some· 20 people.
By the middle of the 1930's, the founders concluded that the business
could be expanded, but, for various reasons, this was difficult in the London
area.

Negotiations were started \<!ith North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd, whO"

offered factories at Team Valley and at St. Helen's Auckland.

The availa-

bility of the right sort of labour resulted in the choice of St. Helen's
Auckland.
Because the factory was soin.ewhat larger tha::1 originally intended, ( 9·,ooo
sq.ft. )-and enabled the firm to operate on a larger scale -, additional
capital was required.

This was provided by S.A.R.A. and by the Nuffield Trust.

The firm moved into this factory in the su1r1.mer of 1938, the second firm
to occupy a group of 4 factories which were built at St. Helen's Auckland
for the

Co~~issioner

for the Special Areas· before the War.

In November of

that year, the factory and plant were damaged by a fire in an adjacent factory
occupied by a refugee firm ( see case history no. 1, Alligator Leather Goods
Company Ltd ) •
The firm supplied buttons directly to·the making-up trade (ladies'
fashions), a form of marketing which was, and still is, somewhat unusual.
With the start of the War, it became clear that both the demand for the
firm's products and the supply of materials were likely to drop sharply.

The

firm decided to instal engineering facilities and started the production of
aircraft components, while the production continued on a reduced scale.
In May 1940, the partners were interned, but they were released within
3 months.
~fuen

a neighbouring firm, Bond Moulding and Engraving Co. Ltd, with
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Ernest and Henry Ltd
which a Hajor Lascelles - a proi:linent Darlington citizen - was associated,
ran into financial difficulties during his active service abroad, it was
acquired by Ernest and

Hep_ry

at the suggestion of S.A.R.A.

Towards the end of the t·:ar, the firm decided to start the design and
manufaCtUre Of buttOn-making machinery Which 1 before· the. ~ilar 1 had all been
imported, mainly from Germany.

Its engineering facilities enabled the firm

to produce these machines successfully, both for its own use and for the
trade in general, including the export trade.

The manufacture of these

machines was carried· on for· some years after the War.
After the end of the V<7ar, the firm concentrated its activities once
more on the production of buttons, greatly increasing its range and its
facilities.

Its floor·space is

no\o~

44,000 sq.ft.

A recent development has been the introduction of the production of·
the main raw materials used: Casein and Polyesther.
~ts

The production is for

own use only.
In 1954, Bond Moulding and Engraving Company Ltd was. sold to its

manager, f·1r. Crawker.

Henry V.Jallace left the firm· in 1965.
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Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)'

Capi~al:

Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
ExP?rts in 1974:
Last - knO\·m O...rnership:
Source of Information:
Were

si~ilar Products mad~ or
sold in country of oriqin?

Case History

Reference~

GENER.Z\L FOAH

P~ODUCTS

14.

"II/ a

LTP

West Chirton Trading Estate
·Tyneniou th, Tyne & t·7ear
Alfred Stern

£ 25,000
1962 (. January

Speciality-Foam cushioning made from
regenerated plastic waste foam
370

E 1, 2 million
6%

Founder and family
Founder

Does not apply

Reason for Est~blisThT!ent in a
Special Area of the North:

,.

Pre-t-iar Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Spin-off from refugee firm in Northumberland

For Pre-trlar Foundatio"ns only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special J!..rea
Financial Sources:

Documents Available:

No: .
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General Foam Products Ltd
Alfred Stern was born in 1925 at Montabaur near Coblenz, Germany,
the son of a manufacturer of leather goods.

He arrive in Britain with

a transport of refugee children in Narch 1938, aged 13.

His family was

never heard of again.
Af.ter attending school for a year or two, he worked in military trans-·
port.

At the end of the l'i'ar, he trained in plastics technology.

spent 5 years as a research worker at ICI.
as a plastics technologist at

Co~~ercial

He then

For 12 years after; he worked

Plastics Ltd ( see case history na.9·)

in the North East.
He left Commercial Plastics in February 1962 and started his own firm,
manufacturing speciality cushioning and padding materials for industrial
applications.

His f·irm developed its own processes.

These are based on

the use of re9enerated plastic foam waste, which is reformed into a new material possessing unusual and useful properties.
gradual-acceptance

by industry.·

These properties led to its

Initially; the firm supplied the bedqing

and furniture industries, but wider markets were developed, including the
motor vehicle, shoe and slipper, building and packaging industries.
The firm star.ted with 7 e.'l'!lployees in a lS,ooo· sq.ft. factory on the
West Chirton Trading Estate.

During the first· few years, progress was slow

and many difficulties had to he OVercome, but \•Tithin 10 years the Work force
grew to 300 arid the manufacturing space to 125,000 sq.ft.
The firm attributes much of its success to the help it received from
local business and professional people, and from its employees.

For example,.

it received valuable assistance during its formative years from the W.A.
Handley Charitable Trust by way of unsecured long and short term loans. It
was because of this help that the company was able to expand and to undertake substantial long-term contracts .•
The increasing emphasis on safety padding and noise reduction in motor
vehicles is greatly increasing the scope and the markets for the company's
products.

Spin-off:

None knm11n to founder
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Case History Reference: 15. A/ I/a/M
Firm:

Address:
Founder (s·) :
Founder(s) '.Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of" Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last - knovm Ownership:
Source of Information:
'1-Jere· similar Products. made or
sold in country of origin?

GREAT NORTHERN KNITV.7EAR. LTD.

West Chirton Trading Estate
Tynemouth, Tyne -& Wear ·
Leo and tV'il1y Steel ( Steppacher
Walter Scharman ( Scha.rtenberg )
Small
1937
l1en' s outer knitwear
100
E 750,000

Small
R.K.T. Ltd
W. Sharman, one of the founders
F. Steel, son of t\'. St·eel, one of the. founders
Yes

Reason for Establisrunent in a
Soecial Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

··Promotion by Tyneside Industrial Development Board

Post - 1940 Foundation:
E_c;>r

Pre-~Jar

Foundations only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:

T.I.D.B.

Assistance from Speci~l Are~
Financial Sources:

S.A.R.A.

Documents Available:

Nevrspaper cutting of arrival, Question in
Parliament, Opening of factory by Commissioner,
Visit by King George VI
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Great Northern Kni t\o~ear Ltd
The brothers Leo ( born in Germany in 1898 ) and tiilly ( born in 1900
Steel founded a knitwear manufacturing company in the mid-1930's at Munich,
Bavaria.

In. 1932, they were joined by a nephe,.,., t•7. Sharman..

was small but

.The pusiness

p~osperous.

t-lhen the Nazis forced Jewish people to give up their passports., the·
Steel brothers and
selves abroad.
means of

~1.

Sharman began to look for 'ilays of establishing them-

To enable them to. undertake business trips abroad, - as a

obtain~ng

passports -, they started to export.

In the course of :.such a trip, Walter Sharman visited Holl,and, Belgium,
France and Britain in October and November 1936.
find a place to settle.

His main objective

\'Tas

to

During his visit to Britain, he saw an advertisement

by the Ty.neside Industrial Development Board in Russell Street Tube Station
in London.

He wrote to the Board ( to a Mr. Fletcher, the predecessor of

Stanley Holmes ) and arranged to visit Newcastle

~pon

Tyne on 11 November.

He was shown round and the fac:;.lities of the Team Valley .Trading Estate construction had just began -were explained to him.
started negotiations l!ii.-nediately.

He was impressed.and

On his return to Hunich, he reparted favour-·

ably on·the North East of· England and the partners agreed to try to. establish
themselves on Tyneside.
Contact was made with the British Consulate at Munich and, through their
good offices, the facilities of the Diplomatic Bag were used to communicate
with the Tyneside authorities.

One or more visits were paid to Brit·airi and

in May 1937, in the presence of the brothers Steel, the company wa·s founded
( at the Imperial Hotel in London ) . W. Sharman conducted the proceedings.
The partners and their families arrived·on Tyneside in January 1938.
So far as we have been able to establish, they were the first refugee industrialists to arrive on Tyneside.
On arrival, they were told that they were not to be settled at Team
Valley, as foreseen, but on a new Trading Estates to be established at West
Chirton, Tynemouth, near the mouth of the River Tyne.

Their factory had not

yet been built, construction started only in April 1938.

In the meantime, the·=:

firm occupied premises at Hedley.Hall, North Shields, (now demolished)".
Machinery was acquired from another refugee firm which was unable to carry
on ( the firm concerned was operating outside the North ) •

Most machines

were hand types, but there were a few automatic ones. The firm started to
produce kni t\·rear with a continental styling and made contact

aga~n

with the

export connections they had developed from Germany.
The firm moved into its proper factory in mid-summer 1938. The formal
opening was performed by Sir George Gillett, the Commissioner for the Special
Areas of England ar:.d Wales.

The reason for this ,.,.as that the factory was the
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Great Northern

Ltd

Knitwe~r

first on the West Chirton Trading Estate'· v:hich was to gain real importance
only after the War, when a large Army Depot nearby l-ias converted into: light.
factory units and included in the Estate.
The

establisP~ent

cf this firm caused soma ill-feeling in the knitwear.

industry in the Lowlands of Scotlar.d and \vas the cause of a Parliamentary
question, and a leader in a local newspaper, to which we have

~ade

more

detailed reference in chapter 5. of our text.
The partners were able to salvage only a srr.all amount of capital from·
Germany and, even with the help from S.A.R.A., the business. was seriously
undercapitalised.

This was a serious handicap in the development of the firm.

In the spring of 1939, the partners learned that tvro other refugees from
Germany· intended to set up a knitwear concern.

They were Hax Hofmann from

Kassel (where he was a partner in a similar business), and Arthur Stern
from Bielefeld.

M. Hofmann and A. Stern were eventually brought into the

business and they and their families moved to Tyneside in the sum1ner of 1939·.
The business progressed well during the first year of the
~lay

~·7ar,

1940, the partners were interned, as vras their Austrian foreman.

wives and fa.'l'lilies had to leave the area a fe\.; weeks later.
business survived.

but in·
Their

Somehow., the

All the partners \·iere released again in the auf.UI!".n of·

1940 and they and their families returned to Tyneside.
was requisitioned for war purposes.

~ne

factory, howevar,

Alternative accomodation was secured

af: Chirton Cottages, now demolished.
~thur

stern died during the latter part of t.."'1.e vJar.

After the end of the vJar, the firm moved back into its factory at
West Chirton.
v7alter Sharman left the firm in 1947 in order to set up in busi'ness on
his own.

He bought a small knitwear company established at Walker, Newcastle

upon Tyne, H. Sutcliffe (Newcastle) Ltd, ( see also case history no.3o, Rema
Ltd).
The business

was·a~quired

by Hine Parker Ltd in 1966, and in 1970 by

its present owners.
Up to the early 1960's, the company produced ladies' fashion knitwear
on flat machines.

vfuile producing a better quality, these machines could not

compete with the output of the circular machines widely used in the Leicester
knitwear industry.

A decision was made to concentrate on higher quality prod-

ucts which were less price-sensitive, and which had a higher material content.
As a result, the business changed to the production of men's cardigans in the
upper quality range and made from pure wool.

In addition to producing goods

with its own 'Priory' label, the firm makes goods under the label of wellknown names of men's shops such as Horne's, Greenwood, and also for Littlewoods.
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Great

Northe~n

Kni t'I'ITear Ltd

The designs of the firm still lean towards continental styling.
The original pre-l'V'ar factory at

~-lest

Chirton was extended to 28,000

sq.ft. and is used as head office and make-up works, while the knitting
department is housed in a new factory of 25,000 sq.ft. som half mile away.
The relatively high ratio of floor space to labour employed is due to the
use of automatic machinery.
The brothers Steel died in the late 1960's or early 1970's, but
Max Hofman, although over 80 years old, was still actively engaged in
obtaining orders for the business. all over Britain. at "the. time we conducted the interview (May 1977 ).
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Case History Reference: 16.
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:.
Product(s):
Emgloyment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Expo1.·ts i%1 1974:
Last - kno11m OWnership:
Source of Information:
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

II/ a

HEATON PAPER COMPANY LTD

Eldon Street
Gateshead, 8, Tyne & Wear·
Nonek Jacobsohn
£ 100

1946
Paper and plastic novelties
100, inc SO outworkers
Not made available
25%
Founder and

f~~ily

Founder

Does not apply

Reason for .Establishment in a .
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:
!gr

Pre-:-~Iar

Spin-off from refugee firm in Newcastle upon Tyne

F'oundations only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special Area
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No
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Heaton Paper
Nonek Jacobsohn was born in t-7ars.aw, Poland, in 1916.

Comp~ny

Ltd

From 1933 to

1937 he studied Agriculture in Palestine and then went to Toulouse, France,_
for further studies.

There he met up again with M. Waksmann ( see· case

history no. 24, Matador Paper Hills Ltd ) , who had follO'i'led the same course
of'training i1l Palestine •. Tqgether
they succeeqed in escaping from-France
.
~

to Britain after the defeat of France in 1940.

While waiting to j0in the

British Army, - the call-up papers never arrived -, Nonek Jacobsohn worked
on the shop floor for a number of engineering firms in London.
In March 1944, he came to Newcastle upon Tyne to join t-1illard ·Paper
Mills Ltd (see no.l8 of firms no longer in existence).

The circumstances

which resul.ted in this move are described in case history no. 24.
Shortly after H. Waksmann had set up r.tatador, Nonek Jacobsohn joined
him as a junior partner·, but within a short time he set up his o\m business.
At first, he produced paper and carrier hags, like Matador. Later, the
firm started to produce carnival hats and other novelties and these lines
have remained the firm's lines ever since.

It is believed that the firm· is.

now the largest producer in Britain in this fielq.
The production is highly mechanised.· In .1962; the.firm intr6duced the·
pr0duction of carnival hats by vacuum forming techniques., using plast·ic
materials.

Exports form an important part of the firm's business.
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Case History Reference: 17.
Firm:

Address·:
Founder (s) :
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Empl~yment

on the 1.11.1974:

Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exoorts in 1974:
Last - kno'"m Ownershio:
Source of Information:
\-Jere similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

I/a/M

F. HELLER AND COMPA...'IY LTD

India House, Carliol Square·
Newcastle upon. Tyne; 1
F.B. Heller
Small
Believed 1939
Boys' sports wear
100
Not made available
Small
Founder's family
Mrs. M. Heller, widow of founder's son

No

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

Not known

Post - 1940 Foundation:
!_9r

Pre-~1ar

r:oundations only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:

Not

Assistance froc Special ll.rea
Financial Sources:

No

Documents Available:

No

kno\~"Il

fmei.O:..OL .~TU.:::·IES LIB:·1J~~-,
ifrd'RHAM UNIVER311--!
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F. Heller and Company Ltd
F.B. Heller was born in Teplice, Bohemia, in 1892.

In the early 1920's

he set up a company in his native city manufacturing braces, including decorative braces.

The firm became well-known in Czechoslovakia and, because there

were many families in Teplice and elsewhere with the same surname, he became
known as the 'Braces' Heller. ·
it is believed that F.·B. Heller came to Britain shortly after the Munich
crisis of September 1938 and that his family followed him in May 1939.
He applied to the Heme Office for permission to set up a firm in
Britain. Permission was granted on condition that he. started his factor.y in
one of the Special Areas.

The reason for the choice of the North East is

no longer kno\m.
The· firm was established early in 1939 at Team Valley Trading Estate;
Gateshead. The intention was to produce decorative braces, but it was soon
found that the market \-las too small.

~Tith

the start of the

~7ar,

the firm

manufactured shopping b_ags ,· handbags and gas mask cases, as also headlamp
shields for motor· vehicles complying_ with the black:-:-out regulations.
In 1941, the firm moved to premises in Fenkle Street, Newcastle
Tyne - it· is believed that its factory at

~earn

~pon

Valley was requisitioned for

war purposes -, and in 1959 to its present address. · 30 people \oJ'ere.· employed
fairly

~oon

after the start of

L~e

business.

In 1949 the firm started the production of boys' imitation leather
jerkins, which

~rere

sold largely through Army. surplus . stores.

Gradually,

better quality products were developed, particularly anoraks and other casual
wear.

Stores like Harrods and John Lewis were supplied.

Exports, except to

Ireland, are not significant.
Frank Heller, the founder's son, took over the
in 1960.

managa~ent

of the business

The founder died in the early 1970's,.and Frank Heller in 1973,

at the early age of 50.

Since then, his widow has carried on the business.
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Case History Reference: 18. A/II/b
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder.(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on. the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Ex~rts

in 1974:

Last - knovm Ownershio:
Sour~e

of Information:

Were similar Products made or
so-ld in country of origin?

JOYCE, LOEBL MTD CONPANY LTD
(now Joyce-Loebl Ltd)
Sevcon Engineering Ltd
(now Sevcon Ltd)
Team Valley Trading Estate·
Gates.head, 11
Herbert Loebl
Robert Henry Joyce

£ 3,000
1951
Scientific Instruments
Electronic Controls
650 ( in Nort.,_ )
£ 4.6

million

Scientific Instruments.: 65%
Electronic Controls.:
30%
Joyce Loebl: Vickers Instr~~ents
Sevcon: rechnical Operations Inc, USA
Herbert. Loebl.

Does not apply

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Father of Herbert· Loebl was co-founder
of a refugee firm on Tyneside

For Pre-War Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special Area
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

Large collection of documents on all aspects of
the firm's history
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· Joyce, Loebl and Company L.td
Herbert Loebl was born in Bamberg. Germany, in 1923.

A few months

after. starting an apprenticeship as a toolmaker in the family manufacturing
concern in his home town, he left Germany in December 1938 and came to
Britain to continue his education,

si~ce

it was no longer possible for

Jewish children to go to· college in Germany.
was the co-founder of Loblite Ltd ( see case

His father; Robert Loebl,
histo~y

no. 23 ) and when

he came to Tyneside to start a factory, H. Loebl joined the firm.
to 1945, he \'7as engaged on· war work in the London area.

From 1943

After the War, he

studied Electrical Engineering at Newcas+-.le and on graduating in 1949 a few weeks after the death of his father - he joined a large Tyneside
electrical firm, where he met his future partner, Robert H. Joyce. In
February 1951, H. LOebl set up on his own.
R. H. Joyce was born in Jarrow in 1920.

His father was a shipyard worker

who .had be.en unemployed for many years before the War.

In spite of an

unsatisfactory secondary education, R.H. Joyce. rose to the rank of Major.
in a technical branch of the Army, which he joined towards the end of the War.
On dernobilisation, he was able to study Electricai Engineering and graduated

also in 1949.
R. H. Joyce joined the new firm in l-1ay 1951.
For the first few months, the firm operated in a small workshop under
the railway arches at Painters Heugh, Dean Street, Newcastle upon Tyne ( now
demolished),

an~

in October 1951, it moved into part of a disused school at

Vine Lane, Newcastle upon Tyne, the premises of a small firm of electrical
contructors acquired by the family of H. Loebl.

At that time, it was not

possible for local firms, new or established, to rent space in Government
factories, which was reserved for firms moving into the area.
The start of the firm was very slow.

It repaired electrical meters

fo~

ships, it produced specialised electrical equipment for school laboratories
and it was one of the first firms in the North East to offer electronic assembly services.

Its main customer in the first few years was a local firm of

scientific instrument makers associated with a large local electrical firm.
In the first year, sales amounted toE 5,000.
A chance meeting with a former University colleague led to the firs't
product:

A complex scientific

instr~~ent,

developed by a University Hospital

laboratory, involving fine mechanical, electronic and optical elements.

This

instrument was the forerunner of a range of ever more complex instruments,
which eventually enjoyed an international sale and reputation and were often
referred to in the scientific literature in a number of then topical areas
of research, including astronomy, molecular biology and atomic energy •
. ·'

.·· . .
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goyce, Loebl and Company Ltd
A defence contract obtained early in 1954 enabled the firm to employ
a number of professional electronic engineers.
of a rapid expansion of the business.

The· contract was the start

Additional premises for offices and

laboratories were rented at 31, Simpson Street, Newcastle upon Tyne ( now
demolished ) •
As a part of its sales e·fforts, the firm started to attend national and
international exhibitions, often arranged.in conjunction with scientific
conferences.

This led to the foundation of a

conside~able

export business.

As a result of a meeting in Amsterdam in May.l956. at one of such exhibitions.,
·a joint venture, Optica UK Ltd, was set up with an Italian company in 1957
to produce the first recording ultraviolet spectrophotometers in Britain.
The Optica company was able to obtain a factory at. Team Valley, Ga.teshead,
and this, in turn, led to the eventual move to Team Valley of the Joyc.e Loabl
business and to its growth there.

The original floor space for all the

activities at Team Valley was 15,000 sq.ft. The association with Optica
lasted·until 1962, when the Optica

~~company

was sold to Baird.

& Tatlock

Ltd.

In 1961, development.work was started on a loss-free, continuously
variable control for D.C. motors used in battery-electric vehicles like fork
trucks, using the then new

solid-stat~

components.

A company, Sevcon Engin-

eering Ltd, was set up jointly with Smith Electric Vehicles Ltd, a Team Valley
maker of battery-electric milk delivery vehicles, in which. Joyce Loebl

held

control.
By 1962, the possibilities and the viability of this kind of control
had been tested in the laboratory of Joyce Loebl, but the major field of
application. \·ras found ,not in battery-electric road vehicles, but in fork
trucks, the use of which was growing rapidly.

Lansing Bagnall, the·largest

British· manufacturer of such trucks, replaced Smith Electric Vehicles as
partners in 1962.

The association lasted until 1968, when Joyce Loebl bought

back the Lansing Bagnall interest,

50

that it then owned 100% of the Sevcon

coml?any.
In 1963, Sevcon was set up under separate technical management and in
premises of its own, and in 1969, a tailor-made factory was built by Sevcon
at

~earn

Valley on land leased by the Estates co;poration.

Architecturally,

this turned out one of the most remarkable factories in the North East and
the official opening was performed by the Parliamentary Secretary to the
Ministry of Technology, Mr. Nicholas Ridley HP in October ·,1970. The space
'

becoming available was 25,000 sq.ft.

A' section· ~f the firm ·'ll;hich,·produced Analogue Computers was set up
as a separate venture, System Computers Ltd, in partnership with a subsidiary
of C.A. Parsons & Company Ltd

International

R~search

and Development Ltd )
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Joyce, Loebl and·Company Ltd
in 1962.

The Joyce Loebl interest was acquired by C.A. Par·sons in 1964.

The growth of the Joyce Loebl business can be illustrated by the
increase in the space occupied at Team Valley:

Between 1958 and 1974

it increased from 15,000 to 75,000 sq.ft.
Sales of instruments were obtained through technical sales and service
agents in 25 countries, supported by attendance at international exhibitions.
A London sales and service centre was established in 1962.
companies were set up in France and Germany.

Subsidiary sales

·In the late 1960's, the USA

was the largest market, by the middle of the 1970's, Russ·ia had taken its
place.
Sales of electronic controls \V"ere made directly to the relatively small
number of manufacturers of battery-electric fork trucks, and later. to makers
of battery-electric locomotives and other
abroad.

specialise~

vehicles ·at home and

Manufacture was started in France in 1972 and in the USA in 1973.

In 1967, a quarter of.· the share. capital of Joyce Loebl "'as acquired by
Technical Operations Inc of Burlington, Mass, with when there
close technical cooperation for a number of years.

h~d

been a .

In 1969, TechPical Opera-

tions acquired the remaining capital of the company.

R. H. Joyce re.tired

from the firm in 1971, but Herbert Loebl remained chairman until 1974.
For technical reasons, Sevcon became a direct subsidiary of Technical
Operations Inc in 1972. Joyce Loebl was sold to

~~e

Vickers ·Group in 1977.

Joyce Loebl won a Queen '·s Award for Exports in 196 7, the second year of
the Award, and was, therefore, among the first 2QO or so British companies
to win it.

.

..

(

Sevcori,.. won the same Award after our key date.

Herbert Loebl "'as

awarded the OBE for services··to exports in 1973.
Spin-Off:
In the North
Manufacturing_
Brooks & Sons (Instruments) Ltd,

Back West Avenue,

Newcastle upon Tyne, 3
Gordon Brooks was
Loebl.

o~e

of the first apprentices of Joyce

After completing his national service, he set up an

ins~rument

repair service and later took over the interests of

Joyce Loebl in this field. He also developed the manufacture of
small specialised instruments and electronic items.
Chemical Electronics (Birtley} Ltd,
Crowther Industrial Estate,

Unit 39, Hutton Close,

~ashington,

This firm was set up in 1964 by

Tyne & Hear

Geo~ge

Pearson, a development
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Joyce 1 Loebl and Company.Ltd
engineer at Joyce Loebl.

Initially, the firm exploited the

field of precision potentiostats. developed at the Department
of Chemistry at Newcastle University.

The firm was later

acquired by James Hambleton, former technical director of
Joyce Loebl for 15 years.
spin-offs:

This firm itself produced two

Hermes Controls Ltd and Pearson-Charlton Enginee-

ring.
Fiddis Controls Ltd, Armstrong Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, 5
Derek Brm.rn was a development engineer at Sevcon·, and
Derek Tither a sales engineer with the same firm.

They set

up this firm in 1975 to exploit developments with.which they
were concerned at Sevcon, which Sevcon did not proceed with.
Industrial Component Services Ltd, Bill Quay,

Gat~shead,

T & W·

B. Postle 'lrras an apprentice toolmaker ?it Joyce Loebl.

In

the middle of the 1970's he set up an engineering firm whose
object \vas to produce any spare part for plant or machinery
which could not be obtained from the original manufacturer
Lobic Controls Ltd,

Sunderland

Johan Loberg 1 a Nor'lrre.gian, was a development engineer at
Sevcon.

bn being nade

red~~dant,

he set up this firm to produce

electronic controls similar to those he was concerned with at
Sevcon.

The firm is believed to have started'in 1977.

Low Voltage Equipment (North East) Ltd, Addison Industrial
Estate, Blaydon on Tyne
R. Mitchell was a foreman on a small production line at
Joyce Loebl making low-voltage equipment for school laboratories.·.
When Joyce Loebl divested itself of this line in the late 1960's,
it was agreed that R. Mitchell should carry on the line in a firm
of his own.
McNally.Instruments

(no longer in existence)·

Gordon McNally \vas an apprentice electronic engineer at
Joyce Loebl.

Before finishing his apprenticeship.he set up on

his own to produce instruments and to offer a consultancy sefvice.
Semas Instruments Ltd

w.

( no longer in existence

Keenleyside . was a graduate physicist at Optica UK.

In the middle of the 1960 •·s, he set up a small. engineering firm.
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. . . In other parts of .tne country

Joyce, Loeb! and Cou.1pany Ltd

Tervin Controls Ltd,

Horseshoe Lane, Pangbourne, Berks

Terry Vincent was an apprentice elec.tronics engineer at
Joyce Loebl.

Some years after completing his apprenticeship,

he moved South and, after gaining further experience, _set up
his own firm producing controls.

F~s

firm employs 80 people.

Development & ·consulting-Firm
Nada Electronics Ltd, 22u, Durham Road, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
David Gurwicz vras a graduate engineer at Joyce Loebl from
1960 onward.

He started the development work of solid-state·

controls and later became chief engineer and Hanaging Uirector
oi Sevcon.

He set up his own firm in 1976, undertaking substant-

ial development contracts for lead·ing British fi:r:I!ls in the field
of battery-electric traction.
Sales & service Organisations
Cassidv Scott Instru:nents, address unknwon
Michael Casssidy \·ras an apprentice electronics engineer at
Joyce Loehl, who worked in the USA for the firm for some years.
Gilbert Scott \oJ'as a development engineer at Joyce Loebl.
In the middle of the 1970's they formed a partnership, importing
and servicing major scientific instruments.
Curry & Maughan, 5

~~wick

Garth, Stocksfield, Northumberland

Stephen Haughan was an electronics engineer at Joyce Loebl.
His firm sells and services

elec~onic

equipment.

T. E. Hutchinson, 111, Rydal Road, Chester le Street, Co. Durham
The founder was an electronic fitter at Joyce Loebl and
later at Sevcon.

In 1965 he set up an organisation selling and

-servicing electronic organs.
M.I. Scientific (International) Marketina Ltd
Exchange Buildings, Newcastle upon Tyne, 1
Ian Fraser was a project engineer at Joyce Loebl for .over
10 years.

In 1977, "he set up a marketing company together with

the Austrian agent of Joyce Loebl, importing and servicing some
specialised scientific products.

He remains a consultant to

Joyce Loebl.
'In London

·Frost Instruments 'Ltd, t-icking, Surrey
Peter Frost was manager of the London Office of Joyce Loebl.
In the early 1970's he set up his own sales company for Laboratory supplies and equipment, serving, it is believed, mainly the
London area.
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Case History Reference: 19. A/II/b
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)

1

Capital:

Year of Foundation:
Product (s):
Employment on the 1.11.1974' :·
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last -

kno~m

OWnership:

Source of Information:
Were similar. Produc.ts made or
sold in country of origin?

L.C.

(TAYLOR~·~AR)

LTD.

Sunco House, Carliol Square
Newcastle upon Tyne,. 1
Hans Lesser
Small
1943, incorporated in 1945
Girls 1 outer \V"eaJ;:
200

Not made available
25%
L.C. Pullman Ltd
R.D. Murton, Managing Director

Does not apply

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of t;he North·:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:
For

Pre-~Jar

Father of founder was one of the founders
of a refuge·firm on Tyneside

Foundations only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special Area
Financial Sources:

Documents Available:

No
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L.C. (Taylorwear) Ltd
Hans Lesser \-ras born in Silesia, Geri!lany in 1922.
le upon. Tyne with his parents in 1939.

He came to Newcast-

His father was a founder· of Burrell

and Maurice Ltd ( see case history no.6 ) •
H. Lesser learned the tailoring trade at Team Valley Clothing Co.Ltd
see no. ·16 of firms no longer in existence) and with a Leeds firm.
At the age of 21, he set up his own company in premises at Pudding
Chare, Newcastle upon Tyne.

In 1945, the brothers A. and M. Caplan, owners

of a local textile warehouse, became sleeping partners and from then on,
the business began to· grow rapidly, in spite of the material supply problems
during the period immediately after the War.
For many years, the firm specialised in boys' suits.
1970's the firm changed over to girls' outer wear·.

In the early

The products are in the

medium to high-class trade and stores like Harrods, Selfridges, Dickins and
Jones, and John Lewis are being supplied.
In 1965, the firm was aqcuired by Bliss, Rothenberg & Noble, and in
1972 by its present owners.
until his sudden

dea~h

Hans Lesser continued as Hanag.ing Director

in July 19J5.

This firm is one. of 6 founded by a 'dynasty' and reference to the
family relationships and the firms which \vere founded is· made in Appendix 18.
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Cas·e Hi story Reference : 20.
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of· Found~_tto.n :"
Product (s) :.
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in·l974:
Last - knovm Ownership:
So~rce

Were

of Information:

simil~r ~roducts made or
sold in-country of origin?

II/a/M

LESTAWEAR LTD

264, Sunderland Road,
Gateshead,8, Tyne & Wear
Henry Stark, .Moses Kaufmann and Max Lesser
Small
1948
Tartan Kilts

so
Not made available
75%

Henry Stark
Henry Stark, one of the found.ers

No

Reason .for Establishment in a
Speci"al Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:·
Post - 1940 Foundation:
For

Pre-~Jar

Foundations only

Henry ~tark married daughter of M. Kaufmann,
one of the founders of a pre-War refugee firm
on Tyneside

Contac;:t with Special ·1\rea
Development Organis~tion:
Assistance from Special ~.re~
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No
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Lestawear Ltd
Henry Stark was born in Frankfurt am
he was a Polish national.

~!ain,

'Germany, in 1921, but

He was apprenticeo to the textile trade (' with

Aumann & Raab, a well-known German manufacturer ) •
he left Germany in 1939 and came to Britain.

Because of the Nazis,

After some studies and service

with the Polish Forces, he became a sales representative.

After the· t\l'ar,

he represented a refugee manufacturer in Manchester producing buttons.
In 1948, he came to Tyneside to marry the daughter of M9ses Kaufmann,
see case history no.6 ), and, together with him and his partner Max
Lesser, set up this firm in· pr.emises in High Street·, Ge.teshead.

In 1953,

the firm moved to its present premises.
The firm now specialises in tartan_kilts and exports at least half of
its output.

It has agents in a number- of cour.tries and· a showroom in-London.

Among prominent stores, Harrods is an important customer.
Apart from the premises at Gat _.had, there is a smaller workshop at
Cross Carliol Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, where the pleating department
is located.
This firm is one of 6 founded by a 'dynasty'·and

r~ference

to the

fam·iiy relationships and the firms which were founded is made in Appendix ·18.
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Case History Reference: 21. A/ I/a/M·
Firm:

LIME SAND KORTAR LTD
(now a div.ision.of'I'tlcon Construction
Services Ltd)
Greens ide
Ryton on Tyne,

Founder(s);
- Founder (s) ' Cap.i,tal:
Year of Foundation:_Product (s) ·:
Employm_ent on. -the 1.11 .197 4: _
Vo_l'Ullle of Sales in 197 4:
E)!:pqrts· in 1974:
-

La~t

kno~m

Ownership:

Source of Information:
~Jere

similaz:: Prodl,lcts made or
sold in country of origin?

Local plant only )

Richard Ollendorf and Dr. Ernst SchT:reitzer
£ 1,500

"1939
Ready-mixed mortar
60 ( in the North

£ 8 Million

None, plants abroad
Division of Tilling Construction Services Ltd
Thomas Tilling Group
Mrs. ·u. Meinhard, daughter of Dr. E. Schweitzer,
one of the founders, Colin B •. Clarke,
Managing Director
Yes

Reason for Establis:t-..ment in a
Special Area- 6f .. the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

More suitable raw material ( sand 1. than in
other Special A~eas

Post· - 1940 F.oundation:
For l're-tt1ar Foundations onlv
with ~pecial 1\rea
Development Organisation:

Cont~ct

Assistance from Speciol Area
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

Not known

No

Balance sheet 1940/41

24·1
Lime

S~nd

Mortar Ltd

Richard Ollendorf and his family o\med the largest privately-held
cement works in Germany, near Jena in Thuringia.

It is believed that he

was born in the early 1880's.
The father of Dr. Ernst Sch1.-1ei tzer founded the firm of Hoertelwerke
Fedor Schweitzer & Co and acquired a lime· works at Koepenik near Berlin
in 1896.

Dr. Schweitzer is believed to have been born in Berlin in the

middle of the 1880's.
The families Ollendorf and Schweitzer were friends of long standing
and when they were forced to sell their ·firms by Nazi decree and realised
they had to leave Germany, they decided to emigrate together and set up
a ready-mixed mortar plant abroad.
The Home Office offered them the opportunity to come to Britain, if
they were willing to settle either in Wales or on the North East coast.
They chose the North East because of the availability of suitable sands.
They brought with them Wolfgang Pelz \-lho had been an executive in the Schweitzer lime works at Koepenik.

He was to play a maj'o:r. role in the post·-v7ar

growth of the British firm.
Their resources uere small, but they bro.ught with them drawings for· a
ready-mixed mortar plant and they had considerable conf.idence in the future
of their product.

They arrived on Tyneside a few months before the start of

the tolar· in 1939.
The plant was ma,de by a local engineering firm for a price believed to
have been less than £ 1,500, including foundations and lime pits·.
Before starting operations, they made a contract with Burnhills Sand
and Gravel Co. Ltd of Ryton on Tyne for the supply of sand for a period of
20 years.
company.

The. site for their plant was leased to them by the sand quarry
The Directors of Burnhills

\'rere

Mr. Vernon Wilson and Mr. Colin P. Clarke.
the membership of

L~e

r1r. (later Sir) Albert Braithwaite,
Because of later developments,

Board is of some importance.

The mortar was made by mixing lime and water in certain proportions,
.leaving it to stand for several days and then mixing it with sand.

The

mortar was delivered ready-mixed to building sites, saving much time and
effort on site and ensuring a uniform quality.
Great interest \-ras shown both in the method of making mortar and in
having it delivered ready-mixed.

Although there was only a limited building

activity because of the vlar, many trial orders were obtained from builders
and architects, but in the spring of 1940 the City Architect of Newcastle upon
Tyne· decided against the use of mortar in shelter construction - a major
building activity in those days - and it became clear that the firm would
have to close down for the duratiC.ll of the War.

In May 1940, the partners
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Lime Sand t-iortar Ltd
were interned and when they returned late that year, Dr. Schweitzer became
very ill.

It was decided to sell the firm.

Dr. Schweitzer died in 194:2

and Richard Ollendorf in 1945.
The firm was acquired in 1942 by Major Braithwaite ( the son of Sir
Albert Braith\.;aite } , ·Mr. V. Wilson and Hr. Colin P. Clarke, \'lith some
equity being reserved for t·1olfgang Pelz, \.Yho joined the new set-up as
manager. The arrangement was that he should receive a royalty for each ton
produced.
· · Although the· demand throughout the t\iar was extremely small· ( ·total.
sales for the years 1942 - 1945 \V'ere E 50,000 } , the ne\V' mmers built another
plant near Knaresborough, Yorkshire, which started late in 1942.
Immediately after the end of the l·lar, plants were built near. r1anchester
and at Sevenoaks, Kent.

With four plants, annual output rose from 30,000

tons in 1945 to 500,000 tons in 1952.
In 1950, A.

Braithwait~

& Co. Ltd, which owned both the Burnhills Sand

and Gravel· Company and another sand quarry at Knare·sbdrough, be·came a whollyowned subsidiary of Lime Sand Mortar.
In 1952, Lime Sand Mortar started· the produc.tion of ready-mixed cone-·
rete und·er the name Trumix.

The first plant was at Leeds.

This product

was a logical extension of the idea brought to Britain by R. Ollendorf and
Dr. E Sch\-ieitzer.

This venture, too, grew very rapidly.

By 1953, Lime Sand Mortar was a highly successful private
profits of about £ 250,000 per annum.

~ompany

with

Because of the delicately-balanced

shareholding, the death of any one of the partners would have placed the
firm in a difficult position, because of estate duty.

Early in 1953, there-

fore, 40% of the equity \-Tas sold to Thomas Tilling, a further 40% in 1955
and the remainder in 1963.
From then on, the firm gre\V' very rapidly indeed.

In 1970, two quarry

companies belonging to Thomas Tilling were merged with Lime Sand Mortar and
Tilcon Construction Services Ltd \'las formed.
By 1974, the business had a turnover of almost E 90 million and employed 6,000 people.

There were 70 ready-mixed concrete plants, a substantial

number of quarries, and 25 ready-mixed mortar plants in Britain.

There are

also ready-mixed mortar plants in Bruxelles and Antwerp and in Amsterdam, as
well as in South Africa.

Although the idea for ready-mixed mortar arose on

the Continent, Lime Sand Mortar was able to establish itself there because
of its advanced production technology.
In 1974, 2 million tons of ready-mixed mortar were produced in Britain.
Sales of ready-mixed mortar products, which now included also coloured mortars,
a.mo~'.nted

to E 8 million.
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Lime Sand

~1ortar

Ltd-

The relatively small employment in ready-mixed mortar produc.tion
in the North ( we have not taken into account employment in the production of ready-mixed concrete ) is due to the fact that only 2 of the 25
plants are located there. The total employment in the Lime Sand Mortar
division of Tilcon is about 600, of which only 60 are e.'l"!lployed at thetwo
plants at Greenside, Ryton on Tyne and at Thornaby on Tees.
20 are engaged in transport.

Of these,

This small number of people in transport

is· due to the fact that Lime Sand

~1ortar

hires almost all its vehicles,

so that the indirect employment is relatively large.
Wolfgang Pelz died some years ago at the age of 62.

His son Walter

ran a Canadian ready-mixed mortar plant for some time, but this business
was sold •
.t-!e

have taken account only of the ready-mixed mortar division of

Tilcon Construction Services Ltd in our statistical analysis, i.e. of the
operation init.iated by the two r:efugee industrialists.
Tnrough the courtesy of the Managing Director of Tilcon, Colin P. Clarke,
we have received a copy of the balance sheet of Lime Sand r-1ortar Ltd for
the second year of the company ending August 1941.

From this we noted that

sales in the year were £ 3, ~59 and that a loss of £ 2, 050 ,.,.as made.

The

unfortunate refugee founders arrived at the wrong time~ but they laid- the
foundations of a major industry.
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Case History Reference:
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundatiqn:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Expor.ts in 1974:
Last - kno-vm Ownership:
Source of Information:
~7ere

similar Products made or.
sold in country of origin?

22~

I/a/riJ

LION BRUSH NO?..KS LTD
Secures Ltd

Planet Place, Killingworth
Newcastle upon Tyne, 12
Hartin Lion
Small
1944 ( Split from pre-1940 foundation )
Brushes
190
£

soo,ooo

15%

Founder's family
Kurt Lion, son of founder

Yes

Reason for Est~blishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-War

~oundations

Split from refugee firm on Tyneside

only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Spec.ial J!..rea
Financial Sources:
Docur.1ents Available:

No-
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Lion Brush t-Jorlts Ltd
Martin Lion was one of the founders of Team Valley Brush Company Ltd
see case history no.33 ), and his background is recorded in the case
history of that firm.
In 1944, M. Lion separated from Team Valley Brush Company.and set up
his own business in an old house in Charlotte Square, Ne\.'Tcastle upon Tyne.
He produced artists' brushes and rifle brushes for the Services.

Because

of shortages after the War, the firm started the production of flat varnish
brushes, but by 1950 the old-established firms became dominant again and the
firm withdrew from this trade, concentrating on artists' brushes.
time, there was little gro,..,th.

For a

In 1946, the .founder'·s son Kurt joined the

firm, after having graduated in Mechanical Engineering •
By 1960, the Charlotte Square premises had become· too small.
was built at Back Heaton Road, Newcastle. upon Tyne.

A factory

The founder had retired

in 1959 and died in 1962.
By 1964, the

Hea~on

factory became too small -and the: firm moYed to a

new factory at Killingworth New Town, on the northern edge of Newcastle,
designed specially for the firm's production.

There followed a steady

expansion.
In the late 1960's, the firm entered the field of machine-made brushes
and also developed an·all-plastic brush for the toy industry.

At the same

time, brushes for the cosmetics market l-Tere introduced and the firm is no,.,
supplying most of the big cosmetics houses in Britain and, to a smaller
extent, in France.
Secures Ltd was started in 1947 by I·ion Brnsh Works Lt.d toge":her with
their London Director, H.A. Robertson, to produce nail varnish brushes with
metal ferrules.

This firm started in old premises in Scotswood Road, New.-

castle upon Tyne, but in 1952 it moved to a new factory at Brunel. Street,
Newcastle upon Tyne.

Secures developed automatic brush-making machines and

started injection moulding.

Because of its

technica~

developments, it became-

highly competitive •.
When Lion Brush Works moved ·to Killingworth, a factory was built for
Secures on adjoining land.

H.A. Roberts retired in 1973 and Secures became

a wholly-owned subsidiary of Lion Brush Works Ltd, although it is still
carried on as a separate firm.

It produces all the injection mouldings

required by Lion Brush 'Norks.
The widow of the founder,

~xs.

B. Lion, was working in the business until

a few days before her death in September 1975, aged almost 80.

Through her,

the tradition of the firm went back for 100 years, her father having founded
the original firm in Germany in 1875.
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Case History Reference: 23.
Firm:

Address:
Founder {s) :.
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
·product (s) :
Employment on the 1.11.197 4:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 19.74:
Last - kno1rm Ownership:
SourGe of Information!·
Were

simil~r Products made or
sold in country of origin?

I/a/liJ.

LOBLITE LTD

3rd,Avenue, Team Valley Trading Estate.
Gateshead, 11, Tyne & Hear
Fritz 5. and Robert Loebl
E 2,000

1939
Electrical accessories and small metal ware
65
E 1 million

small
Family of F.S. Loeb!
Herbert Loebl and George F. Loble JP, sons
of the founders
Yes

Reason for Establishment in a
Special ~rea of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

Closeness of Scandinavian markets

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-t-Jar Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:

No

Assistance from Special Jl.rea
Financial Sources:

No

Documents Available:

No
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:r..obli te Ltd
The brothers Loebl .,.,ere born in Bamberg, Bavaria, Fritz in· 1886 and·
Robert in 1892.
horne town.

They were manufacturers of electrical accessories· in their

Their father had carried on an electrical wholesale business

since the turn•of the century and, after the end of the first .,.1orld v7ar,
the brothers developed a small manufacturing business.

In 1928, a new

factory was built on the outskirts of Bamberg and from then on the business
grew rapidly.

Employment was around 200.

A large part of the output,

particularly a specialised ( waterproof ) electrical fitting system, was
exported. to Scandinavian and

~·7est

European coun:tries.

In October. 1938, ·the ·

brothers were forced to sell their business by Nazi decree.
It is not known why they tried to settle in Britain.

\<7hile Fritz Loebl

had spent some time in Britain before 1914 in order to learn the language,
Robert had never been to Britain at all.

None of the products manufactured

in Germany were suitable for the British market.

It is probable that it was

the intention. to manufacture the same lines as in Germany and to supply the
export customers first, and to develop lines. for the British market la.ter •.
The representatives of the German firm in Holland and Belgium, who were
friends of the brothers, provided about half the capital for the· British.
venture and became shareholders.

It .,.;as, no dou.bt, agreed that, as soon as

deliveries could be made from the British factory, orders \ITould be S\vitched.
The other half of the capital was smuggled out of Germany in small amounts
during the

cour~.e

of the frequent export trips undertaken by Robert Loebl.

It is likely that the choice of Britain was forced on the brothers Loebl.
They left it very late before deciding they had to get out of Germany and
their willingness to set up in a Special Area made Britain the only possible
country to which they could flee.

The original intention was to start at

the Treforest Trading Estate near Cardiff, Wales, but after a visit to Tyneside,·
it was decided to set up there, because of the closeness of the Scandinavian
markets.
The brothers and their families arrived in Britain in May 1939. A small
office was leased in Ropernaker Street, in the City of London, to carry out
preparatory work.

The brothers arrived on Tyneside in September 1939, when

War had already started.

This made it impossible for them to carry out their

plans to supply the West European and Scandinavian markets.

A 6,000 sq.ft.

factory was leased at Team Valley Trading Estate, nevertheless, and the
development started of a few items from the German manufacturing programme
for the small Irish market, which had largely adopted German electrical
standards.

Because of the difficulty of supplies from Germany, a market was

developing, but the tooling costs made deep inroads into the small capital
of the firm.

The engineering plant installed was used for engineering
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Loblite Ltd
jobbing work, but the total business was small and failed to pay even a
modest salary for the brothers, who had families to support.
In May 1940, the brothers were interned,
had worked in the business.

toge~her

with the sons who

During this period, the business was carried

on by a foreman and by a neighbour of Robert Loebl, who had put up £ 500
for a stake in the business.

The firm just managed to keep alive.

Fritz

Loebl was released from internment in September 1940, but Robert did not
return until May 1941.
Apart from the small business in fuse

boxes for the Irish market and

the development of metal ferrules for paint brushes, the business survived
the War by making parts for munitions and armaments.
Immediately after the

~'Jar,

some lines formerly produced in Germany· were·

introduced for sale in Scandinavia and, to a smaller extent, in Holland and
Belgium.

\'lithin 5 years after the

~'Jar,

however, the Germans were again able

to deliver, and at much lower prices than was possible from Britain, so that
this business was short-lived.
It was at this time that the development of electrical accessories for
the British market began and, although small at first, the pusiness developed
steadily.

In some specialised lines, the firm is noiY'· a major producer.

Robert Loebl died suddenly in 1949, and Fritz Loebl in 1956.

The business

was then carried on by R.F. and G.F .. Loble, the sons of Fritz Loebl.

Herbert

Loebl, the son of Robert, set up his o•-m manufacturing business il'l 1951 ( see
case history no.l8, Joyce, Loebl & Co.Ltd ).

R.F. Loble died in 1965.

Apart from.manufacturing a proprietary range of products, the firm

imp~

orts porcelain light fittings from the successors of the old German company,
with whom relations were established after the

~var.

Sales increased steadily and in 1972, the factory occupied since 1939 was
acquired from the Estates Corporation and a 12,000 sq.ft. extension built, so
that the original floor space has now trebled.

In addition, the firm still

rents three adjacent factories of 6,000 sq.ft., so that the total floor space.
is now 36,000 sq.ft.
The business has a nation-wide network of sales representatives.

The

labour force was 120 at one time, but with improved plant and machinery a
greater volume of production is now achieved with 65 employees.

The firm

operates its own tool room and produces and maintains its own press and moulding
tools, jigs and fixtures.
Since the death of R .F. Loble, the busi·ness
G.F. Loble JP.
Spin···vff:

None known

has been carried on by
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Case History Reference:
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year·of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on .the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:

MATADOR PAPER MILLS LTD

Felling Industrial Estate
Gateshead, 10, Tyne & ~1ear
Marek Waksmann
E 100

1945
Fancy paper, toilet paper, industrial papers
550, inc. 300 oub..,;orkers
Not made available
II

Exports. in 1974:
Last -

kno~m

Ownership:

Source of Information:
Were

simil~r Products made or
sold in country of origin?

24. A/II/a

II

II

Wilson Brothers ( Publishers ) Ltd
Founder

No

Reason for Establisl~ent in a
·Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-War

~oundations

Spin-off from refugee firm in Newcastle

only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special Area
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

•

No
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Matador
Marek Waksmann was born in Lublin, Poland, in 1917.

~aper ~!ills

Ltd

In 1932, he went

to Palestine to study Agriculture, and in 1935 he moved to the Faculty of
Agriculture at the University of Toulouse, France.
thesis, war broke out.

While working on his

This made it necessary for him to seek work in order

to be able,to continue his studies.

He joined the laboratory. staff ofa

munitions factory at Toulouse.
At Toulouse, he met Nonek Jacobsohn ( ·see case history no.l6, Heaton
Paper Company Ltd), who had followed a similar course of study in Palestine
and at Tbulouse.

When France fell in June 1940, they managed to escape by·

securing a passage on one of the last British ships to sail from any French
port. They arrived in Britain in July 1940.
M. Waksman' s fir.st job in Britain was to
of Scotland.

manag~

a farm in the Highlands

6 months later, he went to London to join a Government Train-

ing Centre at Ealing, training as a turner.

On completion of the course, he

became a chargehand turner at Victory Engineering Ltd in London.
In the spring of 1944, while walking in the· West End of London, they
were hailed by a man in a taxi.
Waksman from Lublin.

He was Adam Spiro, a fellow pupil of :t-larek

A. Spiro's father and uncle. had set up a paper convert-

ing factory at Team Valley, Gateshead when they arrived from Poland in 1938
( see no.6 of firms no longer.in existence, Fancy & Crepe Paper Mills Ltd ) •
Adam Spiro had set up his own business, Willard Paper Mills Ltd ( see no.l8
of firms no longer in existence ) at Newcastle upon Tyne and he persuaded
No. Jacobsohn and M. Waksmann to visit him in Newcastle during the forthcoming Passover festival.

A. Spiro engaged both for his new firm, which

made toilet rolls, the only product for which paper allocations were available during the latter part of the War.

The eventual foundation in the North

of both Matador Paper Mills and Heaton Paper Company, therefore, resulted
from a chance encounter in London.
In 1945, M. Waksmann set up his own manufacturing business.
his salary was small, he had managed to save £ 100.

Although

He had not yet decided

what product to make, but he intended to stay in the paper trade, even if
paper was still difficult to obtain, although the War was over.
He noted that a man selling carrier bags outside a Newcastle store
seemed to enjoy considerable success.

At about this time, the driver of a

lorry carrying used cement sacks asked M. Waksmann the way to a well-known
local firm of waste paper merchants.

After directing the driver, he asked

for and was given one of the old sacks.
On examining the sack, M. Waksmann noted that it had a number of layers,
most of them made from good quality paper, and that the paper was perfectly
clean and useable.
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Matador Paper .Mills Ltd
The encounters with the carrier bag salesman and the lorry driver
proved. to be the start of M.

~1aksmann•s

very successful business:· He

used the paper.from the sack to make sample carrier bags and these led
to orders from a number of customers, including Woolworth.

Small premises were rented at
Newcastle upon Tyne.
The firm was also

~eaton

Road. ( corner Shields Road ) at

Nonek Jacobsohn became a minority partner for a time.

joi~ed

by a Mr. Lichtenstein, who had been with Fancy

& Crepe Paper Mills Ltd and later set up his own manufacturing business

see no.ll of firms no longer in existence, Passmill Ltd ) •
For about 5 years, Matador produced mainly carrier bqgs.
at Heaton Road soon proved to be too small and additional
at Hebburn ( 3,000 sq.ft.).

The premises

~pace

was rented

Other products were introduced,. including

Christmas crackers, paper decorations, garlands and toilet rolls. A special
machine to make crepe paper was designed and built.

The printing of deco-

. rative papers for gift wraps was developed.
In 1957, the firm.moved to a 10,000 sq.ft. factory at Team Valley
Trading Estate, Gatesbead.

The factory had formerly been occupied by Fancy

& Crepe Paper Mills Ltd (the original Spiro

business)~

. That firm was

taken over in 1957 and t4atador acquired the plant from the successors of the
Spires.
The Matador business continued to grow in volume and range. Industrial,
waxed and wax-laminated papers were introduced.

By the middle of the 1960's,

the Team Valley factory had become too small and a new factory was built at .
th~

Felling

Irrlust=i~l

Estate.

Originally 20,000 sq.ft in size,

since been extended to 60,000 sq.ft.

i~ ha~

The firm moved to Felling in 1966.

Because of a health problem,- since resolved -, M. Waksmann sold his
business to Wilson Brothers (Publishers) Ltd in 1967, but remained Chairman
until the end of 1974.

Since then, he has become a partner in a firm making

paper bags at Betton le Hole, County Durham.
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ca:se History Reference: 25. A/ I(b/M ·.·
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1..11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last -

kno~m

Source qf

Ownership:

~nformation:

Were similar Pro~ucts made or
sold in country of origin?

~'iETAL

PAPER WORKS LTD

Queensl'lay, Team Valley Trading Estate
Gateshead,ll, TYne & Near
Emil and Alfred Fischl, Morrison family
£ .3,000 ( from local partners )

1939
Metallised paper
18

£ 250,000
30%

F·elber and Jucker Ltd
Mrs. B. Meyer, widm,r of Emil Fischl, one of.
the founders, P.M. Spooner, Managing Director
Yes

for Establishm~nt in a
Special Area of the North:

~n

·~

Pre-War Foundation:

Board of Trade introduction to local financial
partner

Post - 1940 Foundation:
!_9r Pre-tt·1ar Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special ~.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No
Copy of early minute book and share register;
o~iginals destroyed by enemy action during the War.
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. ·Metal ·paper

~·7orks

Ltd

The brothers Emil ( born in 1887 ) and Alfred Fischl, although Czech
nationals, lived in Dresden, Germany and owned a company

the name is

.

believed to have been Winkel ) which produced metallised paper by a novel
process.

The usual method involved the use of casein or of an emulsion as

a binder for the metal powder, the solution being dispersed in water.

The

brothers Fischl developed a process using synthetic resins in an organic
solution.

The advantage was that the metallised paper did not tarnish and

remained fast to
( in the USA

light~

Even today, only one other company in the world

produces metallised paper by this pr.ocess, the

d~tails

of

which remain a closely guarded industrial secret.
The brothers and their families arrived in London towards the end of
1938 \'lith no assets exc~pt their process.

At. the suggestion. of. the· Board .

of Trade, they came to Newcastle upon Tyne and were introduced to the Morrison
family who were well-known ships' chandlers in the area.

It is believed that

they supplied most, if not all, the finance for the venture •. The share reg-ister shows that members of the

f~ily

held half the· equity in ·the· business in

1946.
Someti."lle during the t"lar, the factory and the process wer.e taken over by
the l-iinistry of Supply or the War· Ministry.

Mrs. B. Meyer, the l'Tidow. of Em·il ·

Fischl believes that material was produced which was cut into strips and
scattered

fr~~

aeroplanes in order to confuse· enemy radars.

During this

period, Emil Fischl was engaged by a British toy firm in order to prepare
exports in the post-War period, but it is believed that Alfred Fischl was retained as a consultant to the Ministry running the works.
Emil Fischl died in 1944 and Alfred in 1963.
The markets for the firm's products in the early years were in the cigarette. industry, particularly in the Near and Middle East, and the gift box
industry, i.e. manufacturers of boxes for the cosmetics, confectionery and
jewellery trades.

Since the War, these markets have been largely replaced

by new ones, mainly in the self-adhesive label field.

All the big producers

of such labels in Britain and a nUmber abroad are supplied~by the firm.

One

of the big British firms in this field, Samuel Jones, appear.s to have provided loan money to the firm at some stage.
Alfred Fischl made preparations to retire in 1961 and P.M. Spooner was
brought into the business.

He had worked since 1947 for Felber & Jucker Ltd,

the London sales representatives of the firm.

Alfred Fischl sold his interest

to Felber & Jucker Ltd in 1963 and, on the death of the participating member
of the Morrison family, their interest also was sold to them.
Since 1963, P.M. Spooner has been Managing Director
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Case History
Firm:

Add~ess:

Founder{s):
Founder(s)
Yea~

1

Capital:

of Foundation:
Product ( s) :

Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume.of Sales in 1974:
Expol.·ts in 1974:

~Jere

Reference~

Redcar, Cleveland

Siegfried v1olf, J. Englander, . F. DI P..rcy Smith
Small
1937

Slag and scrap recovery in steel works
200
£. 1,5 million

Service company. Associated firms in a number
of countries overseas·
~·7olf

Members of the

.Source of

Stewart Kohn, a former

similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

I/b/M

THOMAS HOUGET MTD COf.JPANY LTD

Last - kno\lm Ownership:
Infor~ation:

26.

family
~xecutive

Yes

Reason for Establis~~ent in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-War

~oundations

Steel Area. Other members of the \'7olf family
started parallel ventures in \'Tales and in
Scotland

only

Contact wit-h ~pecial 1\rea
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special Area
Financial Sources:
Documents

Avail~ble:

No. Cleveland was not a Special Area at date
of foundation
No
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Thomas Mouget .and Company Ltd
The Wolf family operated a slag and scrap recovery business in the
steel industry of the Saar region, which is believed to have been founded
at the beginning of the century.

The Schoemann family operated a similar

business in the Lorraine, France, based on Metz.

In the early 1920's, the

two families appear to have combined their interests in some way.
With the return of the Saar to Nazi Germany in 1935 ( after world War I
it was part ·of France), the Wolf family had to leave.

Their immediate

destination at the time is not known, but in 1937 negotiations started with
British steel companies, in which Frederick D'Arcy· Smith, a prominent
businessman, played a leading role.
lished in Redcar by Siegfried
Smith on the Board.

~'lolf.,

~te

in 1937, the company was estab-

with J. Englander as !l".anager and D•Arcy

The name of the firm was taken from the original. firm,.

it is beiieved~ . ·
Little is known of the business in its early years.
outbreak of the War, Siegfried Wolf went to Mexico.
interned in May 1940.

He was released in 1943.

Siegfried Wolf from Mexico is not kno\m.
ran the business.

Soon after the

J. Englander was in-

Tne date of

th~

return of

During this period, a Mr. Hass

His activities appear to have led to a legal action on

the return of Siegfried Wolf, as a result of.which he .regained control of
his business.
Siegfried

~'l'olf

died in 1957 and J. Englander in 1960.

of the latter, H.H. Schoemann has directed the business.
Wolf family when his sister married Siegfried Wolf.

Since the death
He .came into the

After the fall of France

in 1940, H.H. Schoemann escaped to Mexico, where he spent 14 years and
ran a small retail business of his own.

He arrived in Britain in 1954 and

joined the firm.
Although not directly pertinent to our study, it may be noted that
~gon

Wolf, believed to have been a brother of Siegfried, operated a similar

business in the South Wales and Scottish Steel industries, but this business
is no longer in existence.
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Case History :Reterence :· 27 •·
Firm:

II/a

NEOLITH LTD

(now Neolith- (1971) Ltd)

Address:
Fqunder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation.:
Product(s):
EmploYTent on the 1.11.1974:
of Sales in 1974:

Vol~e

ExP?rts
Last -

kno~m

~n

1974:

Ownership:

Squrce of Information:
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

Walbottle Road, Lemington
Newcastle upon Tyne
Peter M. Stanley (Stern)
Small
1959

Building components and services
150

£ 1, 2 million
10%

Founder and family
Founder

Does not apply

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area .of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 194.0 Foundation:
For

Pre-~Jar

·Foundations only

Cof!t.;lct; .~it.h Special,. Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special P..rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

Split from refugee firm on Tyneside,
established by founder and his father
in 1948
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Neolith Ltd
Peter H. Stanley was born in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, in 1921.
In 1937 he left Germany with his parents, his father setting up a manufacturing firm ·in Welwyn Garden City and, after the War; another one on
Tyneside.
In May 1940, he was interned but released. soon.

After a per.iod in

the Pioneer Corps, he entered Sandhurst as an Officer Cadet, serving later
with the 14/20th Hussars and ending the War with the rank of Captain.
In 1948, he joined his father in·founding Stella Building Products Ltd
see case history no.32 } on Tyneside.
In 1959, Peter Stanley left the family firm and set up his own manufacturing firm.

The business started by manufacturing wood wool slabs, like_

Stella, but the product range was soon extended to include floor formers
made from wo·od wool, reinforced floor components for multi-story buildings
and roof lights.
was started.

Complete roofs were supplied and a contracts division

Contracts included some important overseas assignments, for·

exaruple the Nairobi ( Kenya } Airport roof.

An industrial building· system

was developed and sold under the name NEOCON.
The firm developed 9n. an old industrial site at Newburn on Tyne and
occupied at one time 150,000 sq. ft. of space. The ·move to the presen-t address
was made in the early 1970's.
The founder's son Michael joined the firm in 1972 and his son-in-law
Robert Aitken in 1973.
The firm was acquired in 1965 by Inter City Investment and F-olding Ltd
but bought back by the founder in 1970 and restructured.
Spin-off:

Transplastix Ltd, Kitty Brewster Estate
Blyth, Northumberland
This firm was formed in 1966 by J. Jones, who had been production
direc~r

Peter

at Neolith Ltd, to produce roof lights on a large scale.

:~tanley

venture.

was originally involved financially with this

The firm is believed to employ about 200 people.
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Case History Reference: 28.
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on.the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last -

kno~m

Ownership:

Source of Information:
t-rere similar Products made· or
sold in country of origin?

II/b

NORTH EASTERN CLDrH!NG COi'-lPJI...NY LTD

Queensway, Team Valley Trading Estate
Gateshead,ll, Tyne & Wear
Joseph Kaufmann ·
Small
1942
Ladies' outer wear
200
£ 750,000

25%
Founder and family
Founder

Does not apply

Reason for Establis~T.ent in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Father of founder was one of the founders of
a refugee firm on Tyneside

For Pre-War Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special .il.ren
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No
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North Eastern .clothing Company Ltd
Joseph Kaufmann was born in Berlin in 1922.
at Gateshead just before the War.

He arrived with his family

His father was one of the founders of

Burrell and Maurice Ltd ( see case history no.6 ) .
In 1942, J. Kaufmann started business in small premises in Westgate
Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, manufacturing children's and ladies•

ou~er

wear.

In 1946, the firm moved to Team Valley Trading Estate, where a 6,000
sq.ft. factory was leased.

The manufacture of children's outer wear was

dropped and· the firm henceforth concentrated on ladies• outer wear.

Although:

employing 2 designers, the firm bought most of its designs outside.~ne

firm is engaged in the medium to high-class trade and supplies well-

known department

st~res

and the higher-quality mail order houses. A good

part of the production is· exported to the USA, Canada, Japan, Scandinavia
and the Common Market countries. Since 1974, exports are said to have increase~

substantially and now account for 50% of the firm's output.

Agents

are. operating in some countries, but much of the selling abroad is done
by the founder, who undertakes frequent export trips.

A London showroom

is maintained and this receives many of the· overseas buyers.
This firm is one of 6 founded by a 'dynasty·• and reference to· the
family. relationships and the firms which were-founded is

m~de

in Appendix 18.
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Casa History Reference:- -29;
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product (s):
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last - knovm OWnership:
Soqrce of Information:.
Were

simi~ar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

PLUS

PRODUCTS

II/a/r.-~

LTD

Ryton Industrial Estate, Newburn Bridge Road
Blaydon on Tyne
Victor F. l\leyer
Small

-1946
Adhesives and sealing compounds
100
£

1 million

3%

Founder and family
Founder ·and H. B. r.-!eyer, son of f.ounder

Yes

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Spin-off from refugee

!:gr Pre-War F'oundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special ~.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No

fi~

on Tyneside
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Plus Products Ltd
Victor F. Meyer, born in 1897, founded Plus Fabrik Chemischer Pr0dukte
in Cologne, Germany, in 1932, with the object of manufacturing adhesives
particularly for the shoe industry.
engaged in that industry.

His partner in the new business was

Plus co-operated at an early stage \·lith IG Farben

in the possible application of synthetic rubber (Buna) in the adhesives
industry.
In 1938, Victor f.!eyer was forced by the Nazis to sell his business. In
1939, he and his family came to Britain on a transit visa, -with the intention
to. emigJ!ate to the USA as soon a:s permits 1.-rere issued.

He came to Tyneside,

where a relative, Alexander Ingram, had" set up Team Valley Brush Company Ltd
see case history no.33 ).
\-Jhile waiting for his immigration papers to the USA, V•. Meyer became
involved in experimental work with a small refugee firm making adhesives at
North Shields ( see no.l of firms no longer in existence, Adpreg Ltd ) , which
resulted in the small-scale production of rubber latex adhesives,.

mark~ted

in small jars for Woolworth and sold as part·of· bicycle repair kits.·
In May 1940,

v.

Meyer was interned and when he returned to the area

in 1941, he found that the North Shields firm had ceased to exist during the
founders' absence in internment.

He joined Tea..-n Valley Brush, doing develop-

ment work on a finishing process involved in the manufacture of small brush
handles.
In 1946, V. Meyer founded his own company.

He had brought with him from

Germany some simple designs for mixing machines and these were made for him
by a local engineering f.irm, his first order being for 4 mixers of 50 gallon
capacity.
The initial product \"as a non-flaml!lable rubber solution for the shoe
repair trade, which was sold through local .,.ih0lesale leather and grindery
merchants.

Manufacture >vas carried out in a 1, 500 sq.ft. factory at Team

Valley Trading Estate, Gateshead.

An additio.nal activity of the business at

that time was the finishing, by cellulose dipping and

t~-nbling,

of small

brush handles for Tew-n Valley Brush Company, who made available 1,500 sq.ft.
of space for this purpose_.
At this stage, the founder's son, Hans B. Meyer, who had graduated in
Mechanical Engineering·, joined the business.
· A further 3,000 sq.ft. factory was made available to the firm at

T~am

Valley and this enabled it to expand, finding new customers in the shoe and
slipper trade,

in raincoat manufacture, and to enter the motor industry as

a supplier in 1950.
·After two fires at their Team Valley factory - in 1961 and 1963 -, the
firm decided to build its own special-purpose factory· at Ryton on Tyne,
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Plus Products Ltd
where the local authority had just developed land for an industrial es.tate.
The new plant began operations in June 1964 and has since come to.-be regard:ed as the safest factory in the adhesives industry in Britain.
The firm has its own engineering facilities and is constructing most
of its plant ·and equipment itself.

Its laboratories .develop ne>-1 products

and control the quality of the output.

The firm has approval from the

Ministry ·of Defence to carry out its own quality assurance control on Defence contracts •
. The firm operates on a

5~

acres site.

It ascribes· its rapid expansion·

to its willingness to manufacture tailor-made products to customers' specifications in a wide variety of industries.
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Case History Reference: 30. A/II/d
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(sl' Capital:
Year·of 'Foundation:
Product (s) :
Employment on the 1.11.197.4:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exoorts in 1974:
Last - knovm Ownership:
Source of Information:
\\Tere similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

RE!-IA LTD
( now, H. Sutcliffe (Newcastle} Ltd
.also trading as Bedlington Glove Company
Barrington Industrial Estate
Bedlington, North~~berland
Dr. Rudolf r-Iautner
Not kno-w-n

-1947
Fabric gloves
250, inc.some outworkers

£ 600,000
35%
Radley Fashions and Textiles Ltd
\'1.

Sharman, Hanaging Director

Yes ( by founder's wife's family

Reason for Establishment in a
Soecial Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Availability of

For Pre-'VJar r:oundations only
Contact with Special Area
Develooment Orcranisation:
Assistance from Special ~.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No

facto~y

.space
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Rema Ltd
Dr. R. Mautner was a lawyer in Prague, where he is believed to have
been born.

After an adventurous flight from Czechoslovakia, he arrived

in Britain, via Poland and Sweden, just before the War.
The family of his wife ( Fischer ) \-Tere well-known glove makers in
Czechoslovakia ·and·had exported to Britain since before the.first world. War.
They had established a small glove factory at Bideford, Devonshire, one of
the· traditional glove-making districts of England.
On his arrival in Britain, Dr. Mautner obtained a position with the
Bideford firm. tl!embers of the Fischer family who had also escaped from.
Czechoslovakia after the German occupation had previously arrived at Bideford.

Dr. Mautner was able to learn all aspects of glove making and, in

spite of his modest remuneration, he was able to save some money •
. By 1947 he was ready to start his own manufacturing business.

At the

suggestion of the Board of Trade, he came to Tyneside, where a small factory
was made available at Bedlington.
was another partner

~V"ho

Apart from himself.and his wife, there·

had connections with the Merchant Bank of Singer

and Friedlaender, which firm, in turn, is believed to have had family connections with Dr. l-lautner's wife.
The firm, \-Thich began to specialise in fabric gloves, started by· training local women and girls in glove making.
t•7. Sharman, one of the founders of Great Northern K.."1itwear Ltd, ( see
case history no.lS ) left that firm in 1947 and acquired a small knitwear
business, H. Sutcliffe (Newcastle) Ltd.

He joined Rema Ltd in 1954 as

manager, but carried on H. Sutcliffe as a separate concern in the Rema works.
At that time, business was difficult for Rema because of the strong competition from Hong Kong.

W. Sharman was able to establish a connection with

Marks and Spencer which increased the Rema business substantially.
Becau.se of indifferent health, Dr. rl!autner decided to reduce his commitments iR the business gradually.

The company was re-organised and W. Shar-

man became a shareholder •. By 1959, Dr. Mautner had to give up work altogether and moved out of the area.

He died in 1966.

In order to enable the Mautner family to withdraw its capital, Rema Ltd
was liquidated and the business re-established under the H. Sutcliffe name.
Operations had to be reduced, the iabour force declined from 80 to 30 people
and the Harks and Spencer connection was temporarily interrupted.
Since then, N. Sharman has built up the firm \V"ell above its former size.
The firm now occupies 20,000 sq.ft of

f~ctory

space, it produces 20% of all

fabric gloves made in Britain and it is the largest glove factory under one
roof in the country.

Its

export~

go mainly to the Scandinavian countries.

In 1973, the firm received the Gold Award of the International Export
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·Rema .L_td
Association.

Some exports are done to Australia and Ne1oo1 Zealand, through

London Shipping Houses.
The frequent export visits made by

w.

Sharman serve not only to obtain

orders, but have led to the finding of original materials which, in turn,
have helped to increase sales.
materials for its products.

The firm now develops exclusive· ranges of

This assists in

overcomi~g

the competition from

Hong Kong, where products are restricted to a limited range ·of materials.
It is believed that the intimate knowledge of knitted structures by

W. Sharman has li.elped the· firm to ·grm-T· against· Bri:tish ·competition.

Other

firms in the fabric glove trade have largely come from the leather glove
field and lack experience with knitted fabrics.
The firm was acquired by its present owners in 1969, but t·7. Sha-rman
has remained as Managing Director.
The firm.has expansion plans and planning perm;.ssion for additional
buildings has been obtained.

Case History Reference: 31. A/ I/a/M
Fi:tm:

Address:
-·Founder <s > :
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1.11.197 4 :
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Experts in 1974:
Last -

kno~tm

Source of
Were

o-•.,nershio:

Informati~n:

si~ilar P~oducts made or
sold in country of origin?

SIGMUND PUMPS (G.B.). LTD
(now Ingersoll-Rand Pumps Ltd)

International Boilers and Radiators Ltd
(now Thorn Heat Ltd)
Team Valley Trading Estate, Gateshead,ll, ·T
and Birtley·, Tyne & Wear

& ~7,

r-1iroslav Sigmund ·
Small
1937
Ingersoll-Rand: Pumps for a wide range of uses,
Thorn Heat: Small-bore domestic heating systems
Ingersoll-Rand:
630
Thorn Heat:
1, 200

Total: 1,830

Ingersoll-Rand: Not made· available
Thorn Heat:
£ 9 million
Ingersoll-Rand: Not made available
Thorn Heat:
Neglig-ible
Sigmund Pumps:
Thorn Heat:

Ingersoll-Rand Group
Thorn Electric Industries Group

Founder, and T. J. Conway_, :l;inancial director
of Thorn Heat
Yes, pumps

Reason for Establish.-nent in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

Availability of factories and of financial
assistance

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For ?re-t-Jar Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special Area
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd

Nuffield Trust

Founder retains a large volume of material
on all aspects of the firms history and products
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·sigmund Pumps (G.B.) Ltd
Miroslav Sigmund was born in 1907 in Czechoslovakia.

After completing

his engineering studies, he joined the family firm of Sigmund Pumps at Lutin
near Olmouc, Moravia, - founded in 1868 - , as a partner.

This firm manu-

factured a wide range of pumps and exported a considerable volume to Britain
and the British Empire.
In 1937, M. Sigmund came to establish a branch of the family firm in
Britain.
work.

We had some initial doubts whether to include the firm in this

It is not typical in relation to our title and M. Sigmund did not, oriarrive a·s a refugee..

g~nally

.But if we define a refugee as sorn·eone l:lho cannot

return to his own country, he

beca~e

a refugee twice over:

First, from the

Germans ( a brother \'lho stayed in Czechoslovakia \-ras killed by thei!l. ) , and
post-t~ar

then, the

Gover:nment nationalised the Sigmund family • s works..

In addi-

tion, M. Sigmund played a part in assisting the escape from Nazi-occupied
C7.echoslovakia of a nu1nber of specialised technicians and engineers who '11-rere
to form the· nucleus of an important armament \·rorks set up and initially managed by him.
M. Sigmund arrived with little money and had to rely for his capital on
the Nuffield Trust and, later, on Banks and other financial. institutions.
Almost im.."!lediately after the firm ,;as established in a part of. a 10,000
sq.ft. factory at Team Valley Trading Estate, Gateshead, it was called upon
by the

Goverr~ent

to produce fire-fighting trailer pumps of a type developed

by the parent firm in Czechoslovakia.
Just after the German in•1asion in March 1939, the Lutin works managed to
ship some 40 cases of machine ·tools to Gateshead, but a later attempt to ship
more failed.
The start of the War found the firm established in 4 factories at Team
Valley, with a floor area of 110,000 sq.ft., later extended to 132,000 sq.ft.·
The War initially disrupted some of the firi!!.'s markets, but the demand for
fire-fighting equipment and

oth~r

armaments soon stretched the firm to full

capacity.
In April 1940, Sigmund Pumps started to produce sub-assemblies for Bren
Guns.

When a group of engineers and technicians from the Bren factory in

Czechoslovakia reached Britain in the

s~~er

of 1940,- we have already referred

to M. Sigmund's role in this -, the Ministry of Supply decided that they should
be used immediately for the production of Bren Guns and that their services
could best be used· by incorporating them in the Sigmund organisation at Gateshead.

Furthermore, Sigmund Pumps was to undertake a greater role in the pro-

duction of Bren Gun components.
Ltd was

qg~nded

A ne\'1 company, the Bren Manufacturing Company

under the auspices of the Ministry of Supply, in which Sigmund

Pumps (G.B.) Ltd was a substan·tial shareholder, \oti th M. Sigmund as lolanaging
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Sigmund Pumps (G.B.) Ltd
Director.· Sigmund Pumps transferred 60 of its staff and skilled workers
to the new company.
18 months.

The association between Sigmund Pumps· and Bren lasted

During that time, the Bren company was firmly established by

M. Sigmund and v1hen it was taken over ·by the f'.linistry of Supply in January
1942, it was able to increase its production by 75% as planned.

In August 1942, the Ministry of Supply placed a contract with Sigmund
Pumps for an entirely new

weapon:

The Polsten anti-aircraft gun, designed

for use against low-flying aircraft.

The Sigmund organisation was respon-

sible for the planning of the production of this gun, which was used extensively during the Allied invasion of Europe in 1944 and against flying bombs.
in the South of England.
The firm bec~~e known to large numbers of ordinary· householders by its
stirrup pumps which were issued free of charge in urban areas.

It produced

about one quarter of all these pumps made in Britain during the War.
By 1943, the firm was able to record the :!:·allowing contribution to the·
British t·Jar effort so far:
8,000

fire trailer

4,000

fire-fighting pumps for shipboard

p~~ps

800,000

stirrup pumps

200,000

6 pdr shot

3,000
50,000
1,700
20,000

engine parts of tank landing" craft
components for trestle bridges
complete Polsten guns
Polsten gun

sub-assen~lies

500

gun undercarriage conversions

500

gun undercarriage sub-assemblies

5,000

incendiary bomb containers

Anti-gas filtration plants for some 150,000 people
Large numbers of small-arms sub-assemblies.
The firm also undertookan important research and development contract
for the Chemical Defence

Establis~~ent

at Parton.

This activity, which was

secret, was located in a self-contained building near Hexham, Northumberland,
and was carried out in co-operation with the nearby Fourstones Paper Mills Ltd
At the peak of its war effort, Sigmund

P~~ps

employed about 2,000 people.

After the end of the l'Jar, the firm reverted to its traditional products.
and started to develop new ones, of which hot oil pumps were the most important.

There was hardly a field of engineering for which the firm did not make

or develop pumping equipment.
In 1948, the firm moved into its own, specially-designed factory, situated conveniently near the river

TP~m.

Its water was used in the testing of
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Sic;jmlitld Pumps (G.B.) Ltd
products.

The factory was later extended to include a mechanised foundry.

In 1958, Booker Brothers and McConnel Ltd, a ma.jor trading company,
took over control of Sigmund Pumps (G.B.) Ltd, with M. Sigmund retaining
a

~ubstantial

interest.

Three years later, the Booker McConnel Group also

acquired the major part of the pump business of Pulsometer Engineering Ltd·,
including its factory at Reading, and merged it with Sigmund Pumps to form
Sigmund Pulsometer Ltd.

M. Sigmund became l-lanaging Director of the combined

firms and left Tyne.side for Reading.
In the ear1y 1950's., Sigmund Pumps began to co-operate \oTith the Coal
Utilisation Council and others in the development of a small accelerator
pump, - combining motor and pulnp -, for the fast-growing field of small-bore
central heating.

The development was completed in the late· 1950's and· resul-

ted in the well-known

The~opak

unit.

By 1960, it was considered advantageous

to have a separate manufacturing and marketing unit for the domestic market.
International Boilers and Radiators Ltd was formed as a subsidiary of the
Booker Group, with M. Sigmund as chairman.

Apart from the Thermopak unit,

the new firm produced, almost from its inception, a range of oil and gas-fired
boilers and press.ed steel panel radiators. At some stage, the name of International Boilers and Radiators Ltd \·,'as changed to International Janitors
Ltd.

It is not known whether any other firm was absorbed into it.
In 1970, Thorn Electrical Industries Ltd acquired International Janitor.

It also took over another maker of central heating boilers,· William Sugg Ltd,
and, merging it with International Janitor, formed Thorn Heating Ltd.
In the same year, i.t is believed, the Booker lvlcConnel Group sold the
Team· Valley works of Sigmund Pulsometer Ltd to Ingersoll Rand.
Miroslav Sigmund retired from executive duties with his old companies in
1963, but remained a consultant for many years.
A special mention must be made of M. Sigmund's interest and activities
in the field of training skilled craftsmen.

Almost from the start of his

business in Britain, he introduced new training methods.

For example,he set

up a special apprentice training school within his factories

a~d

he sent his

apprentices to technical colleges as part of their training, some 15 years
before this became general practice in Britain.

He personally spent much

time on training matters, and it was due partly to his initiative and support
that Gateshead Technical•College was founded after.the War, with its emphasis
on practical and academic training of apprentices and on production technology.
In the context of the Special Areas, the attention given by M. Sigmund to
training proved to be of great importance to hundreds of young men, many of
\'lhom later found employment outside the Sigmund organisation.
Spin-Off:

None known to Mr. Sigmund
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Case History Reference:_. 32. A/II/d
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product ( s) :
Emplo~ent

on the 1.11.1974:

Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last -

kno~m

Ownershio:

Source·of.Information:
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

STELLA BUILDING PRODUCTS LTD

Wallsend Road
North Shields, Tynemouth, Tyne & Wear
Herbert Stern and

P.~1..

Stanley

son )

Adequate
1948
\'load wool slabs for the building industry
100

E 1 million
Small
BPB Industries

G~oup

Peter M. Stanley, one of the founders

No

Reason for Establis~~ent in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Suggestion by another refugee

!:_9r Pre-V"Jar Foundations only
Contact.with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from ~pecie1l 1\.ren.
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No

~~nufacture~
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· Stella Building
Herbert Stern was born in Germany in 1889.
trade in Frankfurt am r•Iain.

Produ~ts

He was in the furniture

When it became clear that he had to get out

of Germany, he obtained a licence to manufacture wood wool slabs
sympathetic German firm.

Ltd

fro~

a

He and his family arrived in Britain in 1937.

He set up a firm manufacturing wood wool slabs C!.t Welwyn Garden City under
the trade name of
~7ar,

~\"'ELLINLITH.

The business was successful and, after the

it was acquired by the Marley Tile Company, who carried on the manu-

facture under the name of Marlith.
In 1948, H. Stern decided to start manufacturing again.

At the suggest-

ion of an old friend, Albert r-Iaier ( see no.l6 of firms no longer in existence ) , negotiations

to~ere

started. with the Tyneside Industrial Development

Board and the Board of Trade.

These were satisfactory and· a. factory was

established in disused pit buildings at Tudor Road, North Shields. Later,
a factory meeting the needs of the firm was desi9ned and built at the
present address.

It provided 20,000 sq.ft._of space.

H. Stern was joined from the start of his Tynesi.de venture by his son
Peter, and later, by his younger son Kenneth.
The business prospered and in 1960 it was· acquired by British Gypsum,
which later merged with the British Plaster Corporation to form BPB Industries Ltd.
P.M. Stanley left the firm in 1959 to set up his own manufacturing
business.
Spin-Off:

Neolith Ltd, see case history no.27.
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Case History Reference: 33.
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of

Fo~ndation:

Product(s):
Emploj~ent

on the 1.11.1974:

Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last - kno\·m OWnership:
-Source of

Inform~tion:

Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

I/a/M

TEAM VALLE¥ BRUSH COMPANY LTD

~fuickha..-n

Industrial Estate, S\-Talwell
Gateshead, Tyne· & Wear -

Alexander Ingram
Martin Lion

Ichenhauser

Small
1939

Artists' brushes
200

£ 750,000
25%

Family of founder·
Mrs. L. Ingram, wido\v of one of -the founders,
A.H. Ingram, Managing Director, son. of_one
of the founders
Yes

Reason for Establis~~ent in a
Special-Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

Not known exactly, but prior settlement of
a relative is said to have played a part

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-"'Jar Foundations only
Contact w~th Special Area
Development Organisation:

North-Eastern Trading Estates Ltd

Assistance from Special Jl.rea
Financial sources:

No

Documents Available:

No
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Team Valley Brush Company Ltd
Alexander Ingram was born at Nuremberg, Germany, in 1895.

His father

had founded a brush factory ( Tannenpinsel-Fabrik Nuernberg ) in 1875.
A. Ingram joined the business after the first \<Torld War .•
Martin Lion, born in 1889, married A. Ingram's sister and joined the
business in the early 1920's.
The Nuremberg factory produced mainly machine-made brushes in a wide
variety.
V.Th.en the families tV"ere forced to sell their business and the need to
leave Germany became urgent, the British Consul at Munich suggested that
they might consider setting up a brush factory in one of the Special Areas
of Britain.
it is

The reason for the choice of the North East is not known, but

be~ieved

that·the prior settlement of a relative

no.2 of firms no longer in existence, Appetiser Co.Ltd

F. Nussbaum, see
may have played a

part.
The·founders and their families arrived on Tyneside in March 1939.
They tV"ere unable to take any of their assets out of Germany and the· money
which was available had been advanced by a relative in South Africa.
The German business of the founders had no exp0rt connections with
Britain and neither of the founders had been to Britain before they arrived.
to start the factory on Tynes ide.

They \<iere a•.·tare, ho-..rever, that the market

relied on considerable imports of artists.' brushes, the·

product they inten-

ded to J!lake.
Artists' brushes are made

larg~ly

by hand.

This is a skilled job and

the founders were surprised to find that local girls were easier to train
than equivalent labour in Germany.
Education

Early contracts included some from the

Committees.

The founders were interned in May 1940 and their families had to leave
the area some weeks afterwards.
did

w~~t

During this period, a friend ( a Mr. Lindsay

he could, but when the founders returned in the autumn of that year,

they had to start practically from the beginning.

This toJ"as made somewhat

easier by the fact that competing imports t-1ere no longer available.
The original factory at

Tea~

Valley Trading Estate was 1,500 sq.ft.

It was not requisitioned during the v1ar, because some essential work was
carried out.

Indeed, a further 3,000 sq.ft. were added during this period.

In 1944, Martin Lion left the firm and set up his own manufacturing
business ( see below ) •
The firm expanded considerably after the War, and another 6,000 sq.ft.
factory was rented at Team Valley, adjoining the earlier building.
From an early stage in its history, the firm produced its own brush
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'I'e.?,Ill

V~lleY !3ru~h

Company Ltd

components like handles and ferrules, and it developed its o ....·n.. finishing
processes.

In about 1970, W.T. Skelly Ltd, a local firm who produced

brush handles, \-Tas acquired.
Equally, a London sales office was established early in the firm's life.
On the death of Alexander Ingram in 1959, his second son Alfred took

over the management of the firm. Later, his younger brother John joined the
firm.

Alexander Ingram's widow, Mrs. Lily Ingram, continues to work in the

business.
In 1970, the company built its own 35,000 sq.ft.• factory at S\-lallwell
and moved away from the Team Valley Trading Estate.
Spin-off:

Lion Brush t..rorks Ltd,

case history no.22

Plus Products Ltd,

case history no.29
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Case History Reference:· 34·~ ··A/ ·-I/ a·
Firm:

TEAM VALLEY WEAV+NG ~NDUSTRIES. LTD

Margo Fabrics Ltd
Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Caoital:
Year of Foundation:
Product ( s) :
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Vol~~e

of Sales in 1974:
Exports in

197~:

Last - kno1rm OWnership:
S.ource of Information:
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

Princes\V"ay, Team Valley Trading Estate:.
Gateshead, 11, Tyne & lvear
Adolph Chaskel
E 3,500

1938
Furnishing fabrics
160

Not made available
15%

Rexmore Group
Andrew Sinclair, Managing
son-in-law of founder

Director~

Yes, sold

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

No longer known

Post - 1940 Foundation:
F9r Pre-v7ar Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisa.tion:

Sales manager of North Eastern Trading Estates Ltd
visited founder in Berlin

Assistance from Special Area
Financial Sources:

No

Documents Available:

No
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Team ValleY;. t·7eaving Industries Ltd
Adolph Chaskel, born in 1886, was the sole owner of the well-known
firm of Teppich Bursch in Berlin, which was founded by his father-·in-lavt
at the turn of the century or before.

The firm operated a large wholesale

and retail business in the carpet and furniture trade.
A. Chaskel was forced by the Nazis to give up·his business and to .
flee the country.

He had been. in contact with the North Eastern Trading.

Estates Ltd and he arrived on Tyneside during the first half of 1938.
At first, he used hand looms to produce furnishing fabrics. By 1939,
he had acquired 4 power looms.
exclusiv~ly

During the War, the

fi~

produced goods

for the War effort: Blankets, webbing and uniform cloth.

After

the War, the production of furnishing fabrics t·Tas taken up again and 8 more
power looms were acquired.
Andrew J. Sinclair, A. Chaskel's son-in-law, joined the firm on his
release from the Services.

He had come from Hungary on a holiday in 1939,

but on the outbreak of the War he asked for permission to stay.

In 1'940,

he joined the Pioneer Corps and sat-1 service in, France .• In 1942, he transferred· to the Royal Artillery, where he._met the son of the founder - his
future brother-:m-lat-1.

In 1945, he transferred to the· Interpreter Branch

until his demobilisation in 1946.

The founder's son joined the firm· ih 1948.

The original factory at Team Valley was 6,000 sq.ft. in size. In 1949,
a nearby factory was acquired and this brought the space up to 20,000 sq.ft.
In 1952, the production of carpets was started, but this side of the
business \·ras sold in 1954, t'lhem the

bTo

the new business

to Germany.

dep~nded,

re~urned

carpet designers, on whose expertise

The founder's son died in 1955, the founder himself in 1956.
The business has had a few lean years when Andrew Sinclair took over
the management on the death of his father-in-law.
thriving concern.

He built it up into a

A marketing company, Margo Fabrics Ltd, was set up in

order to sell direct:J..y to furniture manufacturers,- and this greatly improved
sales.

The smaller factory was closed and the main factory developed to

50,000 sq.ft.

over .

~n

addition, a declining mill in

Be~-1ick

on Tweed was taken

in 1965, but with the acquisition of shuttleless looms, the plant

in Berwick became obsolete and was closed in 1968.

All development was then

centred at Team Valley Trading Estate.
The designs of the firm are of high standards and awards from the
Council of Industrial Design were won in 1969 and in 1975.
The firm was acquired by Rexmore Ltd in 1973, but Andrew Sinclair agreed
to serve as Hanaging Director for a further period of 3 years.
This firm is one of 6 founded by a 'dynasty' and reference to the
family

relationshi~s

and the firms which were founded is made in Appendix 18.
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Case History
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder-(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Produc;t(s):
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last

~ kno~m

Ownership:

Source of Information:

R~ferenc~:· JS~

I/a/M.

TOILET GOODS MANUFJl.CTURING' COl-'I.PANY LTD

Anthony Street
Stanley, County Durham
Josef Mayer and Arnold Gerstle
Small
1939
Originally manicure and brush sets,
now sports bags and childrens •· toy. i terns
100

£ 300,000
30%

Josef Hayer and fa.I!!.ily of Arnold Gerstle
Jacob Gerstle, son of one of the founders

Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

manicure sets and dolls )

Reason for EstablisTh~ent in a
Soecial Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

No longer clear

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For

Pre-~·-Iar

f'oundations only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:

No

Assistance from Speci<Jl i'.rea
Financial Sources:

No

boc~~ents

Available:

Letter of permission from Home Office to
enter Britain and start factory at Team Valley,
Gate she ad
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Toilet Goods t-ianufacturing Company Ltd
Josef Mayer, born in 1890, was a partner in b;o German corepanies in
Frankfurt am Main: Michael Mayer & Co was a manufacturer of leather goods,
specialising in manicure and brush sets.

Oppenheimer & Co was the export

agent for a large manufacturer of celluloid dolls.
ners:

There were three part-

Josef Mayer, his brother Michael ( who had emigrated to Britain in

1933, and another brother, lvho emigrated to the. USA.

Arnold Gerstle was a

manager.
Josef Mayer had intended to emigrate to Britain when the Nazis forced
his departure, and to settle in London, where his brother was resident, but
.the permission to come to Britain required him to go to a Special Area.
Because of his export connections with Scandinavia:A countries, he chose the
North East.

The founders and their families arrived on Tyneside sometime in

1939 and rented a 3,000 sq.ft. factory at Team Valley Trading Estate, Gateshead.

Little is known of their activities in the first year.

In May 19.40,.

the founders were interned and their families had to leave the area soon
afterwards.

Thanks to a Newcastle businessman, David Bloom, the business

was aple to carry on in a small way.

~Vhen

the founders were released from

internment in the late summer of 1940, they -vrere not, at first, permitted
to reside on Tynes ide.

They went to l'-1anchester, travell·ing up from there

and staying in Newcastle during the working week to run their business.

It

was not until late in October 1940 that they were permitted to return to their
homes.

v1hen

they carne back, their factory at TeaT!l Valley was requisitioned

for war purposes.

They took

~remises

at Waterloo House, Thornton Street,

Newcastle upon Tyne, and when the building was sold, they moved to 184, Westgate Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, which had perviously served as a club.

v1hen

this became too small, they moved to a converted stable at Grantham Road,
Newcastle upon Tyne, where they occupied 5,000 sq.ft. of space.
piry of the lease, the
County Durham.

On the ex-

firm acquired a 15,000 sq.ft. factory at Stanley,

Before moving to Stanley, the firm established a pilot fact-

ory in a disused Miner's Welfare hall at New Kyo, County Durham. This unit
was retained after the move to Stanley.
When the business first started, leather goods similar to those made
previously in Germany were the main line.

~ofu.en

materials began to be diffi-

cult to obtain during the War, Gas mask cases were produced in large numbers.
During·a post-War visit to the USA, Arnold Gerstle noted the wide variety
and styles of children's handbags and other

it~~s

made from plastic materials.

In Britain, at the time, ·the range was limited and, generally of poor design.
The firm started to design and manufacture such handbags and other items from
plastic materials.

Since then, a wide range of sports bags have been developed,
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Toj_let ·Goods Hanuf{!c.turin_g Company Ltd
as well as speciality toy items, such as carry cots for dolls.
Apart from the Scandinavian countries, exports go to the Carribean
countries and to a number of ether markets.
Arnold Gerstle died in the late 1950's.

Since the retirement of

Josef Mayer, the business is managed by Jacob Gerstle, the son of Arnold
Gerstle.
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Case History.Re~e~ence: 36.
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s}' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last -

kno~m

OWnershio:

Source of Information:
~\'ere.

similar Products made· or
sold in country of origin?

I /a/M

·TORDAY LTD
(holding company, subsidiaries
and associates listed at end)
West Chirton Trading Estate
Tynemou th, Tyne & ~vear
Laszlo Torday
Small
1945
Electro-chemical and mechanical engineering
300 ( in North
E 5 million

Over 50%
Control is held· by· the two son·s o::' founder·
John Torday, a son of the founder

Yes

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-War Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation: .
Assistance from Special ~.rea
Financial Sources:.
Documents Available:

Split from refugee firm on Tyneside
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Torday Ltd.
Laszlo Torday was one of the founders of Tyne Chemical Company Ltd
see case history no. 37 } and his background and arrival in Brita·in are
recorded under that case history.
After leaving Tyne Chemical Company, L. Torday became a consultant,
and later, Managing Director of Leypak Ltd, a company in the Redheugh· Iron
and Steel Group of Gateshead.

This firm manufactured dry batteries based on

some new patents, at Team Valley Gateshead.

The firm prospered during the

War, but there were certain technical problems with the product which forced
the firm to close down: tie the end of the liiar.
a new venture with

L~

The owners· offered to set up

Torday, but he decided to start on his own.

One of Laszlo Torday's activities in Hungary had been to act as a representative of Langbein.& Pfannhauser, an
to the electro-plating industry.

old~established

German supply house

When delivery problems arose, L. Torday

started to manufacture plant and to supply materials himself.

With this ex-

perience, he decided to start an electro-plating business at Tynemeuth, \o7here
he had lived since arriving in Britain.

He set up in a former Naafi canteen

in 1945.
tVhile there were a number. of long-established electro-platers. in the area,
L. Tbrday brought a more scientific approach to the trade.

This resulted in

his ability to produce a wider range of finishes and to work to stricter specifications.

The business got off the ground fairly quickly and,.within a ·

year or so, the firm acquired the lease of a 5,000 sq.ft·. factory on the West ·
Chirton Trading Estate, North Shields, Tynemouth.
In 1947, the founder was joined by his younger son John, who had recently
graduated in Chemistry at Edinburgh University.

This event seems to have con-

tributed to L. Torday's decision to take up again the manufacture of specialised chemicals.

After some market research, Hydro Quinone was selected and

John Torday developed a pilot plant, which was built and proved.

It was

impossible, however, to find the finance to build a production plant.

As an

aside, it is of interest that KOdak later produced Hydro Quinone successfully
by the process developed by the firm.
John Torday left in 1949 in order to gain more industrial experience elsewhere.

After 6 years at Kodak, he spent 4 years at Ozalid as research manager,

returning to the family firm in 1959.

In the meantime, his elder brother

Dr. Laszlo Torday had joined the firm in 1953 from Durham University, where he
had been a lecturer in the Department of Chemistry.
The business was beginning to do reasonably well.

Electro-forming was

introduced and moulds for the confectionery trade, and wave guides for Radars
were produced by this process.

There was also the intention to produce copper

foil, partly because of the interest shown by Formica Ltd, a neighbouring
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Torday Ltd
firm \V'hich . produced material for the printed circuit industry, but the
available capital was needed for more immediate purposes at the time.
The high \-Tear in the 'travellers' ( small guide rings through which
the fibre is passed ) used in large quanti ties in the spinning of man-made
fibres had been a serious problem and a variety of solutions were tried.
Hard chrome-plating was difficult because of the handling problems of such
small compqnents in large numbers in the plating baths.

The firm developed

a successful process and the resulting business proved a first major source
of profit.

About 70% of the nylon. spun in Europe now passes through compon-

ents treated by the firm.
The founder retired in 1965 at the age of 75, but remained a consultant
for some years..

He died ·in 1975.

His two sons have greatly expanded the

business.
Plating operations were mechanised and a number of automatic plating
machines \'tere installed.

The hard ·chroi!le-plating ·business increased in in)p-

ortance and the size of engineering· components which were treated also increased.

The handling and final finishing processes required ( cylindrical

grinding ) gradually turned the firm into a medium to heavy engineering concern.
The wear of pistons of turbo-charged Diesel engines used: in ever faster
oil tankers caused problems in the tanker industry.

Contact was made by the

firm with ships' engine builders on the Tyne (Hawthorne Leslie) and with some
licencees of Sulzer of Switzerland and, as a result, hard chrome-plating of
pistons for such engines began to become an important part of the business.
Contact was made with shipowners and firms reconditioning pistons.

An associ-

ation was formed with an old-established Sheffield manufacturer of piston
rings, Lockwood & Carlisle Ltd, and a joint company was formed. This offered
to up-grade existing pistons and also set up a replacement service to ship
owners, opening up spare depots in ports around the vrorld.

The joint firm then·

set up the manufacture of complete pistons, using numerically controlled machines. A part of this work is done at v7est Chirton.

The joint company won

a Queen's Award to Industry for Exports in 1973 •.
Together with Lockwood and Carlisle, Torday bought .a share in Van der
Horst, an old-established Dutch electro-plater.
pistons was introduced there.

The machining and plating of

The Dutch compar.y grew rapidly and Torday and

Lockwood acquired all its capital in 1974.
There were other developments:

In the middle of the 1960's, the produc-

tion of nickel foil for specialised electronic applications was introduced.
This was a small business \'Thich did not last lopg.

The accurcay with vrhich

the foil could be produced and annealed, however, made it suitable for pressure
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Torday Ltd
relief devices for boilers.
ac~uired

The main customer, F.A. Hughes of Epsom., was.

by the firm and the manufacture of the complete devices brought to

West Chirton.

This product line now contributes 25% to Torday's sales and

took the firm into a business

'~hich

is close to instrument.manufacture.

The interest in copper foil had never ceased, andby the early·l970's,.
.

.

the firm had the resources to make it on a large scale.

Electrofoil Ltd

was formed in 1973 and the annual production of copper foil is now 500 Tons.
By 1974, the group was poised for a substantial expansion.
.

.

There are- sales companies in Norway, France, Greece, Singapore· and
Argentina.
The subsidiaries and associates of Torday Ltd are as follows:
Electrofoil Ltd

75.% owned

Electro-Fabrication & Engineering Ltd
Lock~~od

Torday & Carlisle Ltd

Diesel Chrome Engineering Ltd

Spin-Off:

Metnor Ltd

100% owned
50% owned
50% O\-med

( now believed to be part of the Swan-Hunter Group)

The business was founded by R. Sterling, a former manager at
Torday.

It specialises in Shot Blasting and Metal Spraying

in the shipping industry and is believed to be a substantial
concern.
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Case History Reference: 37. A/ I/a/M
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder (s) ' Capital:
Year of. Foundation:
Product ( s) :
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Ex~rts

Last· -.

kno~m

in 1974:

Ownership:

Source of Information:
~-lere

similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

TYNE CHEHICAL CCA'1PANY LTD

Riverside Drive
.South Sh.telds, Tyne

&

\'7ear

Laszlo Torday and Dr. Nader Brandon (Bernstein )
Small
1939
Industrial compounds, later etched aluminium
foil and aluminium anodising
150

E 1 Nillion
50%

Wellington Films and Foils Inc., USA
Stephen Brandon, a son of one of the founders

Yes

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:
For

Pre~war

Promotion by Tyneside Industrial Development
Board

Foundations only

with. Special Area
Development Organisation:

Con~act

T.I.D.B.

Assistance froi)'l Special J!..rea
Financial Sources:

No

· Documents Available:

No
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Tyne.Chernical Company Ltd
Laszlo Torday was born in Budapest in 1890.

He studied Chemical Engi-

neering there and set up his own manufacturing business in 1921, Vegyeszeti
Gyara Torday Laszlo.

He produced specialised industrial

ch~icals,

including

high-temperature greases for balling, depi·lants for animal skins, plant protection chet!licals, and he refined Borax.

He also represented a German compa-

ny making electro-plating plant and materials.
Dr. Nader Brandon was born in 1890.

He completed his chemical enginee-

ring studies.at the Technische Hochschule, Berlin-Charlottenburg, Germany.
Later, he established. a firm of chemical distributors, representing well.known British firms like ICI, among others.

He also distributed the Borax

refined by Laszlo Torday's firm.
The partners came to Britain for reasons we have explained elsewhere,
Dr. Brandon in 1939, L. Torday in 1940.
At the suggestion of Stanley Holmes, of the Tyneside Industrial Develop-.
ment Board, the business was established in the office building of the former
Reynoldson's shipyard at Pilot Street (now Riverside Drive), South Shields,
which had closed down during the depression.
It was the intention to produce lines similar to those former-ly made. by
Laszlo Torday's firm in Hungary.

Because of the smallness of the capital,

the business could not immediately support

bTo

partners and L. Torday left

after about a year and took up a position in industry.

After the

~var,

he

formed his own firm ( see case history no.36, Torday Ltd ) •
During the War, the firm produced a variety of items, mainly under contract from the Ministry of Supply.

They included camphorated soft soap ( foot

soap ) for the Armed Services, insecticides etc.

Some foodstuffs ( Sauer-

kraut ) were made for a local firm of food packers,Tynebrand Products.
Dr. Brandon brought his sons into the business: Peter, after he had
graduated in

Ch~~istry,

and Stephen.

Tne latter had come to Britain in 1938

as a student employee at an ICI subsidiary, Plant Protection Ltd and had.
$tudied engineering and metallurgy before joining the RAF.

He returned to

the firm after being demobilised.
Employment during the vJar never exceeded 30 people.
At the end of the tvar, the firm tried to regain its former market in
the metal polishing compound field.

Its contact with that field led to some

experiments in the plating of aluminium which were not successful.
a heat-dissipating etched aluminium foil

Later,

was produced successfully - the

suggestion for the product had· come from a local manufacturer of hard plastic
sheet ( Tnomas De La Rue), who needed this material for incorporation into
his product.

With the arrival of melamine, however,

foil was no lonaer needed.

At

the etched aluminium

this point, the firm started the manufacture
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Tyne

Chemi~al.

Company Ltd

of etched aluminium- foil for electrolytic capacitors and this became the
main line of the business from 1954 onwards.

Later, the anodising of alUmin-

ium· coils for direct current applications ( magnets ) was introduced.
Dr. Brandon died in 1959.

Stephen and Peter Brandon became Joint Managing

Direotors;--with -their mother,. Helen Brandon, becoming chairman.
The firm's products were exported to many countries.

On one of his ex-

port trips, Stephen Brandon met an American competitor, the
ton Films and Foils Inc.

O\~er

of Welling-

This firm acquired Tyne Chemical· Company in 1969.

Peter and Stephen Brandon continued to manage the firm.
Peter Brandon was killed in a car accident in 1973.

Stephen Brandon

left the firm after our key date.
Spin-Off:

Torday Ltd ( see case history no. 36 )
D.K.M. (Conductors) Ltd, Algernon Industrial Estate
Shiremoor, Tyne and· 1f1ear
Keith Martin and David t1organ \-.Tere employed. as engineers
at Tyne Chemical Company.

They set up their own firm in 1975

to carry on ·the anodising of aluminium coils·by the process·
developed at Tyne Chemical Company-
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case ··History ;Referenrze :.: 38. ·
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):

TYNE TEXTILES .LTP

Stoneygate Lane, Felling
Gateshead, 10, Tyne & t'lear
Isaac Kaufmann

'.Capital:

E 500

-Year of Foundation:

1951.

Fou~de~(s)

Product (s):
EmployPl~nt

on the 1.11.197 4:

Volume of Sales in 1974:
Expo·rts in 1974:
Last -

kno~m

Ownership:

Source of Information:
Were similar Products made or
so1q in country of origin?

II/b

Casual and sports wear
300

E 1 million
small
Founder and family
Founder

Does not apply

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Father of founder was one of the founders of
a refugee firm on Tyneside

For Pre-War youndati6ns only
Contact with Special Area
D~velopment Organisation:
Assistance from Special ~.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No
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Tyne. Textiles Ltd
Isaac Kaufmann was born in Berlin in 1926.
family at Gateshead just before the to7ar.

He arrived with his

His .father was one of the

founders of Burrell and Maurice Ltd ( see case history no.6 ) •
In 1951, I. Kaufmann started business in 2 rooms on the first floor·
of an old. building in Wesbnorl~md

·Road, Newcastle upon Tyne.

was one of the first in Britain to manufacture casual wear.

His· firm
By 1953,

larger premises were needed and the firm moved to 159, Westmoreland Road.
In 1960, a 3,000

sq.ft~

factory was rented at Team Valley Trading Estate,

Gateshead., and. between. 1961 and 1966, three further factories of 6,000
sq.ft. each were added, all of them at Team Valley.

In 1967, the decision

was taken to build a 50,000 sq.ft. factory at Felling.
extension was added since.

A 10,000 sq.ft.

The shortage of labour appeared to restrict

further growth and a small satelite factory was opened at Leadgate, County
Durham in 1973, employing about 30 people.
While the demand for the firm's products was so strong on the home
market, there was no spare capacity for exports, but successful efforts
to get into foreign markets have recently started.
The products of the firm are of high quality. They are sold in the
most reputed stores in London.
out \'lith the firm's garments.

The British Olympic Team. of· 1976 was fitted
A recent Everest Expedition was kitted out

by the firm· as a gift to Sport.
The firm has elaborate welfare facilities. and a:n
programme.

It also produces a works newspaper.

ext~nsive

social

In an industry known for

its high labour tur.nover, the firm appears to have achieved a relatively
high degree.of stability.
This firm is one of 6 founded by a 'dynasty' and reference to the
family relationships and the firms which were founded is made in Appendix 18.
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Case History Reference·:. 39.
Firm:·

Address:
Founder{$):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product (s):
Employment on the .1.11.1974.:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exoo.rts ·in 197.4:.
Last -

kno~m

OWnership:

Source of Information":
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

TYNE TRUCK AND TROLLEY

I/b/M

CO~ANY

LTD

Team Valley Trading Estate
Gateshead,ll, ~Toe & Wear
Paul Guttsmann ar.d the Casebourne family

Small
1939

Mechanical handling devices
25
Not made available
~all

The Casebourne family
Peter Guttsmann, sor. of one of the f.ounders,
and R.V. Casebourne
Yes

Reason for-Establishment .in .a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation: ·

Introdu.ction to

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For

Pre-~1ar

Foundations only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:

Believed no

Assistance from Special ~.rea
Financial Sources:

No

Documents Available:

No

t.~e

Casebourne family
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Txne .Truck·.& Trolley Company Ltd
Paul Adolph Guttsmann was born in Breslau, Silesia,. in 188·2.

He \'Tas

apprenticed to a company in the mechanical handling and raih;ay transport
field ( now Orenstein & Koppel ) before the turn of the century. After completing his apprenticeship, he was posted abroad, and on his return to Berlin
in 1909, he acquired a small company in the mechanical handling. field.,

Grund~

mann & Kuhn.
The Nazis forced him to sell his business and leave Germany. He arrived
in Britain in April 1939 without any resources, but with a complete set of
drawing~

and photographs of his products.

Through friends, he was.put in

touch with the Casebourne family in Newcastle

~pan

Tyne, who were running

a well-known business of engineers' agents. W.J. Casebourne agreed to join
P.A. Guttsmann in a venture on Tyneside, in which the latter was to hold

49~

of the equity.
At first, an office vras rented in Northu..T'1berland Street, Newcastle upon
Tyne; later, premises were obtained in Newbr"idge Street, Newcastle, where
manufacture started.

In the late 1940's, the f·i:rm moved to its present

factory ( about 6,000 sq.ft. ) at Team Valley Trading Estate, Gateshead.
P.A. Guttsma·nn, who had not previously exported to Britain,
from the start by his son Peter
Chemicals Ltd ) •

\:~as

joined

( see also case history no.S, Builders'

Peter Guttsmann left the firm. in 1950. P.A. Gutt5mann

retired in 1962 when he was 80 years old. He died in 1969.
The business has been manufacturing substantially the same products
since its inception.
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Case.Hi.story Reference:
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)

1

Capital:

Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employm~nt

on the 1.11.1974:

Volume of Sales in 1974:
Expqrts in 1974:
Last -

kno~m

Ownership:

Source of Information:
Were

si~ilar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

4q. A/ I/a/M

t\"EST AUCKLAND CLOI'HING COMPANY LTD:
(now part of Steinberg & Son Ltd)

St. Helen's Auckland Trading Estate
t•?est Auckland, County. Durham
Leo and Helen Lewin
Small
1939
Women's and girls 1 -.outer- wear
550
E 3 million

Small
SteiP~erg

and Son Ltd

K. Lewin, a son of the founders

Yes

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundatfon:

Suggestion by Commissioner for the Special
Areas of England and Wales, and preference
for a rural area

For Pre-tr1ar rooundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special P..rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

Commissioner' s_- office in London

S.A.R.P..•
No

292
v7est

Auckl~nd

Clothing <;;:ornpany Ltd

Leo Lewin was born in Breslau, Silesia, in 1882.

His father had found-

ed a concern manufacturing men's clothes and furs in Breslau, A.G. fuer Webwaren unde Bekleidung, formerly C. Lewin, well before the turn of the century.

Leo Lewin entered the family business as .a young man and, on the retire-

ment of his father, he took over the management of what had become a major
firm in the clothing_ industry in Germany.
Leo Lewfn was a keen breeder of race horses and, as a result of this
interest, had. a considerable number of contacts in Britain.

When the Nazis

came to power., he sent his sons Kurt ( born in 1919 ) and Ernst

born in 1924 ) .

to school in ,Brit.ain .in 1934 •. When i.t became clear that he and his family
had to get out of Germany, he started negotiations with a view to setting up:
a manufacturing business in Britain.

He appears to have paid a number of

visits to Britain \-lhile this was still possible.

He was in contact with the

London office of the Commissioner for the Special Areas of England and Wales,
who introduced him to the
Areas.

Dev~lopment

organisations of some of the Special

Leo and Helen Lewin chose the South t-Jest. Durham Area, partly because

there appeared to be suitable labour and partly because they wanted to live
in a rural area.
The firm v1as founded in Narch 1939, soon after the fanily arrived in
Britain.

Manufacturing started in a disused chapel at Shildon, County Durham,

in June 1939, while a factory was being constructed at the St. Helen's Aucklan<J. Trading Estate, where two other refugee firms had set up in 1938.

The

firm moved into the 25,000 sq.ft. factory at the beginning of the War.
Finance was provided not only by S.A.R.A., but also by James Vogel, a
textile industrialist who had arrived in Britain in the early 1930's, it is
believed.

He had extensive textile interests in Huddersfield.

His 50% share

in the business remained until the Charterhouse Trust acquired it in the 1950's.
The sons of Leo Lewin and his \·life Helen, who played an active part in
the business, joined the firm from its inception.
The first line of the firm was flannel trousers for Marks and Spencer,
but the production was soon changed over to uniforms for the Services. 2 million ·
uniforms were produced during the \oJar, mainly for· the British Forces.
The male members of the family were interned in May 1940, together with
the small number of key staff they had brought with them from Germany, but
they were released again soon afterwards.
The demands of the Services required a much larger factory and extensions
were built during and, to a small6r

exte~t,

after the War, so that the firm

now occupies 120,000 sq.ft. of space on the original site at West Auckland.
Leo Lewin retired in 1954, aged 72 years and died in the early 1960's.
In 1956, the firm •:.ras acquired and absorbed By Steinberg

&

Son Ltd.

K.

Lewin
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tvest .. Auckland.. Clothing- Compa,ny -·Ltd
Ernst Lewin retired from the firm in 1962. Kurt (Kenneth) Lewin
remains as Managing Director of what is now the Northern Division of
Steinberg & Son Ltd.
In the early 1960's, this division of Steinberg & Son took over
another refugee firm ( see no.l6 of firms no longer in existence, Team
Valley Clothing Co. Ltd), but this business was disposed of some 3 years
later to an

u~~nown

interest outside the North.

The firm originally traded under the trade mark

LE~·JOOLIN,

while the

the present one is that of Steinberg & Son, ALEXON.
David Lewin, the son of K. Le\'lin joined the· firm a few years ago.
He represents the 4th generation in the family business or its successors-.

Spin-Off

Durworth Ltd, see case history· no.l2. __
Northern Clothing Ltd, Shildon, County Durham
This firm \vas founded in 1944 or 194"5 by· Leo Page, who
.,.larked for rJest Auckland Clothing Company for a time
after he was invalided out of the

~rmy.

He took with him,

as a partner, Josef Narzecher,. whose background and further
activities are described in the case history on Durworth Ltd.
The business appears to be prosperous and employs 275 people.
We t·lere originally under the impression that Leo Page was a
refugee, but he informed us that he .,.;as born in London. He
spent

mos~

of his childhood in Frar1ce, returning to :dritain

only just before the outbreak of the last War.
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ALPHABETICJ.I.L AND "CLASSIFIED · INDE.X :
Firms still. in existence on 1 November 1974
· ·west Cumberland
Case Hist,or;t Ref.
·41.

·I/a/M

Name of Firm and Product

Employment

·cumberland Childwear ·Ltd
Children's t·7ear, Computer Services

300

42. A/II/d/M

Cumberland Curled Hair Ltd
Curled Hair_, Plastic Foam Cushioning

130

43. A/ I/a/M

Cumberland Paper Co.Ltd
Pa.I>e,r_ & Plastics Converters

180

44. ·A/II/a

;Elma ·· Spc:;>rtswea:r Ltd
Leather Fashion Coats

60

45.

II/a

L. Fisher Ltd
Unit Furniture, Divan Headboards-

. 70.

46.

II/d/M

Paul Green Ltd
Spectacle Frames

100

47. A/II/d/M

A. Hearfield Ltd
Hosiery

350

48. A/ I/b/M

Hornflowa Ltd
Buttons, Fertilisers, Moulding Tools

600

49. A/ I/ a

Kangol ·Ltd
Millinery, Sa tefy Belts, Safety Helmets ·

so.

A/ I/ a

Lakeland Food Industries Ltd
Food Packers

1300·
260

51. A/ I/a

Marchon Products Ltd
Detergents & Intermediates, Cement

2300

52. A/II/a/M

Seagull Prod.uC"ts Ltd
Light Travel Goods, Foot\vear Components

150

53. A/ I/a/M

West Coast Chrome Tanners Ltd
Leather Manufacturers

300

.54. A/ I/a/H

West Cumberland· Silk l-lills Ltd
Dress, Furnishing & Upholstery Fabrics

280
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c·ase Hist"ory- Referenc::e·: · 41.
Firm:

Address:
Founder (s) :
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Fqundation:
Product(s):
Emplo~ent

on the 1.11.1974:

Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last - kno'lm 0\.,.nership:
Source of Information:
t\'ere similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

I/a/M

CUMBERLAND CHILDt-JEAR LTD
(nm.,. Cumberland Fashions Ltd)

Solway Trading Estate
Maryport, Cumbria
.

.

Dr. M.A. Steiner and F.S. Hayek
Small
1938

Childrens' wear, inc. knitwear,
computer services
300

£ 1.2 million
30%

Founders' families
F.A. Stanley, ~~E, Managing Director, son
of Dr. f-l.A. Steiner, one of the founders
Yes

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940

Not kno\-m exactly

~oundation:

For Pre-\'·1ar F:oundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:

Cumberland Development Council

Assistance from Special ~.rea
Financial Sources:

No

Documents Available:

No
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Cumberland Childwear Ltd
Dr. !-1.A. Steiner was born in Vienna in 1894.

He was a manufacturer

of children's underwear in Austria, selling under the trade mark ' HaserlHoserl •.
F.S. Hayek was born in Brno, Slovakia, in 1903.

He manufacturerd

children's dresses in Czechoslovakia and produced children's underwear
under licence from Dr. Steiner's firm.
Both managed to escape to Paris after the Nazis annexed Austria. In the
aut~~n

of 1938, they started negotiations with Jack Adams of the Cumberland

Development Council ( in Paris ) \-lith a vie\·1 to setting up a factory in West
Cumberland.

They arrived there early in 1939 and were allocated some space

in an existing factory on the Solway Trading Estate at Maryport; while a
factory was being constructed for them.
Operations started in the spring of 1939; their initial products were
made to designs and from patterns they had brought with them.

They started

with 6 employees and occupied a 6,000 sq.ft .. factory, when it was completed.
Fred A. Stanley MBE is the son of Dr. M.A. st·einer.
Vienna in 1921.

After escaping from Austria with his

He

f&~ily

wa~

born in

in 1938, he was

sent to college in France, arriving in Britain two. ·weeks before the defeat of
France in the Summer of 1940.

He was almost

im1n~diately

interned, but, after

a short time, he was released to enable him to join the Pioneer Corps.

After

transferring to the Royal Ordnance Corps, and, later, to the Royal Engineers,
he found himself in the Intelligence Corps at the end of the
mobilised in 1946.

~lar

and was de-

He joined the firm soon after, while S.P. Haig, the son

of F.S. Hayek, joined in 1953.
At the beginning of the War, the firm was classed an essential ·producer.
Later, it was approved to manufacture to 'Utility• standards.

The trade mark

'Donald Duck • was adopted, but because of objections from the t'l'alt Disney
organisation, had to be abandoned, and the trade mark 'Tik-a-Tee' \-las introduced instead.•
After the

~·1ar,

place in the 1960's.

the busi11ess grew rapidly, the major expansion taking
In 1969, F.A. Stanley was awarded the MBE for export

achievements.
Selling is done through a London showroom and through agencies in 28
countries.

Since 1974, the percentage of exports has doubled. In 1967, the

firm started to produce knitted goods.
A subsidiary company, T.K.T. Computer Services Ltd, was established in
1969, in order to make available the firm's computer facilities to outside
users.
At the present time, the firm occupies 67,000 sq.ft. of space, all of
it on the Solway Trading Estate at Maryport.
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C'.l!.'"ilberland· Child\o!ear Ltd
Dr. Steiner died in 1971.

S.P. Haig became chairman in the same year, and

Fred A. Stanley MBE, Managing Director.

F.S. Hayek was named President of

the company in 1971.
The name of the firm was changed in about 1967.
$pin-qff:

None known
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Case History Reference: 42. · A/I·I/d/M
Firm:

Cm.1BERLAND CtJRLED Hjl.IR. l-iFG. CO!::lPANY

:t.TD

Cheri Foam Ltd, Associate: Curled Hair Ltd ·
Address:
FoundE;!r{s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product (s) :
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:

Last -

To,.,.er Works
Wnitehaven, Cumbria
Kurt Oppenheim
£ 2,000

1945
·curled hair, plastic foam
130
£.1.25"million

Exg:>rts in 1974:

5%

kno~m O~nership:

Coventry Hood International Ltd

Source of

!nforma~ion:

Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

Kurt and Lily Oppenheim ( wife of founder )

Yes (curled hair, by family business)

Reason for Establisrunent in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:
For

Pre-~Jar

Offer of factory space and fina~cial assistance,
( neither of which materialised )

'f:ounda-tions o::1.ly

Contact with·Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special ~.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

Cutting from Furniture·Manufacturer, April _1975.
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Cumberland Curled Hair. Martu.facturing Company Ltd
Kurt A Oppenheim \vas born in Kassel, Germany, in 1918.
been in the curled hair business since 1833.

His family had

Curled hair i"s processed.· ani-

mal hair and is used in high-quality bedding and furniture.
After attending school in Switzerland and college in England, he returned_ to Germany to arrange his emigration to
urgent because of Nazi pressure.
in the spring of 1939.

~~e

USA, which had become

He arrived in England on a transit visa

Shortly after the outbreak of the War, his visa for

the USA arrived, but he decided to stay in England.

During the ear.ly part

of the \-7ar, he was engaged in the recruitment of Allied nationals who had
fled to Britain.

Towards the end of the t•Jar, he \.;orked for a London firm

producing curled hair and feathers, mattresses, pillows, sleeping bags, etc
for the Armed. Services.
At the end of the 't>lar, Kurt Oppenheim had the

opportunity to join his

father, who had succeeded in establishing a curled hair factory in Switzerland before the 't>7ar.

He decided to stay in Britain and to ·set up his own·

processing works.
He

c~

to Whitehaven in 1945, but neither the promised factory space

nor the financial assistance materialised.

He then looked for an. available

factory space ·outside the Government-financed factory .sector and found the
old Tower Brewery at Whitehaven, where the Head Office of his companies is
still situated.
The post-War boom enabled the firm to expand and by 1.950, more space
was required.

A factory \vas rented at Richmond Hill, on the outskirts of

Whitehaven.
During the following years, the firm started to experiment \vith ·the
manufacture and use of foam produced from chemicals.

Although materials pro-

.duced in this way were not considered superior to curled hair, economic factors were likely to ensure their future.

By 1959, polyurethane foam was being

produced at Richmond Hill and, in 1960, a subsidiary company, Cheri Foam Ltd, ·
was:. formed to launch the new products on the home market.
By 1963, the large increase in the demand for foam and the steady, continuing demand for curled hair made it n.ecessary to consider very much larger
factory premises.

The firm, therefore, bought two large ex-RAF hangars on a

10 acre site at Silloth airfield, 30 miles to the north of

't>fuitehave~.

In this

way, the firm acquired 100,000 sq.ft. of unrestricted space within easy reach
of the r-!6 motorway.

Production continued to expand and further buildings

were added.
In 1972, Cheri Foam set up moulding unit for pre-formed
made from cold-cure, high-resilience foam.
of being suitable for complex

sh~pes

~nis

fo~~

shapes

material has the advantage

with internal supports, eliminating

JOO
:·Cumbt;!r],and-·Curled.·Hair !·1anufacturing Company Ltd
some of the labour involved in furniture assembly.
The company also set up its own workshops for the manufacture of
moulds to customers' requirements and since 1972, the production of such
moulds has more than trebled.
tii th ·the completion of further buildings, · t.."-l.e firm now occupies more

than 200,000 sq.ft. of space at Silloth.
The company's products ( Cheri

Fo~

and Cheritex ) are well known in

the furniture, bedding, automotive, public transport,"caravan and allied
industries.

It ope:r;-ates its

O\-ln

fleet of large vehicles, f·in±shed in a

distinctive l.ivery.
Both Curled Hair Ltd and Cheri Foam Ltd have a significant share of the
market for their products.
In 1975, the group was acquired by Beaver Paint Group, and in 1977,
by their present owners.

Kurt Oppenheim intended to retire from the manage-

ment ·of the·firms at the end of 1977.
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case
· Firm:

Address:
Founder{s):
Fol,lnqer (s) • Capit.al:
Year of.Foundation:
Product ( s) :
Employment on the ·1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Excorts in 1974:
Last - knovm Ownership:
Source of Information:
~·Jere

similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

History Reference:'' 43·.- A/ I/a/H

CUMBERLAND PAPER CO~~ANY LTD
(now Cross Paperware Ltd)

Cleator, Cumbria
Alexander and George Hurst ( Herz ),
Alexander Engel, Tiber Ambrus
Small
1939

Paper converters
180

E 2. 5 million
12%

Bowater Group
Alexander and ~lrs. L. Engel, one of the
founders, and his wife
Yes

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

Promotion of Cumberland Development Council
in Hungary

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-War

raunda~ions

only

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special A.rea
Financial Sources:
Doc~~ents

Available:

CDC

Nuffield Trust, Treasury
No

302
C~~~erland

Paper.Company Ltd

Alexander Engel was born in Kosice, Slovakia, ( then part of Hungary
in 1901, vThere he established a paper converting firm in the ],ate 1.920 s
1

by the name of Papyros.

The firm had export connections with Britain.

Alexander Hurst was born in Budapest in 1911.

He was connected with

the old-.established family concern of paper converters, Herz
was his brother George..

Tiber

~~rus

&

Balint, as

was the son-in-law of Mr. Balint and

was also working in the business.
When Czechoslovakia had to cede a part of Slovakia., including Kosice,
to Hungary after the r.tlunich

1

agreement' in September/October 1·938, A•. Engel.

d'ecided to emigr.ate to Britain, if possible.

On a visit to the British

Commercial Counsellor at Budapest, he met members of the Herz & Balint concern, who had already made enquiries about the possibility of setting up a
.paper converting factory in Britain.
should join

forces.

It was decided that the two groups

They met Jack Adams and Frank Anderson,M.P. for White-

haven, who acted on behalf of the Cu.'llberland Development Council, in Budapest
and \'lere persuaded. to set· up ·in t·7est Cumberland, where a 6,000 sq.ft. factory
was made available for them at Cleator Mill.
The partners arrived in Britain in August 1939.

They succeeded in getting

at least some :machinery out of Hungary before tne v7ar would have made this
impossible.

The raw material they had

orde~ed,

however, did not get through:

Dispatch of three waggon loads of paper ordered from a Czech mill was stopped
by export regulations brought in by the Nazi occupation authorities.
The founders intended to start the production of crepe'papers and paper
serviettes.

~he

immediate difficuly was the supply of raw materials, which

were rationed in a way that made supply dependent on quantities used during
the year before the t'lar.
was eventually secured.

Through friends in the paper business, some material
The production of some war materials (

shells ) and export of serviettes secured further supplies.

gr~~ets

for ·

The firm also

began to act as a converter for other firms which had to restrict output for
one reason or another during the 't'7ar, or under industrial concentration
schemes.
The general difficulty of obtaining material during the War, however,
made the firm look for other products and the production of goods made from
plastic sheet, such as hoods and raincoats, was started and eventually set
up as a separate venture in the Empire Hall, Egremont, a corrugated steelcovered former cinema.

The company established was called Seagull Products

Ltd, after the logogram of Cumberland Paper Company ( see also case history
no.52 ) •

The Seagull company was sold in 1952, when raw materials for paper

converting were fully available again.

Immediately after the v1ar, the firm

took up some of its old connections on the Continent again and supplemented
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Paper CompanY Ltd

Cuw~erland

scarce local paper supplies by imports.
A 16,000 sq.ft. factory was built at Cleator in 1948 and extended,
in

b1q

stages, by another 53,000 sq.ft.

In 1954, the business was acquired by Purnell & Sons of Paulton,
Bristol ( then or later a company. in the British Printing Corporation Group ) •
The new

O\~ers

in 1958.

enabled Cumberland Paper Company to acquire Cross Paperware Ltd

In 1969, the name of Cumberland Paper was changed to Cross Paper-

ware Ltd.

Recently'· th_e compan:::r \-Ja_s acquired by its present ol'mer·s.

Tiber Ambrus left the firm in the early 194"0'·s.
in 1955.

Alexander Hurst died

Alexander Engel retired in 1964, but George Hurst continued to

work in the. firm until the middle 1960's.
Mr.

&

11-lrs. Alexand·er Engel, who provided· us with the whole of the·

information on the firm, have asked us to record that the information they
have given us on employment, sales and exports in 1974

are_believ~d

by·,them

to be correct, but they drew atter.tion to the fact that f-ir. Engel retired
from· the firm 10 years before our key date.

Spin-Off:

L. Fischer Ltd, (.see case history No.45 )
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Case History Reference·: '44;··A/II/a
Firm:

Address:
Founder{s):
Founder(s)·, Capital:
Year of Founda.tion:
Product(s):
Employment. on the 1.11.1974:
Vol~~e

of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:

Last - kno.,.m Ownership:
Source of Information:
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

ELMA

SPORTS~·iEAR

LTD·

Millom, Cumbria
Dr. Imre and Hartha Elek
Adequate
1959
Leather fashion coats
60
£ 400,000
50%

Gloverall Ltd
Dr. I. Elek, one of the founders

No

Reason. for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Dr. Elek was one of the founders of another
refugee firm at Millom

t=:<;>r Pre-War Foundations only
Contact \-lith Special 1\rea
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special .P..rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No

305
~lma

Sportswear Ltd

The origins of Dr. Imre Elek, and the events leading up to his arrival
in Cumbria are described in case history No.47 (A. Hearfield Ltd).
When that company was acquired, Dr. Elek, together with his wife Martha,
set up a new firm at Millom, to produce leather fashion coats.
They started production in an old building which they extensively
restructured.

Within a year, the firm employed 45 people.

A German fashion

expert was brought into the business, but he proved to have insufficient
manufacturing expertise.
the firm prospered.

The problems of his departure were overcome and

Much of its output was exported to Australia, Japan and

the USA.
After the death of Martha Elek, the firm was sold to Gloverall Ltd,
a well-knm..rn company in the sportswear trade.
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·Case History .Reference: 45.
Firm:

Address:
·Founder ( s )':
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1.11.1974:
Vol~~e

of Sales in 1974:
Ex29rts in 1974:

Last - kncvm Ownership:
Source of Information:
~-!ere

similar Products made or
sold in country of oriain?

· II/a·

L. FISCHER LTD

Cleator,

Clli~bria

Ladislav Fischer
Small
1948, incorporated 1950
Divan Headboards, unit furniture in melamine
70
£ 500,000

Small
Founder and family
Founder

No

Reason ~or Establisr~ent in a
Spe·cial Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Spin-off from refugee firm in Cumbria

For Pre-War Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Develooment Organisation:
Assistance from Special Jl.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

Cutting from Cabinet Maker & Retail Furnisher
8 April 1977
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. L. Fischer Ltd
Ladislav Fischer. was born in Kosice, Slovakia, in 1913. He served· an
apprenticeship as a joiner and cabinet

~aker

and, during the last year or

two in his native country, he \vorked in a company making ply-\Y'Ood for aircraft.
Beca~se

of the Nazi occupation of Czechoslovakia and the difficulties

being created for Jewish people in Hungary, vthich had annexed part of
Slovakia, including Kosice,after the Munich crisis in ·1938, _L. Fischer
had to leave.

He was offered a position with a British firm making aero-

nautical plywood (Austin Veneer and·PlY\Y'Ood ), and as a result, he was
allowed to come to Britain.

He arrived in August 1939.

Almost as soon

as the War. started, however, that company became izwolved in secret war
work and L. Fischer, as an alien,. had to leave.
He came to Cumberland in 1941, to work at

~umberland

Paper Company Ltd

see case history no.43 ) as a joiner. A. Engel, one of the founders of
Cumberland Paper Company, also hailed from Kosice and his-father at one
time employed L. Fischer's father.
After a year in CUmberland, L. Fischer joined the Czech Army in Britain.
He was demobilised iri 1946 and· rejoined Cumberland Paper Company.
In 1948, he set up as a \otorking joiner, gradually entering the business
of furniture making.

In 1950 he incorporated his business. In that year,

too, he obtained approval to make Utility furniture ( a requirement left
over from the 'f1ar ) , but even at this early stage, he sold vrell-made pieces
to prestigious houses like Heal's of London.

At this point, he employed

about 8 people and operated from a disused chapel at Cleator.

His products

at that time included components for beds, headboards; school, hospital
and kitchen furniture.

His machinery was second-hand , or older, and he had

to make much of it useable himself.

He found it ~possible to get any finan-

cial assistance, except for a £ 3,000 loan from the Rural Loan Fund ( now
Council for Small Industries in Rural Areas ) in the late 1960's.
The business grew, in spite of a number of obstacles,·and in 1968, a
10,000 sq.ft. factory was built for the firm at Cleator, opposite the old
chapel \.;hich had served as its \Y"orks for almost 20 years.

The factory has

been extended twice and now provides 20,000 sq.ft. of space.

Recently, a

40,000 sq.ft. factory was acquired by the firm at nearby Egremontp which
vied with Cleator for the dubious

r~putation

of being the most depressed

place in West Cumberland before the War.
More than

80~

of the production is now in headboards for various bedding

manufacturers and for sale directly to the retail trade.

The factory is

organised on the most modern lines, including computer-assisted book-keeping
and dispatch arrangements.

The firm delivers in its own vans, carrying its
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L. ·Fischer Ltd
'Roomscene' logo to all northern centres.
L. Fischer's son John, a graduate in Economics and Industrial relations,
joined the firm in 1972.
The founder believes that his business is going to expand substantially
over the next· few years.
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Case History Reference:
Firm:

46.

II/d/IJJ.

PAUL GREEN LTD
P.G. Safety Ltd

~ddress:

.Founder ( s) :
Fo~nder(s)'

Small
1952

Product (s):

Spectacle frames, industrial visors

on the 1.11.1974:

Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last -

Paul Green ( Gruen )

Founqa~ion:

Year of

Emplo~ent

Capital:

Solway Trading-Estate
Maryport, Cumbria

kno~m

Ownership:

Source of Information:
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

100
£ 500,000

15%

Founder and family
Founder

Yes

Reason .for.Establishment in a
Special Area of theNorth:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Pr~or

For Pre-v1ar r:oundations only
Contact with Special Area
Develppment Organisation:
Assista,nce from Special A.rea
Financial Sources:

Documents Available:

No

settlement of relations in Cumbria
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. Paul Green Ltd
Paul Green \-las born in Budapest in 1907.

In 1931, he started to manu-

facture spectacle frames in Brno, Czechoslovakia.
that country in March 1939, he found
land.

hi~self

~1hen

on a business trip in Switzer-

He decided not to return to Czechoslovakia and

where he arrived on 2 April 1939.

the Nazis occupied
to go to Britain,

He hoped to arrange for his wife and·

child to follow, but he was never to see either of them again.
He obtained almost immediately a position in his trade in London, taking
charge of production at a firm of spectacle frame makers.
In 1941, he moved to Glasgow and \'lor ked· in a similar position. In 1952,
P. Green· set up his own manufacturing company in Glasgow.

In 1960, he moved

his works to a Trading Estate in Cumbria, where his cousins Andrew and Tiber
Seidner were running a manufacturing firm of their own at Egremont (' see case·
history no.S2, Seagull Products Ltd).
The firm grew rapidly and, apart from a Board of Trade loan, did so
out of its

O\'ln

resources.

A fe\-1 years ago, P. Green set up a small subsidiary, P.G. Safety Ltd·,
in partnership with Eric Billington, to produce safety visors for a wide
variety of industries.

The factory of P.G. Sa·fety Ltd is situated on the

Glasson Trading Estate·, Maryport.
P. Green • s son Allan joined the firm in 1971 and is gradually taking
over the management.
Spin-Off

A former member ·of this firm, a

~x.

OWen; set up

his own spectacle frame manufacturing business
in Aspatria, Cumbria
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Case ·History Reference: 47. A/II/d/M
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s}:
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):

A. BEARFIELD LTD
(now part of Elbeo Ltd)

Millom, Cumbria
Ivan Fekete and Dr. Imre Elek
Sr.~all

1948
Hosiery

Employment on the 1.11."1974:

350

Volume of Sales in 1974:

£ 4

EXP<?l:ts in 1974:
Last So~rce

kno~m

Ownership:

of Information:

Were similar Proqucts made or
sold in country of origin?

million

Over 50%
Elbeo A.G., Germany
Dr. I. Elek, one· of the founders

Yes

f

Reason for Establishment in a
Spec;ial Area. of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Prior settlement of relations in Cumbria

For Pre-vJar Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special P..rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

No
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A. Hearfield Ltd
The family of Ivan Fekete, born in 1914 in Budapest, were associated·
with the well-known
m~nufacturers

fi~

of Gutmann & Fekete of Budapest (GFB), who were

of hosiery and also owned 7 retail shops in Budapest, where

merchandise of high quality was sold.
Dr. Imre Elek, born in 1906 in Budapest, was an economist.

His brother-

in-law, Andrew Vigodny, had established a tannery at Millom before the War,
see case history no.53, West Coast Chrome Tanners Ltd ) •
I. Fekete and Dr. Elek survived the War after suffering gra¥e hardships.. Fekete is said to have \-lalked to the Volga to escape the Nazis and
the Hungarian Fascists. I. Fekete and Dr. Elek were old friends.
The partners arrived in Britain in 1948 and decided to establish a
hosiery factory at Millom.

The name of the firm they founded is that of

a ready-made company they purchased and has no other significance.

A Govern-

ment-financed factory \'laS built for the firm at Millom, originally of 6,000
sq.ft. in size, later extended to 24,000 sq. ft., and since the t.ake-over by
Elbeo, to 72,000 sq.ft.
The firm started with 24 knitting heads, now ·increased to 500.

The most

modern equipment was installed, but the high cost of stocking-knitting machines posed serious financial problems, but as the market for nylon stockings
was buoyant, they were gradually overcome, as also the working capital_problem,
which arose out of the need to buy and stock very large quantities of yarn.
The ·firm appears to have prospered almost from the beginning.
In 1959, the German company Elbeo joined the.firm as a partner, and
acqaired the whole of the equity tn 1960.

Dr. Elek left almost immediately

and set up another manufacturirg firm at Hillom. ( see case history no.44, Elma
Sportswear Ltd).

Ivan Fekete stayed on for a few years.

The factory is now a major manufacturing unit within erie of the world's
largest producers of hosiery.

Its products are exported all over the world.

After the Hungarian revolution of October 1956, some 20 refugees who
arrived at Millom were given employment at A. Hearfield. It is saiC. that all
of them have now left and settled elsewhere.
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Case -Histo.ry Reference: 48·. A/ I/b/H
Firm:

Address:
Founder{s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1.1Ll974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last - kno11m 0\·mership:
.

.

Source of Information:
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

HORNFLOV1A LTD
(now Maryport Division of
British Industrial Plastics Ltd
Solway Trading Estate
Maryport, Cumbria
Max Kraus, H. Winter, Dr. Gelber, Dr. R. Neiger,
Dr. Donat, Helbert Wagg Ltd
Not knm-m
1938.
Buttons, fertilisers; moulding tools
600
Not made available
5%
Turner and Newall Group
Charles F.· Herzber<;r, son of former l-1anag.ing
Director, Michael Chadwi~:k, c;eneral !·lanage·:r
Yes

Reascn for Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-Wa-r Foundation:

Promotion by the Cumberland Development Council

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For

Pre-~·Jar

F:oundations only

Contact with ~pecial Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special l.l.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

C.D.C.

S.A.R.A., Treasury
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Hornflowa Ltd
As most of the founders had ceased to be connected with the firm
over 30 years ago, we have not been able to obtain a great deal of personal details.

We established, however, that Max Kraus and H. Winter

owned a button manufacturing concern of substance in Ostrava, Moravia,
Czechoslovakia.

Dr. Gelber vTas the son-in-la\ol of Max Kraus, Dr. Neiger

was the chief chemist of the Ostrava works, and Dr. Donat was a Czech
High Court judge.
The founders were attracted to West Cumberland by the efforts· of ·
the late Lord Adams and of the late Frank Anderson, M.P. for Whitehaven.
They appear to have arrived in Cumberland sometime in 1938 and started
production in a temporary factory at r-1aryport.

They obtained substantial

financial support from the Treasury·and from. S.A.R.A. and, it is believed,
from Banking interests.
Only

a

small part of the demand for buttons for men's wear had, up to

then, been met from British production, the bulk being imported.

~1ith ~7ar

likely, there was a potential large additional demand. for. uniform buttons.
Buttons. had been made·for generations from milled hoof and horn mixed
with- casein.· This· type. of· bU'tton·could safely

be ironed on garments.·Later,

urea formaldehyde was added, but this made the material too brittle for macht·ning.

Dr. Neiger developed a process in \vhich urea formaldehyde \17aS the main

material, using milled hoof and horn only as a filler.

Still later, cellulosic

fillers were used, excluding all animal material.
Early in 1939,. Dr. F.M. Herzberg was brought into the business. as financial director.

He had been l\1anaging Director of J. Esterrnann· A.G., a leading

Austrian producer of fats and soaps.

Sometime in 1940, the founders were

bought out by financial institutions, of vThich merchant bankers Helbert
were the. most prominent.

~7agg

At this point, Dr. Herzberg became Managing Director.

In January 1940, the company moved into a 12,000 sq.ft. factory on. the
Solway Trading Estate at Maryport.

Apart from buttons and fertilisers,

( made

from the residue or surplus hoof and horn material ) , the company produced
mould~ng

tools and appears to.have grown rapidly.

At the end of the Har, the firm expanded the production of tools and.
gauges and started to market the formaldehyde resin it produced for its own·
use.

It also began to diversify into injection and custom compression mould-

ings.
There were, at the time, close contacts with a major competitor, British
Industrial Plastics Ltd, then still an independent firm.

When BIP wanted to

expand, a mututally agreed take-over took place in 1955.

Dr. Herzberg,· then

;_-··--·-----·--

70 years old, was able to retire.

A few months later, BIP itself was taken

over by the Turner and Newall Group.

;
f

/

HornflovTa Ltd
.

.

The production of resin was discontinued and replaced by general Trade
moulding, mainly in melamine, and the engineering side was expanded.
manufacture of moulding machines \vas commenced.

The

Although the production of

buttons was continued, - the company is, in fact, the largest producer of
buttons for mens' wear in Britain -

buttons now form a relatively small

part of the firm's sales.
Although the management felt unable to disclose the volume of sales
for 1974, it did tell us that sales increased 14 fold, in cash terms, between·
1962 and 1974.
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1.-'inn:

Address:
Founder(s):
Fou.nder(s)' Ca]2ital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on the 1.11.1974:

KANGOL GROUP
(main cc·:npan.ies and associates listed
at end of ca.se history)
norfolk' St1:eet
Carlisle, Cumbria

( Head Office )

J. Spreiregen

Small
1936 in London, 1938 as manufacturer

Berets, caps, ladies' millinery and headwear,
car seat belts, sa.fety head "'·ear
£ 5 million

~ales

in 1974:

1,250 ( in North

Ex~rts

in 1974:

65% headwear, 25% seat belts and safety helmets

Volume of

Last - kno\o;n Ovmershio:
Source of Information:

American Safety Equipment Corporation Inc:,, USA
J. Meisner, joint Managing Direc.tor,

nephe\'1 of founder
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

Yes ( berets ) .

Reo.son for Establisr.ment i.n a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

Promotion by Cumberland Development Ccunc·il

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-War Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special Jl.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

c.n.c.
Nuffield Trust, Treasury
Newspaper cuttings

------------------------------------------------------------..-------------·---------------------

31,7
Kangol
J. Spreiregen was born in Russian Poland ( believed

~1arsav1

Gr~

) in 1892.

In the early 1900's, his family moved to France because of the political
situation.

In the first world

~7ar,

J. Spreiregen fought for a time in the

British Army and, as a result, was given British ci tize·nship .. After the War I
he eng.aged in trading in Paris.
trade, specialising in berets.

In the late 1920's, he was in the millinery
In 1934, it is believed, he moved to London,

because, it is said, he feared the nearness of Nazi Germany.

He set up an

export/import business dealing in silk and angora wool ( from which the name
of the firm was later taken).

It is believed that Kangol Ltd was established

in 1936.
The inclusion of this firm in our study requires justification:

·Not only

was it described to us as a ref.ugee firm by all the people we t.;ere in contact
with in Cumbria, but both the founder and his two nephews, who were to play
a major role in the development of the business, would have been threatened
with deportation and worse by th·e Nazis, had they remained in Franc:::e after
1940.

Indeed, one of the nephews at least, escaped from that country after

its collapse in 1940.
J. Spreiregen contacted the Cumberland Development Council sometime in

1937, after seeing an advertisement by this body or by Frar..k Anderson,M .• P. for
Whitehaven.

After some negotiations, which included discussions with the

Nuffield Trust, J. Spreiregen agreed to come to Cumberland and to set up a
factory at Cleator r.Ull, to which \V'e have referred on page 77.
Joseph

~1eisner,

one of the founder's nephe\V'S, was born in Paris in 1913.

He arrived in Cumberland in March 1938 and assisted in setting up

~he

plant,

which had been acquired by the purchase of a French producer of berets.
Production started in September 1938 with a labour force of 35 people.
The business did not .succeed very well initially, partly because of the
competition from Czech imports.
The start of the vJar improved matters.

King George VI and General Mont-

gomery liked berets and this was believed to be the reason why the Services
gradually adopted them
J. Mei.sner was called up to the French Army in September 1939 and was.

demobilised after the defeat of France in 1940.

He succeeded in escaping

fro~

France in 1943 and returned to his job at Kangol Ltd.
There were 4 other British firms producing berets, but the demand during.
the War was so great that all of them were fully stretched.

After the War,

the demand was even greater and Kangol.found it difficult

meet the demand

in the boom years up to 195o.·
ery.

The traditional suppliers

~o

One of the problems was the shortage of machina~road

were not yet able to deliver.

Kangol

decided to design ito own machines and it found a manufacturer_ in· the Leicester
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Kangol
area able to produce them.

Grouo

About 200 of these machines were eventually

produced.
In 1950,- Kangol began to diversify into general headgear.
became a Public Company.

In 1952, it

At about that time, Kangol acquired an old-establ-

ished hat-manufacturing firm in Carlisle,

w.

Carrick & Son Ltd.

Production

of hats was curtailed, however, in order to make room for the production of
seat belts for motor cars and crash helmets for motor cyclists, market areas
which Kangol had recently entered.

The demand for· seat belts increased so

greatly that further manufacturing· space was required.

The crash· helmet line

was, therefore, moved to a factory in Stranraer, Wigtownshire, Scotland, in
1973.

In the same year, the firm producing. the metal parts for seat be·lts

in County Durham

~1a·s

acqu·ired.

The group has factories in Cleator ( where it occupies almost the whole
of the old mill}, in Frizington and in Carlisle, Cumbria, in Stranraer, Wig·townshire, in County ·Durham and in Huddersfield, where wool and Angora. yarn
for novelties } as well as the material for seat belts are being spUn.
In 1969, J. Meisner became Joint Managing Director.
in December 19 7 2, aged 80.

The founder retired

In that year, the group \'las acquired by the

American Safety Equipment Corpora-tion.
The group consists of the following firms:
arid headgear

Kangol Ltd,

~lillinery

Kangol Magnet Ltd,

Safety Belts

Kangol Helmets Ltd,

Crash helmets

Kangol SA, Pretoria,

s.

Africa,
·Manufacturers of berets

Kangol Thelen, Germany, Manufacturers of hats and millinery
Kangol Inc. ,

USA sales company

The company won the Queen's Award to Industry for Exports in 1966 and in 1970
Spin-Off:

Roko Ltd, see no.22 of firms no longer in existence
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Case History Reference: SO •. A/ I/a
Firm:

Address:
Founder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Employment on. :the 1.11.1974:
Volume of Sales in 1974: ·

LAKELAND FOOD PRODUCTS LTD
(now·a unit of Spillers Foods Ltd)

Solway Trading Estate
Maryport, Cumbria
Francis Springell (Sprinzell) and
G. Mason-Stern ( Stern )
Adequate
1939
Packers of dried, preserved and crystallised
fruit, vegetables and. meat products
260

Not made available

..
Last -

kno~m

Ownership:

Source of ;!:nformation:
Were similar Proqucts.made or
sold in country of origin?

.

II

Spillers Group
Mrs. G.B. Springell, widow of one of the
founders, \'l. J.. Temple, production manager
Yes

Reason for ~stablis~ent in a
Spe.cial Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

Promotion by the Cumberland Development Council

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-War Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance. from Special· A.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

C.D.C.

Believed no
No
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Lakeland Food Products Ltd
Francis Charles Springell \..ras born in Prague in 1898.

His grandfather

had founded the firm of Sprinzell, colonial produce i.I!lporters ar..d packers
and coffee blenders.

By the time F.C. Springell entered the business, it

had become a substantial concern.

But in addition to his business interests,

he was also a coliector and writer on Art and he became well-known by.his·
work on the Bohemian artist Wenceslas Hollar, who had fled to Britain from
the inquisition in the 17th century.
F.C. Springell was on a visit to Britain.in connection with his Art
interests when the Germans marched into· Czechoslovakia in March 1939.

He

decided to stay in Britain and to try and set up a food packing business.
He was put in touch with the officers of the Special Areas Development organisations and the Cumberland Development Council persuaded. him to settle in
West Cumberland
say~ng"

"if. you go to Wales, you won't understand a word they are

)•

A railway journey led to a chance meeting with another Czech refugee., .
G. Mason-Stern, whose family had mmed a well-known chain of· food:- shops
in Czechoslovakia ( Milias ) •
pac:;k~ng

plp.nt in

Britain~

He, too, had considered setting up a food

They decided to set up ·together.•

A 6,000 sq.ft. factory was rented at the Solway Trading Estate a-t Maryport.

An engineer from the

Sprinz~ll

factory in Prague was brought over.

The firm started with 25 employees, packing dried, preserved and crystallised
fruit, and vegetables •.
A fe\i months after the start of· the War, the fi:ri!l started packing for
the Ministry of Food, who proviaed all raw materials.

~~is

proved to be very

fortunate for the firm, because materials for non-Government orders was difficult to obtain and subject to stringent controls.

The firm produced, in addi-

tion to the lines listed above, tinned meat pies, baked beans etc.

The labour

force rose to 300 and another factory was rented on the Solway Estate, and
a further one at King Street, Maryport (now demolished).

The labour force

included a nu..-nber of drivers, as the firm ran its own fleet of lorries.
At the end of the War, the firm continued to work for the Ministry of
Food for a time, but with the end of rationing in the middle 1950's, it reverted back to its original product lines, developing, in addition, a range of
fine foods, for example, canned Hungarian Goulash.
The company was acquired by Tynebrand Products Ltd in 1960, and by the
Spillers Group in 1967.

F.C. Springell suffered a stroke in 1954, but carried

on until the early 1960's, when he retired from the firm. Ee

died in

~974.

A cousin of his, T. Kewan (Kuhn), who had survived the War in Czechoslovakia,
joined the firm in the late 1940's, it is believed. He and G. Mason-Stern
lef~

the firm in 1960 or shortly afterwards.

sq.ft. of space.

Spin-Off:

None known

The firm now occupies 60,000
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. Case History ·Reference.:::.SL .A/ I/a
Firm:

Address:
Founder{s):

MARCHON PRODUCTS LTP
Soh1ay Chemicals Ltd
. (now ~'Vhitehaven Division of Albright

Founder(s) • Capital:
. Ye~r of·· Foundation:

1939 ..

Employment on the 1.11.1974 :
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last -

kno~m

Ownership:

Source of Information:
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

\'lil.son Ltd)

Whitehaven, ·cumbria
Franz Schon
Frederick Marzillier
Small

Product(s):

&

Detergents and their intermediates, cement
2,300

E 40 million
50%
Albright and Wilson Group
Lord Schon
Otto Secher CBE,
Yes

Reason for Establisl"I-'Tient i·n a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

Inability

to

develop in London

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For

Pre-~Jar

ro\J.ndations onlv

Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special ~.rea
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

Cumberland Development Council

Treasury
House Magazines, Paper by F. Schon to seminar
at London School of Economics, ' Problems of
Industrial Administration~ 1 No.l90, 1.5.1956
Article by O.Secher in House Magazine
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Marchon
Frank Schon was born in Vienna in 1912.
the Universities of Prague and Vienna while
time job in a cousin's business in Prague.

Product~

~td

He studied Law externally at
at the same time doing a fullThis firm was engaged in the

chemical trade and acted as an agent, among others, for the German

company

Qeutsche Hydrierwerke, one of the world's first producers of ra"' materials
for synthetic detergents.

The contact with this field and the experience he

gained were to prove of crucial importance to F. Schon's subsequent activities in Britain.
In Marcg 1939,

10 days after the German invasi"on of Czechoslovakia -,

F. Schon escaped from that country and arrived as a refugee.in Britain, after
an adventurous journey.

He was 26 years old and had the firm intention to

develop a detergent business· in Britain·.

He joined the ·London branch of his

cousin's firm, Cycle-Chemicals Ltd, "'here he met F. Marzillier ( born in London
in 1906 } , who acted as an administrator.
At the e:rt.:i· of 1939, F. Schon and F. Marzillier joined to found Marchon
Products Ltd, "'hich began life as a· trading company i·n a small office at No.4
Cullum Street ( off Fenchurch Street } •
( born in Vienna in l90S } ,

They \.;rere soon joined by Otto Secher,

F. Schon's brother-in-law, ·who· had been ar:1ong the

refugees. brought· to Richborough Camp, Kent, to which we referred·in chapter 4.
There \.;ras so little money, ho..,.Tever, that Otto Secher did not receive a wage
for some time to come.
In May 1940, F. Schon was interned.
found that the

C~llum

On his return a few

mon~hs

~ater,·

he

Street offices had been bombed and that the firm had

moved to another smalL City office at Charterhouse Buildings.

Apart from the

general impossibility of any industrial development in London at that time,
the bombing soon decided the partners to move out of London.
Cumberland was chosen at the suggestion of J. Spreiregen, one of F. Marziilier's friends, who had set up a factory there in 1938 ( see case history
no.49, Kangol Group).
The move was made towards the end of 1940.
by F. Marzillier and his family.

F. Schon went first, followed

Lord Schon often refers to the help he re-

ceived from local people, in particular from Jack (later, Lord) Adams, of the
Cumberland Development Council and the West Cumberland Industrial Development
Company, who played an important part in the development of the firm.
The first 'factory' was a garage at Hensingham,
semi-detached residence which housed the laboratory.

t~itehaven,

part of a

A.Mrs. Bailey, an Aust-

rian friend of F. Schon, suggested that Harchon should make firelighters.
raw material was in short

supp~y

but the need to save paper and wood ensured

that some official help was given in obtaining it.
nearby were

convert~d

The

Three condemned cottages

into stores and the production of firelighters started ..
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Marchon Products Ltd
They were not, at first, particularly good firelighters.
people

11

,

Otto Secher recalls,

11

11

Some

called them Marchon fire extinguishers."

They were made from wet sa\idust, which was dried in a primitive way, but
after some experimenLs with crude napthalene, a better product resulted
and the firm's fortunes ·improved.

Later,· F. Marzillier experimented with

a. new kind of brick firelighter, which is the type use

today.

At the same time, the firm marketed some chemicals - on a very limited
scale - which could be regarded as raw materials for the

deterge~t

field.

One of its customers asked Marchon to organise for them the·manufacture of
some of their products in Cumberland, as their factory in London was about
to be requisitioned for War production.
at

~Vhitehaven

Marchon acquired some buildings

and leased others in the vicinity and it was there that the

chemical processing of detergents began.

The firelighter business, which

had become relatively important, was re-organised and transferred to a
small disused varnish factory nearby.
For the first 8 months, Otto Secher worked. at Kangol, but helped out.
at Marchon in the evenings and at \lleek-ends, - still unpaid.
F. Schon had acquired a thorough knowledge of the production and uses.
of fatty alcohol derivatives on the Continent and had cherished the· ambition
to develop the manufacture of detergent chemicals based on these higher molecular alcohols in Britain.
The money raised from the· sale of firelighters was, therefore, invested
in plant and. machinery for the production of chemicals, including fatty alcohol sulphates, which were supplieo at that time to the textile and leather
industries.
Firelighter output continued to improve and sales of detergent intermediates developed.

Marchon needed more space and took over the Guinea warehouse

and other small premises in

~fuitehaven.

Schon's entrepreneurial talents were matched by Marzillier's skill in
controlling cash flow and setting up an administrative system which fitted
the needs of a growing business.
In 1943, a major step forward was taken when the firm moved into part
of its present cliff-top site at Kells, vfuitehaven.

The site had previously

been occupied by the Ladysmith coke oven works, and the derelict plant_proved
difficult and expensive to dismantle.
A well-designed plant for the sulphation of fatty alcohols was installed,
together with a modern disc drier, .replacing the earlier, somewhat improvised
plant.

Research continued ·to be carried out in the converted hen house.

When the War ended, the ordnance factory at Sellafield - some 20 miles
away - was closed down and a great deal of

materi~l

came on the market.
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f1archon Products Ltd
.Marchon bought two large 4-storey buildings and a small laboratory and
dismantled them, re-erecting them at Kells, where they are still in use
today.

This acquisition gave the firm some much-needed additional space

at a time when building was restricted by the shortage of structural steel.
The exercise displayed Frank Schon's acumen and· drive in a. dramatic way.
Apart from buildings, the firm also acquired some expert staff from
Sellafield, several of whom were to play an important role in the post-War
·development.of the business.
During·these years, firelighters remained a steady, if diminishing
source of income.

Production at

"b~tehaven

continued until 1954, when it

was transferred to an Albright and Wilson subsidiary in Ireland, where they
continue to to be made today.
In the detergent field, further sulphation equipment was installed,
as also another disc drier.

The production of Glyceril Mono-Stearate and

of additives for Castor motor· oils was successfully introduced ••
In 1948, F.
brief visit.

S~hon

and a senior member of staff went to· the USA for a

They knew only a.few people when they landed, but thP.y returned

with valuable information arid with the design of a. STan/hour jet spray tower
presented to them· by Harry Theobald of Theobald Industries Inc. of New Jersey,
who became a firm friend of Marchon.

The spray tower was built at once at

Whitehaven and, with some improvements, is still in use today.

It enabled

Marchon to become a m.;tjor force in household detergent powders ..
Manufacturing. contracts for these products

~'lere

negotiated with companies

like Cheseborough Ponds, Beechams, the CWS and with Colgate Palmolive, which
acquired 10% of Marchon's equity (later to be bought back .by Albright & Wilson).
The agreement with Colgate included a very large order for a packed detergent called FAB, but there were technical difficulties and vast quantities
of the material had to be recalled from the shops.
By the end of the 1940's, a most significant decision was taken:· To
__ concentrate on the most important detergent ingredient, tri-polyphosphate.
Furthermore, the so-called 'wet' route was to be taken, in which sulphuric acid
is reacted with phosphate rock.
With the onset of the Korean War in 1952, the exports of elemental sulphur from the USA were sererely restricted.

This led to a seriau§ shortage

of sulphuric acid in Britain and Marchon found itself very short of an
tial raw material for the new process it had decided on.

~fuen

essen~

Frank Schon

appealed to the Board of Trade for help, it was suggested to him that he should
make sulphuric acid from anhydrite and so have his ovm ·supply.
At this point, Marchon had an enormous stroke of luck:
the problem with

Jac~~

When discussing

Adams, Schon was informed by him that f'Iarchon was sited
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on an inexhaustible supply of anhydrite at Kells!
Marchon - still a comparatively small company - decided. to cine the
anhydrite, to invest a very large amount of money - including money raised
by a Government loan - and to make their own sulphuric acid by the MuellerKuehne process, ·.enlisting the originator of the process as a consultant.
The first two acid kilns were started up in 1955, to be followed by
three more later.
The decision to produce sulphuric acid was part of a continuing policy
to produce th.c;lse raw materials which had to be bought· in and whose supply had.
in the past limited the scope of Marchon: Sulphuric acid, fatty alcohols and
phosphates.

In pursuance of this policy, a hydrogenation plant \llas opened

by Sir Henry Tizard, a director of Marchon, in 1954 and the production of
sodium tri-polyphosphate, which forms one third by weight of all detergent
powders, was commenced.

The acquisition of Perry and Hope Ltd of Glasgow

gave Marchon a good deal of additional knoN-how in the-phosphate field.
In· December 1955,

Marchon Products Ltd and all its subsidiaries were

acquired by.Albright and Wilson Ltd, another producer of sodium tri-polyphosphate, among many other products.
The 1950's saw several important developments in the international sphere.
In 1956, Otto Secher negotiated a contract with Colgate Palmolive of Milan for
the supply of 150,000 cases of OLA detergent.
mo~e

This business \-las to grow to

than 3 million cases over the next 3 years.

These exports were shipped

from Whitehaven. ( to Anzio ) and revitalised the Port of tofuitehav·en, as did
other Marchon shipments.
In 1952, Marchon decided to build factories in Italy ( at Castiglione
in the North ) , later in Southern Italy, in France ( at St. Mihiel ) and in
Spain (.-:at Alcover ) •
A contract was signed with
plants in Russia.

TecP~asch

in Moscow to build two alkyl-amine

The venture not only proved remun·erative, but also gave .

Marchon a high reputation which later enabled it to establish a valuable export market in Russia.
F. Marzillier retired in 1957. Frank Schon left the Group in 1967.
was knighted in 1966 and was made a Life Peer in 1976.
as Managing Director when F. Schon left.
in 1957, chairman in 1962 and

Ma~aging

Peter Baines took over

Otto Secher became vice-chairman

Director in 1969.

He retired in 1971.

He was awarded the CBE in 1969.
The emphasis on overseas trading continued and the firm received its
first Queen's Award for Exports in 1966, the first year of the Award, and
another in 1969.
In 1970,

He

We are aware of another one, after our key date.

o. Secher initiated an investigation into the viability of
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the anhydrite process, with a view to changing to sulphur as· the raw material.

Because the equipment \-las ageing, the anhydrite process had become

expensive to run.

The decision to change over was made in 1971, the year

0. Secher retired.

The f·irst sulphur burner \Y"as started up in 1973 and

additional burners have since come· into operation.
Since the retirement of Otto Secher, other big investments have been
made:

A new phosphoric acid concentrator, the M.O. plant, a new amine plant,

liquid filling. and automatic. bottle-blm-ling facilities and the automation.
of the powder line, . are the main·: instances..

Further expansion was under-

taken on the Continent.
Marchon and its subsidiaries, which include. cement and· pulp manufacturing companies, a shipping company and a sales company looking after outlets
in the retail trade, is one of the major chemical companies in Britain today.
The Nhitehaven plant is the largest single unit in the Albright and
Wilson Group.

It has a substantial expansion prog-rai!liile.

We have been able to obtain some indication of the grovrth of'. the firm
du~ing

its formative years in terms of labour employed (source: paper by

F·. Schon referred to under 'documents ava"ilable')

January 1944

Spin-Off:

39 employees

January "i951

586" employees

1945

87

1952

452 (Kor.ean "'7ar)

1946

179

1953

673

1947

206

1954

1,200

1948

235

1955

1,447

1949

396

1956

1,650

1"950

466

1974

2,300

None known to Otto Secher
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Case History
Fir~'~):

Address:
Founder{s):

Referen~_e::

5_2. A/II/a/M

SEAGULL PRODUCTS LTD
(now a Division of.Peter Black (Keighley) Ltd)

Egremont, Cumbria
Cumberland Paper Company Ltd
( see case history no. 43 )

Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of Foundation:
Product(s):
Emplo_yment on the 1.11.1,97 4 :
Vo_l'\ll'lle of Sales .in 1974:
Exoorts in 1974:
Last -

kno~m

Ownership:

Source of Information:
Were similar Products made or
sold in country of origin?

. During the t'l"ar
Light travel goods, footwear components,
plastics and leather fabricators

150
£ 300,000
30%
P~ter

Black (Keighley) Ltd

R.J. Brodie, joint Managing Director

Not by founders, but by refugees from
Hungary who took over after the War

Reason for Establishment in a
Special.Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:
Post - 1940 Foundation:

Founders set up a paper company in Cumbria
in 1939

For Pre-t·Jar F.ounqa tions only
with Special Area
Development Organisation:

Con~act

Assistance from Special Area
Financial Sources:
Documents Available:

~o
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Seagull Products· Ltd
We have given the origins of this firm in case history no.43 ( Cumberland Paper Company Ltd}.
George Hurst of Cumberland Paper first met the brothers Tiber, born·
in Budapest in 1919, and Andrew Seidner, horn there in 1923, in London in
1950.

They had somehow survived the

~·Jar

in Hungary and had started to

manufacture leather handbags after it ended.

They carried with them ex-

port samples and seemed to have intended to start manufacturing in Britain,
but this proved impossible. at the time for reasons we do not know.
Andrew joined CUmberland Paper Company, while Tiber is believed. the
have started work at West Coast Chrome Tanners Ltd ( see case history no.53 }..
In 1952, Cumberland Paper Company sold Seagull Products Ltd to the
Seidner brothers.
They started to manufacture leather handbags but soon chang.ed. over to
children's handbags made from plastics.
lied 80% of the market.

In that field, they eventually supp-

Until 1970, this was the main line of the business.

In that year, they started sotp.e diversification.
In 1962, a 20,000 sq.ft. factory was built near the old Empire Hall
Buildings at Egremont.

Two 10,000 sq.ft. buildings were added later.

The

. original Empire Hall has been retained, so that the·. firm now occupies about·
45,000 sq.ft.
In 1973, the firm was acquired by Peter Black Ltd of Keighley, and in
1976, the Seagull ccmpany was liquidated, the works becoming the Seagull
Division of Peter Black Ltd.
Andrew Seidner left the firm in the late 1960's and Tiber died in 1972.
R.J. Brodie then becaree

Ma~aging

Director and, since the liquidation of the

company, he is joint general manager.
Spin-Off:

Norscreen Ltd, Green Lane, Felling, Tyne & Wear
Mr. W. Heff and another silk screen printer left Seagull
Products Ltd and set up their own venture in the Newcastle
upon Tyne area, \V"here they are believed to have come from.
The firm was successful and has recently moved into a ne\V"
factory at the above address.
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Case History Reference: 53·. A/ I/a/M
Firm:

Address:
Founder{s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year. of

Andrew Vigodny
Not knoNn
1937

Product ( s) :

Leather tanners

Volume of Sales in 1974:

300

£ 1. 5 million

Exports in 1974:

25%

kno~m

Garston Tanning Group

Ownership:

So-q.rce of Information:
Were

l-lillom, Curnbria

Foung~tion:

Employment on the 1.11.1974:

Last -

WEST COAST CHROME T~~RS LTD
(now Millom Leathers Ltd)

s.imila~ Products made or
sold fn country of origin?

Alexander

Frie~ann,

a cousin of the founder

Yes

Reason ~or Establishment in a
Special Area of the North:
Pre-War Foundation:

Promotion by the Cumberland Development Council
in Hungary

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For Pre-War Foundations only
Contact with Special Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special ~.rea
iinancial Sources:
Documents Available:

C.D.C.

Nuffield Trust
No
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vlest Coast Chrome Tanners· Ltd
Andrew Vigodny was born in Budapest in 1913.

His father,· a native of

Poland, had come to Hungary as a young man to learn the leather ·tanning
trade at Weiss's tannery in Budapest, whose owners were related to his family.
A successor firm, Panonia, is still in existence today.

He settled in Hungary

The

and started his own tannery, Adolf Vigodny, during the first world tolar.
firm was successful, exporting leather all over the world.

The policitcal situation in Hungary in the middle 1930's, however, made
it

~ecessar~

to establish a business abroad.

The British representatives

of Adolf Vigodny, Hamilton Palmer of Leicester, were made aware of the intentions and they started negotiations with the Cumberland Development Council
and the Nuffield Trus.t early in 1937, possibly after a visit to Hungary by
officers of the Council, or at least, after publicity in Hungary by.the
Council .had brought the facilities of West Cumberland to the
Adolf Vigodny.

attent~on

of

A Mr. Herdan, possibly of Rumanian origin, who was associated

with Hamilton Palmer·, played a leading role in the negotiations.

He later

became a partner in the Cumberland venture.
Andrew Vigodny arrived in West Cumberland late in 1937.

He considered

a number of places. but chose Millom because of the suitability of the local
water for the tanning process.
in October of that year.

A factory was built in 1938 and completed

The original

~loor

space

~as

51,000 sq.ft.

In the summer of 1938, some key people arrived in Cumberland from the
Hungarian tannery to prepare the plant and to train local people.

The works

manager was T. Gorog. Other key people included Messrs. Weiss, Hirsch, German,
Abraham ( from Jugoslavia ) and Alexander

~riedmann,

a. cousin of Andrew

Vigodny, who had been with the Hungarian firm since 1933.
Pilot production started just before the end of 1938 and samples were
delivered in January 1939.

Soon after, the tannery began to supply British

customers who had previously been served by the Hungarian tannery.
With the onset of the War, the firm produced leather for boots for the
Armed Services.

By the time the War ended, several million square feet of

material had been delivered for this purpose.
Adolf Vigodny, who failed to get out of Hungary before the War but had
survived it, arrived in Millom soon after the end of hostilities and took
some part in the running of the firm.
In 1947, the factory was extended by 15,000 sq.ft. and since then, furthere extensions and the purchase of adjoining former Defence Department
buildings have increased the space to 180,000 sq.ft.
~fuen

a number of refugees arrived in Millom after the Hungarian revolu-

tion of October 1956, they were given employment at the tannery, but all of
them are said to have left since and settled elsewhere, mainly overseas.
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t-l'est Coast ·chrome Tanners Ltd
Diversification came rather late.
was started in the early 1970's.

The procuction of patent leather

This product had previously been almost

'"holly imported from Germany.
Just before we made our enquiries, the firm was acquir.ed by its present
owners.

Andrew Vigodny left the company, the former Hungarian key personnel·

has retired on reaching the age of 65.
The firm is said to employ about the same number of men and women.
Spin-Off:

None· known
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Case History
Firm:

Address:
FouJ::lder(s):
Founder(s)' Capital:
Year of

54. A/ I/a/H

\'JEST CUHBERLAND ~ILK MI.LLS LTP·
(now Sekers International Ltd,
a public holding company)
Hensingham
w1li teha·ven, Cumbria
Nicholas Sekers ( Szekeres ), Thomas de Gara,
Michael J. Friedlaender
E 10,000

Fou~dation:

1938

Product ( s) :

Woven fabrics in silk, rayon ·and man-made fibres,
dress,. furnishing and upholstery materials

Employment on the 1.1Ll974:
Volume of Sales in 1974:
Exports in 1974:
Last -

~efsrence:

kno~m

Ownership:

Source of Information:
Were similar ~roducts made or
sold in country·of origin?

280 ( in North
E 3 million
10%
Public company
Mrs. Christine Baudrand, da:ughter of N. Seker,
one of the founders, D. Biggam, ass·. co. secretary
f-!.J. Friedlaender
Yes

Reason for Establishment in a
Special Area of the .North:
Pre-War Foundation:

Prior settlement in Cumbria of a friend

Post - 1940 Foundation:
For

Pre-~Jar

Foundations only

Contact with Soecial Area
Development Organisation:
Assistance from Special Jl.rea
Financial Sources:
.Documents Available:

Promotion by
in Hungary

Curr~erland

Nuffield· Trust

No

Development Council
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West Cumberland Silk.Mills Ltd
Nicholas Seker was born in Hungary in 1910.

His family was associated

with Goldberger, a well-known manufacturer of silk fabric ( trade name ADRIA )· •·
Thomas de Gara, also believed to have been born in Hungary, was a friend
of N. Sekers.

Michael Friedl·ander was a director of the leading Jugoslav ·

silk mill.
Nicholas Seker.swanted to establish a manufacturing business of his own,
but·was unable to do so in Hungary because of the numerus clausus operating
against Jewish manufacturers.

One of his friends, Andrew

Vigo~iy,

who had

settled in loJes-t Cui!lber.land in 19:37 ( see case history no.53, West Coast Chrome
Tanners Ltd), suggested that he, too, might set up a factory in Cumberland.
Nichol~s

Sekezs.and T. de Gara

visited Britain. in May 1938 and started

negotiations with the Cumberland Development Council,. the \vast Cumberland
Industrial Development Company and the Nuffield Trust.

The Adria agent in

Britain had prepared the ground well and the negotiations were successful within
a short time.

Objections by British silk weaving interests. to the· effect that

there was sufficient capacity already were overcome by reference to the· special quality of the proposed products, which were to be made on S;·riss Jaquard
looms.
N. Sekesand T. de Gara arrived in Britain fcir a permanent stay in J.uly
1938.

They rented temporary premises at Whitehaven, where they installed some

looms and began to train local labour.

A Government-financed factory was being

built.at Hensinghcm, vfuitehaven, and was completed in November 1938.
cial opening took place on 29 December 1938.

~~e

offi-·

The factory was extended by

35,000 sq.ft. while the firm still rented it, and since it bought the factory,
further extensions have increased the space to 105,000 sq.ft.
The first product '"as a high-quality silk fabric, but when War broke out·
some 8 months later, the firm switched to the production of parachute silk and
this line seems to have been carried on right through the War.
The end of the \va:r sa\'r many new developments:
rel .,ras pioneered.

The use of nylon for appa-

A method was developed which enabled the material to

'breathe' ,so removing one of the objections against it.

Other experiments

with mixtures of wool and man-made fibres yielded ne\'17 fabrics \·thich were extensively used by French Eaute Couture houses.

The design and manufacture of

furnishing fabrics was started in the early 1960's.

The colour range and the

brilliant designs caused a stir in the trade, which was unused to such interesting materials for fur.nishings and upholstery.

These materials \·;on the firm

the Duke of Edinburgh Price for Elegant Design in 1962, the first of many
awards it was to receive later, including the Royal \·Tarrant.
Tne firm's strength is seen to lie in its· flair and technology, as well
as ill its relatively small size, which enables it to respond to a variety

t·7est CumberJ,.and. S;i.lk Mtlls .I,.td
of specialised requirements.

Designs were commissioned. from well-known

British artists, including John Piper, Cecil Beaton and Oliver Messel, and
translated into dress fabrics.
·The firm's products enjoy a high reputation and are found in many prestige applications:

Cushion materials for Royal occasions·, furnishing and.

upholstery materials for Embassies, furnishing fabrics for the private aeroplane of the President of France are typical.
and Libertys stock the firm's· products.

High-class stores like Harrods

Major Hotel groups, air lines and

motor manufacturers use Sekersfabrics, often made tc:> stringent sp·ecif.ications.
The firm supplies a range of hand made, made-to-measure curtains through
a subsidiary, London Drapes International Ltd.

It also handles aress fabrics

made by other manufacturers through another subsidiary, D. Landau. Ltd:, also
in_ London.
From an early stage, the firm maintained offices and showrooms in Bruton
Street,

T_.o~on •.

In 1965, these were moved to a modern·building in Sloan Street.

Apart from displaying the firm's products,

exhibitic:>ns are mounted of pictures·

and other ";orks of art, as well as of consumer durables.
The firm became a Public Company in the early 1950·' s ..
Nicholas Seke:tS was a renowned patron of the. Al:ts.

H~·

at Rosehill, near tVhitehaven, in the grounds of his home.

founded the Theatre
This theatre, which

now bears his name, has not only become the focus of artistic. life in Cumberland but has won a reputation far outside the confines of the county·.
N. Seke:rswas knighted for his services to the Arts.

Because of· ill-health,

he was forced to retire in the late 1960's.· He returned to work for a time
later but died in 1973.

Several members of his family were at one. time asso-

ciated with the firm, but now only his daughter, Mrs. Christine Baudrand, remains a director.
T. de Gara., who was responsible for finance, yarn-buying, costing and·
internal

ad~inistration,

retired from the Board in 1975 and died in 1976.

Michael Friedlaertder retired, but remains a consultant to the firm.
Spin-Off:

Ungar Ltd, Great Yarmouth
This silk mill was established by a former member of staff
Michael Szell, address unknown
This former member of staff was employed at the Londc:>n showrooms.
In 1964, he set up an interior decorating

busine~s,

designing

for prestige customers like palaces and embassies
"Michael Claridge, address unknown
A former member of staff, he established a trial mill in the
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West Cumberland Silk r-tills Ltd
the Border country between England and. Scotland, producing
short lengths of proposed designs.

He also acts as a free-

lance consultant to the textile trade.
·J ~ R .. Baudrand, adress unknmm

He was Nanaging Director and Chief Executive of· the. firm.
He no'..r operates as a textile consultant, mainly for overseas
manufact~rers.
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INDEX, with reasons for closure, where known

of Firms no Longer in Existence in the North on 1.11.1974
North Ea!;;t
B

1. Adpreg Ltd

Adhesives

E

2. Appetiser Co.Ltd

Food Products

D

3. Belts and Trimmings Ltd

Leather & Plastic Goods

B

4 • Chemika Ltd

Builders' Chemicals·

A

5. Eskimo Slippers Ltd

Footwear

D

6 .• Fancy Crepe
Mills Ltd

Paper Converters

&

Paper

A* 7. Guisborough Shirt and
Underwear Co. Ltd

Shirts and Underwear

E * 8. Migol Ltd

Shoulder Pads

A

9. Norbrit Alloys Ltd

Footwear

C *10. Pallas Chemicals Ltd

Builders' Chemicals

C *11. Passmill Ltd

Paper Converters

B 12. Period Furniture Ltd

Cabinet Makers

B 13. J.C. Solomon Ltd

Z.1attresses

D *14. Stern's Food Products Ltd

Potato Crisps

D 15. Sundox Ltd

Food Products

D

16. Team Valley Clothing Ltd

Boys' tvear

D *17. Universal Dolls Ltd
D

Toys
Paper Converters

*18. t-lillard Paper Mills Ltd

West Cumberland

E

19. Cumberland Knitwear Ltd

Knitwear

B

20. Cumbrel Ltd

Umbrellas, Sun shades
Foorwear

E *21. Derma Ltd
E

* 2 2 ." Roko Ltd

Shirt ff;akers

* signifies post-1940 foundation
Key
A Failure in the ordinary course of business
B Closure because of Internment or War conditions
C

Firm transferred to another part of the country

D Closure or removal from North after acquisition
E

Closure for a

va~iety

of reasons, incl. owners

retir~ent,

conversion of firm to trader etc. In one or bvo cases under
this category, we do not know the reason for closure.
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FIRIJ(S NO LONGER IN EXISTENCE IN THE NORTH ON l NOVEl·1BER 1974
· North East
1.

ADPREG LTD,
Theodore

liquidated as a result of internment, it is believed

~lay

'"as associated

'frTi

th Sichel Klebstoff, a manufacturer of

adhesives in Frankfurt am 1-Iain, Germany.

He was assisted to come to Ty-ne-

side by Stanley Holmes of the Tyneside Industrial Development Board, who
seems to have taken a particularly personal interest in T.May and his family.
The fact that premises .were taken in North Shields,

s.

Holmes' horne town,

does not seem unconnected 'frTith. this.
So far as we know, T.May and his son

~Terner,

who was a chemist, started

to produce rubber latex adhesives in 1939 on a very small scale.
rial was supplied in small jars to

The mate-

for bicycle repair kits.

~Joolworth

In

May 1940, T.May and his son were interned and when they returned, they were
unable to restart the business.

T.May then acted as a sales representative

until his death in August 1945.

t-7. May joined the business of his father-

in-law ( see no.S of firms no longer in existence, Eskimo Slippers Ltd } •
2.

APPETISER COMPANY LTD,

became \vholesaler

The firm was founded in 1939 by Fritz S. Nussbaum: and was. ass.ociated .
with the firm of·his brother, J. Nussbaum.
am Main, Germany.

The brothers came from Frankfurt

They occupied a 3,000 sq.ft. factory at Team Valley, Gates-

head.
The firm produced continental mustard,kosher packed foods and delicatessen.
On the death of J. Nussbaum and the retirement of F.S. Nussbaum, the firm is
believed to have been sold.
manufacturer.
3.

While still in existence, it is no longer a

Employment was small.

BELTS AND TRIMMINGS LTD, sold and removed by new owner
The firm was founded in 1938 by Jules Wachsberger, a Czech citizen who

lived in Berlin, where he manufactured cap shields for uniforms, belts and
trimmings for the millinery and leather trades.

The same products were made

at Team Valley Gateshead, where the firm occupied a 6,000 sq.ft. factory for
most of its existence.
after the Har •. J.

The production of leather handbags was introduced

~7achsberger

died in 1959 and the business was then carried

on by his 'frrid.ow and son until 1969.
. 4.

CHEMIKA LTD,

It employed about 75 people at one time •

believed liquidated as a result of internment

The firm was founded by a Mr. Kaim and is said to have produced chemicals
for the building trade.

Date of foundation is not known, but the firm appears

to have had small works at Team Valley, Gateshead.

Mr. Kaim was interned in
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r.tay 1940 and it is·· believed that he was trans·ported overseas. His subsequent
history is not known.
5.

ESKIMO SLIPPERS LTD,

liquidated

This was another firm brought to Tyneside by Stanley F.olmes of. the TIDB,
·who·. contacted· the ·founder, a·

r-tr. Levy, in Frankfurt am r-ia in, Gerinany; where

he appears. to have had a slipper factory. ·The date of foundation is not known
but is believed to have been before the Har.

The factory was established at

South Shields and the firm became a substantial producer, employing 350 people
at one time.

The reasons for its failure appear to. have been connec.ted with

the death of the founder.
6.

FANCY & CREPE PAPER MILLS LTD,

sold, plant and factory re-sold

The firm '·ras founded in 1938 by the brothers Jacob, Monek and Solomon
Spiro,

~hose

family is said to have been in the paper converting business

in· Poland for··at least· 2 generations •. They rented a 1o·,ooo sq •. ft. factory··
-at Team Valley, Gateshead and produced toilet paper on a large· scale.
the

~~ar,

After

it was sold to a public company but continued to exist at the same

address ·until 1957, 'l."o/'hem the works and plant '·rere ta-ken over by Matador Paper
Mills Ltd (see case history no.24 } •

It is believed that·roo people. ,.,ere

employed· at one time.
7.

GUISBOROUGH. SHIRT

&

UNDERWEAR COMPAJ.\i"Y LTD,

liquidate

This firm was established by Max Schmulewitz and his brother-in-law, both
originating, it is believed, from Germany.

The date of foundation is not knmrn,

but by 1947 the firm occupied an 8,000 sq.ft. factory at Guisborough, Cleveland.

In the same year, the Board of Trade built a 37,000 sq.ft. factory on

adjoining land, which was occupied by the firm in 1949.
The firm at one time
places in the vicinity.
1955.

~~played

500 people, many of whom travelling from

The firm \·Tas put into the hands of the receiver in

An attempt to restart it with similar products at Stockton was discon-

tinued, it is believed, when M. Schmulewitz ·suffered a heart attack.
8.

MIGOL LTD,

Closed dmm

The firm of Michaelis and Goldstein Ltd was founded in London in 1938.
One of the founders, Mr. Goldstein, born in 1892, probably in Hungary, was a
furrier in Berlin.

The firm 1.oras dissolved 1.orhen Higol Ltd Has established at

Eldon Lane, Bishop Auckland, County Durham in 1940.

It produced shoulder pads,

largely for v1ool,-torth, and employed about 12 people.

Hhen a change in fashion

reduced the demand for the firm's products, it closed down in 1959~
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9.

NORBRIT ALLOYS LTD,

liquidated

The firm was founded in 1939 by Herman Knoblauch and E. Sch\'l'arzwald, who
came from Munich, Germany.

H. Knoblauch had been in the shoe business a-nd.

E. Sch\..rarzwald in the metal business in that city.
They set up a small factory at Team Valley, Gateshead, with the intention
to produce solders, anti..;..friction and type metals, but they were not s·uccess-·
·ful in those ·.lines.

They then switched to the production of shoe accessories
d~ing

and this appears to have prospered
started the production of ·shoes.

the War.

After the t•1ar, the firm

Larger premises were rented at. Boyd Street,

Newcastle upon Tyne, a·nd 200 .. people ·were employed- there:· at one t·ime·.

Shortly

after the business" was taken over by other· interests .. ·- and the founders had
left -, it went into liquidation.
10.

PALLAS CHEMICALS LTD,

busine·ss transferred· to· the .South, _liquidated

This firm was founded by a Mr. Lasky, who was the brother-in-law of
L. Frensdorf ( see case history no. 5, Builder.s' Chemicals Ltd ) •

He worked

for the family firm as a salesman, but later set·up· his: own. business in the·
same line in the

e~rly

1950's, it is believed.

The firm had offices in the.

Lo'lraine district of Newcastle upon 'Iyne ( now demolished ) and
For.th Street, Newcastle upon Tyne.
to Pool, Dorset.

a_ factor.y·· at·

In the mid.,...l960' s the business was moved·

After the death of Mr. Lasky, the business was carried on

for some time by his \'Tidol-7 and son.

Later, the trade mu"lle, and possibly the

undertc-.k.ing, were sold and the company liquidated, it· is belie·J"ed·.
11.

PASSMILL. LTD, business moved Lo Bolton, Lanes! und sold
Monek Lichtenstein, born in v1arsaw, Poland, . vias a technician. in the Polish

Airforce in Britain during the War.

After demobilisation, he came to New-

castle upon Tyne becausehe knew Adal'[l Spiro
existence ) •

see no.l9 of firms no longer in

For a short time, he worked at Matador Paper !1ills Ltd ( see

case history no.24 ) in its early phase, b'q.t he soon set up his o>-m paper
convel;'ting business at Brunel Street, Ne\o;castle upon Tyne.

Later, he brought

his brother Bolek into the"business, which appears to have grown satsifactorily.
In the early 1950's, the business \-Tas transferred to the Byker district of
Ne>-Tcastle upon Tyne, where larger premises permitted the development of a wider
range of products.

vfuen Newcastle Corporation refused permission for an ex-

pansion scheme, an offer from Bolton, Lanes, Corporation of a former textile
mill was accepted and the business transferred.

At'that time, about 120 people

were employed.
In Bolton,· the business grew in range a.nd volume.

An old-established Len-

done firm of paper converters was acquired and moved to Bolton.

The combined

business was renamed Mansell Ltd and sold to a public company in the early
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1960's.
12.

The

business is beli"eved to be still in existence in Bolton.

PERIOD FURNITURE LTD,

liquidated as a result of internment

The firm was founded by

F. Jungweber, who is believed to have been a

political refugee from Germany.

The firm occupied a

facto~y

Gateshead, and. ·produced fine· furnitur~ and cabinet· t•ork.

at Team Valley,

F. Jungweber ·v1as

interned and is believed to have been transported overseas.

·Although ·the

business had been going for only a year or so, it employed .18 people.
The firm was liquidated in 1941 and F. Jungt.;eber returned to Germany
from overseas after the War.
13.

J.C. SOLOMON LTD,

liquidated because of material shortages

The finn was founded by a l·1r. J .c. Solomon, tliho came from. Germany. I.t
produced mattresses, but before it was able to get into full production, it
was forced to close down because of material shortages, in April 1940.

The

firm occupied a small factory at Team Valley, Gateshead, and employed 10 people.
14.

STERN'S FOOD PRODUCTS

L~,

closed down after sale by owner

Alfred Stern was born at Ludw·igshafen, Ge!l:"many, in the middle of the 18-90's.
In 1938, he fled to France and, after the
French Pioneer Corps.

outbreal«~of

the War; served· in the

After the collapse of France, he escaped to Britain on

a warship and joined the British Army.

His family

were able to make their

way to Portugal but it v7as not until 1942 tha·t they were· re-united in· Britain.
After demobilisation, he came to Gateshead for personal reasons.

He star-

ted his own business there in 1947 in an old Mission hall in Lumsden Street.
The firm produced mainly potato crisps and employed about 20 people.
his retirement in 1961, A. Stern sold the firm.

On

Because of a compulsory pur-

chase order on the premises and the death of the new owner, the firm closed
down soon afterwards.
15.

SUNDOX LTD,

absorbed by larger

The firm was founded in the

fi~

s~~er

of 1939 by Mr. & Mrs. X from Frankfurt

am Main, t"lho asked that their name be not mentioned in this study.
The firm made and sold meat extracts, some of it in cube form, and, although
it employed only a fet-7 people, it prospered during the vlar.

Shortly after its

end, the firm was acquired by Tynebrand Products Ltd, North Shields, but the
Sundox product lines appear to have been discontinued soon afterwards.
firm occupied a 1,500 sq.ft. factory at Team Valley, Gateshead.

The
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16.

TEM4 VALLEY CLOTHING

COMPA~~

LTD,

absorbed by larger firm and then re-$old

The origins of this firm are indicated in case history· no.lO, ("Distinctive Clothing Company Ltd ) •

It was established in 1938 at Team Valley, Gates-

head, by Albert Maier, but moved to Tower House, Newcastle upon Tyne, soon
after the War.

The firm appears to have been very successful and it employed.

more than 100 people.
During the

~'Jar,

the firm produced uniforms, but its

post-t-~ar

line was in

boys' wear.
On the retirement of the founder in the early 1960's, the business was
sold to Steinberg

&:

Son .. Ltd ( Northern Division, see· also case· history no.4o,

West Auckland Clothing Company Ltd ) , but resold to unknown interests some
3 years later.
Apart from Dist·inctive Clothing, the firm had another spin-off:
der of. L.C. (Taylonrear) Ltd, Hans Lesser

The foun-

see case history ·no.l9 )", learned ·

the tailoring trade at the.firm.
17.

UNIVERSAL DOLLS LTD,

acquired and moved a\·iay

Max Tisch, one of the founders, was born in Vienna and studied Law in that
city.

He came to Britain in 1937 to learn English, but. when the. Nazis· took

over Austria, he was unable to return.

During the Nar he worked. in var.ious

engineering factories.
In 1947, he met some people (a Russian and an American), who had some
·experienc·e. in the manufacture of dolls and set up a company \vith.

them~·

A

factory \vas rented on the Ne1.-;ton Aycliffe Trading Estate near Darlington, County Durham.
Th_e firm appears to have prospered and at one time it employed 300 people.
Max Tisch left the firm in 1953 and a few years later, it was sold to a
London toy maker who moved it a1.-1ay from the North East.
18 •.

\'JILLARD PAPER MILLS LTD,

sold to a major customer and moved away

By an agreement bebteen the brothers Spiro ( see no .6 of firms no longer
in existences, Fancy

&

entering that business.

Crepe Paper f'.1ills Ltd ) , none of their sons would be
Ada~

Spiro, the son of Jacob, therefore,set up his

own paper converting business in about 1944, when he was 23 years old.
He started in premises in 12A Back New Bridge Street, Newcastle upon Tyne.
and succeeded in getting an allocation of paper to produce ·toilet rolls for
E.M. Stationery Office.

Ee was soon joined by a £oreman from Fancy & Crepe

Paper Mills, and by M.v7aksman ( see case history no.24, Matador Paper Mills Ltd ) ,
as also by Nonek Jacobsohn ( see case history no.l6, Heaton Paper Company Ltd ) •
Sub-contracts were carried out for Cunberland Paper Company
ory no.43 ) and for a Scottish firm, Paper Shavings Ltd.

see case hist-
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The business grew and developed a number ·of its own lines, including
Crepe paper products.
A factory was rented in 1946 or 1947 on the Newton Aycliffe Trad·ing
Estate ne·ar Darlington, County Durham, where the business expanded further.
About 80 people were employed.
Before Adam Spiro emigrated to South Africa, the firm was sold to Paper
Shavings Ltd and eventually,transferred to Scotland •
. . A. Spiro is said to have developed a business in paper -in South Africa, but
he· later emigrated to· Ca·nada, ·\.,rhere a building venture failed.

He then re-

turned to London to start up another paper converting business but d-ied sudden,-·.
ly in his late forties.
Postscript.
There may have-been one or two more refuge firms on which we did not
obtain very much information.

For example, a Dr. Walz, believed to have been

a political refugee from Germany, is said to he:;.ve started a venture which closed
·down when·:.he was interned.
for

inter~~ent

in the

He is believed to have been. transported overseas
of 1940 and did not return to Tyneside •. We have

s~~er

also heard of a cottage type industry in Gateshead, manufacturing toys in some.
terrace houses in Gateshead.

\<7est Cumberland
19.

CUMBERL.Z\.UD

KNITt'ffiA..~

LTp,

closed down on retirement of founder

This firm was founded by B. May who came from Berlin.

In October 1939,

he moved into· a 6,000 sq.ft. factory on the Solway Trading Estate, Maryport •
•
The business is said to-have been moderately successful and, towards the end
of its existence, to have employed 30 people.

vllien B. May retired in 1957,

the business was closed down.
20.

CUMBREL LTD,

closed dmm, possibly because of \<7ar 'conditions

The firm was set up by Messrs. Benesch and Traub, who came form Vienna.
In October 1939, they rented a 6,000 sq.ft. factory on the Solway Trading Estate,
Maryport and started to produce umbrellas and sunshades.
again in 1941,
21.

DERMA LTD,

p~rhaps

The firm closed down

because of lack of materials.

short-lived venture

We know little about this firm or. its founder, A.F. Efstathiou, who was
described

as a refugee by the Estates Corporation.

~e firm started in a

6,000 sq.ft. factory at Mainsgate Road, Millom in November 1948, but closed

dm-m again in less than onP. year.
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22.

ROKO LTD,_

clqseq doJNn on saJ._e of properties, it is believed

The brothers King were believed to have worked at Kangol Ltd ( see case
history no.49 ) before setting up their·o\Yn firm.
ran some retail shops in the 't'1hi tehaven area;

This is believed to have
in premises above one of

these shops, the manufacture of shirts was started.

We have been unable to

obtain much inforrn.ation but we believe that about 20 people \-lere employed
in manufacture.
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CHAPTER 8 : IN CONCLUSION
In so far as the Special Areas of the North were structurally incapable of generating any significant degree of diversification from within
and depended on the introduction of new industries from outside - for reasons
which Dennison and others have examined-,

ente~prises.started

by

o~

in

conjunction with refugees from the Nazis and from some East Europea-n. countries have made a contribution.

Modest initially, it became of some import-

ance. after the War.
Refugee in¢iustries assisted the diversification of i-ndustry in the
North some ten years before a· location of· industry policy began to emerge
in Britain.
exerted on

We note that it was the Home Office, through the pressure it
r~afugees

to set up their factories in the Special Areas, . lvhich

became the first Department o·f State to attempt to locate industries· where
they were badly needed.
Because of the reluctance of British firms to move· into the Special
before the War, it was by no means certair.. that the Government:-financed

Ar~as

factories being built on .Trading Estates· and

else~.;here

could' be filled.

r·n

the event, the new factories acted as a stimulus to new local enterprise in
the Areas, but this would not have been enough_· to ensure the success of. the·
Trading Estates.

Refugee manufacturers rented a signif-icant proportion of

the factories in the early days of the Estates and so contributed to their
success in the short time remaining before the. lilar.
greatly extended the publicly-financed factory
bec~~e

Post-tvar Governments

constructio~programme,which

a major weapon in the struggle to restructure the Special. Areas •. Ref-

ugee industries helped in forging this \·leapon.
Refugees introduced industries entirely different from those on which the
Areas had depended up to then.

They helped to prove that light industries

could succeed in the Areas, at a time when this was not yet generally accepted.
Refugees pioneered the kind of industries, which were to make such a large
contribution to the economy of the North region_after the War.

In the course

of this, they \vere among the first to confirm the adaptability of local labour to new skill.s and to introduce the employment of women and girls on a
much larger scale.
~fuile

we have not studied the secondary employment created by refugee

firms, we are aware that this is considerable and growing, because the massive
and continuing diversification since the War has resulted in the availability
in the Special Areas of an ever-growing range of goods and services.
More than 40 years after the beginning of regional economic policies,
the number of small firms in the North is still 40% below

~he

national average

It is now widely accepted that such firms play an important role in the economy of the region. 2 )

1
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Refugee firms - all of which started as small firms, within the definition of the Bolton Report -

contributed to a better balance in the size of

firms, even if many of them have now outgrown the category· of small firms.
Spin-off has operated in a number of cases, in accordance with the
observations of Dennison.

The actual spin-off from refugee firms is likely

to be more signi-ficant than we have documented.
Some of the firms founded by refugees are still growing.

Host of the

more important ones have already been acquired by larger.groups and the trend
appears to be continuing.

The removal of some refugee-founded firms from

the Special Areas of the North must, therefore., be expected, although this
has happened in only a few cases up to our key date.

On the other hand, we

have been told of netoJ" mmers \oJ"ho have made or are planning to make substantial
investments in former refugee f.irms in the North.
New foundations by those \oTho came as refugees can nO\oJ" be expected only
in exceptional cases.
On balance, we would

expe~t

the importance of firms founded by refugees

from Europe and their contribution to the economy of the North to declinein
the foreseeable future.

Refezences : Chapter 8
1.
2.

Northern Regional Strategy Team, Strategic Plan·for·the Northern
·Region, Vol.l, London, HMSO, 1977, p.7, para. 2.20
op~cit.l,

p.26, paras. 4.13 and 4.14
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APPEr.."'DICES

In the course of this enquiry, \'Te acquired some :material which we considered to be worth preserving.
The Local Studies Section at Gateshead Public Library
has agreed to accept a

n~~er

of items.

The Library collects

material on the Team Valley Trading Estate,- the first Government-financed Estate in Britain - which is located. in the
Borough.
Because "refugees have played a part in the early development of that Estate, the Library has agreed, further, to
accept the papers of the Refugee Industries· Commi tte.e and of
the Tyneside Refugee Industries Association.

These papers

were originally offered to the Wiener Library, which felt unable
to take them because of lack of space.
~ve

have restricted the follo\'Ting appendices to a few records

and tables, and to material which is unlikely to be accessible
even to the more specialised student.
ly to the appendices to chapter 5.

This applies particular-
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·'Appendix 1

H;OME OFFICE ·
Whi~e.hall

London SWIA 2AP
Telephone

OI~~

233 4985
H Loebl Esq OBE :OSc CEng NUlechE
7 Mbor Road South
N:C:i·iCA.S'l'LE UPON TYNE

NE3 1NN

Your reference
Our reference
~SG/75 404/1/42
Date

21 November 1975
. ·_f

Dear i-'ir Loe ol
.-i

-·:

I am replying to your letter of 21 October in which you enquire about the
availability of ali.ens' files for the years irrl."nediately preceding the s·econ~
11'!orld Har.
Class numbers have been allotted by the Public Record Office to certain aliens'
papers of the period which are to be transferred to them at some time in the
future. None have been transferred so far. The descriptions of t!':te·se c.lasse~
are as follows:HO 213 - Aliens: Registered Papers
r!O 2'1Lf - Aliens: Registered Papers Supplementary
HO 215 - Interned Persons: Registered Papers
It is intended that the.papers to be transferred in HO' Classes 214· and 21-5 shall
be kept closed to public inspection for·periods up to 100 years under the provisions
of Section 5(1) of the Public Records Act 1958 as a~ended by the ?ublic Records
Act 1967. 'I'hose in Class· HO 213 \ldll probably be made available for public
inspection 30 years after the date of the last action ·on the file .•
Wbilst the Department is prepared to consider granting exceptional access to
papers subject to extended closure where they are required for scholarly research,
we could not do so in the case of any personal files of aliens. Such files are,
in any case, not normally preserved unless they deal with the person's natura:lisation
or relate to persons w!:lo, for one reason or another, have become known to the
public at large.•
In order to assist you as far as possible we have seen what we could do to trace
any gene~al papers relating to policy or procedure in dealing with applications
to set Up in business in this country, but we have been SUCCessful in finding
only three slim files dated respectively 1930, 1932 and 1936-38. If you would
like to see these files when you are next in this area perhaps you \oiOuld get in
touch ~,o;i th Hr T H East on 01-213-4221 to make an appointment.

. ..~ :

.

I am sorry that I cannot be more helpful.
Yours sincerely

H-S:J-~

H G

PEAi~SON

Depart~ental

Records Officer

·· ..·.;

.

~-

.

Appendix 2

l\·lid-I!)JI to Mid-1935·

Ou twarcl i\1 igration.

-------

County.

Births.

Deaths.

16,995

14,024

2,971

109;467

7t,985

37.482

1,490,920

1,<~73.·100

orthumbcrland ..

50,462

37.787

12,675

757,080

766,.100

Iamorgan

..

78.571

59.583

18,988

1,227,220

onniouth

...

28,691

19,935

8,756

·B5.950

nru.bcrland
urh<tm

..

recknock
~mbroke

-TOTAL

---·

...
..

1-

3,410

6,381

23,312

29;.723

-17,,520

55,002

16j,l28

218,·130

9.320

3.355

43.546

46.901

1,197,200

-30,020

49;008

I'54.965

: 203,973

. 421,900

-14,050

22,-80~

65.574.

88,380

2,337

7.329

9;666

I-,87?

9,235

11,II2

140,766

. 467,119'

259,800

+

..
..

3,316

2,849

467

57,270

I·

55.400

. 5·417

4;790

627

86,350

Ss.xoo

1- 1,250

..

292,919

210,953

81,966

4,318,ooo

I
I

4.259,200

1-58,8oo

·-----·--··-

;_

1,870
·.

------

Source: CSAE~-1, 3rd Report, Cmd 5303, London,
HMSO, 1936, Appendix 2, P-171
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N t'iL·casttc and Gatcslzead Chamber oj Commcrcr: ] ou mal, l!'xhihition \·cal· :::in j> plmll'lt!. 1B:W.
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Nevv Industries for Ty11eside
_il_

__;,;_~=.;___~--···~· ·-~-~:===--=----_;;;:..._--··
..:.;..;..:.·-

I'"

=.;......:._---:..=.......;I,

-==...;-

.=.=..;;,-

;

,i\,.hat the Deveiop1nent Cot1ference
to Attract Works

•

IS

•

I

doing:

I

'...;..;...,,,..~~HERE is no more important qurstion for Tynesidc at

;.~RJ.~

present time than that ~f. the :evival_ of i1~dust~-y.
For manv
. ..vears past, lync!>Ide, w1th 1ts nch
I
:l' :~ -~~·~~ minl'ral n·:::nurt:l'S, has mainly concentrated on t. 1t~
.=1-\':l':-:~:t§:.~ dl'vl'lopmcnt of the coal trade and its allied tradc·s,
att<l snrh flther staple iml11stric:> as shipbuilding, heavy engineering,
ship n·pairiHg. rtc., with the rt'~mlt that other industries of a
('J%~~:;.-~
l't
. ~~ , . . ,,..,

tltC'

li1!hlcr n~tun: · onlsirle of the:;t· !;ave not been attracted to the

district as they might ha\·e been.
·
The population of Tyn('sid(' is growing rapidly, but the means
of live-lihood an: not incrt•asing to any appr(•cio.blc exter:.t. .t~,·~n
if all the existing inciustries ~~'e:·~ working to their full capacity
it is qurstiona:Jlc· whether tht'y would linrl cmplnymcnt ~or ail
who 11('Ctl it.
A few yc'an; agu, one or two !•.'aclin1.; puhli~ men on Tynesidc,
1\'hO were deeply concerned ahont th~
industrial :<:ituation, f<'ll tl1at there
slto11ld be ~111 organisatio:: created to

wnct·ntratr- on S('Curing nc-.-, incit;strics
io:- tile ciistril't. It was ohst·rvecl that,
~:nc:c thl' \\'ar, a large munbcr of new
~ndustries had been est a hlishcd in t>tl:cr
-r:arts of tl1e conntr\', hut for so!l1('
;.l':t~on. not appan·n't. Tyacsiclc was
hc·in~ lll'!!k·ctccl.
The rcsnlt wa;; thr cstahiishment of
lltt~ Tynesicle Industrial Development
Con ferencc.
Section 1

M r, Richard Aughton
(Gcuaal J/mwger, Tym: Improvement Commission, m1
Hnn. Srcrl'lczry. Tyncside Dct·dopmwt Conference).

4/2

Section 3
[u these t!ays of keen compctilio:l, c:t:l':' anr! p·.,rt,;. likt· cumpanics and tirms, cannot affonl to wait :_;::til lm:'int•,;,; clrnp,; into
tlwir hands---they must go aft\'r it witi1 l'llthu,;ia<:m and p·:r,:i,;tl't:n·.
a manufacturer or a tradl'i" has a ~tl(>ti :trti\"11.' :"or sale. h.:- takt•,;
care to let the world know uf it, <U!;J tl:::- ,;amt· ;Ji'illcinl ....~!wnld
apply to a city. port, or chstrict.
·
·
:\fter obtaining the best exncrt acivi:·:· ,,:a inter:~ivc ;.uln:rti::in~ ·
campaign was decided upon. "This con::ist·:·t! uf th·: is,;::..: of a :;eric~
of attractive illustrated folders, printed i:: English. French, ant!
Ge;man, and sent out in at::(:o:danct! wit!: ~- ,::~~·cin!i\· :>reparcd
maiiing list and time tabic t0 :·.:: part5 af ~i;e ·.vcr!c;. · Thc,:t:
folders were aimed at specific i!Hin~trit:;, ,,.::ich ;:i:c Confcr~r!ce
thought might be induced to e~tabiish w.J,·ks on Tyrw,.;itle. ·
In adc!iticn to the maiiing t'a:np:1ign. !~tr:.;-·~ pu~ter~ (1;·~·.\·ing
attention to the adv~tntages of ..fy!lC."sidc :·o:- ~h{! e~t~i;li:-;~uncnt
of n~w inllu::::tries \\·en.: :>laced ;t!: r.EJ.nv·
... ,, ..:;·tt:IJI'S
Of •"t"'
L. •"'- l·,.~r;:,,.
.... L.• I,.~ r,,:,:,.
,.,, ••••;,•
.... c.
l . . J. .;1'"011"1~L.a.
:")'"'
Otit the colmtr':. ;:.nd a:.-;:> exhibited at
forcig:1 ~:~dustrr~~ l fairs.
Section 2
in
. . , ...,:·,~r~t;,""
.., :,
tJ'.l
... . .i·:\...r-u·•'-·
._ .....
''":.. I. "~'"' ·t~..::\•·n··~r·"
•·L• .1

rr

Section 4

•:tc~:;.~a!·:\:
particu!~:i~
!ii\:t·:v
to
i:-r9t:ircd by pro:;pc:crive ;w.\· ~·:.~mpanic
cn-:;_turH."S for s.:i:·~~ ;u:- :1'~··.\· ~.·:urk ..;;, as a
lt is worthy t~f nH.:ntitJi'! that ail rJ·1
'·I·" .,: ....... I· "1· :I:"'
.... ''"'"11)~1· .... ,,
: .. 0.r ,.....\.II~•
ad·ministrativc work ·i·n. cmmcctii.>n· wit
•l
•l ,._ ·····~.~~ l
":.U•I l,"";..,
•·n·11':1: Hnnwchatt:lv hrtd tli<: :
the. Cm1 ~i!n·ncc· ha·;;; been' t!oae ptm:l
~l!c C.um;mttc!:' ~.'.:ileCtl'tl anti t":llbtn!·
>nrl. ;Jf all i lw· Cori>orations i
\'Oiuntanly through the e:xi;;ti:1g 01
much va!i.!able infr.:rmation with rq.:::rd
I J!,;tricl. l"nt:uc:il;; on "l\·rwganis~tions.
Otl:•:r di;;tr!ds I;:,,
to ·;.:;v:n~t ~itcs. building-:; and oth~r
Tyne I1111 >ro\·c:met_I t C~m··cc·'..:"·' ,.,. "l"''
.. Jhr"
1'::.t.i..to I"'
~~;;t;rhli;;lrrd Cl·!ltral Br.JrL·:w,;, witl!
t .• :,
~-L
.1." •
~ .Nc-·.-,·c:t~rlc ..."'; (~:ltc:-J'!!~~:~! I
.."' ,,.,
:rccl.iJv
•>ro·,-,.-...
r·c--·
,:,,r
.. l>.,ll·;,,..,
pc·rrnaw.:nt :\bn<t.~ing· V!rct:i u;· an
... !-' ..
lt.l
•• I
;:, 1..........., :\'C
:
1 "
- w~ •l u......
d Chamhl:r of Cummercc, '
Stal"i, aut! ha:\·1: spent iargc.· ~un
· It is wol"lh\- uf m~nti(.>l! that ail' ri·:c
lion of .Brit ish I ndnstries,
am:ually, whr:-e;,,;. pF:tctic;t!ly ;dl t!J
adihini:'trativc work !n connectimr \\"it;!·:
and North Eastern Railw:p,.monc\'. conuiDntc·d to tlH.' T\"Jil·,.;i•l
the Confl·n:nce !ia;; been •.!o;~e pmc!y
tnd ,;cveral of .the publi"c
advertising ca:nllai·~·n lt:t; l.·c•·ti. ,;p·:n
'·oluntarily thr~w!..'b the ~.;x!sti:!.:..' •.1:nanics.
on advertisin~. '
·
gan!s:!tion::=.
; . :! \ 't•
'meding of the Con.flTCnce
As n. dirc.ct ..rt•;;nlt of tltt~ :HI;·t:·r.ti:-iin
·m Dct:l'lll ht·r U th, .1!)2;1,
canmaig:1 d~fini·re t:n•-mir:t·. ;. i;::_-,-,_. :,._.,_.·
\\"illiam J. ~oble, Bart.
;··.:ccl.vc(l: h\·L·I1"- i'•)Jl1.;11J·.t
• .. , :,.-,·.r,::
....
•
•
'"'"·- -., ...... L.
. r. •\
of the Tync Improvement
ha\·c taken piatt: am: ,;i1.e~ :n
\,was unanimcmsh- elected
$pectcd.
'lllcl 2\-[r. Richard ·,\ug-hlo;:
' It was re(~o.:;!li~ecl ::tt the t't:<:'<:: :::i.~:
l11<1gcr of the Commission),
tile wo;:k mig-l1t. lr;t\·e to iJ,_...t::;y;;::in::•:<
ecretan·.
0\'t•r :l icP.gth}.- pcrio:! hdor:: :mc•:t·,.;.~!r
nd intltiential fr1\·estigating
rcsuli.s acocrnt!d. What. ha:; i;c•t:n ,h;;
was appointed to rxplore
is mercl~r tht· tirst chnpt~.·r i;: ti1
on the whole situation.
campai;,!n. "" it i~ ft'lt th~;t T,·.:~.: ..;irl
Shaw wa~ c·lcctt:d Chairman
and what ~..-ne:::ide hns t•1 ofil:i. mu ..;
)mmittec, and. after an
be kept pr?minellt!.\". !;don· ~hl· \\.,,,-:._i
inquiry in_to th..: reasons
It 1s qu:t1~ p:Js:;Iiw: th:!.t a;; a n.:sul
1d us tries hac! been estahof the advenisin;.: t·.amp~i~;;, son:'
iCi" districts, the Committee .
industrialists are at the present mon~t'ilt consitkri1~3 th1
ccmclusion that when selecting sites for their factories,
rlesirahility of establi:::hing work~ on Tyne,;idc. At any rate
.:rs did not appear to be aware of the facilities which
lasting good has been accomplished by nnking Tynesic~c h!:'ttr.
d to offer. Tyncsickrs are so familiar with the advan- known throughout the worl~.
. . .
...
r own locality that they assume that others in different 1
·:\s part of the ad\"ertJ.smg !>clu:m(·. mntattons h~ nsn th1
world know of them also, but this is not the case.
i district are being issued to <.ertain of the· High Ccimmi";;ioner:; fc
tl_J.C;;e advantag·~s ?_ They might be i)J·ic·lly summarised
the Dominions, not so much with the object of attr;1ctin.:;- rH:•
1
industries to the district. but in order that tltl' a<h·:r!lta:;,·" <
1~ (-s:ituation in t:he heart of a grl'at coalfield, with Tvne:side may be more fuliy brought i1) till' nutict· of tlH· J>.... mini"n:
) and adelp~atc supplies of co:~.l, oil, electricity, g:~.s,l a; althourrh the establishment of new induslri,·,; in thi;; di,;tril
r, ami chemicals.
i,; 'of great' value, considerable _l.Jenclit will ~mluul;tcdly_ <l_ccruc l
ilmting- centre for a population of from two to three 1 Tyncsiclc by making it n1ore widely known 111 th:.: Dom~nron,; an
>n peopll'.
·
1 inducing ·them to bec-ome our custonll'rs.
~·d up at all point::; with the London and North Eastern
The High Cummi;;sioncr for the Domini(•n of Nc\\" Zc:a~:~::tl h:
my.
·
I alrcadv visited Xewcastlc-upon-Tynt:, when i"H; wa,; t•mr-namcd t
, water rin·r channel for about IS mites inland serving; dinner by the Conference, and also taken b:- a ti"iJ~ o_a ~::e l\.ive
istrict:; on ·Tvncsidc for the import of raw m::tterials· b\' the courtesv of the Tvnc Impro\·ement Co:mms,;Ion.
the export ot manufactured goods.
i "It can trulv.be said that the valuabh:: work of the !ntlastri:
llent facilities for shipping.
1
De\'elopmcnt ·Conference is complementary to the Z\onh-Ea:
1('. supply of male anri femaie labour--in· many cases, Coast Exhibition of 1929, and has, in many direction;;. prepan.:
.y skilled.
the ground for this great event, which mu~t, we fed su.:·:· si1.?.
p Purt Dues.
to the world that in Science, Indnstrv, anct Comnwrn', 1 vr:<:.:,;tc
1t:rous available sit(';; for new works, with river, rail,: is we!i able to hold its own against ail comers. 1~ is c:;;~i·..i·:ntl
; anticipated that the rest~lt of thl·se co-onlinatcd 1·fitm,; wi!l 1-;i'
road facilities.
recommendation of the Committee, the Conference a great inccnti,-e tc our exi~ting st~tpk- imiustr~e:-;, a·rul br:_::g :ti~m
raise the sum of !5,000, ancl to embark un an advertising the establishment of new mdustncs on the lxwk,; of tile RiVI
in onk-r to brm~kast the .facilities and advantages uf Tyne.
or the l'.:-tahli;;hment of new works.
4.1,,.
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Appendix 5

Organisations represented on the Council of the North
East Development Board-

i'

Ty••.:siJ,· ln.iu,·trial Dc:•dof>m•flt
Board, .wpported by~ewcastle Carpor::nion.
Gosfor.h l.'.D.C.
Longb~mon l'.D.C.
\\"~!!send Corpvration,
Tyu<:rr:cuth C.:..rt>ora:icn.
\\'hitl'='Y & ::'llonkse:•ton t;. D.C.
South Shldds Cor,.,cratian.
]:arrow Corpora:ic!l.

I

Hf'bhum t; .D.C.
Felling tr.D.C.
G;;tesh~ad Corpor:ation.
'Ryton l:.D.C.
Prudho~ l' .D.C.
Tees. Distrirt De:·t>lopmcnt Board,
supported b;r--

Middl;,sbrough Carpor:uion.
Stockto!l Cor:poration·.
Thorr.al>y on Tees Corporation.
Red~:ar Corporation.
Eston li.D.C.
Billingham U.D.C.
Tees Cons~n·:o.nC"y Commission.
Sundt'rluP:d lnJ11stria! D!!:•Elopmell!

Board, supporll'd byCorpor.atiu:l of Sund""~lnnd. .. ·
Sunder!an<i Cham be~ of Co:nml!rcc.
Sunderland Chamber of Trade.'
Sunded:md Gas Company.
So11/h lf"est Durlza111 Ruonstruction
and Dr.•elof>ment Ro.1rd,
supporlr:d b.\~
St:mhop.~ t:.D.C.
Shildon l' .D.C.
Willington U .n.c.
Spenn}·mo"or U .D.C.
Crook U.D.C,
Bishop auckland U.o,c.
To\\· La\\· 'C".D.C•
.-\uckl;;.nd R.D.C.
WeardalE' R.D.C.

.\lurp~:lh l'.O.C.
Seaton V:tlley U.O.C.
Tanfield U.D.C.
l\onhumberl:md County Counr.il.
Durham County CounciL
Haltwhistle Impro\"emt:nt
.-\ssociation.
:\!embers of P:-trliament for the
!\orth Eastern Area.
:'\l"wcastle & Gatt-shead Chamber of
Commerce.
Sunde-rland Chamber· of Commerce.
Te~;.:.:sic!e Chamber of Commerce;
Xonhern :'\$~Ociation -of Chambers
of Tradt".
L'nh·ersiry of Durham.
River "'ear Commissioners.
:'\linistry .of Labour, Employment
Exchanges.
I n.dustrial ,'\d\·isory · Council.
~orth of England Shipowners
Association.
Durh:•m and l\'orthumberland Coal
Owners'· Association. ·
Fo:derntion qf British Industries.
Nonh East Coast Engineering
Employers A~sociation.
Society of Chemicnl Industries.
:'\onh East Coast Institute of
Engineers & Shipbuilders.
London & North Eastern Railway.
British Iron & Steel Associ:otion.
Xonh-Eastern Electric Supply Co.

Blytlz De::dopm'!nt <.."omm;tlee,
.<11pported byCoroorarion of Bl\-th.
Rlyih Ha~bour c;omm:ssioners.

Source: 1st Report of the Executive Committee, North East
Devel9pment Board, 7 February 1936, Gateshead Public Library,
Local Studies Section
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CAPITAL PROMISED
BY NORTH BUSINESSivfEI'I

G . £\
. TESHEAD l\1.P•.. PRAISES
TRADE ''DRI\TE"
NORTHERN civic chiefs havecwannis weicomeG. the scheme,
.. announced yesterday,. io bdp the ·estahlishment of Hgh:;
industries on Tyneside.·
. .. ·

Source: North Mail
Newcastle ~pen Tyne
Date unkno"Ym, but probably
late 1932 or early 1933

Appendix

7

SUMMARY OF BRIT:):SH REGIONAL POLICY LEGISLATION
1928 - 1974
Year

Measure

1928

Industrial Transfer Scheme

1934

Special Areas (Improvement & Development) Act

1937

Special Areas

1945

Distribution of Industries Act

1947

Town and Country Planning Act

1.950

Distribution of Industry Act

1958

Distribution of Industry (Industrial Finance ) Act.

1960

Local Employment Act

1963

Local Employment

1965

Control of Office and Industria.1 Development Act

1966

Industrial Developoent Act

1967

Regional Employment Premium introduced·by Finance Act

1967

Creation of Special Development Areas

1970

Local Employment Act

1970

Investment Incentives, Cmd 4516

1972

Industry Act: Introduction of Selective Apsistance
and local Industrial Advisory Boards

1974

Regional Employment Premiums doubled

Source:

Ame;1ndment ) Act

~ct

by

Finance Act

Northern Regional Strategy Tea."!l: Appendix A, Technical Report No.2,
Evaluation of the Impact of-Regional Policy on Manufacturing
·Industry· in the North ·Region, Newcastle upon Tyne, t1ay 1975

Apoendix 8
·,:-:.1:
...

92

·!i

Sw;1ma~y of Estimated Commi!m:mt:;, includi·r~g Exper.di!ure,

to 3olh.

September, I938.

.£

I·ni!.Bs!~)'-

Ha<bour and Quay De\"elopmc:J.ts
Clc:lrance and Impro\·eu:ent oi Sit-::;;
!racli.ng Est~.t~s a::1cl. Individual Sitt:s

55-J.,OOO
412,000
4,00j,'JOO

J)("·'":<)prn<~<lt Ct•tll!C!ls

3"',000
100,000

li:.J :.t:::t!.::nents •..
l\li:>ce !taneous ...

4{,000

5· ~j-:!.000

1-Io.;pital:>, :Maternity & Child Welfare Centres, etc.
District Nursi!":.g' and .A.rnbulanc~ Services

3,023,000
6{,')00

Batbs ...
Water Supply
Sewerage and Sewage Disposal
St!'eet Works
:Miscellaneous ...

gS,ooo
I75,00q
2,2{{,000

.;oo,ooo
J:Z,OOO

6,Il2,000

HfJ'usingN'o.:th Eastem Housing Associatio:1, Limited
::\Ii:sc-::lianeous ...

I,I.fj,OOO·
17,000
I,I6-:!,000

AgricultureSmal! Ho!dings St::hemes (including Co-operative
Farms ;:'.nd Cott::lge Homesteads)
Group Holdin.~s Scherr.es
Assisted Allotm~nt;; Schcn".es
Laud and Fi~ld Draina:;'~

I

i
·i
3;082,000

133.000
23,000
22,000
3,250,C•)0

11Cll:mia ry (Lo(;a! /i me"·it i~s) Sch::m~s ...
Oil:er men.mrcs of Saciallmproz,eme.:•tSoci::!.l Se:ttlemeuts and Occu:pational Ctu:,:.;
Social work among \Vomec. and Adoksccr..ts
Holiday C2.wp; for Scboc.l Chi\ciren
Educati•JWll Acti\;tics and Library Services
Ct'mmunity Centre.>, Youth C~ntres and Yonth
Hostt::ls ·
·
?lli:;cellaneou's .. :

59.000
75.000
::!IO;OOO

3SS,ooo
74.000
39;000*
IIO,OOO

gos.ooo
.:.1fisce/la,teo·:~s-

Subsister.ce Production Schemes
Other Acf.vitics

!02100~

.rS,coo
120,000

·----------

::• Grac.b; for this sar\"ice are noY..- bt~in.J :m2.df:=: bv· "the Kc:tior!al Fita~Ss
c,)ll!!CiJ, WhO h2.\'e accepted resp,jn;;ibility ior certcjn cv:nU'lit!::.e~ts ed.te=ed
iuto by the Com.mi.ssione:r.

GEO.

l\I. GILLETT.

Egginton House,
25-28, Buckingham Gate,
London, s.v::.r.
2nq. :Qecember, I93.8.

Source: CSAEt-7, 5th

Report,

Cmd 5896, London, HMSO, 1938
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Appendix 9
WOR!\:EHS L"-=SURED AG:\1..:."-=ST U~E~IP.LOYME;:\T. I\EGIO::\'AL ClL-\XGF.S L."-r N"li:'>JBEI!S I::S.5t""R:ED, 19~Jrl

Great
Britain

Per cent insured ir1

19:~3

I

in:·

7 '.local' industries
IG rapidly cxpandi.-:tg 'basic' industries
5 rapidly dt:clining 'basic' indu;;tries 2
IS other industries 3
Ail

industri~s

21

~

I !~ I ;~~

100

j

100

~~~crease (+)or decrease (-) 1923- l - - - - l - - - - - , l

100

'local' industries
r.1o. idl_v e:li."TID.nclinsz 'basic'·industries
...
- 'basic' industries
rapidly declining
3
other lndustLies

AJl industries

'J-Jypolhelical' inc-rease,•

192~7,.per cent

+22

-!-40

+2!)

i

+

:ieiO

100

+43

j

'

~
_:
__ u1
;;

I

;- "5

::Sorto- iI
Clo.lumber- morgan·.
land
and
and i )JonDurham; mouth
!_·.

1~

i

1

:~

:

~~

1

~~

I:

-1 ---+----'r;j
100

-l-47

+G.3
.
-:-53
9
-29 1 --84 .
+IS" ~ +263

+. 8"
-28
;-. 2

----+----~,-.----I + s
5
4

I + 10

! -

I

+18

-1-11

I

2I
.
I4Sf! - ! ·
33 j.

100

I " '

..&.. •

·I,

100

3; _,
13
15 I
39 .

-

4

!

1'

T

~

2~

25

I6

g

22
6

35

SJ.-3
32

41
31

100

100

100

2~

I
-----!-:-:-----ii----r------:-------!!----I

1-----1-----

9

I

,'i

- ~-

I

100

-shire

~----1r-

li

Per cent-insured -in 1937 i;.,:
t----::--,----l----,
7 'lCIC~~l' ir.rlustrles •
•
.
30:>S
20
16 rapidly e~:pancllng 'basic' industries·.
I!)
25
SO
5 n.~pidly dedioing 'basic" industries ..
l•J.
1
7
1
18 other industries 3
37
:!!:i
,12
All industries

I
i

J~:;mca.

·--------:----l-'---

lOO

+57
+5'.I. 1 -!-67
-!-69
-l-6li ·
+G!l · t- -1 11 +'"'-'
-_-._~-·• S 1 --I•~~
-25
--:- 4
__+_1_4__ __
+_2_1_+__+_1_-_,_ _ +15
1
1
1
1--·-·_2_2_1 __+__4_:_1_:___
+_2_3_, + 15

~

I

1----1----1--•

I!

I ~~ 1~ ~~, 1~

Per cenl
19.>1:
7
16
5
IS

I

I
l

\Vc~t
London
Riding.
and
!llid!:torl !\ottr.. I ::"II!dHome Counties 1
Scotland
and
Counti1:s
Derby

100

I

100

I

I'

IOQ

_. (For footnotes set: next p:..gc.)
·-·-·· . - .... ··-----·
.. ------·-· --···-----····--·----:··;----- --------------------- ... ··.·--- .
(b) Analysis or twenty-three industries in which, 3ccording to tb-~ evidence or the l'JinistT)··or- Labom-, the rate of. e,.-pan.;-ioo btotweeD
: :.md 19:!7 in Great Britain •,.,-as greater than the average for al! industries.•
·

---·

----........

--------------------····

-----~·-····

London
and

Home

'Y<:st
Rid!ng,

Lancashire

Notts.
and

Counties

Derby

I

Staffs

I \Varwick,

I

'Vorcester,l
Leice~ter

and

•

Northumberla:1d

and
Durham

I
I

I

I

~ G!amorg:1a
:'-Iid:md
&:otla.'ld. ,
~Icn:nouth

I.

Northants.

I -~":3,4~0

-----------------------------l--------!--------r---------:r--------l--------r------~,-------

al insured population in the ~3 in',ustrit:s in 1 !)2:~
mber in the 23 industries as percent::~.ge
f total .insured popul:ltion in: area
[!, 1023 .
•
•
:a.l insured population in the 23 indusdes as percen::age of total in;;urecl in
he same indu.strie~ in Gt·eat Brita4l:

19~3

1n1
.
.
re:1.se in the 23 industries between
923 and 19~~7 as percentage or-total

I,3•!2,2iO

I

·l56,08()

329,750

-~~7:~~~-- 139~30~-.. :!55,~20

j

55·5

26·9

33·3
32·9

11-3
11·3

32·2

l1·2

.~

41·1

22·5

I2·3
I2·0

0·5

S·G

!)-3

ll·-1.

4·1 :

8-~

3·7'

82-2

18·3

13·3
'5·7

2·3

4·8

2·6

2·1

:1creast: iu ·Great Britain in .those
1dustries

•

•

1\"ote.--The twenty-three industries include the seven local iniustnes and sb.1:een rapidly expanding 'basic' industries :::eferred to .
in tbe previous table.
• From Report of the Barlow Commission, Cmd. 6153..
2 Co:tl, cotton, wool, iron and steel man'ufacturing. and shipb1!Hding :md repairing. ·
_
.
s T!lis group incluc!es (a) an those separately distinguished basic industries, other than the '5 rapidly declio,i.o.g basic ipC.ustries"•
. declined, or expanded at less than the national rate ( +22·3 per cent), in Great Britain; (b) public works contr-"...t.-ting: (c) a la..--ge group;dustrie;; which were included, iil the )linistry of Labour c...-ic!eace, unC.cr the heading 'all other industt:ie~ =d sen-ices', and which
.1des bot.h 'basic' i.,dustries (sorn~ r3pidly exp::r.ndL,g) and also some i.'ldllitries, such as 'local go\·emmeat. se:nice', which should
Ja'!:>ly be cnlled 'local".
.
• i.e. the rate Rt which the number of insured persons in an area would have incre3Sed if each industcy __had expanded (or ccntracted)
toe area at the same rate ns in Great Britain.
·
.
·•
.
• The high rate::; of incre:1Se in the '18 other industries' in Northumb.:-rland a::1d Dm:harn and in Glamo.rg;m :md )fonmouth may
.ccountcd for Ly hig-h rates of incrc:a3~ in those are3S in ~public ,..,orks contr:o.cting', ( -!-3i7 per cent, :md +~:!3 per ce~:lt as compared
1 + 1?2 per cent in Great llritaL,). If this inuustry be excluded, the expan.sio.Q.in the remaining sev_ent.een is see a to ha·.-e bec;1
:
· .
. . ...
· ::
;iclerably lower in the two areas tb.uo:~_ in Gref\t llritain.

Source:

Fogarty, M.P., Pro~pects of the Industrial Areas of Great
Britain, London, Methuen, 1945,

II
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Appendix 10

FACTORIES OPENED

A~ID

CLOSED IN THE YEARS 1932 - 1934
1932
ooened

Cumberland
North Lancashire

9

Northumberland, Durham,
North Riding of Yorks.,

10

19"34

1933
closed

ooened

·closed

opened

closed

7

7

7

8

12

5

10

2

8

11

12

17

9

16

23•

~'lestmorland,

... 19·

net for year
net. for 3 years

Source:

+7

+8

+ 8

Board of Trade, Surveys of Industrial Development, 1933 & 1935
~~

Stationery Office references: 51
203
33
51 - 203 - 35

-7
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;\;..:n;i,..:rs ,,j the (iovernm::nt--C."I'L'lN ElrA;-.o
\V,\LL,.CE, for example, than whom no one ha!\
ilciic; ri;ht to 5pcak on ti1c 5ul.lject-clcar;r
realize ill;Lt iast week's debate on the cii5tre~~.:ti
arc••~ was r.oi a;l unqu;,iified succe~s. and that
thei; su;l;Jo;tcrs (as he said on S:unrJ;Jy)
"arc dcicrmin.:d th.1t a rcmeuy for this trak;ic
·· "·staie o;" alrairs shoulu be sought in evc:·y
"ciircc:ion.'' Ccrtainly th·.: time has now come
for r.wrc :.c:iun and less inCjuiry. 1\ year abo
;\·fini:<-i..:rs hild the r..:;h)rts of tile four preliminary
inves:i;;a:inns 10 turn over in their minds, and
ti;c ouiconie, ·rather l.lte in the year, was the !1

culti\'O.IIion and
seltlemcnt, and showin1: ·
generou:; s::mpathy with schemes for the
impro"..:mcnt of health. The tot;Ll of these
amclioro..:ti\"~ and restorative measures is very
considcrabl<! and the benefit to many individuals·
is great. They :tl!est the worth of the Commissioners' hard and pcrsi5tent work, but· they
are not in themselves fundamental remedies.
. They an: palliatives. Nor have the Commissioner.; th,,; standing with the Go;•crnmcnt to
enabli.: til~.:m to mobilize the powers distributed
amon:; th;: m.Iny Government Departments and .
to cau:llii.C th::m· with invigorating rorce upon
the ar.:as nf distress. The· t>usinc5s of rc- 1
viving the di-1 rcssc.J areas, as dis1ingui~hed from
!he W•Hk "i \liCCllL' ring the l.tistrcsscd . .:;mnot be
a.::t:rmplio;h·:tl 1·:, .._·,,nuni·~~ione.-,. hul~li)~ tem-

I

I

i

iiiltloi:•:n·.c::l of Corn1~1issioners to th:al with
a p;,-.;,;c;n which wa.; 'then euphemistieall:,• 1
.. . .. ·"t'I!Cia
..
... l ... Tl le C OrllilliSSIOilers.
. .
.tn turn I:
CaiiCll
have m;;l.ic th.:ir rcrorts, and the almost unchar.;;i;,.;; ;";;cis of these are;:s arc <~sain presented
10 the Govcrr.rnent in a ra:her diiTcrcn! rnann.:r
out ·-wiiil the \amc insistence on the src<~t-the
r.::ally <i..:s;,era:e-n.::~cls of workless and hopeless c.:>r.H:H;nitic.'l. Oi the lir~.~ importance i~
i)Jc [;,ct ;;,;,; :"undan,,:nial rc:11.:dies have not. ;
yet been a;1;1lied-cxcept oi ..:ours..: the initial
remedy o:" keeping the res! of the countrj' [
stron;;: :111;.l confickn!.
That is not the ;
lauit .o;· ;.;.;: Commission..:r5. It ought not ~
~
looUecll iO il;\\"e llCcn an UlliOiC5CCil cau~e C'i !
c.iisar;'••in:;;:..:nt :o anyone who undcn•tooJ the ,.
l;,.,i-; r..:;,liti,:d to the Commission..:rs. The~·
. were ;:0: e;1dowcd with pow.:"rs to do more
:•:nei:o;·~,;iv..: ;,;;d rcconditionins work, &ivin;; ,!
as~istanc~: i:::rJ .and ti1·:rc to minor publi·c 1\
· undcrtakincs by local authoritie5 or public
, utilily sodelie~. -5Upporting schemes of. land
: culti\·ation and settlement, and showing
, generou:i sympathy with schemes for the
impro".::ment of health. The total of these
ameliorative and restorative measures is very
considerable and the benefit to many individuals
is great. They attest the worth l'f the Commissioners' hard and persistent work, but· they
are not in themselves fundamental remedies .
. They arc pi!lliativcs. Nor have the Commis-

!

0

0

0
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•

0

•

•

than-~:

~iou.::rs th~~~ ,jla•·~diii,!; -..v·ith the Go·,rc:·nnl~nt to

i

enable them to mobilize the powers di~tributed
amon;; th:: m..lny Government Departments and

I

~!l __ca."a·l·i':e them~ wi.t~ invi_goratin~ f~n.:c

I

I

upon
.he o~r~.:.l~ of lllstrcss. 1 he· husmc~s of re- ,
vivin~ the IIi~~ rc5~c.J <He a~. as dis1in;:ui~hed from !

·J

. pur.\r!' (•ln;:;C: :i,,~'',·..:ry li.mite.J ju1 (sJictimL"'· I
Tha! ·,..·as apparent at the first to all acquainted
i'.with the true condition or the distressed a-reas. .
I
f
I
.
.
.~ong. be ore llc appomtment of the C?mnu~SIOncrs ·and also ·brfure·the-6-cn-ernmcnt· rnvcstF
. gators bccan their work, when a Special Corrc- I
!.ponclenl of The Times made his rcporl in the '
spring of last year.,. it was :.aid in the~e coll~mns
that

I

l

there ~hould b~ a Director or" Opcrnlions a~;:~in~l lh~·
derelict area~. l he holdCf or I he offrce should be un. trnmmcllcd hy departmental limitations and-if not
him~etr a Mini~lcr-~hould be •c~pon~ibh: directly to 1he
Cabinet. lie ""OIIId be Ihe .channel and inslnrmcnt or. a
concerted nalion;~l effort to rid the· bnd of these terrible
poQis qf idleness in · which manho(\d is ~lowly and
fnlally sinkinl:.
·

continued
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That remains true. Jl.b. P. M. STEWART, the
Co1nmi~sioner for the Special Areas of Engl;•nd
I .and Wales, ha:o~ found it lruc a"rter his first six
1I months' experience. He has become·.. more and
more convinced ·that lhe major problems of
"lhe Special Areas cannot be isolated and left
"lo one small D.:parlment; they must he cackled
·~ by lhc Gov.crnmcnt· as a whole anJ there i:;
"hardly a Government Dep;lflmcnt which
"cannot and should not help>• Larger powers.
more drivin& and directing force, than he c:~n
exercise must be brought lo lhis great and ~till
delayed underlaking. The Commissioner Juts
been set in lhe positiL•n of an·· honorary Civil
servant, and because he h;•s discovered insuiTiciency in lhc scope of lhc Special Areas Act.
:1nd has m;•llc suggestions for measures of
;111r>thcr kin~l. some ni1tional and nol. local

:~i:.,l

111 Jn•.:ntinnin~: a ruarnh·:r ,·{ ti•r.:r.l.
-i·;n.:rc i·,;a~ iuch:t·d lu:cn· n•.l· (:c:~rt:~ ~f i;l·\;'; 1 ~
;,;,·i <:1L•il i'rL'i'''~al.~. ancl S•'"'"; 11".-1: :-.p;'..::•~
.:;uir..:: i'~omi•int: do 111-'1 require 1::•n::~alrl'.'':
,;.;L"a,;,,,~:-...
-i·akt!. fnr cx:un;,ic. lhc :Oh:.:~:·:,;ulil :-~•
.\ia.. i:l,il:'"-ii:il. 1i1c ~cc:r·..:lary "·•f lhc ·;-,_."'., i)i";r •• r
i)c,·...:ir>;,ro:cnt i.lo;~nl. with rcfcrcm:o: 1·1 ;i1..: <:~!;r.
i);i,>,rr:·;n\ l",f tradinJ! c~.l;liC'; oi ril~ ~~ i"'C in~!
:.. \"(" i'l·... C"l so ~ucc·.. ~';fui ;tl "i'r:,;Tn:-(~ i 1 .,:· ...:.
~~·nu:i1. -:l;ld .\Vciwyn:· to lllcntion ~"':·..: Pi t\·,·;

I

i"

·--!hi:

Ul•,~i

l"'••;liOV~r:..i~ll

of

\Vhich~

d:\

i"o." .a . ;.;, i11"!'.'-'•l..
~-._.,i'"

i

I

h;•:r;. i\rltkd ~-· ·~-:. P'llnht"r ~.~r ~~~1-:J:r.:~ti~'"S thi-!.r

j11;1\P. l•c··n i,,.;,,, .. tl··· t\11111!1 !' (~,, ~(>I.:H: 1i11lt' p:•<.l.

i

Uul
"!fl.'

t..'.'\1'1 ~ ,.~

\•: \It .\r 1~

;.

\ t ~.,

&iJ~•!

:\•~,;~- ; 4 ~·-trd

It

I •

II,

.. \

I

"I

&

I-· .

"
I

~-·•.~.

.._.·

I~

I

v.:rlil -;:_,i,i'• :..~~ ':.'

·(··,·icil)' ,r::..c ;llrc;Hij' ;,.r;:•=,;:·:d.. T1~:
~-~h:·
c'i· · .... , _..,i .. ,. ... IS arc 1011 poor to ~: 1 ;'; 11 Y
-~ -~~:~.·,-,.1'1~ ·• II. ·.·-'1""/
.. :.'l. 'arc
nol contcn1pi;'\i..: \il". \lrigii"aa:
\,o \.: J,
I
ou;;;,·..-. Suci1 estate!> an: ac;~..:l~. nrH itabahu;:<;.
I -·"11'1.111 true of the distrc~:-cd area:. ;h:•l1
1.- . .'•. :C'
I
;\1-: <.k~inJ::iion of the pnor is t!1ei~ i•lwei!)".
.• .. ,:. 1't··
l;r,.,;.TI'H"s
<.econd .,,rnj"l•X-.Li .. a::hnupl.
• \-ol\o.l
• 1..
•·-"""'·
•
•
•
i; run~ CLJllntcr to what has been ;an ;~c.:c;'li..:~:
,;inci·Jic,
deserves careful c·onc;idcralion. It 1c;
1
•;hat c.:;·ia:n
•
'·
•
II
c;pcclflcd
trac1ec; snou
l. .not he
.
iJCrmittcJ to hq:in huc;incss cxcc;>i •.v1tl11n ~.ucn
o

\\"i.l~

There i~ ~ qui ~c. rnn• :•.: :~t d::~~'·: ~,~:

:...:adi'·n,;u:h..~ factont.:~

.. ,\.. 1·~--

pointed 1•.ut al the lime, arc not lhc· direct 0111-~
cnr11C of his spc..:ializc-d exprricnce 1 though !hey
arc the fruit of his study of the problems of lhe :
areas-he is now being held liable 10 fresh cro:;s-.:
examination. "The Government arc entitled.'' ,
i lhe MINISTER of LAnOUR said, "to ask lhc !
I "Commissioner for the dala upon which he 1
"himself has made his proposals if these pro- :
posals arc wider than the Special Area basis." !
That really bears the appearance of a sidecracking of responsibilil.ics. The Commissioner
has made suggc5ti~ns for the Govcmmcnt"s
examination. Wl1ar measures· he can t:~ke arc
inadequate, a~CI he· has drawn allention to
others 1hat :~re beyond his powers. After all·
his Department is chc youngc~t and smallc~t of :
them all, and. is ringed round by great established
Departments upon whose entrenched tcrri1orie5 ·
he cannot" easily set his foot. The trouble is
r.ot that these Dcparlrncnts arc hostile or sclf1~h :
or indiiTcrcnt. but that the full strength of lh..::ir
resources has never yet been concentrated upon !
the problem, as it can be conccnlnttcd only hy :
the Cabinet. They have lheir own rcsponsibili· I
tics, which arc not easily shared with inrlc- :
pent Councils or B.nrds. A small committee of ;
1
the existing Ministers concerned with. a chairman !or Director
Operations). hinisclf abo :~ :
mcr11hcr of :::·:Cabinet, devoted delinitclv to the i
recovery of the W<lrlde~s areas, is the C'!l:v :
possihle l':ooc.lr to direct lhcm. 1t is upon !h~ :
1 Govcrnm~nt th:H the respou~ibilily rc~ls. ;,nJ,!
1 when lhry r,·jcct the plans proposed h:.• oth·3'. :
they arc under the greater obligation to p.;rsuc
their own Wlih <~II the powers th;ot tlicy pe>~,css.
L
In pan 1hc 1kpu:s~i11n of the Special :\r~:;s
musl have local tn·atllll'lll. such as 1hc (",,111rHis~iom·•" \:Ill :•;'ply. :1nd in p:ll"l it C:llh. f,,,
t•c:JIItlCI·l ·•: ..•. ;,: .. 1 :q,pliral.il'n. l\1n. S·aa.w ... RT

,,r

..

I

,

•

•

•

.

I

ind'uc;triai cst;tte:. .. :.· Tl~e. time m;~y h_;;vc .~ 0 ~~ ~~
consider. the a;lpalcalullly of a new pra.1CI;'l•e
tha< of whc:h..:"r· indusl'ricc; ·on '"hid1 the co:n .. 1
muniij" has COni"crrccl a privilege <lie n~t llllGCf \
an obii:;~~tion to csi;lblic;h thcmsch·.:s .~~ a~_cas ;
where they will be soci;dly moc;t bencf1~1al. · A 1
hint of anoih<.:r kind comes from C.umncrl:•nd·. ;
The Con;Jcrativc: Movement has warmly con-·\
gra wbt.:d the· people of' the dcpr..:~c;cd co_a.~l· ;
land 0 ;~ their exemplary loyillty io ~o~re~;,caon, \
":lnd h~.... oc.:n cmbarra5Sel1 by th.: lllVIt;,_HOII Ill I
1
I'"
rcciproc~.tc by cslil b..
tiS11n!::
a b ra..~ell . o'1 It".. pr\l. i
duc:i'"c ir.d1;<!rics there. It may ~-c tnar_t_hcrc.': i
a lrcc co:-mncrci;ll as:;ct of :;oodwnl awaltm;; t.1c !
firms that first establish in tile distressed· ".re;•s II
the maawi<1c.urc of some con1mon ncccssanc<..
;l.!c;1 nwi1ilc another problem awaiis 1hc con~
sid.:ration oi the Government. The _dist~css.:~
areas tooi< the country hy surpr_is~. ~othl_n~:; ~''
!he kind had been know~1.in .il\·.m; .c~pcw:ncc.
nut (lQ\\1 ;her•; is •• fc;~r In Soutn \\·:tiCS or \:1.::
cr.:;~tion. of another clistrec;!'ctl ;~rca thrllU~~~ tne: j
mi .. ration 0 ; ihe tinpl;1tc industry ltJ a o1stant i
1
"'
•
arc'.
·i· 1·• 0 •· t'1e country where new or.: oeus
1
I ol I.
L
I
•
r
f
hcin~ devciopcd.
The tra_n.,tcr.::ncc 0•
:1c J
i;luu~try, or parts of the .mdustry, -~~y ~c!
dictat.:d by ccon0mic nc~:ss•tr; ~u:. 11 t1~;~t IS i
., 0 ·tbcn" ~~i~o the neccs~111es of t11..:: rcop.c _of i
;n,othcr p;1rt oi South \Vales. anti tile soct:~lj
.,
o 1.. the !,!reat town ot Sw;~ns.::a must'
well ar.:
. - .:
.
A (jovcmment!
become som.:hoJ~ s c:Mc.
.
. !
poliq- for the location. of induslr.~·. ;~nd :oi ta~c \
retric\·in~;;· of the derelict arc<ts, occomcs mor c i
and 1nor.: prc~~ing.
I
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AT!~' ClJ!'IU:z:,::i(l!!ir.,t:· c:n . til!.
,:;~ja: 1j ti::j fcif.;r .r/:.;;;lr.: Lr

HOl\lE OFFIC_E,

'11".

oddrc:s:su! !o-

\VlUTEHALL.

Tl·li:". (j:-;o:.R Sf.CRET.-\RY o:r STATE: .•
ALTh:'i~ D~-:P,\RT:.:F.XT,

HO)IE OFFICE;

Lo:-woN, S.\\'.1.

and the jolluu;iug number qu_wd:-

.~

s~r-,

I am directed by the Secretary o!' State to say thc.t before
consideration- can be· gi..ren. to· ycur request. to. be allo·.ved t·c establish.

!.·

yourself in this country for the purpose of opening a factory for the
manufacture of
it. \'till be ::1ec:::s·sarj" for you to coJr.r-lete the enclosed f'onn of· question-

naire (in

quadr~plica~e).

yoar attention to the resolutior:. of the
1·.1a.rch,

E.:;u~e

that His Hajesty 1 l: Go..rerr"'"7:ent

of

G::>iilmon~

of thE:: l2t:!:!

s~ould e~dcavcur

to

di~cou:re.ge

,.
~

t~.e

undue concentration of modern :ii::.o:-.;.stries in the scuthcrn counties

and to encou:::-age new industries v:here

~!·a-:::ti~able

tc· estc.blish

t~ei7lsehres

i!"l the ·older in:iustrial centres, and to say that the q_u-:Jstior. of the

locality in which it is proposed to establish the enterprise will be
considered, a,11ong other matters, in consultation ·with the Ministry of
Labour ar.d Board ·of Trade on receipt c:f' t!:.e completed fo:nns.
Although e_very step s:i.ll be taken to
will be appreciated that some tLuC

~ust

co~e

to an early decision it

necessarily elapse before the

necessary enquir:i.es can be completed in ·res;ect of the present application
and you would be \'/ell advised net to enter into any definite coillE!'.itments ·
with regard to the

~atter

in the

meantL~e.

I

)
I'

15/3

! .

(a) 4ddress o~ addresses frorn which
the business was or is still

(a)

carrie-d on
(b) Annual t-urnover of that business

(b)

during the last five years.
I

\c

.)

nurJb~r

Averar,E:

cf persons
I

(c)----------------------·--· ---·--·----·--.. --~---· __ ;

err.ployed during the same periods
(d) Extent of export trade; if any, vdth

.'

the United Kingdom and other
countries.

(d) ..... ---------..----·---------------·---------·--·-;.
;

1ve the narr:.es a11d addresses of any other

:n·sons or crmcerns i'rho would be associated
ith you in the proposed undertaking.
i-----------------------·--:

· it proposed to for:rr:.. a conpany?
~ate

lf so,

the nar::e. you would propose to use.
would be the capital of the proposed

1dertaking and.who would provide it?

_____ ________ _
..

·;

I
i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - -

.,

.'

..!____

,_ ---- ...........

__________ - ----- ----------------

the capital i~Jmedi~tely available
this country;

if not, ·state:-

(a) 'i;here i t is?

(a)---- ... ---------- ____ ...

(b) 'i.'hen will i t be possible to

(b) ..

transfer it to this country?
(c) In v.hat forn <'1'ill it be possible

t_o transfer it to this country?
ere is it proposed to establish
dertnking:

(c)--------------------------- .

yo~

V.'ha.t factors have

fluenced your choice1
~·: ~any

workpeople are likely to be

pl0yed:
H-""-e'1...... - ... .:. f'
\.n.6

1°u anu

~onen (Aged

OiiO.;_
'\
.1. J

18 and over)

--------

Boys ·(Under 18)
Girls (U!'!der 18)
re a list cf the occupations (or

•des) that· will be carried on and the
Jroxir:-.ate nunber of r,_ales and fcr.ales
;pectively who will be required in

-

--· -------··- ·-- -· ________, -·--··- ·-

-··----------------------

:h.
it proposed to

a~ply

for permits in

.pect of alien workpeople?

If so,

hon ;'!'.any and in what occupations?

-----· -----------··----·------

~

·

..
,.,,,!:••~~~·=i .. l:i.ll:

.4·:r
subje~t

<>i

aJ./r:.>.>sed

IIO~IE

:;:=·
r!,;, /.:rio ,:1!,,;,/,/ b,•
cu:

STANLEY

I•• :--

I >..:•·.u:nlk:I:T),

S·L\SI.Ic.\' II•H•SI·:,

'i'lh~

nor:sr-:,
STREET,
LONl.lON, S. \V.l.

lill~l!:; ( hTICE

an.l
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Sir,

. _'_!~he nntte1· w:i.ll

t~~--·;;a

l>o

i .. cv_ic'::cc.l.

.

~.-v/~~~.:'~~.rr(Jf"j;::;(::rvo-n

.. -.;:.1tl:ic:i.:r•

:in

.

:e~;ri!:LJ. t6s- ~;o-· +F.:;· ·1-j:fi::cG.:~~s;;~~~~~r:::cro~~ei~~t:•·;:·f~-=;~

c: • ·n
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Your· r)lx:cHent
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Appendix 17
BRITISH
TELI!!:·PHONE

EMBASSY.

17, TIE.RGARTEN

I

STRASSE,

1 KuRFURST 2013.

BERLIN

W.35.

23rd MA.rch 1938.
Dear Ivir. Holmes,
1 do not suppose that you know my nam~, ·al th ou~h
I have known yours for years, and haveow~tched voyr car~P.r
since y,ou b~came c9nn~cted w1th North_0h~A~ds.
·~ ~m_a
native of North ShlP.lds.
I wa~ a fru~nLl 9fStan~P,.1
p
Pattison who was Li-bP.ral Agent 1n South Shtelds whP.!l h ...
died a few years ago.
I have be-en fo~ so~a ye-a.rs 1~
.
the Corrmercial DApartment of the Brt t1sh .c,mbassy, B.. rl1n.
Your predACP.ssor, Mr. Coot~, visited Q-P.rman~r in
1932 a'1d made· our. acquantiance at th~ ~~mbassy 1 and ~n~e~,
wh en I was On l eave
_ _ , 1 called and saw htm at h1s offtc .. 1n
Newca.s tle . ·
_ _
__ .
V.!e often get enquiries i~ the Embassy f~om
- .-~
Germans, mostly Jews, who wish to eYplore the possibilitles
of manufacturing in England.·
We have li tP.rature
..
abofit the distressed areas'efforts to attract nAw .
industries, but most of the enquiries are very vague
and the enquir±ers are themselves not practical men. ·
no~hing to do with_ the Teams ide
!i::state.
. I have gtven jrour address on on8 _or two
occasions to enquirers, but most of the applica~ts
prefer the ;south of England.
OnA or two have fixed
up in the_C~rdiff dist~i~t, and one got fixed up
.(paper se.rv_·1ettP.s) nRar r~ahchester.

.I suppos.e yo"u have

- Excuse my havinrr bothered ~.rou with this l~tter
but I thought you would be int~.rAsted in the fact that
what_ happens on the Tyne, good or bad, gets wide
. __ publtcation.
SHould you have a charica of comi~g to 3ermany
do not fail to let m~ know if you com~ anywh~r~ near
Berlin.
1 am coming to ~ngland on lAA.V~ du.r_ ing thP.
month of July, but I am not CP..rtRin w'hAth~_r I can
manage a trip up- North this·time.
J~/

·-····-·.............

....

_..·

: :;_.

Example of·Relationships among a group of Refugee Industrialists on !yneside
signify case history references
Employment figures are shown under foundcr(s) names
Team Valley Weavi-ng Industries Ltd ( nq.34 )
1. A. Chaskel
I

~

125
I
Burrell & Maurice Ltd ( no.6 )
2 •M L
3. Hoses Kaufmann
-------·
esser
··-----1

. L--,.-:-=-.--_1----,-,---..
.

450

"l

....

L.C. (Taylorwear) Ltd ( no.l9. )
4. H. Lesser

!Xne Textiles~ ( no.38 )
5. I~ Kaufmann

I North

Eastern Cloth~ng Co.Ltd
( no. 28 ) 6. J. Kaufmann

300

2ou

200

Lestawear Ltd (no.20 )
2. M. Les~er, 3. Moses Kaufmann
7. H. Stark

so
Employment created by this group ( 1 NovE.;nber 1974 ) :
Founders:

1, ~25

1. A Chaskel was the first arrival
2. M. Lesser was A. Chaskel's brother-in-law, and buyer in A. Chaskel's German companies
3. Moses Kaufmann was a

suppli~r of~-

Chaskel's German companies and in contact with M. Lesser

4. H. Lesser was the son of M. Lesser
5. I. Kaufmann is a .son of Moses Kaufmann
6. J. Kaufmann is a son of Moses Kaufmann

g>
(I)

:::1

·P.
......
X
f-J
(X)

7. :H. Stark is the son..,.in-1aw of Moses Y..aufmann

~...JJ_)J.......lJ: ....lfJll\lJ~.
.

"-.:··.

.

·•

~·

__J~
~

Fridli;,. Fe:ary 4, 1938.
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Ger'inan ., Fa,1nily Arrives·>·;__t_o_S-ta-.r-t

1

~

1

'fVew

Tynemouth Industry

GER~A:ey-_family, two brothers, two c~1ildren and a nephew,
.L'"l.. anwed m Tynemouth to-day and wtll shortly establish an
important new; industry in the borough. They were met at the
Central Static:n:~ Newcastle, this afternoon, by Mr Stanley Holmes,
secretary of the Tyneside Industrial Development Board, who,
after more than twelve months has on behalf of the board, been
conducting negotiations with principals of the firm. ·

The new company has been registered under the n~me of the.
Great Northern Knitwear Company, Ltd., with a· capital of
about £10,000.
·
The factory is to be built at Percy Main by the Commissioner
for Special Areas, Sir George Gillett, under the new powers he
obtained by the Special Areas Amendm~nt Act, 1937.
It will be built under the supervision of the North-Eastern
Trading Estate Ltd., who are acting as agents for the
Commissioner. The factory will occupy 8,000 square feet, and it
is understood that the new company will find employment for
about 100 workers during the first year.

,.,,. ....... ·-

I

iactory. The mach_inery, bough~ in this country, will be
despatched to Tynestde shortly.
In an interview with The Evening News, Mr Holmes revealed
that the principles of the new company were attracted to "l'yneside
as a direct result of the board's publicity. ·
"In November, 1936. a principal of the firm was on a visit to
London and in an underground tube station he noticed a Tyneside
coloured poster claiming that Tyneside was a .. natural centre of
industry.
"That night, he wrote from a London hotel, asking for full
particulars of the industrial facilities, and since that date,
protracted negotiations have been going on always with the
greatest secrecy."
M1· Holmes added that the reason for transferring their
industry to Tyneside was the easy access to raw materials.
Another factor, Mr Holmes stated, was the desire of the cqmpany
to extend and develop thei~· existing export trade to cover the
world mat·ket.
n1n•it,•T
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According to the monthly news sheet
of the Committee, this was issued in
November

1944
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w.
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What is the
Refugee Industries ·Committee?
HAVING now acted as Chairman of the Refugee
Industries Committee for upwards of three years, I
can ex pres:;. the opinion from intimate knowledge
that the Committee has rl?ndered a valuable sen·ice
to the country as well as to refugee industrialists
themselves. This is only anot~er way of saying that
the-industrialists themselws have rendered a ,·aluablc
sen·ice to the country, not sufficiently recognised by
the general public, and arc capable of rendering even
more valuable service in the future, as their predecessors have done over many centuries.
This booklet explains some of the ways in which this
Committee has been, is, and will be able to carry
forward this work of mutual aid between those who
have found refuge here and th.ose who have received
them. It thus shows the need for the continu~ncc
and increase of its activities.
A. S. Co!IIYNS C.·um,
Chairman.

A few months before the outbreak of war, a number of
public men, mostly Members of Parliament, decided to form
an ·organisation which would assist refugee industrialists from
the Continent, in particular Czechoslovakia. The organisation
was founded at a meeting held at the House of Commons in
July, 1939. This was the beginning of the Refugee Industries
Committee.
Among ."the founders were:Tli:E RIGHT Ho~. SIR ARTHUR SALTER, K.C.B., 1\I.P.
THE RIGHT Ho:-. VIscouNT CECIL oF CHELwoon.
TnE RIGHT Hox. ALFRED DuFF CooPER, D.S.O., M.P.
under the Chairmanship of:!vfAJOR-GEXERAt. SIR NEILL 1\[ALCOLlll, K.C.B., D.S.O.
To-day our organisation covers not only industrialists from
Czechoslovakia, but most of the industrialists iri this country
who came from the Continent after 1933 to find a new and
better fic!d for their technical knowledge and !!kill. It covers
both industries soh;:ly owned by ,,n;fugees, and industrialists ?r
highly qualified key_-workers who arc associated with British
firms .. ·
The Refugee Industries Commi~tee is now recognised as the
national organisation for all these ind.ustries. Refugee
Industries as a whole have now an advocate with ready access
to l\Xinisters and Government Departments. They have a
.British representation able to conduct negotiations with
other sections of the community and an experienced and
expert staff whose t!!.sk it is to pi'omote their interest.

3
1\,)
1\,)

.........
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But they should not deceive themselves. The months and
years to come will be a period of transition. What to many
of our friends seems a stable position to-day may be v\]lnerable
to-morrow. The sentiments aroused. by the War all over the
world lea,;~ more than a passing impression in this country.

Ho-w· is the Connuittee organised?·
The present Committre consists of independent public men,
mostly Members of Parliament. A large number of British
friends give sympathetic support to our work.
The Committee acts through its head office in London. It
remains an independent organisation and does not receive
any subsidy from the Government or any other public body.
The general policy of the Committee, "therefore, is entirely
.deten;;ined bv the Committee itself. This independence of
action ims pr~ved to be ~ne of our most valuable assets.

1

)

Something about our
Objects and Work

Affiliated to the Committee are Regional and Local Groups
all over the United Kingdom. The Groups accept as members
industrialists and industrial key or research workers of alien
origin who have come to this country.

The Refugee Industries Committee not only acts as the
representative of ·immigrant industries, it also protects
the indiviqual industrialist whenever, in commercial life,
unfair advantage is taken of his weaker position as an alien.

Each Group has a Chairman and Secretary who have a
close knowledge of local industries. These local officrrs arc
a strong link with the Central Committee in London. The
Committee's officers, however, pay regular visits tn the provincial groups to maintain a clo5e and personal contact with them.
The members of the Groups are entitled to avnil themselves
of all the facilities provided by the Refugee Industries Committee.

'W'hy do you need the
Refugee Industries Con1n1ittee?
It is true that not a few refugee industrialists have managed
their business during the War without any serious trouble.

4

The need for our activities is likely to increase rather than
diminish in the early post-war period.

There arc also some special problems, a few of which may
be indicated briefly : Permanent status of refugee industries.
The m~jority of our refugee· industrialists arc still
uncertain whether they ~\·ill be allowed to settle in this
country permanently.

'I

To secure the permance of immi~rant industries and
their final absorption in British economic life is one of
our m~j or tasks.
DifficuJ~ies

in business.

Refugee industrialists naturally are often confronted
with difficulties which do not affect old established
British industries, or not to the same extent.

5
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Sales quotas, allocation of raw material and labour,
export, fQrtnation of companies, are, owing to the special
conditions of immigrant industries, often more complicated. Highly specialised questions arise which are not
infrequently outside the scope of the ordinary professional
adviser or trade association. In many of these cases we
have been able to help.

It is therefore our task to call attention to the a,bilities
of refugee industrialists and to make. known their technical
skill and knowl~dge and the goodwill they have brought
with them.

,
.
'

Post- War Production.

Facilities far Refugee Industrialists
You may ask: What will the Refugee Industries Com'do for me? Well, the foregoing outline may have
given you an indicatiol').. But this is not all. The. Committee's
exp~~t staff is at your disposal whenever you may need it.

mitt~e

The transition from war to peace involves fundamental
changes in the structure of this country's production.
As regards immigrant industries it will have to be decided
what. their place in production will be and how they can
be co-ordinated with established British industries.
l\fany refugee industrialists have already approached us
and we have taken up the most important questions
with the authorities.

It is part of our day to

To advise

The importance of immigrant industries for the ec;onomic
life of our country, especially our Development Areas, is
not generally recognised.

refug~e

industrialists ;

To supply information to firms individually and to
circularise it through our monthly " Information Service ";

Our work ncccs~itates constant contact w;th various
Government Dcpa~trncnts. The Departments often a15k
us for our view, and give us their willing co-cperation.

Publicity.

routine :-

To trace tl;le trend of ~conomic events as far as
refuge·e industries are concerned ;

Collaboration with Government Departments.

\\'e make it our task to direct the Governinent's attention to the problem of immigrant industries and ob~ain
general rulings which prevent difficulties for the individual
trader.

d~y

To
To

~

...

~ive

introductions to Government Departments ;

undertak~ enquiries and negotiations with
Government Departments on behalf of our
firms;

ro bring refugee industrialists in contact with
ektch other ;
•
To facilitate the•r post war export ;
To secure travelling facilities and contacts abroad.
7

6
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The range of subjects may be gathered. from this brief
list:Aliens Restrictions.
Labour Restrictions.
Taxation and Accountancy.
Company Law and Partnerships.
International Law.
Limitation of Supplies.
Raw :Material and Priorities.
Export and Import Problems.
Finance.
Factories and 1\-Iachinery.

Finance
We give advice and assistance without fees or conditious.
We have never made a ·public appeal for finance.
Refugee industrialists pay annual subscriptions to our Local
or Regional Groups, which in their turn subscribe to the
Central Committee. Our activities require the maintenance
and indeed extension of financial support.
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COMMITTEE FOR DEVELOPMENT
oF E E r U G E E I N S U.S T R. I E S
12, BUCKiNGHAM PALACE ROAD,
PHONE VIC. 0265
S.W.l.
lot~ :-.~ay
"COMMITTEE

Fo("

1940.

VELOPMENT Of REFUGEE INDUSTRIES" abbriroJi••teJ to:

REFUGEE INDUSTRIES COMMITTEE
12, BUCKINGHAM PALACE ROAD. S.'vV.1.
Telepho111: VICTORIA 02BS.

Ch.airnwn: A. S. Comyns Carr, K.C.
lion.

Trm;:~rr!r:

Orga11ising S1crtla'l.: Ernest G. Co .. e

Alfred Stern

The Right Hon. Viscount Cecil of Chelwood.
Da.. id Adams, M.P.
S. VyvyJn Adams, M.P.
l'bior Victor A. Cual:t, M.C., M.P.
Wi.lli:am G. Cove, M.P.
S. 0. Davi2s, M.P.
Miss Meg:~.n Lloyd George, M.P. ·

~·

Jl.lemb,.s of Commilll!ll:
Mrs. M. Corbett Ashby, LI.D.
H. 0. Joseph.
j. D. Keley, j.P,
Sir Ancirew McFadyeJn
Ramsay Muir, Lict- D.
Julian I. Piggon, C.B.E., M.C.
Otto M. Schiff.

. The Right Han. Viscount Wolmer, M.
James Griffiths, M.P.
·
T. Edmund Har-.ey; M.P.
Captain Arthur Henderson, M.P.
Arthur Jenkins, M.P.
Miss Eleanor Rathbone, M.P.
Wilfrid Roberts, M.P. .

. . ~~ .. -::<·~~;·:~-·~·:~:::~·:;. ·.: ... :.~ ·.J~~/:.:./~."
4th .January,·.· 194~~ -. ·: .· ::

1FUGEE INDUSTRIES COM!\1ITTEE
5, LOWER.-GROSVENOR PU\CE, LONDON, S.W I

.....---·-

~~. -,.,- ... ,
C:hair.ti<Jn:

A. S. Comyns Carr, K.C.
Hot~. Tteo:w.rer:

D.. vid Go:dblatt}Jan. Ac:riilar:

C. fin~. A.C..\.
Or~nU.n.f Secrclary :

Ernest Cove.

Aw. Ste. G

.4cC~Hmlan!:

R. Mun•:er, Gr..cl; A.C.C..~..

A..A.J_6,
1\tlcmkn 4 Commi/lec:

LoroJ 1\T.. riey, D.S.C.
S. Vyvyan Adams. M.P.
M.-3. M. Corbett A•hoy, Lt.D.
lt.-Col. G. '.V. T. Coles.
• •1
T D., A.S ..I\.A .. F.S.S.
\T.l. G. Cove, M.P.
S. 0. Davin, 1\,I.P.
Sir Antlrcw McFaJycan.
i\Tiu Me;:aa Llay<l Gev,.!l"· 1\.l.P.
J~mcs Griffith!, M.P.
T. EJmuntJ 1-lan·cy, M.P.
M.. jor Arthur Hcndcrso•l, K .C., M.P.
,\,tlwr Jenkins. M.P.
J.D. Kiley, J.P.
Thomas l\lagnay. M.P.
\'V. H. i•Aainw~ring, MJ>.
Arthur Pear•oa. M.P.
Julian I. 1-'ir.golt. C.B.E.• i\.lC.
Mi.- E!can<or R<thbone, l\-I.P.
Wilfrid Roh..rts. M.P.
Sydney S. Silverm~n. !\J.P.
Crah•m White. M.P.
Coun. Cc:orce Williams, C.ll.E.

[__··,
1

Tel.:

---~; .
'::l~

VJCto~ 0285
5th July_. 1944,

.
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~EFUGEE

IND.USTR!ES COMMITTEE
Hon. Treasurer: DAVID GOLDBLATT

rzirman: A. S. COMYNS CARR, K.C.

I

joint Secretaries :
G. GENDALL HAWKINS

. .. ·..

EMBERS:

·

-· ...

1/T..

·

rd Be,·eri~ge, K ..C.~.
rd Marley, D.S.C." '·

R. 0. MUNSTER, A.L.A.A., A.A.I.A.

I
I

Telepho.rie :·"VICTORIA 02.85.

. S':· ·LOWER: ·GROSVENOR_ PLACE, S.W.I

•rd Meston

•

•rd Moynihan
hn J. Adams, O.B.E., J.P., C-A;.
c '' ,',
Lrry Allighan, 1\i.P.

•

._

•• • •

'-

-.-

·-·

••• -

-

··-

•

••

.:.

;

-·· •• ,1 ·-·

I
I

·j

.....:·. ·--

~ ;_

26th September, 1947.

rs. Corbett .o\.shby, D.Lit.
~rnon

I

.1

Bartlett, M.P.

Lptain E. R. Bowen, l\I.P.

REFU.GEE INDUSTRIES COMMITTEE.

Lptain G. R. Chetwynd, M.P.
:.-Col. G. W. T. Coles, T.D., .
A.S.A.A., F.S.S.
•

j,

·. G. Cove, M.P.

LOWER GROSVENOR PLACE, LONDON, S.W. I

arold Davies, M.P.

"i

Tel.: VICtoria 0285

0. Davies, :M:.P.

1dy Megan Lloyd George, !-:LP~
t. !~n. James Griffiths, 1\"I.P.
:ofessor W. J. Gruffydd, M.P .
. Wilson Harris, M.P.
ajor Arthur Henderson, K~C.,
M.P.
ieutenant Herbert Hughes,

~J.P.

D. Kiley, J.P.

Chairman:

A. S. Comyns Carr. K.C.

Hon.

Treawrer·:

David Goldblatt.

Same as 1944 lett erhe.a:d, exce-pt

· Auditor:

for new Secretary

. C. Fine, F.CA.

Le,,.·is, l\:I.P.
. W.' G. l\Iackay, M.P.
homas l\'Iagnay
r. H. :i\·Iainwarin,l", :M.P.

P. W. Mallalieu, M.P.
Hopkin Morris, K.C., :M.P.
rtln:r Pearson, l\I.P.
a.ptain T. F. Peart, M.P.
1lian I. Piggott, C.B.E., M.C.

·. 0. Roberts, l\I.P.
filfrid Roberts, M.P.
t. Hon. Sir Arthur Salter,
G.B.E., K.C.B., l\I.P.
ydney S. Silverman, B.A.,
LL.B., l\1.P.

•- J: Simmons, M.P.
[. C. Usbor_ne, M.P.
.t. Hon. Graham \Vhitt:
Iajor L. Wilkes, l\I.P.
:ouncillor George
C.B.E.
·. T. Willey, l\I.P.

\Villiams,

General SecrelaTY :

Guy Naylor.
Q_rgam'si :g Secrelary :

R. Munster, Grad: A.C.C.A..
.
A.A.I.A.
Members o/ Commillce:

Lord i\'larley, D.S.C.
John j. Adams, O.B.E., J.P., C.A.
Mrs. M. Corbett Ashby, Lt.D.
Lt.-Coi.G. W. T.Coles,
. · T.D .. A.S.A.A .. F.S.S.
W. G. Cove, M.P.
S. 0. Davies,l\•l.P.
Lady Megan Lloyd George, M.P.
James Griffiths, M.P.
Major Arthur Ho:nderson. K.C .• M.P,
Arthur jenkins, M.P.
J. D. Kiley. J.P.
Thomas Magnay.
\TI. H. Mainwaring, M.P.
Arthur Pearson, M.P.
julian I. Piggott, C.B.E.• M.C
Wilfrid Roberts, M.P.
Sydney S. Silverman, M.P.
Graham White.
Coun. George Williams, C.B.E.

.,
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The Committee for Industrial Devel-opmen·t
FROM OVERSEAS
Acting Chairman:

DAVID GOLDBLATT

General Secretary: C. GENDALL HAWKINS

Admlnistrative.Secretary: R. 0. MUNSTER, A.l.A.A., A.A.I.A.

5 LOWER GROSVENOR PLACE,
LONDON, S.W.1
MEMBERS:
Lord Beveridge, K.C.B.
Lord .Mu.rlcy, ll.S.C.
Lord Meston
John J. Adams, O.B.E., J.P., C.A.
Mrs. Corbett Ashby, D.Lit.
Vernon Bartlett, M.P.
Captain E. B. BOWfln, M.P.
Captain G. R Chetwynd, M.P.
Lt.-Col. G. W. T. Coles, T.D.,
A.S.A.A., F.S.S.
W. G. Cove, M.P.
Harold Davies, M.P.
S. 0. Davies, .M.P.
Simon Wingfield Digby, M.P.
Lady Megan Lloyd George, M.P.
Rt. H011. James Grimths, M.P.
IProfessur W. J. Gruttydd, M.P.
H. Wilson Harris; M.P..
Majo1· Artl"lu~ Hflllderson, K.C.,
M.P.
J. D. Kiley, J.P.
J. Lewis, M.P.
n. W. G. Mackay, M.. P.
Thomas llagnay, J .1•.
W. H. Mainwaring, M.1P.
J. P. W. Mallalieu, M.P.
R Hopkin Morris, K.C., M.P.
Arthur Pearson, M.P.
Captain T. F. Peart, M.IP.
Julian I. Pfggott, C.B.E., M.C.
David .Renton, M.P.
G. 0. Roberts, M.P.
Wilfred lloberts, 1\I.P.
Rt. Han. Sir Arthur Salte1·,
G.B.E., K.C.B., M.p.
Profes11or U. L. Savory, l\I.P.
Sydoney S. Silverman. B ..~ .•
LL.B., M.P.
G. J. Simmons, MJP.
H.
Usborne, M.P.
Rt. Han. Graham White
Major L. Wilkes, ·M.P.
Councillor George Williams,
C.B.E.
F. T. Willey, M.P.

c:
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Telephone: VICTORIA {

C/'1'

15 th Apr il 1948

~;~.~

The Tyneside Refugee Industries
Association
RULES
I. X A!'liE : The name of the Association shall be "The
Tyneside Hefugee Industries Association".

2.

OBJECTS:

(a) The objects of the Association shall be to watch 0\"er,

promote and protect the interests of Hefugee lndustrialists in the Tyncside Area and to advise and co-operate with
the Xational Committee known as the Refugee Industries
Committee upon all matters affecting the mutual interests
of local Rcfngcc llHlustrialist,; and to assist and extend
the valuable work already achieved by the Xational
Committee.
(/1) To provide opportunities of intercourse amongst the

members including the acquisition and dissemination of
information affecting the interests ol the members. To
assist and co-operate with Et'fugcc Industrialists in all
matters relating to their business and their wc:fare.
(r) To provide a liaison between the membt>rs and the ,·arious

Go\'crnment departments with a view to
di\·idual members by direct representation.

assb:tin~

in-

(d) To raise funds by subscription and by levies upon the

members and to make such grants or subscriptions therefrom to the Refugee Industries ComllJittcc after rpaki~;:
due provision for all expenses, properly incurred and
chargc·able against the funds of the Association.

(e) To bring to the attention of .the .Gcncmi Puhlic the aims

...

nnd objects of the Association with a ,·icw to
· their co-operation and goodwill.
~

obtai11in~,:

:i. :O.lE:'-1 BEHSHI P, of the Association shail Le available
to all Hefug<'e·lndustrialists in the T~·neside Area. Ever~· new
candidate for admission as n member having read the Hull~S oi
the As5ociation, shall be proposed by one member and seconded
b~· another, both of whom shall vouch, from their personal
knowledge, for the fitness of the candidate. The candidate
shall also sign.. a form of Application for membership giving all
the particui~rs required by the Association with an undertaking to be pound by the Hules of the Association if clretcd.
The election ·of new members shall be by the Committee
and no person shall be admitted to membership of the Association until so elected. 1mmediately upon election of a member,
notice thereof shall be given to him and he shall be furnished
with a copy of the rules of the Association and a reqm·st to
remit to the Treasurer of the Association within one month
frqm the cla~c of such request such subscription, dues. levies
c;~r entrance fee as the Committee may dt'tcrmine. l'prm pa_,._
mcnt thereof he shall become a member nf the :\ssociation
:111\l he cntith•d to all the hcm•fils an<l privil,~gl•s of mcmbl'l'·
ship allll he hl'Ulld b~· the Hules.
·
Ever~· member is expected to give his whc•lc-hearted support
and co-opt'ration to the Association and undertake to respond
loyally to such appeals as ma~· be made to him h~· the Associatie>n through t!Jc Committee.
Any mcrnl)er rna~· resign his membership by gh·ing to the
Secrt'tnry notice in writing to that effect. Ewry such notict'
shall, unless otherwise expressed, be deemed to tal;e effect a~.
from I st July next following the receipt tlwrcoL Pro\'idl·ll
that nn~· memb<'r gi\'ing such notice aftt•r 31st !\lay in an~·
year shall ue liabk· to pay all ledes, dues or subscription payable for the following year.

1f any me.mbcr shnll·in the opi:lion of the Cominittee be.
gi1ilty of, or if P.n~· member shall either before or after admission
to the Assodntion be accused of dishonourable conduct, or of
cc;~ncjuct which would be in the absence of satisfactory explanations, derogatory to the Association qr render him unfit
to remain a member. then the Committee shall send.to such
mem brr at hi~ last re;:istcred acldrc,;s through the Post Ofli~e.

.6'
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Appendix. 25

Hansard, Vol.. 364, No. 107, August 22nd 1940, Col. 1441/2

Question No. 70

Mr. tVilfrid Roberts ( L. North Cumberland) asked the
Home Secretary"when'he will be able to giva a decision
as to the release of Julius Bernet, interned at Mooragh
Camp, Ramsay, Fritz Loebl,. Robert Loebl,.Fr.ed Lessing and
L. Roedelheimer interned at Douglas, Martin Lion, Hans
Froehlich and Alexander Ichenhauser also interned at
Douglas and whether he is aware that the· employment of
over 100 British subjects is dependent upon. their releas·e·
in industries. In several instances, they l'lere attracted
to this country by British Consuls and started with the
full approval and- after complete

en~ir'ies.

by the Home

Office."
Sir John Anderson (Home Secretary) : I hope to reach a
decision on all these cases at a very early date and. w-ill
the

co~~unicate

with my han. friend.
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Speech by

The Right Hon. ALFRED DUFF COOPER, o.s.o., M.P.,
on June 1Oth, 1942, at Reliance Hall, Westminster,
.at a Conference of Refugee. Industrialists,,
held under the auspices of

REFUGEE INDUSTRIES COMMITTEE..

1\Ir. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,
I was very pleased when I received 'Mr. Cove's invitation to .attend this
meeting and to say a few words to those who are here.
\Vhen he· fi'rst asked
me, I was unfortunately, owing to the date, not able to come, and I told him it
was not just a formal excuse.
He then very kindly arranged a different date in
order that I might be here.
FiJrmatior& of Committee.
I remember so well the early suggestion of the formation of this Com·
mittee. Those were the anxious days before the war, some three years ago now,
and I rememher telling Mr. Cove and other members of the Committee very
franldy that, while I was most anxious to give evt"ry assistance in my power, l
myself did not feel v.ery optimistic about it. In thoc;e days-which were perhaps
the most tragic of all days-the year that passed before th~ war, when catastrophe
seemed so imminent and the hopes of averting it so desperate. the little we could
do for those who had been ohliged to leave their own countrier; was so little, and
the part they could play in our affairs was so small.

Results achieved.
I congratulate all those who ha\·e worked on the Committee during the
last few years on the remarkable results they have achieved.
I think these
results have been more than the ·most optimi!itic of us could then have hoped.
Perhaps the terrible events which have taken place in the interval have assisted,
rather than interfered with, the success of the Committee. There has been so
much work to do in this country and in every country, so many supplies so
urgently needed tor so many purposes, that all who were willing and able to
assist us in the war effort have heen ahle to do so. Then, when there were still·
signs of peace, there seemed little room for the foreign competition which must
always exist in the commercial world.
You gentlemen, who have done so much
to\\'ard'S the creation and development of new industries in this country, h:t\'e felt
that you were, not only playing;:;, part in the commercial life of the country. but
you were assisting the land where you have found a new, and possibly o!l!y a
temporary, home, and also you were contributing to the great cause which you
all have at heart, the cause of the Allied nations in the war. (Cheers.)
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Positiorz of tile exile.
· I hope that you have been able to ieel that, whilst mal•ing your inv~lu
ahle contribi.1tion to. the cause of the Allies, you are not being f:.r.Jse to your own
nation. It i~· a terrible position for a man, who has been ohligt:d to leave, his own
country,, to' make up his mind as t9 the part he is goiu~ to play, but this is
essentially not a war of peoples but a war of principles. 1t is for this reason that
anybody who believes in the principles for which the united democratic nations
stand today, need have no qualms about bending allhis efforts towards promoting
that cause, although it may be tt:mporarily imposing difli~.:ulti£:S on the country
hom which he comes.
\Ve have friends in every country on the continent, who are groaning
under the yol•e of the oppressor. There are multitudes, crushed hen~:ath the heel
of a tyrant, who look forward to the day c1f victory, and who will welcoiJle it as
enthusiastically as members of this country, and even now take part in the war
upon our side. That' is why no exile at the present time need feel that he 15 .. in
any way hurting the int'erests of his own country, if he is opposed to the r~,.Jvem
ment which now has his country in its power.
He is rather promoting the true
mterests of that country, whatever country it may be, by contributing to the
victory of the Allies. 1 would not, however, disguise from myself what must he
all too wdl known to you, that exile is in itself a fearful penalty.
The countrysioe iii whi~.:h a man was born, the. scenes of his childhood, the hmds~.:ape which
he has known as a boy, the horizon of hi's adolescence, tile streets and buildings
of the towns and cities which he h:Ls known, are all precious possessior.s in the
heart of a man, things which he dreams about, which are always part of his life,
and for which no welcome in any foreign country can ever make an.•ends.
Exile i::: a terrible thing and e\·en in the modern world, .where c.ne travel's
swiftly, where· transport. facilities are so enor111ously increa!'ed, and· wlre1 e, on the
conclusion of hostilities, n~turn may be relatively easy, even so, for a man to
spend many years away from his own country is somethi11g whid1 nobody
would willingly agree to do.
1 myself, even during six mouths abstnce from
Great Britain, h:Lve felt a little of what nostalgia mtans. the sickness for home.

\Vclcome to this cotmlry.
Well, 1 hope that during these terrible years my fellow-countrymen
have done their best to m:lke you as welcome as the circumstances of tl.e times
permit. It has been an old tmdition in this country, the welcome of the exile,.
and I think it is one of our finest traditions.
We have thrown the door open. to
every kind. of exile 1 whether they fted from a tyrannical power or a succes!:ful
revolution, whether tht:y were extreme Left or extreme Hight; we have not
enquired, and ne\·er will enquire, too closely. Thoe.ir distres!. will be i.n the·future,
as it has been in the past, a passport to their welcome.· This policy is due tn
C]Ualities in the English race. \'liP. are a good-natured people, to whom cruelty is
foreign. It is our nature to be kind ·and easy-going, and at the samt: time not to
forget our own interests but to tal'e a wide view with regard to our future.
This policy of welcoming the exile, while it has done good to the exile
for the time being, has in the long run done a great deal of good to our own
country. . Throughout the years, our industries and our commerce have been
forwarded and helped enormously by the intelligent assistance of • dugees from
foreign countries. Our industry has been considerably helped from generation to·
generation, and I think we have in this room the proof of how well it has paid
us to be kind and hospitable to those \~ho were obliged to seek refuge in our
country, since the recent persecutions started on the continent.
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Post- ~Var Reco,1structiou.
Now, Ladies and Gentlemeu, when this war is over, and when victory
has been achie\•ed; we must all turn our minds to the extn:me.ly difficult task of
rebuilding the civilisation which has suffered so terribly from the blows that
have been inflicted upon it by this long war. Many of you will no douht return
to your own country, taking with you, I hope, happy memories of your sojourn
here. Some of you will prefer to remain and make your home hem (Cheers:), and
to let yourselves and those who come after you be our people, inherit our tradition,
and he proud of the n~me of English or British. In doing·so, I feel you will be
only continuing the work you have hegun and rendering it, I hope, pe~manent,
for, after all, the future of this world depends not on a few schemes which can be
laid down on paper. International co-operation comiug from such scheme~. can
only succ_eed if it is founded upon a basis of international understanding.
.
It is cue. of your duties, and it will be. one of your privileges, in those
da.ys which will hera)~: the·new world, to bring an understand•ng to that task,
an understanding upon· which must- be· rearoed the fabr-ic. of a new and better
world. That you ·will be able to do, having the knowledge of all that is best and
noblest in the countries f.rom which you came, and having the knowledge also of
what is good and noble in the country to which you have come. You will be
able to hdp enormously by communicati"ng with your friends abroad, ;,c.nd telliug
them and explaining to them, about. the English people, because 1 am not sure
that we are very good at doing that. ourselves. H you have found a welcome
here aBd friends, and have got over our faults (ofte~ they are on the surface::),
and have iound a way into our hearts, (which are not bad hearts the greater
number of them), and if you can, with that knowledge and experience, serve as
representatives and sureties between the two countries, between ourselves and
the continent, without the co-operation of which we can achieve nothing, if you
can do this in the future, you will have served and will continue-to serve as. well·
as you have already served, the cause, the just cause, the cause, not of Great
Dritam only, nor of the British Empire, nor of the united Allied Nations, but of
the whole world.

(1\'lr. Uuff Cooper resumed his seat amid

prolo:-~ged

cheers fro.>m the audience).

The Conjere11ce was a private 01ie a11cl this sPeecli. ts drculatd privately.
No part

o.J

it may published withoz't the pemiissiou of the Secretary: Emest G. Covt,
RBFllGEE INDUSTRIES COMMITTEE,
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British J.Jegion To Fight· The 'Alien
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REFUGEE INDUSTRIES CO.MM.ITTEE
5, Lower Grosvenor Place
London, S • ~1.1.
Copy from Original

21st November 19.44

J.R. Griffin Esq.,
British Legion
Cardigan House,
RICHMOND HILL, Surrey.
Dear l-1r. Griffin,
I have had brought to my attention an article in
the Sunday Dispatch of November 19th.
In this article reference is made to a statement
by yourself to the effect that a number· of refugees have started
industries in this country which are giving employment to their
fellow refugees.
It so happens that our Committee is an English
Committee, arid before. starting our ·activities· we had a Conference
with The Rt·.Hon. Oliver Stanley, who was at that time Presi"d·ent of
the Board of Trade.
Pre-war policy
of the Board.
of Trade·

The Board of Trade had decided that hitherto this
country had concentrated on the heavy industries,
and that· in considerable areas of this· country the
workers depended entirely on one industry, with the
result that if any of these industries became depressed, a whole area
suffered from unemployment with no alternative industry to alleviate
that condition.
The Board of Trade had carefully investigated condit;..
ions on the Continent, and caY?..e .. to the conclusion that countries such
as Czechoslovakia, though possessing no heavy industries comparable
to those in this country had, by the establishing of a great number
of small industries, succeeded in providing employment for their population.·
Refugee Industries
relieve unemployment

The Board of Trade had therefore decided to encourage any industrialist on the Continent who
wished to set up an industry in this country.
They realized that in many of these industries it was desirable to introduce refugee key-workers whose function it was to train and supervize
the British unemployed who were engaged in these factories.
·
It is quite evident that it was not the object of the
Board of Trade to start refugee industries in order that they should
provide employment for refugees.
I can assure you that our Committee is actuated by the.
same motive as the Board of Trade, and we are not interested in helping
refugee industrialists unless we are convinced that they are capable of
providipg work: for a substantial number of British workers who would
otherwise
PTO on or,tginal
- 2 be unemployed •.
Refugees employ
disabled ex-service
men

It may interest you to know that a great proportion of the industrialists in \'lhom we are interested
are already employing a number of disabled ex- .
service men. They are so keen on helping in this
manner that in South Wales, for instance, they are arranging for a speaker, Mr. Hillier, representing disabled ex-service men, to discuss with
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them any further steps that they can take. to assist in this direction.
I assure you that our Co~~ittee is quite as keen as
you are that refugee industrialists should not develop their businesses
merely for the sake of employing refugees.
I presume that before making this statement to the
Press you had some d~finite information on this question, and I shall
be very glad if you will give me names and addresses of firms to· whom
you are referring. If you will do this, I can assure you that my
Committee will ~ake active steps to see that this matter is remedied.
Yours.sincerely,

(Signed)

Ernest Cove
Secretary

....
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-li

lAl~P

Jil:l~·

lh>lllilliO!'I; :IS r:•11l\! ;i liiiC' ;,~'II:~· in wbich l•·• ;q.lJii"Cl:t.-J'I tf.Jt:. f.clttit:r'--'··ilfl
promi:<c:-., 110 prl'judi,:,·:;, we're fric.:I'H;;: with ,;,·,:ryor:.-· 111.1-1il tlit·)' turn our lo

L.: l-'liH:rw;sc:'
Tlu; ckph:l'll, \\'ho dr;;'S iHll fr.lr;.!Yl, i:-: pn·pan·d 10 iJl' rrinu.ls \Vilh ~dl the
;u;irn:ds nf !Ill" j·m~;k. Tllal 111:1y iw big of him·· h:a Ill" is big.

V{hat ·l-Ias ~f.he Reft1g~c
I'1ciustr·ialist Do11.e?
"

.!Jr:;;y u·f!i.:,,·,· i.-lf!t:strirl.1i.i!.l' liti:··c !,,·,:lr .~wjl::d l-"ll lo aurf ::.·,·.-,fJtnl irtto the

;",;,/t;.-::.•;ai !ij,· of :his

r'illliHr_r ..

thq·

1'!.'1!

thruLigh the

itl(fl/• ri:ld 11!f.'rl'-'t!

of

rrllE_:,:-n:li[.~·~h of (;a·:ol B!~i;_.i_u h:~:o l·:n:lll'OIIS[i:Tllly J'I:J:.:·wc·d hy !~..; int.lkt·
;:-i ,,, .•,.. ,-,!.,,HI :11hl new H!c;,-,, l·n11:1 iill' t:nh: of \.. :n•ar 1111'.-;:tn.b tht:
dcn·!c.>p111l"l!t .,f uur n•tili~i)" 1:.;:-. ;;:Til, to· :1 br;.;;c t::.,;h·nr, ll1c r(:·nilt of
tlli' fn·.-dcul: :1f :o.-,·,·s:; to c.ru;· :il<<~iT:'. In t.ht: ::1~1 cin :L"rl< .., ibis [!:"u•·:::-::' h.t:; ht:t:ll

q11 irk•·llnl.'

awl l.iH·

lll•l\ l'lllc.·IH

~~a.; !Jn:ll '!'•lldl

::,,:.n: ,.,·jd'o·:··\'•Tad' and wiH'

prl)L~:.hly

11:1\·c an "':\Tla ~~'·l·.ttl.i' r:(tf:\·t upon Oll! ~~~-~laona:·./.
\Vhtn HiLkr o·:ullt: into• pu\··o:r tlll'lt' h::g:.lll a ,:lnw I•UL sll':ll!Jiy

!
j"
I

in::rc:.t..:.ing

It i.1'~;:11 :i~' :1 p:.,,,-;,,u:ollo, l:ut by t~J:-Ia· it l:.o.l' !wn.nw t-ht: .ml.y 1.•ay
f, ... ;1 ,·,ul~-ider::i>h- IIC'ioth:r -uf iwlo::<tri:!li·~:.; and· prnfl·~:-.iollal: lcll'll to avuid
ii!':'>t d<:.-:tiw~inn ::11o.! tilc·11 .lc::cth. h·1:-.l· i:n- Gc-rn;:n:y, :imi' then from :11! the
Cnllrai l·.oll"<)pl':l:i Lc11c!.•. O\'cr whil'_il 1'-!a1ido:n1 ~-~,r~ :id. l:ll!i.t.:r:•lil:·, tlu_, iurmcr
ioe:otb ,,f _l!,I'Gcl i:;d~~~-lc·i:d ('t•lllT!II>". m:uh- th.·ir '-'"·•Y tu tilt· \-\'1'.-l and Engl.tad
Tli,·s:.: \\Tit: tr:l'll \':lu. h:od pruVI:II in tlu:ir lan.ds of.
1.·n:ivnl it:• f,!l qunla.
i;;rlh ilocit il'l i111io·:li :uul :Hliitilli,.irativ<: ;,bility, :ti-!d·. lh•.:i:r \"iHII':tgc to .:reate
:.II' ~ll:•l:,in f-:,1'\:;Ll ioulu:-:tri:.I und('rt;,kings.
Jn tiwir m·.w liu:w:s :dl till'~<:
tf!:.litil·:-; 1\lTC: lci IJ,· tc-:tni lc> tli.- iuiJ, :tlld lhc: p:LilC:I'II of tih'ir :-t:Uicrm:nl WaS
tkt ..:r:niiH:d l>y :1 p.. ii. )' illiti;ott·il h> thi: bri1islo (;,.·,·cruu;,-u: iu ziic e:uty
1 ~1:)0 's.
!•t tloat r.:c.:ri•,d, Cn·.n Bri1.1i~t w:ts i11 tlu: :·ni•bt of ;ut ,.,,,n,m:ic crisis,
and d;,: bh.-1. 'an:;ts, prn·inw:!:.· !lie fln:11·ishing o.:t:lll n·~ ,·,i ou.· heavy i::llu:-trit·s,
; 1:!'.! b,-,.,1 111:n!o: th•: :-:uhjen (•f :;pn·i:d stu,:y a(l(l ;H:tinn hy :•ppropriatc
Cn·n;nncili Dq;;,:'lll:cnt:•. Som•: of the u:u·k:·:--t ;,n.-.ts 1\·,·rc .laiTI.IW, South
\\' ..d..:~. :''H.:::t!:-L;,.( l.:tn<adlirc-, <.:unoLr:rl:n:d and I ill' Clydl'. Trading- t:sr::tt:s ·
•.·:,·rc pru_icdcd. 1-::-:t;ol;lisiH:d \·:ril;~h iuduslri.dists wne su:pti•·:tl of the chalices
· 11 f ;·c;-t:-:::ii1i11~ ;r...:tl IIUrltll"l'd iol l•ro::d indn~rrin: ami, in th•:ir vio:w, nnw luo
,,l.i ;u i;e n:-:1d:q~1nl. Spt:.:-i.d l'<allllli:<sio;u:r:: fl•r tht:~t:: ;:n·:Ls fouil(! thcrn:-;dvcs
~:•. Idled with f:t:'tC•ri,·s as \n·\1 ;,,.; :-.ill's .,,.hid• m:•,l·.: nu ;tppl·;ol tn :uly iar.~(;
,-~:i.:nt l•• uur l!ol'lll' illduslri.di:-t~:.
'I'IH·y l!cr;:t:d, lhcn, ltJ tile C..:onlilll'llt.
t;; ol::dl Con:;ll!:-. :d1r";'d wn.: a:>knl to ill'l a.s •:mi:,:-:lric::-o a lid lo lay hdun: tlv~st::
tr•.•:..1Ll.:d mn: thc: !Jbll:lidllll<'nts at:d pc...:.:;i!Jiliti,·:·. ,;[' .n·-r.:-wh\j~:hnn:ut in the
!->;:•·•·i:d ar~:a:s. :\dvnti:-.-rn(·nts '' i:rt· in~:ntrt! i" <.;,:; m::u awl Czcdi · p:• per.s

!\,;h.
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and the al.l\-;,nt~l~~t·~ ~.-t out i1: gJ...m ing t:·nns. Tha· n:Sltll wa~ that a m.:mlllT
of ahTady distt:rb:d IT!l'fl W<.Tc i1;dun:J to come· to Gn·at Brit:1i11. It is for
that n::::o;cm, :1hr.v.; .:.11, th::i. thi.• tiull: the m:w Wa\'eS of <:nci!;r:uns dicl not
sc·ttk down in Cllll' p:utiu.tLu ~po>t ami crc:all: fur liH'IIJ~elvcs an im!ustri:al
.~hcun, as kL<.! so uften h:1ppt'll'.'.l in the past. Thi~ tilTH:, in all tlw qt:arla:Js
of Gn::.:.t Hritai!l, inrlurliug N,;nhera Irclawl, wlllT\! unnroplcJymcnt '''a:; rik
aud n:i:-•T>' r:111 pa11t thr:-:c pinn:·Trs anarlc· tlwir nnv wnrk:'. Nor were Ll:u·sc
~Jrti\'itic:-: rnJilin.-al Lo mcly tHH' or !\Hi industric·s. TheM: Jnr.u, cumin~ from
h.1lf a CO!ltincnt, reprcl'c!l!c:cl almost evc·ry important form of activity. The
di(li,·.ultics thq· 111.:1 t·an Lt: well undc.:rstO(Iti hy ~my mailagt:r or director of
:u1y ilitlustri.tl undrrtakin.~ hn::1kin,!~ fn·sh ground. Tht: poco! of bhour wao.;
ohviliusly t ou:-idl:rahle, tliuugh at first loltally unsuitable. Men and women
had to \;,~ ta11ght fn:sh trade:::;, tht~ procc·sscs \\'L:lC complic<JU."c.i and varied,
and the f:tnoric·s W1:11.~ in maily <·asc·s uusuitc:c..l to the type of inddstry. The
la·:uls of till: firms h<Hl w apply tlu~m.:·;dn:s pcrsonally to the tr.-Lilling of cad•
individual workm.w. They had to sort out their foremen and their forcwumt·n. ~ltlll by dint of han! c:xpr.riencl: fi11ally sdet'L their managns with
hut hc'JC' ami tht·n: an impoJrtcc.l J,ey workt.:r, to whom pcrmi..•;siun wa.-. very
gr~ulgin~:ly grant.::d by the auth<Jritics.
\\'hnt the war came t.hcn: was, of course, a grc;lt influx of many who
had hen• reluctant to break. the til:s of :£ lift:~imc and venture into a strange
\•·orld whose b!l.~uag-c they co•dd hardl)" :;pt:ak anc..l whosc ways wen: bound
to be pu.~zlin~'.· They all had on(: stroke of fortune: almost from the
outbr c·al> of war, Great Britain w~L' clamouring for more aud more factories.
li nfortun;Jtc:ly, tllllliing paralld wi1 h tlw t.kmand of Lhe Ministry of Supply
,,·ne tiU" f<:ars of honH: st:C"urily. To m~lkc matters wor~c, the quota Sj'Stenl
for raw m:H~-ri.ds temkd to m:.J..c them the hull of some manufacturers who
found thcmsdvt·s circmnsrrib..:d by thr:ir ~dloc:ations and were therefore only
t;nJ ready [,) point with an cnvioLL~ finger to whatev<::r allot~Jtions were given
'" thc:>c: nrwcumcrs. In actt,ai fact, in Development ArcLIS the quotas wen:
r;,;mtc:-J oul of tilt' ~uppli<~'i f.pc:c iall~· allocated to these uew ccnlrc.:; of ind;tc;try.
Nnv pror·l~'i.-;l!.-; :.;;\'in~~ tiuot· and hhour, invcutioiL<; that had been the
jeah>u:-.ly g-uarded pus..;t·:;:;io;i~ of foreign hmds, and vast uumbers of m:w
traili<'CS wnc !lOW ::l Lh\! dixpr:Js<~l uf this cuuntry.
h C:lllllCJt b.: denier: that
the:;..: iu !:J.-.lriali~.IS llfHJi"i.;\Jt:d. ")o (;,r a:; they n::TitcJ sw·,~cf.S iL \•.";tS :l.CC: mlc.:d
1hnu. lkt it i.~ 111"·1.• 1 ::l.ory of 1wws all tit<' w:Ly. ~.Ian}', i11d<:cd 11carly all,
\·•nc im.:nu:•l aftl"r D1.nl-.irk :.n.t tb:i,· pn:miscs n·quisitioncd hy Go1·emmcnt
authority, :;om.: twi:·c OVlT, ~uJc\ upon n::lc:ast: tht:)' i::1d to restart it all, tht:re
or ds;:wiwre. hn· the fir..r two ~>r three years nf the war few of them were
~iv.:n a free nm, hut after that mo~.t of tlH·m :;.ettkd down solidly to their
_jnh allll n·ap,~d lhL! h:tl'\'('"l. In ali thc an~:•s men tinned Jml in many othc:r
l l"lltf'l';o;, St:dl ~L'\ Hinniu;.:ham, Br<Hiflll"d, r ,,·ic:c.:st<:r, Gla:-;~ow, London, ~lc.ugh
allll Hw!dt·rslid.J, Llu:n: :.re now u::wy r..fug<:t: industri:llists who have Lec:n
nraftt:t.l CHI w ami acn:pt~:d into Lht: ilil.lustri:d life of this country. It would
t:tkt" too mu.:h Lillie to giw a li~t of all the indu~tries ir. which they arc
rng~•ged-thcy ru11 throu~~h t!Je w:\rp ami the we.:tve of British anivity. It is
lx:licvt:d tlut Llw. total number ol' !inn:-: is iu the _rc£'ion of a ~hrmsand and that
tbe llllmla·r (of (:mploy:·c:s nc::r:; tl:e quarter-million r1i:ai-K. They r~mgc from
gn·at !:L::torit·~ iu I he: NcwL·astlt: a.n::~. with[\~·(,
tl1"~th;)II.O.:ll1d hands, down
to a sn1:tll <:mph"l)'•:r on sp..:ci.:tli:.t:J work \~ ith less than bal£ a Jozcn helpers.

or'
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'fh.::.' ;.n: pn,ud of till' f.tn that d,;:n.: i.:t.~ tiiH h1:en a sin~ll· t.::tst: of an
indust:·ial dispute durin:~ ;1 dcc:;dc• of tho:ir liic: in tl1i:• C'flllllli')'Hrrc i~ the n·idc:li.'t:. I •• \Vt·~=L ( :,u,~lc.:rl:.ithl hdor,: th<: '''ar, on I}' -1;),000
of !he to:;.i im:url'd pupula!io;; .-.1 ::l·i,i.ii.iO \1"\Ti: in wc;rk, and it ·was ;;.rgi!CJ by
\\Tll-infomv·d· :tut!·u,ritv th.1~ ilH: onlv s;t!.-;ui~m of Culllh~:rland bv 'in tht:
tratl:ift:r l.'f iL'i P••puiat:rm. !u \l;cr~:port, iu p;n t.irular, the perl·.e;ttag-t: of
,~·rirkk:,c: ''::.-: no ks.-.; than :!7-- tile: ill:;ckf"t ~-jll.ll in tl11: co:mtry.: To-d:t}',
lto,;n·n. thc: pic·wrc has hc•:ll ·:·():;lpktdy t\'-,ira\\11 and thcr•: an: Wl k-;.-.
th<\il •J(i,,:(lt"J pc!•('lc: t:lltpiO)'l'.ti. !t Wcillfd h:: ;1 !!_lOS.~ t:X:i,!!1~C'I"alion ll) Sllg~:t:.-.t
that cit>: \\';;,; dm· <:ntirdy to thc: n:lu:;c\: J:tdiJ~;tri,,lisl. Hut it is tru~: to s;~y
th~d h..: has intn)dun·d tn that bn:t::.r O!;c-inrlustry area •-~ di.vcr~ificati;;~n of
indu::;ry, with IJC\\. hnpc and IH:w oppurtunitit:s tn tlco:-.c •.vlw li'.'t: then.: ..
At th;~ 1.-raryp•)l r hctot')' of I hm:Ckl\':a Co., Ltd., fill· c:xamplc.:, they :::.rc
prodm~ing c3t.:h day abt"Jut I150,0dO piastic buttons of \"ar!ous colours in ·a
i:l.nory d 5:1,ooo ~q. ft. :\n cxtc:usic11; of ~:;,o'JO ::11. ft. is nearing t;omplctio&t,
wh•~n i·l·n:!r targ\:t will h·~ t ,C•oo,c\h:· hEtto:to:; a ;by pitt:> buckks, slides· and
Ct:riib.:·fs. ,\l>llut :~~·per CUlt. of Lht:il pmJu.:tion i;; for e.~o,;port. The pr<~'icnt

labour iorcl: i~ <: ppro:-.imatdy •i O.J.
.
Thi;t::cn thow;~;IH.l pair:; oi ruhhlT lli.lot5 and shm:s ~:-re .being produced
each wed: hr Liu· Briti:-:h lbt:t SlV.li.: t:o., Ltd., who ab~) c-mpioy 4_00 workers.
A n•.ot~blc cx~tmplc of ilnprovi~:; ~i.-;11 ami CGnvcrsion is th~tt tarried out
Ly .l\hrchor, Pn•dw.:ts, Ltd., :'"· tiw di~u:>~:li rokc-OVl~n _p:ant ac \Vhit..:havt:n.
The Jirm took o\'cr dc:rdirt. huildin~s a11d :.15 aue:-. of bm~ four yc~ars ago
:md i:; dl'-.·duping brgc-st<tl•: .na;mfai:iun: nf sulphated f.~oLt)' alcohols and
u!ill'r c:h<:mical product::; for u:>l~ in textili:, katitr:r, co;;mnir:, pharmaceutical
and hou::d1u!d ind~t:stri.::.s.
finally, and perhaps l:c:t, i'i the story of three b1 odu:rs-Aif n:cJ, Victor
"!-lld Jac:oh---aml oi tht:ir family tannin1-; bt<..->inc~s in Prague dating back to
1 795· Early in '939· Alfr<:d ::nd Jacob came to Eng-land to see what could
be dune to dcvclup tlh~ export busine~ of th;~ir C:tc:ch b..:.tory. Possibilities
included dw opening in this connt.ry t:f :t finishing- dc:partmtnt for !a:nb-sldn
products. Thl: brothers l1:Hl no intt·ntion of ~taying here. Hut when Hitler
m:uched iuto Czl:rho.slov;tki;t, they fouwl thl·m~d'.'~o:S J"ll'llni~cs.~ in this tom-.try
·despite th,:ir con"ic!nahlc ;L'-:stls in CzechGslm·akb. Tht:y tkcidcd· to op1:1i
a factury ha~. In. Novnnlu·:r, 193~;, lhl~Y received an orLII:r for ;£6o,ooo
from tht: Dutch Gon-rllltli"nt, ln!t tlu: tt:r!J\5 (klllaildt:d th."lt the firs~ tldivcry
of the goods ;;houid he m:uk on l\·brr:h 1, 1 9-tO----fom months l~tcr. And
they ha;i neither pn:tni:·l·s, pL\ll~ nur any t·mphy..:•~s, kt alone skilled wurkc:r.;.
\\'itl• tht: co-npnatiou of the C:•>Vl'rmnl:J!t, th::- t:~s~:ntial Jnac!.inl·:; were
ddin:r(:d in January. They had f,,llll•.l an old m:Il in Nort!u:m Jrdand aml
l.h,:r•: 1hey b~:~an to tr;.tin th•: vitb,!~:: workprr:-1 :It:, ,,·ho h~HI lil.' knowk:dg(:
.-.-ba;~·:..'t·;·,-r nf t:umill)!;.
Jmk::d, ~hi.: vilb;..;-c.: bad k11own liale more than
;:ill'''!:.icyl~·.cllt for two:uty yc:ars.
.
,\ hi:<•inr.in!!. w~1s made tm,'an-l:; tlu: fi:·st ddivcry. Then Hitler im'a::.lcd
Hol!:·.ud. ,., Ficki-gn~y lc~1tltcr and the ,Ctiv,OC•u order cv~aporatcd fJVcmight
::.:ad tht:y wac kft with the matni:-al on tlu:ir h;\11ds. What wa.<; to hav..:
h..:tn sc.l~l w i-iuH::nd at the rate o[ t:;. 71!., thc:y were gbd to dispose of for l~r.l.
Tbi:-; .:aLLo;,troph:: wmpdkd them to ckm~e from clothing goat<; leather·
rn ~;ucJc:. kid. By October, 1940, the l:hangc had been made and suede w~LS
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being Ut.::ip:tldanJ Ill large quantitit:~ tO k:liiing firtllS Ill \'ar&OUS parL'; of the
country.
Tlu· 1.111111':-y J•rn;nisn! tiH· l;ov1·:·t!lil!'lll th:11. it ,,-,H.Id absr1rb '.!!l pt·oplc.
iu tho: lir:--1 y.·:u· au.! ii11 in tlw !'r·,·ond. It! f.u·t, it t'!llploJ}'nl i11 the lir:-.t year
1:.:11 pl·~tpk. by 1~1-10 jl.iO pcopk, :uut· UHI.ty 4"'J, lio piT n·nt. of whunl ;uc
male. Tilt: pn·\'iuu~ :.n·r~t)!.•: t·:u11i11g:o. ,,f tlo•·se viH.•:.:;,·rs-----tbm;c lh:.t wac
t'lnpioynl ----all appm:..:.im.dnll'• :~o-.;. a \\-.:o·k. Tu-uay tltcy avc'a~1: .e!j a wrd.;.
Tlu· fir111 l1as hougl•l lh,· tllill ll!ltri.~ht llt-tt•>·· IJ•tl it h.1d :dso to purd1:t~·.1:
the twu \'ilb14''S ( 1 til hot 1St':-)'' ht·lc lfll:~·-t of its ctEj·ilr.•;·lTS li\'t':. By way of
iutcl\:Sl, ll11: rl'l.-1. t!J<:~;,· i.'lllplr->)-i'l'S p:;y f<_.r tJH.:ir Ci.Jll.:t;;<.'S V-arie~ f'rom i·l'. (()
~s. 6d. pn w.Tk.
Thl· upkt:q> of the bou:--cs is lll.l sm~dl cxpc::u:;e li.l the
t.:Oillf'~lll)-'.

Old hmitw:;." friend:. sought to do IH-l.,itw:--~ fr:mn· Sweden, Nnrway, E:-!'ypl,
Jll•rtuga! C'IIH..I tlic .:\rgcntin::. l'lill'ing ihc· war j1:rkin kathn was tui:nl:d onl
lnr tlu: J-'.,rq·s tu_:.;~·t.lu:r _with Uti'iity 11.-:.tht:r. To-day more than half the::
prod ul'l ion l~tmsi~:s of sun It- worked out ft ot 11 ~beep ::;ucdc, h:.ir"Skin suede
~tnd 1 :llu-.·t:as for :;l10cs.
This t:wt~cry ••h:;orbs 1 2~1 ,ouo skins per ann1tn1,
h:.If the total output nf N't•ril•e• 11 Ireland. In tot:d, it handlc::d last )·~ar a
r:1illir:n :-kim., nr 5 rllilli.m- ·'+ ft-. of lc;nhc:·.
!kin~ &H.-iy ;1o rniks f,nnt Ein:, !n:sin•:!-.S is t::.sily ckvdopcd with diaL
('0\lirlt'}. hut t·xp•ll·t licTtt:T:' ;r.-.· h:tnl l•-' ;:our~ by.
Nut one-tenth nf the
orders c1a l.tl' n .. l·rutnl. It! 1 ~J·l'· t'X!Wrl:' to Eir,: t:qualh:d thl: honK trade.
·: 'h!s b r,L',t: ··x port lu1•:iw·~" grarlu:dl y f.- II. l!il\\'t'\'1'1', beet liSt: the Cnvernnwnt
b:tsnl iltcir n.:pon :d!o;·:•tiwt ••il 1 ~1:;:1 li~tll'l'."··. whc11 tin.: coru 1>:t!l}' did. not
{:xi::.t. Thi.•: :<l-:1!•· ,,j· .dLairs .-untin11cd 11111il h·hr11:try, 1~)-J7, wlh.·n a n·a~on:tblc
t·.-:port tiu•;t:• w,t...; .~ivcn. lk:-;pitc nrrn::l! di!ftntl:il·:;. up to '2:) pt:J .. n:n!.. of
t!1c tn!.:l ••111]'·111 of !hi~ brl!:t' l:!lllit'f)' .t:"''·' i!l l'.:..:p•ll'l.
It i,:, fr;,nkk, a •· ~uc-:·,·::;~ <;to1 y.'· Not ali thus•: who l'atnc tn tht.s1: ~l:orcs
h..1\·.c a simii.tr st.-•ry tu t.-IL llut it tl(J("~. pcrhap~. answer some of rhusc
criti,·::: who ;a~;k, " \'dwt h;;~ the rcfu~:c•: indli:'lriali:-:l d01u: :•"

I,ubHshc:r,s Nol.c
Till·: nu~ECTOI:, olli.-i:~l orga II of I lw i ~~~:titutt: <..f Din~rlors, is pul>lislH·tl

qu:u·tnly hy Dmry
W.C.!.!.

l'rc~s.
·:t-

I.e d.,

1 !.l-·.!i•,

)_.nrk

Buiidin~s,

Add phi, L•Jnd0n,

·:i-

.Suh:-niptimt r;;ll-~ an:. c,:._.at Britain. ns. per year post free. Singlt~
E111pirc:, 1 us. per ~'l.'ar. Ebt'\\'ht:r~ ovc:rsc<~:<, 1 ':!::;. pa year.

(.opi~..·s :2s.

·ll-

*

*

CtHIIribwioils 011 subjl'\'1:; of it•t•·rc·st to directors of puhl:c ilnt..l private.;
comp:mi.::• :•r•· iu\'it.-d, and an· i':tid fnr b~' ;11Tangnucnt. Tin: f.uit.or, hnwcvt'r, cannut bt: hdd IT.•poa)...;ifJil· lor the ,,·tmn of IIIISUitaiJk manuscripts,
tllll<'ss :tl'I'Olllpanicd by :L :-.l:lil'ljl,:d addrc:o:-cd cnvdopl'.
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DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY
North em Regional 0-,fice
Stanegate House 2 Groat Market Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 1YN
Telephone Newcastle (06321 24722 ext

27 4

H Loebl Esq
7 Moor Road Sth

Your·reference

NN.,TCASTLE UPON TYNE
1TE3 lliN

Our reference

Date

1 November

I
1971

Dear. Mr Loebl
Thank you for your letter of 31 October. ~'le Trrere unable
to obtain employment information for 9 of the firms on
your list (Nos 5, 13, 24, 35, 36, 40, 43, 44 and 51).
Total employment in the remainder in 1974 ~~ounted to
16,<?00. 1 '!'he ratio of males to females being approximat.ely
1.2 : 1. I confirm that these figures relate to all
employees at the establishment level.
I hope this information will be useful to you.

Yours sincerely

S E l•1use

C3200

